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Preface to Synesthetes
JANUARY 2013—As I write this, one draft of Synesthetes has been completed. At this critical
stage—whereupon one of two paths could be, hypothetically, chosen: one leading to certain
doom and artistic damnation, the other toward future reinventions of the novel itself, in
different forms and expressions—I have pondered what works in the novel and what does not.
What I intended and what I came up with are two wholly-separate entities. Is the conversion
of the writer’s truest intentions into the actual final product the symbol of true success?
Starting the second draft, I can only hope that the truth is this: that a second writing of
Synesthetes will better fit my expectations which, certainly, have changed as much as the
project itself has progressed. Because this first draft still seems to be covered with viscera (it is
a new born, indeed), it is, as of now, severely premature and desires nutrients and human
T.L.C. It still requires time in the incubator, although most of the work has been given birth to.
It has pushed its way out into the world. Now I must align my expectations with the creature
I’ve birthed, and, voilà—something, this thing, begins to exist.

The first draft of Synesthetes was completed on December 30th and not soon after I took a
vacation. I still had stuff to say about Lazaro and Co. but I kept those details to myself; they were
just floating thoughts which as time went on became more organized, more coherent. If later—I
safely assumed—I did not recall what I had planned for the novel in these (“postproduction”)
stages, then it was not that important in the first place. Any thoughts on this (viscera-covered)
novel which did not bypass the strict barrier of memory had no place in the final product.
Logically. And so I neglected the computer outright for some time. Instead, I read 2666 by
Roberto Bolaño (which I reviewed at the time as: “[2666] is what new literature really means.
And what this all means is a restlessness to render only certain themes, certain tableaus and neo
fables, no longer in neat, ordered, and restricted packages. ‘Write what you want to write about’
[of course always looking at the heavens with glossy eyes at the past Gods of Literature]—and
v

screw any expectations and conventions. Bolaño is more like Virginia Woolf than Garcia
Marquez1… and therefore utterly brilliant”) and some stuff by Hermann Hesse. This was enough
to remind me of just how radically-different and all-too-exciting novels truly were. With 26662 I
noticed, just as I did while reading the Marquis de Sade’s 120 Days of Sodom years before, that
if you repeat certain events (such as the infamous 300+ pages [“The Part about the Crimes”] on
the Mexican women slayings of 2666) in such a manic, very (yes) sadistic way, the effect is
almost vomit-inducing. And of course, this is a high compliment—there is nothing worse than a
forgettable novel—this to me became The Lesson, a truth in my own personal poetics. But
Synesthetes simply cannot be 2666 (or 120 for that matter)—I would die of a rare explosion of
the ego if it were. No; what I learned is that perhaps the grotesque attention to detail works
well—sometimes (The Spikes episodes in Day Two are examples of this particular technique).
The accumulation of words and pages which seem to convey the same horrific detail, the wealth
of information on a devastatingly bad situation, all this, at the very least, means that
Synesthetes—a coming-of-age story which begs for particulars to be uncovered and describes the
poetry hidden within the mundane—must be lengthier than originally planned. It must take its
time to describe singular days in the period of a week. It must reflect a reality (as much as the
occurrences of 2666 are historically-accurate and journalism-real, sharing with my novel a
similar Mexican borderland setting, and 120’s are sinisterly contrived, like demonic rounds of
Chinese Checkers). And with Hesse, well, I remembered the use of the novel. Which… is…? To
entertain, to compete with life, to take yourself away from yourself. And to be embraced forever,
the novel, as one would a genuine life experience or a true close friend.
What I mean by this is that my personal taste gravitates toward old-school (hyper? sur?) realism. There
are way more imitators of Gabriel Garcia Marquez than Virginia Woolf. The trend should be curbed. We
should see what people who are inspired by Woolf have to say almost 90 years after Mrs. Dalloway.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez imitators are a dime a dozen.
2 Unlike Bolaño, I cannot even begin to formulate a coherent motive (or story, or structure) for the utterlyreal, sadistically-gruesome killings of women (and children, and men) in El Paso’s southern sister city of
Juárez, Mexico. It is interesting to place a story like Lazaro’s near a location that seems so rife with
violence. Lazaro’s own experience of violence is made apparent throughout—the contemporary bloodbath
even “spills over” in some way at the end of Day Six (which is actually reported on television on Day
Seven, Chapter 1).
1
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I want to begin discussing the innards of Synesthetes (this is the only kind of baby you
can successfully dissect without being put in jail). The novel—the novel’s true core and
skeleton—is essentially a revamp of Fellini’s beloved La Dolce Vita. It is not a remake, although
it does follow a parallel plotline: and this structure detail should be apparent to a few, but not
all, readers. No Rome, no Europe this time; instead Texas, and for this novel, most specifically,
El Paso. The protagonist happens to be a reporter, and because there is a strict reality with
which he is forced to participate in (he constantly questions and resists, lingers idly and freely
partakes), he ultimately is as much a spectator in the middle of all the action (told in the present
tense), as the reader is. La Dolce Vita depicts opulence and possesses style, a je ne sais quoi, to
spare (entire fashions in film, style, and are were established worldwide as a result of its
inherent über-coolness); Synesthetes displays a current vanity fair: people from all walks of life
living on the borderland, filtered by a discerning and unknown narrator.
This modernized version, however, replaces the swarm of Italian women with a vivid
tapestry of modern gay men.
The two-climax plot line—what is it? Confederacy of Dunces3, a novel I would venture to
describe as legitimately flawless4, follows this type of plot. Margaret Mitchell’s Gone with the
Wind plays with this, but in an epic scale (even the film version is neatly cut in two pre and
postwar-ish halves). But what the two-climax plot means, in all truth, is that a character either
becomes redeemed or further injured at its conclusion (it is clear which end John Kennedy
Toole chose for Confederacy’s Ignatius Reilly; it may be a little more difficult to discern Scarlett
O’Hara’s final stance). We are privileged to see an extended version of the Fall from Grace with
this type of narrative arc; but, alternately, there can also be that ever-elusive Arrival at Awesome

When Ignatius works at Levy’s Pants (Climax #1) and as he perambulates the French Quarter with his
hot dog cart (Climax #2).
4
It seems I may have made unconscious connections between the main protagonists of Dunces and
Synesthetes. An episode from Lazaro’s past makes a cameo in the present—that of his failed suicide in
New Orleans. Lazaro has probably made something of Confederacy’s tint of sadness, of its tragic origin
story and the death of its progenitor John Kennedy Toole, and so has decided to travel to the Crescent City
to end his own life.
3
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Heights. The form that the plot (story) is presented in, it’s chronology of events, is of paramount
importance: especially if the beginning chapters are to be as relevant, effective, special and
enigmatic as those at the end. It is incredibly appealing (in that voyeuristic sort of way) to read
about the main protagonist en vivo, full-on, at his roller-coaster life. It’s a perk, a reward, for
being a faithful reader, to have the opportunity to see what occurs to a character after the
expected story line has been elongated or changed tracks. Two peaks in the plot line
immediately suggests a sudden change, sudden action, and legitimate drama. Lazaro’s week is
bisected by a trip out of town, and so his week can be diced in two parts (albeit not equally).
Thursday culminates with a sense of conclusion; Saturday begins a new misadventure. Part I
(Tuesday-Thursday) and Part II (Saturday-Monday) feed off of each other somehow, yet still
remain distinct features in Lazaro’s week-long experience. (Part I is considerably longer than
Part II—this was a surprise for both the reader and the writer.)
The decision to intercut the days into an unequal number of chapters is a device which
shows that a differentiation between days and the individual events which make them up has
been made (by Lazaro? the narrator?). Distinct lengths and chapters vary, as each experience is
given a different value. My main intent, a push toward “modernizing” the novel (and thereby
giving it a newness, a freshness), was to include, after every chapter in the book, an “extra”
scene. Just like modern DVDs, books or magazines contain additional supplements to
compliment the main body of work, I discovered that I too wanted to puncture holes in the
general narrative and meet the sensible wants of contemporary readers. Having been
conditioned to want more too, I made the attempt to branch off from the main narrative into
other seemingly-random directions (demarked by a different narrative past tense and italics).
There had to be contrast from the main core of the story—a break from all the narcissism and
cynicism which the overly-underestimated Lazaro seems to convey. Sporadic vignettes of
different tones of other El Pasoans living under conditions similar to our protagonist’s are
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therefore included. The pattern of each chapter told in present-day narration5 is capped-off with
a recapitulation of a scene from the past, from somewhere beyond the parameters of the main
narrative itself. Having the story propel forward, and often interrupting it with various
digressions, gives the novel a frantic, though not entirely chaotic, rhythm and flow. Almost every
chapters is followed by its complimentary “extra.” And what goes into every chapter of every
section of Synesthetes can certainly be further explored.
I am aware that my novel requires different shades and forms of dialogue. I am also
aware that this is a tool used to convey several things. Dialogue paints the atmosphere. It steers
the plot. It shows the outer (as well as inner) realms of a character. It creates a setting. The
truest and most suberb example of this is not, alas, in the prose form but in an altogether
different medium: exhilarating, innovating, film. Both Before Sunrise and Before Sunset
(directed by Richard Linklater) successfully place a realistic (present, in-the-now) script, the
interchange of dialogue between two (just two!) characters, strictly at the forefront. We, as
fortunate bystanders, begin to read lips, to get excited about the liaison between both lovers, and
to expect a happy outcome. We are deprived of that sensation only when each film ends, with
intense and joyous satisfaction left as residue within each of us. The scenery is integral—the
conversation often stems from the lovers’ keen observations of their immediate surroundings. I
believe human interaction to be vital to my story (perhaps to every contemporary story), to my
seven-days-in-the-life-of-Lazaro plot—especially if Synesthetes is to end up, ultimately, as a fair
valentine to my own home town. Just as the lovers in Before Sunrise and Sunset fall in love
while in honest, human-to-human contact, I let my hypersynesthete Lazaro also feel those ups
and downs (and not always honest) inherent in human communication6 throughout his waking

The modern novel makes it easier for the reader to identify with the protagonist. The present-tense,
third-person narrative voice aids in this process considerably.
6 A keen example of theme making its presence known in dialogue, from Before Sunrise:
5

CELINE:
JESSE:

You know, I've been wondering lately. Do you know anyone who's in a happy
relationship?
Uh, yeah, sure. I know happy couples. But I think they lie to each other.

ix

life.
The novel contains tons of quotations. It is because I personally don’t like to venture
outside my comfortable hovel that I yearn for pathos-heavy moments like those found in the
aforementioned romantic films. Not every figure that Lazaro comes across is as poetic as Jesse
or Celine—but I really want to render Fwadée Jizelle a truly exotic candy—a surreal, enigmatic,
dashing figure—one Lazaro alone has the privilege of meeting. Lazaro meets his heroine two
days after his promised interview, and the moment is bizarre and unreal. This was a tricky
moment because it had to seem unexpected, dreamlike. Nonsensical. And yet it cannot pretend
to be independent from the rest of the novel. Sure, Lazaro puts on a type of front (which
hopefully the reader will distinguish apart from his natural way of acting), but it will still be
essentially him standing before his goddess7.
This novel must contain all the language it possibly can: colloquial form or professional—
whichever type should be required. I think the mix between “high” or “elevated” language and a
bombardment of modern terms is an exciting revitalization in the Great American Novel. For,
the modern individual has thoughts perambulating in his brain in this exact fashion. Sometimes
those words are straight-up slang; sometimes, complicated physiognomies in Latin (although
none of that type of lingo is included in my novel). I try to maintain the vernacular (especially
local slang, words like pinche, güey, mijo, as well as other terms of endearment) intact. Words in
Spanish are not given any special treatment, as they are not italicized as they customarily would
to indicate a separation of languages—this would have been a mistake on my part, a blatant

CELINE:

Hmf. Yeah. People can lead their life as a lie. My grandmother, she was married to this
man, and I always thought she had a very simple, uncomplicated love life. But she just
confessed to me that she spent her whole life dreaming about another man she was
always in love with. She just accepted her fate. It's so sad.
JESSE:
I guarantee you, it was better that way. If she'd ever got to know him, I'm sure he would
have disappointed her eventually.
CELINE:
How do you know? You don't know them.
JESSE:
Yeah, I know, I know. It's just, people have these romantic projections they put on
everything. That's not based on any kind of reality.
7 The intense adulation of musical divas (Cher, Bette, Madonna, Gaga) or Hollywood actresses is a
convention of gay culture.
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inaccuracy in terms of the “reality” in El Paso. The merger of tongues and the invention of new
words is what makes the landscape of Synesthetes so unique. The narrator’s often-fancier
language clashes nicely with the characters’ (dumbed-down) remarks and impatient text
messages. Synesthetes plays around with the eloquent, as well as inarticulate narration and rude
un-PCness of the characters themselves.
The residents of Synesthetes must reflect the melting pot that is contemporary El Paso
society. Just as Confederacy is a faithful portrayal of New Orleans, and specifically the French
Quarter in the 1960’s, I wanted El Paso to be painted by the characters which constantly orbit,
like feeble satellites, our want protagonist. The Canterbury Tales by Chaucer is an expert
exercise in this “like coveting like” phenomenon—that is, all the characters are doubly
interesting for the tale that they convey to the band of pilgrims and for the frailties and strengths
in the characters themselves. Likewise, everyone in Synesthetes (being residents of a world,
albeit fictional) has something to say. And what they do say must give them enough flesh and an
adequate substance in turn. A quick example of this is Lazaro’s mother and his friend Elena.
They are both given inner dialogues (special sections which contain no punctuation, indicating
an unstopping stream-of-consciousness) in their respective sections, and not only do they differ
considerably in the content of their musings, but even the language of the mind is in its proper
tongue.
Often, admittedly, the characters feel dumbed-down and inarticulate. Yes, the profusion
of marijuana and other drugs must have this effect on people, but it must be mentioned too that
there is little to suggest that the characters are ever truly high (even “buying munchies” in the
store does not garner those expected results). Insipid characters—the tradition of the novel tells
us that this must not be so, that they shouldn’t exist. But in El Paso, the fictional El Paso, just as
all slang is indespensible, all personas are half-realized/half-repressed. This struggle and
inherent laziness to handle two languages is as special to El Paso (a metropolitan, bilingual area)
as it is to Los Angeles or Miami. Characters may seem stupid, but this is solely an opportunity
xi

for the reader, like Lazaro, to make the authentic realization that often just the opposite is true.
Lazaro is the proverbial star of the book, there is no question about that. (Even the
subtitle has his best interest—that of becoming a Somebody—in mind.) When asked about his
personality, I’ve said that he, our fictional man-boy, is 20% autobiograpy, just about, and the
rest just wish-(or nightmare-)fulfilling fiction. Initial readers of the unfinished manuscript
found an inexcusable disagreeability to his nature. Lazaro makes constant excuses; he lies; he
cheats; and he tries to accomplish aims which are rather selfish. He has closed himself off from
the general population but can discreetly, spontaneously, break his own rules (like when he is
following yet another guy as his instincts instruct him to do just the contrary). He is cynical;
fatalistic; a devout egotist. Unlikable—though not to the terrifying heights of other literary
heroes who can become antagonists at the mere switch of the writer’s whim. Lazaro is, at heart,
genuine and an old-school optimist-in-disguise. The degree of nostalgia is too intense in him,
and yet indicative of his entire generation, those Apocalyptic Millenials. Lazaro can do
something as simple as programming a friend’s number on his cell phone, but decides not to. He
abstains, not from laziness8, not from being rendered dull and incapacitated by pot, but from a
secret want to be constantly surprised. He is as addicted to the probability of surprise—for
makeshift revelations and cheap epiphanies—as he is to weed. He is nostalgic for the days in
which any ring of the telephone could elicit a feeling brimming with infinite possibilities. The
tragedy of Lazaro is that as he isolates himself so, tucks himself away, the world, uncaringly,
moves on.
Synesthete is a half-made-up term, a definition for an individual capable of experiencing
the phenomenon of synesthesia9. There is evilness at large in the novel, personified mostly by
Spikes and the group of narcos, by certain other peripheral characters and the desert monster. It
A theme that seems hidden from the reader: that lethargy, in El Paso, is an ailment that is omnipresent,
a constant orb hanging over the general populace (the constant use of marijuana and other recreational
drugs notwithstanding).
9 Which is defined in American Heritage Dictionary as “A phenomenon in which one type of stimulation
evokes the sensation of another, as hearing of a sound resulting in the sensation of the visualization of
color.”
8
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is ubiquitous, yet the feeling is somewhat inconsequential to the plot itself. There is a force
guarding Lazaro from harm, and this is strange since the character himself is agnostic, if not
fully athiestic. Lazaro pretends not to care about these forces, though, and continues to think
only of himself. Modern life is a constant war inside yourself—to sin or not to sin seems to be the
daily query. And people sin—this is a sincere reality. So the prefix Syn in the title seems more
than fitting. (It is also important to note that I did toy with the idea of giving each day an allencompassing title, but this was counterproductive since it would then try to find definite
themes inside days where moods rollercoaster up and down, and unpredictability is the actual
norm.)
I must make note of the perilous paths I would have chosen for Synesthetes. Having one
draft completed makes it very clear to me that editing is—seriously—the most difficult part of
writing. Do you use up everything you’ve typed out, hold on to everything (like a packrat, a
hoarder, does), or just give it all up in the end and lose what you’ve already committed to the
page? To think of all the different directions writers could have taken their projects10—it makes
me promptly cringe. I re-read The Rules of Attraction, one of my all-time favorite novels, while
finishing the last parts of Synesthetes—before my self-imposed glorious retreat, that is. I
revisited it with the sole intention of entertaining myself once again since reading and writing
must be done, if not in equal measure, then at least with serious frequency of interchangeability
(like comfort food, some books can also become potent ailments for the soul)—but
subconsciously this was all just further “research” for Synesthetes. What made me fall in love
with this group of malcontents in the first place—in Bret Easton Ellis’s best and mostunderrated work—who search for someone to love, while dismally never connecting with those
who actually covet them (you see, very genuine to the college experience, these individuals are
lost souls who demand our attention, who believe they are important despite all their various
Could you imagine the characters from Never Let Me Go making it out alright in the end? Or of the
gorgeously-tragic teens in Scott Smith’s The Ruins, for that matter? Or what would happen if the serial
killer stalking the streets of Georgetown in The Exorcist became suddenly revealed and unmasked?
10
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shades of villainy)—was precisely that. Snappy, contemporary sentences are key. My story also
yearned for certain contemporariness—not the aftereffects of the roaring ‘80s at all, but for
actual, real El Paso, TX, circa 2012-2013. Overall, not Bret Easton Ellis’s themes nor mood did I
wish myself to ape (although in my undergrad years, a teen-angst novella would not seem too
farfetched a project for me to undertake—if I had successfully beaten depression first, that is).
My novel does deal with young people11, with their misadventures and hidden yearnings. What I
saw was that what really worked for Rules of Attraction was first person narration—so Lazaro
would, I vowed to myself, tell his own story. This way, narrator and protagonist would be
indivisibly one. There had been an enormous abyss between these two entities, or, actually, the
very opposite: there was not a truly distinct voice given to each one. To marry them both made
instantaneous sense. And, as I tried my hand at converting my entire novel to be told solely
through a single pair of eyes, perhaps a full eight pages in, I discovered the mistake. I could not
get into Lazaro’s immediate persona because I wasn’t comfortable taking him on, completely.
Being puppet master seemed much more fun than being professional psych to a person who
seems much more fun because of his emotional nebulousness. So the third-person POV
remained.
Another possible catastrophe would have been Lazaro’s retreat12 “mid-novel.” I wrote
several pages of Lazaro’s escapade in Las Vegas, and then I changed my mind and spirited him
off to Inquieto, New Mexico, a fictional idyll whose equivalent is, in actuality, Ruidoso, NM. But
later I recognized that all these sections were unusable in the end. Why did I choose Vegas in the
first place (proving that first instincts are always right)? Because it is so radically different from
ol’ El Paso—though still, the desert landscape is inescapable and the people are as opportunistic
and materialistic as before. Lazaro is an adventurer at heart, so the Vegas thing seemed perfect,

Thankless, they all follow their own agendas and individualized schedules. Ironically, it would seem that
the only person with a trace of gratitude is Fwadée Jizelle’s assistant, Michael. Are El Pasoans as selfish as
they are depicted in Synesthetes? This would not be a modern novel if they weren’t.
12
There has to be contrast—this is a concrete truth—and how much more exciting would it be to be
unforeseeably carried away for some random, strange and magical interlude?
11
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at the time—an arena ripe with opportunities. But I spent the New Year locked up in a cabin in
the woods: a quaint hideaway in Ruidoso, NM, to be exact. Serendipity! This particular vacation
spot would be even more appropriate for Lazaro, for a trip to Ruidoso is as much an El Paso
experience as the star on the mountain, as the dollar movies, as La Bowie, as Chico’s Tacos.
Instead of the fake glitter of Sin City, my character would still get some of the casino experience
(the random chaos of it all), this time not 12 hours away from his home, but only a mere two.
Instead of the Strip, Lazaro would experience House of the Forest Spirits Hotel and Casino, a
virtual Xanadu in the middle of the dark forest. The contrast my story craved was to be found
here, certainly. I therefore chose to scrap the Las Vegas episode (as complete or incomplete as it
was), play with the made up terrain I had begun to formulate, all this just for the mere
opportunity to make a true realization of my enormous mistake. Las Vegas, yes, worked. It
seems way more surreal in reality than the fictional Inquieto, and I guess that’s saying
something. (Location details in Synesthetes are discussed further on.) I wrote about Vegas with
a gusto that simply did not match the Inquieto writings. I tinkered with the idea so much that I
decided I had played it, for a change, right all along. The story would have been very different if I
hadn’t.

MARCH 2013—As I edit this, I cannot help but feel like I am adding meaty coats to the skeleton
baby I’ve birthed. Muscles, tendons, blood—all these seem to cover up, yet they help make my
vision even more… special(ized). I like to see my baby (when not in that form, when not a fullfleshed living corpus) as vomit—the sick ultra-transmogrification is, after all, pretty hard for
me to resist. The first time it made its way out, it was spewed from my very innards. Giving it
now its own rightful flesh, a lesser degree of reliance on its progenitor-host seems to be the
best plan. I need, at this point, to fill in details and scrape out others. So, when I am asked, Are
you adding to your draft or scourging out? I can safely reply: BOTH! Stuff that should not
have been there (the Inquieto interlude for instance; Fwada—instead of Fwadée—Jizelle; a
xv

succinct background story involving Ramón’s violent posse; Gabriel’s true connection with
Lazaro’s fate) will not be there. Information which better carries my point across seems to be
needed instead, and I enthusiastically welcome it at this point in the project…

Soon enough (it had been foretold by several critics anyway), I began having problems with my
baby, left all alone in its clinical incubator for prolonged moments of time. It was at this point
that I began to feel truly ambivalent about it. About all of it. Was it possible for me to run away
from it outright, escaping all responsibility, and simply let it die, alone? I really wanted to. Like
Victor Frankenstein, I very much wanted to. My personal life took on a transformation at this
period, perhaps a something that could potentially make or break the entire project. And so, it
was my conclusive decision that I would see the newborn through. What else to do? My own
personal stuff, its heaviness oppressive atop my head and shoulders, practically seeable,
palpable, was in actuality a heaven-sent opportunity to make a marathon-like dash for the
novel’s immediate and successful completion.
A type of overhaul was needed, basically. It was meant primarily as some type of
makeover (the 2000’s, and by extension the 2010’s, are all about makeovers)—a superficial,
ornamental exercise, more about style than substance. I had to increase the tone, heighten the
moods, to mirror the manic monkey that seemed to have taken residence in my own body
somewhere around that (‘postproduction’) time. Make it outlandish; transform it from a solid
Rated-R to a more robust NC-17—this was my thought process. (Indeed, in the little that I’d
talked to other people about Synesthetes, I’d always confessed that I wanted it to be RatedR…which is now seen, in my opinion, as incredibly limiting). I had the perfect backdrop, a more
than adequate stage, but still those “pastels” needed all the color that they desired. The work, to
me, seemed muted and, I can’t deny it: trite. This was the inner anguish of the writer; that
infamous stage in prose creation entitled “self-doubt.”
But because Synesthetes was more whole than not, more alive than dead, I decided that
xvi

the catalyst could officially be a change in my own life. I would edit out everything in my
personal life that did not help me finish the project, or hindered it in some way, and add-on
more writing time to my already hectic schedule. For is there, truly, any other way? I vowed
then—the sad premie almost on the verge of its death—to dedicate all my attention, all my
affection, to the novel’s survival.
I began writing additional scenes shorthand, tired many times over of the glaring
computer monitor. This, a slow and infuriating process, quickly became soothing and familiar.
My hand cramping up began the tenderest of memories of high school—my overachieving era.
The last stretch, those minutes ticking before the deadline, were to be handled in a very different
way than the time taken to write the first or second drafts of the novel. I would begin to use my
fancy hardcover notebook (its color as inviting as Dorothy’s road to Oz, perhaps portending in
me movement toward a specific goal, indicating an urgent strive for success). I jotted down all
the details and all connecting/emerging themes which ruled Synesthetes. This back-to-basics
approach gave off a new experience with my own creation because it was as though I was merely
taking notes on an already-published novel which had been recommended to me by some close
friend.
Of all possible themes, sexuality seems to get the loudest response. Smut is not easily
confused with high literature—the lines become very much apparent. Simply, just as some
images are intended to shock (although the perpetual use of images utilized solely for shock
value is generally insipid), the theme of sex, sexual perversion, sexual inhibition, is intended to
really move the reader. Sex is dealt with in this novel, but I just couldn’t cross certain lines (or,
should I say, I had to make those lines…murky). There had to be a way to depict this gay reality,
gay sex, in a non-filthy way.
In my estimation, outstanding novels that deal with the gay question (if it even really is a
question) are very special. Outsiders themselves, they make it clear that homosexuality has
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always been under various types of scrutiny. Starting, I think, with E. M. Forster’s Maurice13,
then traversing the sad panorama of Queer by William Burroughs, one must always consider the
literary implications of Latin American Manuel Puig’s magnum opus Kiss of the Spider Woman,
which for me embodies that quintessential feeling that these “gay fictions” wish to convey.
Undoubtedly, though, I revere Alan Hollinghurst14 for his audacity: he manages to marry high lit
with low-brow gay almost-porn. He is British and consistently witty and sexy in equal measure. I
have not read such gems as The Swimming-Pool Library or The Line of Beauty since. (Is there a
U.S. equivalent? I don’t think Christopher Rice is it.) But being gay myself, living in El Paso—all
this gives me a certain edge over many other writers who want to write about homosexuality.
Just as J. G. Ballard did in Empire of the Sun, or Irene Nemirovsky in Suite Francaise, it is my
own experience with the subject matter that hopefully gives an authenticity to the novel (despite
the fact that it doesn’t take place in WWII, as the aforementioned books do).
Although I make reference to Scott Smith’s unabashedly horrific novel, The Ruins, in this
preface (see: footnote 9), my novel is fueled by only a similar, though unclassifiable dread: that
of dying young. Death, expert antagonist to all youth, makes small appearances throughout
Lazaro’s life (just as they would in any given person’s, presumably). Lazaro mentions a car crash
which he had survived sometime before the events of the novel, and later again he is involved in
one. He has the dual epiphanies (hopefully spread out nicely, evenly, within the narrative) which
move him to choose life over death: When he decides to take a night swim in Ft. Lauderdale
beach and is devoured, almost, by sharks, and later on when he travels to New Orleans and is so
enamored by the city itself that he decides not to attempt a suicide. (Also, the two killings of
“dear family pets”—portending the discovery of the giant monster tarantula later on at the
book’s close—could themselves be a foretelling of the five murdered people that are found later

A gay love story with a happy ending? Wow.
Lazaro is written in the same vein as Hollinghurst’s fictional Gay Everymen. Because lust dictates many
of the fates of his main characters, and because they all have the rare opportunites to trespass social
echelons while retaining their irresistibly-boyish naivete, Lazaro is a comrade. All of them belong to the
same category of “Gay Intellectual Determining His Fate.”
13
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in the last “extra” section of Lazaro’s last day.)
There are two distinct ways to leave an earthly life—a youth must either take his own by
his own hand, or he must simply expect for an unexpected accident or calamity to do the favor
for him. The levels of terror of these two options differ then, not in magnitude, but in tone.
Having the luxury to make away with one’s own life is very different from getting sliced-up by
ocean assassins. Only in Lazaro’s world could a magnificent creature like this become an actual
instrument of death. For something else (like sharks, like simple day-to-day interaction, like a
car crash) to take your life (even the unidentified corpses on Day Seven seem to carry some
degree of responsibility for their own demises)—this is a very human fear which is as frightening
to Lazaro as the idea of living the “straight” life.
Depression, too, is hinted at. Depression has hindered Lazaro in the past severely, and
because he feels entitled to its opposite—to the natural happiness and comfort that is attained,
ideally, simply by existing in the world—he makes the conscious decision to leave behind that
feeling—that disarming force poet Jane Kenyon calls “the anti-urge.” Its absence from the novel
(although there are careful hints of past depression throughout the narrative) is testament that
Lazaro has made the cognizant decision, early on, to be less critical, to care less, to resign, go
with the flow, and to live his own life exclusively in the now.
And then what do I dare accomplish with the novel? Well, I’ve stated in my poetics
before that “I… want to entertain readers with a bombardment of unpleasantness, all of it to
clash nicely with their notions of youth and pleasure.” I am aware that what I am writing is not a
horror novel—it is a coming-of-age glimpse at a geographically- and socially-exciting place and
time. But I doubt that some of my inclinations for the horror genre won’t somehow make it in.
The fear of the narco is there—it is exclusive to this region in the country and is realized in the
novel, somewhat. Psychosexual fear, also prevalent in the youth of today (and dare I say, more
so in gay world), is also inevitably present. Mistaken identity plays some part in the plot (the
sunglasses are a fair symbol for impersonality and the hidden self)—this modern fear of being so
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unspecial as to be confused for any other person (there are seven billion people in the planet
today, after all). At the edges, I wanted my world to be falling apart. Lazaro is there to
experience—I truly love contrasts—so it follows that Lazaro had to make connections that are
both lasting and ethereal, to have thoughts of both suicide and happiness, to know about life’s
extremes. He had to hate and dream, to love and be.
I recently got a very casual, very savvy “summary” of the book. A person constantly
hearing of the project, getting snippets and facts about it though not venturing into the pages
themselves, described Synesthetes as, “all things El Paso—adventuresome!” and it was a spirited
remark, almost like a cheerleader’s hoorah. There is, indeed, excitement for the new literature
emerging from, and dealing with, our beloved hometown15. Lazaro’s misadventures are nicely
laced with El Paso lore: the Camino Real Hotel, the various city streets, Plaza de los Lagartos,
Cielo Vista Mall, Bob Haskins—it all gets a proper mentioning. Details are brought out that
fellow El Pasoans can both recognize and see in a radically-different way—this is a main feature
of my novel.
And then there is the purposeful murkiness of facts with fiction. Lazaro, great fan that he
is of surrealism, would approve of the constant interplay between the real and the not. Visit El
Paso, and most of the landmarks I’ve mentioned will be there. Venues like Beautiful Life and
Mindy’s, Inward Reproach and Serpentina, are ephemeral—they are quick gateways in the
future for instant nostalgia—and so they are fiction. Like many other night clubs (including the
Old Plantation and Mining gay bars), the places Lazaro perambulates will likely be gone in a few
years, especially with the current growth and sprawl of the urban area that is The Sun City. I rely
on this confusion of locations of events and their actual names to titillate the modern El Pasoan
reader. Because, let’s face it, El Paso truly exists—and Lazaro and Co. are living a parallel (and
unreal, and unlived) existence right inside it.
It is hard to admit that if there was ever a definitive depiction of something as general as
This year, Benjamin Alire Sáenz’s Everything Begins and Ends at the Kentucky Club, a collection of
short stories which all occur in El Paso, has won the Pen/Faulkner Award for Fiction.
15
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gay life in the biggest border city in the country—what El Paso, in the year 2013 is—then this
could be it. This gives me hope in innumerable ways—chief of which is the beginning discussion
on how times have changed, the how and why of it all--and El Paso’s own proper original novel.
What I want others to question with Synesthetes is why it is that experiences themselves are the
modern man’s truest earthly rewards.
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PARA GERA
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I’m alone
But not alone
You’re welcome here
But we’re on our own.
—Deviates
“Come With Me”

1

I. TUESDAY
Chapter 1
Tonight all the lights of his city twinkle with an artificial sadness. He chooses this over the
unmistakable figure which surrounds it all, encapsulating the entire world outside. It burns with
an inner fire, it beckons like a sun inside the room. Past the glass’s glare, cavernous, cold, and
grey, he sees all the symbols which the season eternally asks for—all those artificial lights and
religious characters, neatly staged and aligned—scattered all over the ground below in a carnival
of Christmas lights. There is a bright crimson wheel, faking it’s on fire. Some candles encased in
colored capsules rock unsteadily with the wind. Lights, close-up or from up high, flickering.
Glowing. He crosses his arms, shivering from his core out. A city. An inland island.
He is lucky. Being one of the few who’d stayed behind, who’d remained, who hadn’t
bought into the modern northward exodus to greener pastures (likely to Austin or San Antonio,
or Denver), he takes the view for granted. But he rarely ever saws his town this way, the way a
lucky few ever had seen it: in this case, as it does from atop the tenth floor of the Camino Real.
For nobody ever really visits the hotels in his own hometown; the circumstances for that kind of
stopover must be pretty rare, the occasion a strange, uncommon one. He doesn’t know the
reason, for the duration of some seconds, the figure still vying for his attention, still radiating
light, still staining while humanizing the landscape below, why he can afford to stand before
such a wondrous (yet, of course, familiar) vista, a sweeping panorama deserving a wall calendar,
a 500-piece jigsaw puzzle, but then he quickly remembers. His brain makes an audible slush; he
touches the glass with his left index finger to realize exactly what it is that separates him from
the night.
“Open the window.”
The shadow in the background slurs his speech. His entire torso is on full display as he
sits on long, stretched calves, as if in prayer, on the unmade bed. He is just showing off. The face
and features are all blurred, but the cotton candy hair which adorns the back of the shiny head
makes the figure completely recognizable. He is a phantom.
The room’s sole lamp, pyramidal and girlie, colors everything pink. The figure on the
bed, being only an arm’s length away from the lamp, the closest one to the primary source of
heat, shines the brightest here. His back seems all aflame—an entire cloak made up of rosy
snow, some pink, and it does take a while for his face to come into full focus. He has closetogether eyes. Chocolate. A very unwrinkled forehead, bare, glistening. Enormous eyelashes
place miniature prison bars before dilated pupils which seem to be swimming. In ink.
Pushing the window forward to allow a sliver of night air its rightful entrance, leaving all
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coldness behind him and giving in, he finally approaches the bed and Gus.
Quiet for one stone cold moment, as the figures come together, it is Gus who suddenly
sighs out, his enthusiastic air invading the stale environment. “Well, it seems to me that you’ve
really got it made.”
“I suppose so. Yeah.”
Gus is probably referring to this lavish room, to their awesome but ignored-for-now
view, to Lazaro’s evident newness to this particular sphere of existence. Despite the fact that
Lazaro had nothing to do with the room’s acquisition.
“Surpassed me, even,” Gus gleams over at him.
“Whatever that entails. Sure, I guess.” A matching gleam. “Uh huh.”
“Bitch.”
“What?” Lazaro asks with an expert smile. Does he really look all that content? With
everything?
“Remember when,” Gus, lighting a crumpled cigarette, murmurs, (still fully nude minus
the legs covered up by the covers—looking, oddly, as if he’d been amputated,) “I visited you at
college? When…” he trails off, momentarily, to look behind his shoulder, “you went.
Remember?” He looks closer, inspecting the changed features of Lazaro’s face. “And you took
me everywhere, just about. And you looked (takes a drag) incredibly busy and worried, as if we
were gonna get caught any moment, ditching class, us driving all over. All around. You looked—
and now, well,” he stops (again, midsentence) to scratch the back of his other shoulder, pup-like,
displaying matted brownish armpit hair and long muscle, “not so much.”
“Everyone tends to get awfully busy,” Lazaro admits.
“Yeah. Now more than ever—I agree with you there. But why you? You—who insists on
being, like, so bohemian the whole time?”
“What’d you mean?”
He remains silent.
Noticing some nifty form of spite, if not envy, Lazaro fesses up. “Well, Gus, I guess
everyone has to grow up sometime—even you. And even me.”
“So I noticed.”
“Hmm.”
Lazaro sits at the bottom of the lofty Queen, flexing both of his legs out and away. He
wiggles his ten toes—they look somewhat like turtle heads poking out their shells.
Simultaneously, Gus hands over the cigarette as Lazaro asks for it. It’s a learned gesture.
It’s a cause-and-effect collision, of a sort.
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Mechanically, Gus sits back down, slowly, lazily, upon the nest of soft, trampled sheets.
Blowing out internal smoke, they both make the room fuzzy with white threads and strong body
vapor. All the smoking had once been a feature in their spectacular, far-flung past. It has stained
with nicotine all the memories Lazaro instantly associates with Gus—that overly bisexual,
estranged, sociopath cinephile. It is actually the strong masculine smell of tobacco, foreign in its
many forms outside of this impromptu, unexpected reunion, which makes them perfectly calm
in this rarest-of-rare chance encounters. It is all bizarre, very super strange. Opaque, nicotinny:
all of it as heavy and sticky as glue.
“You are here to interview Fwadée Jizelle. The Fwadée Jizelle (he takes a long, luxurious
drag). Are you fuckin’ kidding me?” Gus pretends he can’t believe the very nature of Lazaro’s
recent good fortune, straightening up his posture in the bed, although he’s always been inclined
to think of Lazaro as being absolutely lucky. And it is undeniable that Gus had once been this
lucky (this brand of lucky) too. But along with many of those other previous feelings from
before, jealousy is most apparent.
“And obviously,” Lazaro winks at him with no irony at all, “I didn’t make it to said
meeting.”
“So what are you gonna do now?” Feigned interest, as usual.
“Reschedule. I dunno. I’ll think of something.”
Both figures have met.
They embrace. Two joined tree trunks. Who is strongest?
Why do I give him so much credit? Lazaro asks himself as he finally pushes Gus down,
plopping his own head upon incredibly white, bulgy pillows. Why? Why am I here? Gus then
moans out some type of confirmation to Lazaro’s disjointed thoughts: an answer of some form,
right there, right from under him. Some years ago, the bedroom scene which is about to
transpire may have made a bit more sense. Now, it seems outstandingly out of place: an event
from long ago, thought to have been vanished forever, irreplaceable, making its surreal
appearance now in the absolute present.
Both of them are horizontal now, the cigarette is left alone cradled inside the aluminum
ashtray (a torn-apart beer can) on the side table, like a stick of incense. Lazaro does pushups in
slow motion above Gus, who is both prone and eager, busy kissing his neck and his chest from
under him. They stay like this a while, a short, sweet while, until a gush of wind enters somehow,
with cruel slyness. Outside, the wicked wind.
Lazaro suddenly drops down, steadily, shivering.
Under the covers Gus forewarns: “Yeah, enjoy it while it lasts.”
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How would you know? is Lazaro’s silent retort. He does enjoy it, however. Receiving
kisses and allowing for the groping to continue occurring nevertheless.
Kissing leads to more kissing (a deeper type of it, with heavier caresses and more
immediate, exaggerated responses); then, a not-so-shy bout of sword-fighting with a comforting
intermingling of childish giggles. Light is once again let in as the covers fall. The room seems
suddenly overexposed outside of the heavy blankets. Lazaro reaches for the now half-dead
cigarette at the side table, and gives it a sudden, powerful drag. The pull of the lungs is overly
vicious; both men are able to see Lazaro’s strong ribcage emerging on the outer flesh as a result.
While playing with the cigarette’s filter with his lips, Lazaro feels Gus’s wandering finger stop at
his naked clavicle, sharp, as though pointing to something of great importance there, then
dragging itself down the natural downward line. Gus the ghost predicts that this will make
Lazaro shiver for sure, as used to be the norm in the past, but only ashes react as they vacate the
tight paper tube, dropping down on the pristine sheets like dirty snow. Once, this type of touch,
this stimulation, would have made a noticeable dent on their romance. A display of superiority
would have been established: one man would be (silently, unofficially) declared better than the
other. Lazaro has always thought so. But now they both stare (Lazaro in satisfaction, Gus in
disbelief) as Lazaro stands there, very strong and firm, erect, letting the touch mean to him
nothing at all, as all his neurons are consciously on hold.
“You enjoy this,” Lazaro forces himself to say, at just the right moment.
Gus cackles like a maniac at his ex’s newer dominating demeanor; then he goes down the
strict, straight line again, kissing soft chest hair, placing then his mouth on a spot that seems
familiar and alien at the same time; icy yet inherently warm; a place often in his nightly thoughts
and even in his daily musings.
So Lazaro just lays back with his cigarette fully burning, fully aware of just how lucky he
really is. To live through this, this episode; to have the tables turned ever so rightly, an ever-sosweet spot-on role-reversal, just as he’d wished for some years back, those years of potential
happenings, shy occurrences, but pretty slim-to-zero authentic experiences.
They have talked about nothing from the past, which was a surprise to them both. Gus
had picked him out, fate’s hand appearing out of nowhere, from the colorful crowd downstairs
almost immediately. Seeing him there, the people dispersed and created a type of frame with
which to present Lazaro all the mightier, and this had left Gus with the exciting notion that the
night was full of possibilities. First, the concert, where everyone was at; before, that is, they had
decided to cruise over to the bars nearby. Parking lots downtown had been swarming then;
though now, there they bleakly remained: dark and empty as frozen lakes. The current nightlife
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link remains strictly bound to El Paso, though not long ago it had expanded right past the usual,
newer bars, past the bridge, right past those streets, and right past the thrilled people, the noises
and lights. But as there is more order now, less danger, more sophistication—now that more and
more venues are opening up and bands are actually coming in from abroad, from outside of the
general sphere, there is an explosion, an excess, an increase in everything except the size of the
buildings themselves, the depths of the beer glass, or the variety of music.
Lazaro can’t really help it. He expels those deep, clingy moans which seem to him too
femme-y. Moans which had probably more than once in the past made Gus seriously question a
still-lingering inclination for the opposite sex. Gus mimics him. Incapable as he is, not in tribute,
nor in mockery. Rather, establishing the proper soundtrack.
There is a painting, half a person in length (were it to be held vertically), of a marina,
above Gus’s head, of some bay at, at—twilight. The deep reds and the striking purples become
smeared all over the gray places. And those over there, far off? White. Seagulls. A faux gilded
frame. A shiny surface which becomes opaque, then gleams, then becomes opaque again.
A few minutes afterward, Lazaro is already putting his clothes back on, his shoes. The
comfort of his feet snug inside their shoes resembles his entire whole. Strange, to think that the
only time that they have ever been completely naked (fully naked) with each other has been in
rooms of random hotels.
Somehow, the clandestine angle matches the romantic.
Gus lays down spent. One arm dangles down at a jutted angle, the hand flexing as though
holding within it a palpitating heart, while his other one disappears completely from sight at his
other side. To Lazaro, he now resembles a three-limbed amputee. Lazaro checks for his wallet
and notepad.
“You look like a mechanic,” Gus tells him.
Lazaro looks over at Gus, then down at himself to assess his appearance. He sees his torn
skinny jeans, and not too long ago he positively swam inside oversized baggie pants with useless
strings dangling from the sides. Now, a tight pink shirt, a slit down the fabric on the throat to let
out shy bristles of peach fuzz. And the Doctor Martens—the same.
He hops, putting his right foot in, trying to remain balanced.
“Why?” he asks, for he’s always looked pretty much like this, always.
“Well…look at you. What happened?”
“Are you sure we’re allowed to smoke in here?”
“Here? Why? No.”
“Cause we’ve been smoking them cigarettes nonstop. And that sign over there,” he points
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feebly at a tiny post-card sized note affixed to the bathroom mirror, “says not to.”
“I dunno,” Gus admits. “I’ve been here for more than that, for…” he looks at his heavy
wristwatch, bulky with its straps of black leather, his only accessory, “…four hours? All I’ve been
doing, well, other than the obvious,” he smirks, showing the side of his teeth, “is smoking. You
know me. So I really just…” he gets up and squeezes Lazaro’s ass, “don’t know that information
for sure.” He sits back down on the edge of the bed.
“Okay then.” Lazaro closes in, making their distance shorter. “I gotta run,” he says, once
he’s finally managed to retread nearer the lamp.
“But you’ve already missed her, anyway. And you won’t be able to find her at all.
Probably you’re screwed. I can picture her all spent in bed, or meditating, or eating waffles, who
knows? After the concert? Who fucking knows? Maybe in her own hotel room. Like we are.
Were.” He kisses the sides of Lazaro’s lips. “She’s gone though. That’s for sure.”
“Yeah. I know.”
“So, really. What are you gonna end up doing?”
“I guess I will have to think of something,” says Lazaro in a stern way. He can practically
feel the night air outside the hotel, beckoning. “There’s gotta still be some time.”
He glances at Gus, nose tilted down, one last time, one quick smile. The mention of time
has never been part of their deal. It is mostly always an irrelevant, fleeting element—no
consequence at all to the tryst.
Closing the door with a dull click, Lazaro then turns his back to the room where he had
resolved to give up the nagging fight a mere one, two hours ago. Thus he decides to resume that
task, that mental tug-of-war, re-stepping on his shoes hard enough to secure them fast to his
ankles, which are still beaded with sweat. In the elevator, on his way down.
The wind that welcomed him arrived directly from some abyss, from outside, having snaked
its way past the tallish buildings and lonesome telephone poles. Both glass doors had been
carelessly left wide open, and precarious drafts as well as wandering visitors could enter the
hotel as freely as they pleased. Immediately, Lazaro made his way to the exit, as if on some
mission, stopping quickly only to check himself in the full-length mirror. The elevators were
coated with mirrors—people could tell exactly why it was that they were fortunate enough to
ascend to the hotel rooms above, overlooking the entire city upon some lofty throne. Most
staying guests probably had rather high opinions of themselves, had the capability of seeing
the blueness of their blood pumping incessantly through their veins underneath their pale,
boring features—probably retained that same sense of entitlement which was as popular
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today as the resurgence of synthesizers in songs or overpriced cups of coffee at every single
restaurant. Lazaro noticed no hair out of place, and he considered this a true plus.
Trying to continue with the pace, inspired somewhat by the ring of the closing elevator
doors, he left the large foyer, empty but for a rootless bellboy.
“Phee-pheew!” the bellboy whistled, loudly. Only its echo reached Lazaro, already past
the doorway, already officially out of the building.
The spontaneity of it made him turn, if but for a second, only to see a vacant lobby with
only one other person beside himself, awake and about. Perambulators. All of them drifters.
Although there was a bar adjoining the place, this had already closed and a black vacuous
space was all that was left over. A shadow splashed softly on the nether end of the hotel.
He walked with some rapidity, out into the stark cold. The ghost of the bellboy was
already receding; his memory in outline was soon kaput.
Lazaro looked for their room from the frozen asphalt below. There was a great
possibility of snow, as the horizon showed red and pink swirls, a massive confusion in the
skies, as the desert was, has always been, a stranger to truly arctic temperatures. He saw the
light still on, their light from the room above—Gus would undoubtedly spend his night there.
Already, he was probably pressing Sleep on the television, minutes probably less than a whole
hour. Well, thought Lazaro, he certainly paid for it. So how did it happen that he already had a
room booked, even before he approached Lazaro? There was indeed major preplanning,
provisions had been gathered for sex, and this was, in all truth, incredibly damn sexy. He
could move faster through El Paso’s downtown area, he knew its map like the back of his hand,
if not for the encumbrance in his pants—the almighty erection, that little irksome commander.
He tried to pat it comfortably against one leg, and this took some time, some fumbling.
The thing about Gus Gonzalez was that he was, and had always been, a persistent
ghost. (As persistent, thought Lazaro, as this boner.) Not popping out every so often, Gus—but
rather popping out at the most unusual of times. Inappropriate times. Unpredictable times. He
was like a poltergeist that had decided it was not done with you, even if you had moved
elsewhere, even if you had relocated; it would always manage to find you. And, as a child,
playing with ghosts was amusing, but as an adult, ultimately—pathetic. And why would you
possibly fill up your days with the recycled?
He was (would always be) two years older, the brother of a good elementary school
friend. They had met at summer carnival, the school’s joyous topsy-turvy celebration of
childhood and whimsy, a quaint idyll. One-of-a-kind, it punctuated the droll weeks of school
with authentic excitement. (The principal, Mr. Arias, bless this person from his past, was the
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last of his kind: more involved in the playground politics of the students themselves, petty yet
indicative of how these children were to do in their looming futures and in their academic
endeavors, than in the politics that ultimately ruin a school and is selfishly free to run amok
throughout the nasty circuits of the faculty members.) This event was held on the Friday before
vacation break, and it was thought of as a welcome respite from, and a reward for, the
successful semester and school year. The teachers themselves left behind their usual faces of
semi-despair to conduct the different booths and be in charge of various activities which made
all the students feel the advantages of their situation; mainly, the exquisite pluses of just being
children. There were lottery booths, ball-throwing booths, and weight-guessing booths.
Construction paper, butcher paper, covered all. The fishing booth, at which prizes were
matched accordingly by a number found on the underside of whichever floating toy fish was
“caught”, was manned by Ms. Jolleen, the petite music teacher who was most adored by those
already graduated from her class. The cafeteria ladies took care of selling the cupcakes and the
sugary drinks-- tooth decay becoming a negligible factor, just for this day. (Later, sodas would
be completely outlawed, the machines forevermore replaced with high tech dispensers of
sports drinks and water bottles.) And then there was the jail: you paid the twenty-five cent
ticket price to rent a cop from the jail and to put whomever you wanted, incarcerated for five
minutes (meaning, five minutes of fun robbed from you forever!), in the slammer per paid
ticket. You could simply put all your money together and stick all your teachers in jail, for a
long, seemingly eternal time. This was, naturally, the highlight of the carnival, and it was here
that Lazaro first encountered his friend’s older brother Gus, amongst the bouquet of young
faces and old faces turned temporarily young again.
He was next to his brother, talking loudly and making wide gestures with both hands.
Joel Martin was a walking, talking toothpick: small body and small head, hyper and curious
and happy. He loved sports and socializing more than anything—his biggest fear? To spend
any amount of time alone. It had seemed to Lazaro that Joel was perpetually accompanied,
was never truly by himself. He always had many friends, Lazaro included, circling around
him, transforming him into a sturdy, dependable unifying nucleus. But even without a single
school friend around, his brother was the one who provided the entertainment; his brother
was a friend as intimate as those found anywhere, from the depths of the jungle gym to the
open soccer fields. But with a keener ear and snappy mouth. His first words to Lazaro were a
mystery, but what truly happened was that the three of them walked around, played for
prizes, laughed at the world turned candy-pink. Gus, being two whole grades ahead, already
at the middle school in fact, was mightily impressed when Lazaro won the mini Etch-a-Sketch
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for throwing a bull’s eye at the darts booth. They talked about TV, but, most excitingly, books
and movies. Joel moved easily to the background (he, the perpetual people-magnet) as Gus
and Lazaro talked more than anything else, about almost anything. Abruptly, Gus held Lazaro
by the shoulders, a move Lazaro suddenly felt, if not adult, then unbelievably strange (but not
wholly uninvited or unwanted—true). Eyes looked at the other’s pupils (Lazaro realized then
the real importance of eyes) dilating big and full in their brown, which itself was just brilliant
against the untainted white. Suddenly, Gus shoved Lazaro inside the dark confines of the jail
(which was actually just the igloo-like jungle gym, covered everywhere by butcher paper,
brown and imposing, with students playing cops and guards), scuttling away. Lazaro then
stayed behind the hour that Gus’s tickets had afforded, smiling, all the while, like an idiot and
missing out on all the fun. There was some odd comfort in the darkness of that prison. After
that, they didn’t cross paths for around seven years.
In retrospect, that feeling of missing out on the carnival, literally, moved Lazaro like an
inner motor. This became the root of his desire, a catalyst which genuinely inspired him to
become just better, to never miss out on stuff again. Once barred from a certain something, it
was in his adult power to (now that he could do something about it) partake. Because he never
wanted to feel like a spectator, as though he was simply skimming the surface of things,
ignorant (and not blissful at all) of the magnanimous depths, ever again, Lazaro’s mindset had
coiled upon itself, tight as any curl—victorious, it was steadfast and successful—it truly worked
for him. He vowed to never again allow himself to be sent to jail and miss out on all the fun.
(There was never an excess of fun.)
It had never before occurred to Lazaro just how cruel Gus could be; cruel, that is, until
he was defeated at his own devious game. Satiated, feeling intrepid and immortal, Lazaro kept
turning to the room on the tenth floor up above. Validation, or something like a conquest or
goal met, was a great feeling with which to leave everything behind.
The noise level was somewhere between obnoxious and intolerable, the music and talk all
swirled together and magnified, and Elena looked studiously at the tiny screen of her cell
phone, not really knowing why. The tables were frozen-solid upon the asphalt, as were all flipflops and clogs and high-heeled shoes. Everything made of rubber, plastic, even metal, stuck to
the frost. The desert was swiftly becoming Siberian tundra—and no one even noticed. Some
wind blew softly on the tiny hairs on the back of her neck. It felt agreeable, this most natural of
massages—sublime even. But there was definitely some type of stasis, a stillness, which could
easily be found only if you discounted all feeble activity that’s all around, all atop the surface.
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Objects defied their evident gravity; nothing wanted to remain, to stay put. Let us all then act
like brats! She didn’t feel alone although there were couples, couples coupling up with other
couples, groups of friends and merry acquaintances, all there, just talking, talking, talking but
retaining nothing in return. Perhaps they were all part of a collective decision to rebel against
physical law? Were people all over the world in on this conspiracy?
Four years ago she would have been barred from this experience, the All-American
drinkathon, which she classified tonight as being just so-so. (“Barred” is a term her parents
would often use.) Where was he? She looked at the phone, made a mental note of the time. In
front of her was a glass of wine. The only liquor that was acceptable now. She placed her glass
gently to her lips. The rainbow of drinks, a neat little alignment of all of their ghosts, spread
out wide before her, making her smile her half smile. (A smirk, it had been called before, but
really it was just a justification of a makeshift mirth, as abstract an expression as that.)
Remember? Margaritas, martinis, Micheladas, iced, warmish, in a can. Something deep
within her no longer tolerated this: shadows of the wild, crazy drinks, the candy of youth.
Elena no longer partook. Because of tolerance, she had convinced herself. So now a smaller
amount of booze engineered a bigger, more monstrous buzz. And already, pretty much, she
was halfway there.
Girls pranced around as if it were high school. Lackadaisical. Aimless. And not cute.
Like over-accessorized deer, malingering, eating grass and shitting on the pristine lawns.
Stupid twats. Hollow bitches. She had never been capable of commiserating with members of
her own sex. To her, the intelligence of a female was always self-limiting, self-conscious, selfrighteous, self, self, self. Really, bitch? She mentally began a fight with one of them (more the
one with the pixie haircut, the retro dress, and the 4 inch heels [dumb!] than any of her
lemming companions) and her voice in that hypothetical bout had been loud, harsh and
mean—a voice that the most deaf of all deaf people would clearly be able to make out.
Then a stranger, some girl, approached. “Do you have a cigarette I may borrow?”
Borrow? Bitch, do you see me smoking? What makes you think I smoke? “So—do you?” the
stranger repeated, only after Elena had simply remained there, blinking up at her,
disinterested.
She didn’t acknowledge the voice, nor the stranger—possessor of such voice. Thinking
her likewise dim, the girl with conceited written on her forehead firmly retreated, slowly,
rejoining then her group of friends, all skulking like a coven near the shadows. They giggled at
something, but practice with this sort of thing made it all too clear to Elena that whatever the
cause for that insipid gurgle, that cacophony of noises was, it was not her. Always, she
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thought, the minutiae took precedence. (Minutiae like what names were on tags, what names
were on cars, what names were on the men all these skanks had fucked.) She took another sip,
concentrating on the meniscus within the wine glass. The blurriness through the glass made
things a bit more— interesting. The guy to her left, over by the sole tawdry tree, taking up
most sidewalk space, that guy looked just like Dopey, with elongated ears and a bulbous nose.
His backwards cap looked conical. Through the wine glass (Wine glass? If she’d ever lowered
her standards four years ago and opted on getting drunk on wine instead, it would never have
been served in a wine glass—only plastic cups and the bottle itself would have been acceptable
containers) she saw an alien walking a line straight towards her. Its long shape possessed a
giraffe-like neck, clothes the color of skin, and ruffled hair. She knew who it was.
Chapter 2
“Madam Mim.”
“Jafar.”
Lazaro sits down, smiling. It has always been quite the momentous occasion to meet up
with somebody—outside of school, work, or any other such obligatory place—and feel like they
had never left your side in the first place. You just continue as though there were no actual cuts,
no retreats, from the whole fateful, joined experience. They have few friends, admittedly, a
handful; but when they see each other it’s like their lives are so replete with their own personal
stuff that a façade is soon constructed only to be destroyed moments later by some true
comforting sense of familiarity. They begin to talk as then as if nothing has ever, really, come
between them.
“The noise!”
“I know. Why’d you pick here?”
“Well, I was downtown...”
“You are always downtown.”
Which is why, she thinks, he fits it like a glove. The surroundings have actually become
him. He is part of it, part of the whole pointillist landscape, and yet he cannot be confused for
any other boy. And, well, just look at them! That one in his nineties hair (who would pick that
decade, for godsakes?), and, at some tables over, all these lesbian-looking little men, with
hairless bodies and heavy glasses, seeming overtly underage but, sad thing, not.
The music has become a nuisance. The repeated beats have made their mark over and
over again. Why couldn’t we just meet over at his place? she wonders.
Oh, right. The ambiance.
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“Ooh. I like this song.” He gets up and pretends to dance. What… is… he… on? Although
she doesn’t care what others think—really, is truly very ambivalent about other people’s
opinions, what they make of her or her companions—she cannot help but blush. Being faced
with two opposing feelings: embarrassment and glee—this delicious, tugging feeling she had
truly rather missed.
“C’mon. Get up!”
But she stays put. Now she too is an active participant in the conspiracy to only project
movement, yet remain helplessly inert at some deeper level.
He sits back down, his attention suddenly perked up by what’s at the entrance of Rad
Music Box Company. There, where a group of guys all clumped up, all chatting on like silly,
Chatty Cathys yell and smoke and drink.
“Who’s over there?” She decides to intervene, breaking his thoughts as rudely as she can
fake it.
“Huh?” Lazaro plays dumb.
“There. Hot guy?”
“Not...really...” The trailing off means he’s caught one.
“Well, why do you keep staring over there then?”
Her face is fixed in his severe gaze, like a fish staring helplessly from its bowl; his eyes
sparkle in sure defiance.
“Are we here, again?” He sighs, scratching himself. “Jealous much?”
She is at once embarrassed, but then a sense of primordial anger seeps in.
Again?! Like he knows me, like he knows my psychology, the true color of my innards. No. She
is not going there again, only to be laughed at like a dunce.
But anger, really, just has no place in this friendly meeting.
“Well, he’s a total Macaulay anyway.”
“Macaulay...? Who?!”
“The dude you’re ogling. Him. Jesus. He’s a total Macaulay. By definition: a man
adorable once upon a time, as a child, and thus, by retaining those same, cute qualities into
adulthood, the result just becomes pretty much just abhorrent.”
“I thought you meant Thomas Macaulay. Some writer.”
“No. Macaulay. As in Culkin.”
“Yeah.” He looks at her, still smiling, then at her semi-empty glass of wine. “Guess I
could see that.” He gets up, not to get a better look at the guy afar but to grab a coveted drink.
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He asks her if she wants one, and she automatically points at her glass. He leaves her, the chair
making the sound of chalk on blackboard. He is swallowed whole by Rad Music.
Inside, Lazaro waves his arms in front of him as if parting an invisible curtain of spider
webs. The mist contained within this one-room bar/restaurant/disco complex makes him sneeze
instantly, loud enough to bypass the thundering soundtrack.
Several feet before his pointy, Greekish nose there is a pyramid. Seven beer bottles high,
more than twenty at its base, it takes up most of the counter space at the bar. It gleams with the
direct illumination of some gloomy, twisty string of Christmas lights. They do not blink on and
off; they remain dim, moody. It’s a sad display of an upcoming event. Lazaro sneezes again (he’s
completely unaware of how many times he’s sneezed already—blissfully ignorant of how
perilously close he is to catching a cold). He pinches his nose with his thumb and index finger,
and hops over to the bar, aglow and rosy, and welcoming.
The girl with a thorny tattoo, root-like tendrils circling both wrists and coming out on
either side of her swan-like neck, is hard to flag down. Not because she is too busy attending
other drinkers, but because she is looking at the patrons from far away, from a far distance
closer to the pyramid’s left side than the cash register. She looks around lost, as if she doesn’t
know that she even works here. When she finally comes out of her trance, she takes Lazaro’s
outstretched bill and quickly hands him an open beer. He takes a gulp, the bubbles and foam
thick and delicious, then he notices that the pyramid’s lights do indeed blink on and off. He can
even see his cheeks flickering, and the brew cools his throat.
A raspy, sickly voice blares into his left ear, tickling him so that the vibrations make him
stand straight, still. Entranced, he eavesdrops on the conversation taking place as he sits and
sips.
“That bitch rocked it, all right.”
“Yup, you can say that again.” And that he does, without a hint of irony: “That bitch
rocked it, alright.”
“Yup.”
They are obviously referring to the Fwadée Jizelle concert at Don Haskins. Pretty much
everyone went, thinks Lazaro. (He cannot help but hang his head in the universal emblem for
defeat.) Pretty much everyone already got the experience, got the fucking T-shirt and had played
their playlist in their cars afterward, and all that jazz. Feeling wretched for his recent failure, for
never getting the interview he had a coveted press pass to, for letting all his coworkers down, for
failing. For having that feeling feel so freakin’ familiar already.
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Urgh. He remembers just then, however, Elena waiting for him, looking glamorous and
better than even she consciously wanted to outwardly project, outside. But the ruckus inside
matches the one outside—no one is safe.
Turning the corner, once more Lazaro stops to follow some sly shred of conversation,
lively and loud. The girl wearing as much makeup as a drag queen cannot help but share
highlights of her particular relationship. “And he tells me,” she rushes to share, “‘Look what you
made me do.’ Look what you made me do—all sweaty and just standing there. You know him. It
was all just too hot. I can’t ever come to my senses in time.” He leaves.
The bass booms. The casual dance floor lights become overly excited and makes a prism
down the long, colorful walls. The introduction of a strobe light above, spasming and creating
chaos, ironically gives the scene some more serious veneer. Lazaro takes another deep gulp,
washing away nicotine and refreshing his tongue. He follows the doorway which announces the
frosty night, and passes straight through the threshold. Outside, he is greeted by bright orbs
lining the street, spreading it out across the horizon: new streetlights placed there just in time
for the holidays. It’s like Louisa May Alcott’s New England smack dab in the center of downtown
El Paso.
In a place of noise like this one, an automatic exhale can still be heard if it’s yours—if it
comes directly from you. Elena hears hers, her own—smooth yet deep, symbolic yet purely
biological—but decides to remain hateful for just some minutes longer. People, people, people.
So easy to ridicule and to, in turn, become subjects of entertainment. All of them super easy
targets of her colossal form of contempt.
There’s a crowd of people Will we be back in time Do we have our passports How about
money And the car keys How many pesos do you have Dollar bills How does this look on me
How do I look Remember to lock the door Don’t make noise Would you do me, I mean,
hypothetically The hair alright How does this look on me? Heavenly. The slivers of light on the
way back, announcing their departure, then welcoming them back; seventeen songs, all of them
great to dance to, to jump and exaggerate moves to, and the ten beers each, plus whatever halfdollar shots were placed before them by thrilled individuals eager to be friendly for that night,
for this night of all nights, as though it were all to collapse very soon and without a single
moment’s notice. Swaying together, laughing at ghosts of jokes, hitting hips upon wooden
tables, peeling and sticky with alcohol, with past sweat and vomit; the discotheque an entire
production from your very dreams, staged and familiar, European and campy—a sincere blast
from the past; from a past they had never even experienced before, and yet there, there just for
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them, all the same: and theirs for the taking. Ravenous times, these; when every bump was a
secret gift from heaven, when possibilities were as endless as the fun, the music, the night.
Elena’s reeling mind is snipped abruptly. She suddenly feels the heaviness of her legs,
her buttocks. “I’m back,” he says, the manly shadow enormous over her. “Did you miss me?” he
asks.
Trying hard not to roll her eyes (ooh, does he hate that!) she gives him instead her fair
smile. It is perverse to relate all those good times to these; naturally, everything tends to move
forward.
“Frumpellina.”
“Gaymie Lee Curtis.”
Lazaro brushes strands of his hair back with one hand and tries to catch a glimpse at
something which stands out dazzlingly—his friend’s lacquered fingernails. All of them are
painted red; a red more maroon than the primary color itself—unnatural, really, for the color of
all fingernails everywhere painted red. His eyebrows lower and lines appear. The stern gaze, the
calculating, smart eyes zoom in on the peculiar detail. She keeps them still, all ten digits, just for
him; then she wiggles them. What?
“Love the color,” he admits, straightening up in his seat. “Have a cigarette, love?”
“Yes, please.”
“No, I meant for me. Do you have any?”
She leaves her left hand there, under his studious glare, prone like a dead thing awaiting
dissection upon an anatomy table, producing from her purse (so—no mention of the purse? It’s
red, too) the short box with ten or twelve thin cigarettes left. One for him, one for her.
The two lights make both their faces glow a bright yellow, then a deep, dying crimson.
Two sparks of fire: ancient rivals to the steady glow of artificial lights above.
They pull in gray smoke and exhale at the same time. The smoke from Lazaro’s lungs
meets somewhere in the middle with Elena’s, then, traveling upward, the fusion, like marble
forming in the air, disappears forever.
Because it feels so delicious to smoke out in the open air tonight, Elena begins to feel a
bit strange: lighter, a sensation that falls somewhere between lethargy and outright stupidity.
Although she stopped smoking weed months ago, the last time, she remembers, was with
Lazaro; this is, therefore, simply an unconscious type of association. It’s his fault, really, that you
forever feel high around him. “Just went to the nail girl,” she begins, trying to make him think,
with the strong, forged emphasis on girl, that she’s being somewhat condescending to the
person, whose face she has forgotten, actually.
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“A huh. I see.” He pulls in more smoke. “So?”
“So now I can’t try on this über-expensive new nail polish.”
“My word! This world of gloss and superficiality you’ve penetrated quite admirably.
Excellent. Congrats.” His faux-British accent used to sound less forced—he was once apt to use it
to mock something, not to reprimand it. “Yeah,” he goes on, “the color does look good on you.
Admittedly.”
“Thanks.” This wee compliment is truly savored, if for a fraction of a second.
“Yeah. Just wait,” he says. They are quiet for another second; the volume of everyone and
everything else has exceeded prior limits. It becomes like a thing, a drone; one huge, incessant
hum. It easily becomes hard to concentrate.
Lazaro doesn’t stop smiling. “Just wait, I mean, ‘til the beautiful red is simply no more.”
“Peeling paint.”
“Peeling coats.”
“But the excitement is killing me!” She changes the topic, sort of. She reaches for both his
hands and cups them with her own—the swiftness of the action shows just her degree of
excitement. “The girl at the counter—you still have to socialize with the counter girls, right?
Anyway, this girl—”
“Wait. Wait.” He points at something. “What year is it? We still have counter girls in the
year 2013?”
“Shut up! Yes, there are still counter girls around. At the cosmetics section, actually.
There’s gotta be jobs for these women, too, right? Like you said, the world is awfully
overpopulated, so yeah, even in the year 2013. Anyway, she showed me the color and I
immediately fell in love with it. She used it on herself.”
“You let her model it for you?”
“Well, yeah. So—darn—pretty.” She deflates herself with her glee. “I just had to buy it.
Not the sample. We had similar complexions, the girl and I, so it’s cool. But I really wanted to try
it on. And so, I was thinking...can I try it on you?”
He is confused with the jumble of words. Finally, he sighs, “We are not similarly
complexioned.”
“Still, I just want to see it. It’s very—Bang!” She is hyperventilating over some very
common minutiae. Rare.
Lazaro agrees (“Ok, ok, just one nail”) and leaves his left hand for her to take delicately.
As she dabs on the phosphorescent purple to his ring-finger’s shiny nail with a mini brush, they
soon begin talking of old times. (Another cigarette-less girl almost decides on interrupting their
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energetic chatter for the sake of a smoke, but stops herself—enjoyment interrupted is never at all
well received, she warns herself.) Although curious at first, Elena does not push Lazaro for his
alibi: Where was had he been before he came? What was the hold up? He wasn’t truly late, but
still. His appearance is odd, his demeanor way too confident. The unkempt appearance
resembles the old him. Music barges in on them again, so the conversation turns to music,
naturally, and its myriad disadvantages. There are still traces of the nostalgia that’s reserved
only for their high school days.
“So, really? When did it just look to both its sides, shrug, and decide to give it up and
die?” She wants him to sound genuinely passionate.
“I dunno,” Lazaro says. “I guess even in high school music started sounding like shit.”
“Yeah, and what’s with this whole global communion over music? When did it become
the glue that keeps things together in one piece?”
“Everyone plugging into it. It’s like some big being that allows people to be the least bit
alone that they can possibly be: everyone is listening to what you are listening to; no
individuality exists. You become part of this huge hunk of mass, this invisible corpus, and you
are totally controlled. And you pay to be controlled. You choose this over any other possible
alternative. You are susceptible to becoming this zombie. You crave to be a nonentity. I mea0n,
what the fuck?”
“Scary.”
“And that monster, it’s inevitable. It’s always there. It’s a vacuum. And everyone loves it.”
“A huh.” She has nothing else to add, and decides instead to focus on tangible objects.
Not the two-story disco, not the tables and chairs—all stationary. “Just look at those bastards
over there.”
Four squalid dudes dance in place, spinning in invisible tutus, acting gay to prove that
they really aren’t.
Soon, they begin bashing other things as well, verbally up-manning one another, and this
unites them like in the old times. High school residue. There are cheerleaders here, sans their
slutty ensembles, and jocks minus their balls. Freaks in their “Pretty Woman” mode (or Eliza
Doolittle, or any poor-girl-turned-vixen, rags-to-riches bitch, like in the telenovelas of the ‘90s),
ancients acting especially youthful, and bruised individuals who mope around and think that life
has treated them like shit, braving on, drinking it up and keeping up appearances. But very soon
establishments begin closing their doors, forcing dancers and drinkers to take the party
elsewhere, and the two are still at it: chatting away, joking, all cigarette butts smeared
underfoot.
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(Will they mention her husband?)
“So what are you working on?”
He seems content with whatever he is doing on the outside. She wonders what a Creative
Writing graduate program entails.
“At the moment, nothing.”
“No?”
“Well, I started working on some short story. You know how important these are—if you
can’t publish a handful of them, then you have like virtually a zero percent chance of getting
your first novel published.” He takes a drag. “I called it “Sleep Story,” except that there is already
a novel called Traumnovelle by Arthur Schnitzler, this awesome genius, and but since it’s a
novel, called “Sleep Story” in translation, and mine is a short story, insignificant, I guess, then
perhaps there isn’t a problem. My “Sleep Story” has very little to do with Schnitzler’s. But it’s
actually about a guy—”
He relishes in the smoke, stopping himself abruptly and becoming part of the lingering
haze surrounding their table. People register the intensification of his sloppy tirade, and
unconsciously move slowly away.
“—who misses a, just a bunch of shit, because, you know, he’s asleep. He is always dead
asleep. It’s like, people are having a huge blast, having adventures and living robust, eventful
lives, and it’s only his body there. People see him and don’t really care, yet he is an integral part
of their surroundings, of their total, you know, existence. Yeah, I know. It’s been done. Yes.” He
looks at her as if about to reprimand her, “But could you just imagine being made a prop, used,
while you all unaware and unconscious, probably dreaming…?” He looks upward. The buildings
seem to have moved in on them, they seem to both be inhabiting a slightly smaller space all of a
sudden. He takes a last drag, his wrist limp and atremble. Suddenly, a blinking light above
catches his attention. He holds his breath as he sees the mysterious star blink flashes, cease
then, abruptly, only to resume its palpitations.
Elena looks at the source, at the same region up in the darkened heavens Lazaro seems
to be in trance of. She looks at her friend, trying to discern the facial contortions which might be
awe, which might be some deep fascination. Which is it?
Finally, “Can’t you see that bright star?”
“No.” Elena, craning her neck up again, really can’t.
“Well, anyway.” He returns to his friend, looks her in her mascaraed eyes.
“Anyway.”
A dual sigh. Was probably just a plane, she thinks.
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“Also: what if I can make up something where the guy just lives inside people’s dreams.
You know? Like the only way he can remain alive is by living in people’s dreams, jumping from
one individual to another—just visiting beds and getting inside their thoughts. Skipping
adjoining consciousnesses—something like that. He could live forever—people always have to
sleep, of course. At any one moment on earth, at least one person is asleep. And for sure at least
one person at one given moment is dreaming. Perhaps there is some sustained dream that lives
forever.”
“A man or woman—alive only in dreams?”
“Yeah. I’m thinking, man.”
“So, like, Freddy Krueger then.”
“Uh.” He scratches his head to look all the more comical. Elena is beaming. “Yes, but no.
Well, for one, he’s good. And instead of scissors for fingers…”
“He’s got carrots?” She jumps. “Cigarettes? Lazer guns?”
“No, let me finish! Instead he carries these jars where he collects particularly important
objects from all his travels— throughout this one dream which all of humanity is, like, having,
and working on. Everyone together. And sometimes these things, the jars, break free and wreak
havoc wherever they find themselves broken, no matter in whose dream they happen to break.
That way the stuff from inside Person A ends up in Person B, and what’s inside Person B is taken
up by Person C. A conglomerate of colors—an abstract painting of smudges. People all think
alike, anyway, so. Yeah, I. I don’t know. Workin’ on it.”
Elena pretends there is a cold draft that’s sparing the blockade of cars and other
buildings, mercilessly concentrating all its force upon her. She hugs herself, passionate enough
to make two girls in a group over by the corner of Rad Music wonder if she’s some small-time
actress in town just for the holidays. Stranger stuff has happened, really. And her moves all seem
to come from some cool-girl catalogue (or surely from some old, half-forgotten movie), they
think, and they even wonder that if this girl has found it, this average looking twenty-something,
that if she has her moves learned from some type of archaic manual, then they can surely
likewise find it, learn it, interpret it, too.
“Rude bitch.” Lazaro savoring the “tch.”
“Why? Wha—?” It comes out of nowhere. She hates being called a bitch, even as a sincere
term of endearment. It doesn’t suit her, really. Tailor-made for a bunch of other girls, some of
them have made a total career of it actually—but not her.
“So you ask what I’m working on then completely ignore it.”
“I’m sorry.”
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“Didn’t know you’d turn all uptight. Uptight like all those bitches we have wholly
despised. What’s happened to you?”
The reversal is inevitable: it was written somewhere that this would be what simply had
to happen all along, with Lazaro riding so high and Elena completely open for some effective
disarming blow.
Later, he leaves Elena under a halo of invisible but personal adulation—(a jealous girl,
even one so afar, can create a karma especially tailor-made for her intended victim), although
inside she feels as though she is made of straw—and excuses himself to the john.
Everything continues to look miniature. It’s not just the buildings looming in. The door
frames have caved in somewhat, the chairs and people all look hopelessly Lilliputian. The only
toilet stall is in darkness while the only available light shines brightly on the porcelain of both
the urinal and the faucet.
Drinking just means leasing liquid awhile. Retaining, then letting out. The process goes
on so swiftly, so effortlessly. Naturally. Whales, the giant ones, know all about this. Pleasurable
going in, pleasurable coming out. Two pleasures, ha ha, for the price of one.
Shaky, Lazaro stares at himself and begins to make faces in the mirror. Its surface is
pristine, not cracked, not smudgy. There really isn’t a clear reason why he chooses to linger and
not resume the date with his capricious friend outside. He has wet his hands, rubbed them with
the green oozing soap, and then he interlocks his fingers under the water faucet—three times in
a manic, mechanic succession. He admits to himself that unloading to his friend is an appealing
prospect. Yes. It used to be easier. He wants to tell her all about his main problem, an annoying
monster with two heads: the deadline and the fleeting interview—both made of air, not solid
matter. For some reason the deadline takes precedence, almost as though this were some
biological action, a defense mechanism, hindering the innate evil of modern life stressors,
almost as though he could just bullshit the entire thing. Perhaps just the notion of meeting this
girl, this absolutely beloved, absolutely important girl, has made him repress his deeply
entrenched terror till it has produced physical pain. He will have a couple of nightmares tonight.
Heartburn, ingrown pressure. Oh, he’s certain of this.
Again passing the tables, the people and buzzing talk, he cannot help but take up the
same trajectory as before: past the bar and the pyramid and simply out the door. He manages to
make the same gestures, act the same way. The people around have had two opportunities to see
him already. Once or twice. Many recognize him—but their own social circles are too strong to
be broken.
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A car outside blasts a B-side Fwadée. She did not, he is certain, play this one tonight.
“Show of Your Life”: a pop ballad that reminds oneself of a romantic high school dance, a
bittersweet song during the homecoming dance at the gymnasium, twinkling stars and revolving
lights galore…corsages—the noise pumping vibrations even at the night air outside. He has been
given this sign, has been let in on a neat cosmic secret: he must definitely tell Elena about his
predicament, and settle on her advice.
He sits with a sigh. Elena seems ready to leave.
But he must make things return to normal first.
“I am sorry.”
“No, no. I really want to know what you are doing. I am completely your support, your
rock—you know that. Ever since middle school I’ve been a fan of your work. All of it. It’s just that
I’m bitter.” She swallows hard, beginning to touch her right earlobe which is white with cold (a
tell-tale sign of lying in any other person, save her). “I am bitter because the last book, the last
good book I read was in high school. Harry Potter. Seriously. So I am no good at this stuff. I am
completely and utterly lost.”
Lazaro’s eyes say it all. He suddenly feels sorry for Elena, bad for his unnecessary
roughness. He tends to overdo it.
“I must go now, my Precious Prince.”
They both get up, feeling again their extremities in the cold artic air. (“Rebel Prince” was
once the label for him.)
“And I do, too.”
“But don’t you ever forget me.” She clutches her purse, which twinkles like a prism, all
drama. Stones encrusted in leather—she sure knows how to add gaudy to her overall look of
refinement.
“No. I won’t.”
They get up just like they’ve blown out smoke: together. They embrace and he kisses her
left cheek. The gloss of the purple fingernail gives off a gleam, with a street light hitting it ever
so, that can be seen even a block away. Shimmering, it acts like a beckoning talisman, like the
light atop a lighthouse. With everybody gone, the deserted streets seem unwelcoming, malicious
even. But they walk together, hand-in-hand, the cold whipping their warm faces. He leaves her
at her car door, embraces and kisses her once more. Then he walks away.
Elena stares down at her phone, feeling the genuine comfort of her leather seat. (There
has been no talk of the husband.) She presses the button to make her butt feel warm. 22 missed
calls. How did that happen? She gets ready to hit the road. Will Mr. Gerret be angry with her?
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He would, and he wouldn’t. At first, he will ignore her outright, as if he was a fortress and
she alone had to go past the thorns and climb the mossy walls. This she would not do. And so,
with the days the forgiveness (or some semblance of forgiveness) would naturally seep through,
and he would be kind to her once more. All a cycle, all a constant till infinity.
Her head aches slightly with the string of thoughts, each one as lethal as a bomb. Each
thought metallic and loud.
She was to be back thirty minutes ago, in bed, all warm and snug. Oh, he’ll be angry.
Definitely. For 30 minutes is—she can admit to herself—more an hour than it is zero. Her
husband will reprimand her, yes. He will smell the reek of alcohol and snicker. He will feel
invincible, superior. He will yell (the forehead’s red and purple veins, all a-poppin’ of course);
and then he will make her feel bad about it, but she’s already earned her knight’s coat and
armor. She has paid her dues. But, overall, she assures herself that the time with Lazaro, a rare
luxury, a return to a comfortable, familiar place, was truly really worth it.
She had waited all her life to have a place of her own to smoke in relative peace. And, just like
so many other expectations awaiting realization once adulthood finally got there, this too was
never meant to be. What wasn’t meant to be (for she had compiled a long mental list which
never left her mind for too long any given moment): the surreal magic, the uniqueness of days;
interesting acquaintances and tolerable talks; exotic vacations; out-of-body experiences; alien
feelings; love. She was an adult already, and still, she could not smoke. She wasn’t allowed.
Small liberties always seemed to portend a sliver, a fraction, of freedom: you simply cannot
have your cake and eat it, too. The idea of this was so intense, the amount of fairness so itsybitsy, that it jolted her, alert and stiff she rose from the bed, leaving behind the breathing
corpse of a husband all to himself. Snoring there, in the dark; a bear left behind somewhere, on
a mattress that went on forever. The yellow light from the window guided her. She slipped
away barefoot like a reproachful kitten.
Her parents had not approved, of course. (Only certain parents let you do that,
smoke—even if they themselves partook in the aforesaid addiction.) Smoking would
irrevocably ruin her teeth and crease her beautiful face; the damage inside her lungs was her
one, constant, unshakable worry. So overpowering it was—to not see the nicotine laid thick
within, coating her health with tar (worse than the very blackness inside sewer pipes)—that it
always ended making her feel ambivalent about the whole thing. She let others make the
decision to smoke for her. Only social events were imaginable places to commit the sin,
although, paradoxically, she loathed people in general (authentic neophytes in particular) so
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she was pretty much altogether screwed: wanting to smoke meant people, and people meant
wanting to smoke. Her parents never granted her permission, (indeed hated Lazaro for this
sole frailty [addiction] in his otherwise agreeable character) and now neither did Mr. Gerret.
(She first started calling him “Mr. Gerret” as a term of endearment, as though he were to be
the perpetual Mr. Darcy to her Eliza Bennett—sadly the term had overstayed its hideous
welcome.)
And yet on the other side of that heavy scale were all the luxuries—chiefly that of being
comfortable with her income. She now had the house, the car, the country club membership, no
cooking nor washing nor upkeeping required of her—and still, no place to smoke. Wasn’t this
supposed to be the incredible world of adults? Something as little as this was prone to make
her feel cheated. She could even see it as a red welt on her upper brow, the mark of the truly
tortured, of the forgotten and the wretched. Inward pain manifested on the outside. Ugly.
She almost stepped on Mr. Feeble on her way past the bathroom and down the hallway.
Instead of meowing, the cat simply crawled away on silent feet. The light became more and
more enhanced, clarity finally at its clearest. She wanted at least one validation of her
importance, so she headed straight for it: the balcony. She carefully twisted the doorknob,
itself not an item you could just go to the home improvement store to buy—all the noise was
absorbed by silence. It felt heavy, expensive, in her closed fist. The night felt unnaturally cold
and her shoulders rattled, yet her slippers or coat remained tucked safely away in the walk-in
closet—half naked on the threshold, she finally resolved to enter the outside.
She had ordered the wrought-iron bars from her favorite place in the world, from La
Nouvelle Orleans itself. They were black and bleak and totally amazing. The balcony, straight
out of Romeo and Juliet, straight out of any superhero’s damsel’s ancient hovel, had cost a
pretty penny, and it was the wondering of just how high the price was that actually
accentuated Elena’s overall experience of it. She required these two things to make her happy
on this most melancholic of nights—her personal shrine built lovingly by her insipid husband,
and a redeeming stick of incense to puff on. She had once felt adored; now the “a” and first “d”
of that emotion were usurped by a big, black “B.”
The height was its second-most attractive feature, for the sight it afforded was actually
uneventful and very plain. Being so high up usually managed to have the power to alter her
hourly moods. Out there were mountains and piles of dirt and desert plants; even farther off
the construction sticks of newer homes, the natural expansion of the humble, bumbling city.
Lazaro in his downtown cave was perhaps happier? Not perhaps—definitely. She was happy
for him. He had seemed happy this night—inspired even. She had sensed a… rosiness. It was
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useless to not directly place her own life in stark contrast with his own. They had been best
friends throughout high school, had grown, grown up, together. All their interests had been
perfectly complimentary, after all: all their dreams similar to the point of being identical. They
would rather spend their money on sporadic travel (Seattle, New York, New Orleans, Mexico)
than name-brand clothes or meager comforts and conceits. They learned how to drive at the
same time, they learned how to kiss at the same time. Their ages were only two weeks apart—
their very births the supreme reason for their enviable compatibility, surely. For they made
impressive, creative, evil-genius Pisceans—they could feel something in the air and come to
terms together and classify the experience as a whole.
People grew up.
Looking at her reflection on the glass door from the outside, she realized that she should
consider herself old, but she simply couldn’t. She looked the same. She acted the same. She
thought about the same things (mainly: How to intensify the joy in her seemingly-small life).
How to discern any personal improvements, say, stretches of the mind and soul, if your
outside looked exactly like it did 3, 4 years ago? She was still cute, despite the constant pilingup of months and years, of mere hours and minutes, really. A terrible mountain forming itself,
then reforming. Layers; layers and bulk.
The last time she had been with Lazaro had been when he first moved into his “rooms.”
Months ago. Thinking it high time to leave the nest (although he had left the nest, albeit
unsuccessfully, before) he began to rent the cheapest and most decrepit of apartments that
sprouted several decades before in the surrounding periphery of the university. Here, he
thought, here I can live like some type of king. But she had a persistent feeling, not altogether
unpleasant actually, that in all actuality her friend Lazaro was really just stuck in some hole,
trying desperately to keep away black cockroaches from his stuff, from his books and movies,
from his awkwardly campy stuff atop dusty shelves (souvenirs from many different parts of
the globe, all; his dogma being that putting such diverse stuff together would open up the
possibility for some type of vortex to open up, to engineer some badass maelstrom, to create a
confusion, an opportunity—“art nowadays, true art, is what happens when you place different
objects in fresh and exciting juxtaposition. Dadaists knew this, and really, nothing’s changed. I
mean, just look at Warhol, everyone still agrees he’s the shit. And Dali,” he had said.)
She felt (somewhat) guilty. She hated being called a bitch and she hated being
reprimanded. Both had occurred tonight. Perhaps, she was never too above learning a
prescribed lesson, especially and perhaps solely from Lazaro himself, taking her dose of nasty
medicine. The thought made her shutter, closing her eyes she remembered the last good words
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she ever dumped on Lazaro, more than a year ago, and even the ghosts of his replies had never
truly left her mind:
I know you are gay but do you really have to be angry all the time (What do you mean
angry? I’ve always been short tempered even my brother says remember?) And what the fuck
leaving me all by myself all alone (You are a big girl) We came here together this wasn’t meant
to be cruisin’ time I paid for this too (Like I said you’re a big girl) Nothing wrong with wanting
to spend time with you that’s what I was expecting (But we are here here for godsakes) Which
doesn’t necessarily mean that you can act like a whore (You should try it You really should)
Ew How despicable how gross (I’m a guy) Wow Wow (Yeah ‘wow’ Your problem is that you
have no idea how to do things without the guy being there holding your hand Don’t you know
how much that limits you? Stupid century old conventions they shouldn’t play a part in your
modern life You truly don’t understand that or don’t want to) No I don’t (Which is why we are
shitty friends We had stuff in common That was really long ago)
What she would give to be given the same consideration by her beast of a husband. The
louse. He was no beast—he was worse. He sucked the life out of a person—an emotionalvampire-Neanderthal-bastard—and injected all his venom.
She had never felt this angry this late in the hour, she refused to play victim, and she
had wholeheartedly refused to sweat the small stuff. It was Lazaro who had the monstrous
attitude, the zero tolerance—he brought out something in her. Something negative. And yet she
had tolerated him, she had been a friend—what had she gained? Lazaro in his apartment—
practically drowning in cockroaches.
But the air had done her good. The slight breeze, the cold—it was all very soothing. She
was ready to go back to bed.
She grabbed the black wrought iron, special in its uniqueness, one-of-a-kind in its
ridiculous/glamorous migration westward to a more arid, less swampy place (perhaps there
would be a larger portal opened with such juxtaposition indeed, one to rival Lazaro’s insipid
knickknacks?). And perhaps—she touched something cold, her thoughts were interrupted.
Something crunched like a carrot being split in two. (Carrot… hands?) She had no time to
register the truest of disgusts—her face she left neutral the entire time. Then she looked,
bringing her hand up to her face.
Entrails of a cockroach, more white than black, stuck; wedged there, a leg or two
encrusted nicely, on one recently manicured and over-sharpened fingernail.
Chapter 3
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“Yeah, man,” he tells him, smoke pushing its way out. “It used to be that you could smoke out
for, at the bare minimum, I kid you not, for at least several weeks. Pay for about, like, eighty
bucks of reggie. But now there’s none of that, just pure chron. Now it’s mad expensive just to
smoke—anything.”
“Yeah, you’re right.” Lazaro says, scratching his head. “Just for this exact-same
extravagance.”
“Yeah.”
“I hate all these haters,” Lazaro begins to spew out his personal opinion. “Dumbasses.
Who are, like, always frowning upon weed. They’re like, ew, pass. I used to do that in middle
school myself. Abstaining and shit. They used to do it in middle school and now they feel they
are too adult. I mean, really? Middle school? I used that time, to, well, you know, learn.” A
plume of smoke erupts from his mouth when he finishes.
“But, you know, bitching about how things are all…” Jeff interrupts himself with a loud
burp. It instantly smells of chips—MSG galore. Lazaro smiles at the filthiness.
“Shitty,” Lazaro assures, finishing the thought.
“—damn shitty, economic wise and job situation wise. I mean, look at me now.
Graduated, found out that looking for a job was a job in itself—the hardest and shittiest job since
it just goes unacknowledged and you don’t even get a fucking paycheck. All I do now is smoke
out and bitch about the situation of things.” Rings and rings of smoke envelop them inside a
ghostly chrysalis.
“Well—,” to get to the point, “—that’s just really fucking strange how I bumped into you.
Just out there, out on the street.”
“Yeah, dude. That’s the way it goes. How’ve you been by the way?” Jeff hands over the
thin paper cigarette, nicotine-less but spiked with marijuana instead. “Since high school,” he
adds.
“Yeah—high school. Well. I don’t remember shit.” Lazaro truly doesn’t (perhaps only
something as strong as hypnotism could unlock those memories? They ought to still be there,
somewhere, he constantly assures himself). “Maybe the teachers, some. Barely some. And the
small group of friends I did have.”
“Who’d you hang out with? Other than Joyce,” he cracks his neck, “and that girl, Elena.”
“I really…” Lazaro feels all the air go out of his lungs “…couldn’t tell you. I really don’t
know.”
“Yeah. This,” he points to the weed, “doesn’t really help you.”
“For memory—the worst.”
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It really is bizarre just how many people he does know now. He is unaccustomed to
seeing so many of his high school acquaintances, ever—never at the supermarket, or the bars, or
even concerts—at any random event. They always stay away, he thinks. They unconsciously
bypass him. All of them. Or perhaps they never really did pay too close attention to the closeted
nerd, his innocent, young, naïve, bespeckled doppelganger self in the first place.
Then Lazaro breaks the silence, feigning some desperation, some powerful feeling that is
eager to be let out. “But all in all being an adult fuckin’ rocks, no? I am so rid of all those dumbshit adolescent complexes. I just really recently discovered how many I really had. I mean, and I
love El Paso, too. Why people leave, why they hate it here—I really just don’t get it. This is the
smallest big city, or the biggest little town, or whatever, like, anywhere. Anywhere.” He stops,
lost in space. “This is a place perfect for…” He ebbs. Sometimes, the talk goes at the exact
velocity of the thought—and then it becomes a true, authentic stream of consciousness.
Jeff looks at him with eyes glazed as donuts. The talk is random but good. Lazaro
suspects, almost serendipitous.
Realizing that he’s gone off the main track, Lazaro decides to continue yapping, “…for
just being lazy. For enjoying life without being part of the global rat race. For enjoying your
fucking house.”
They chuckle.
It really is pretty cool that Jeff lives inside this van, so cavernous and uninviting-looking
at first, but actually quite comfy like all cramped spaces have to potential to be. And womb-like.
Keeps the body temperature nice and at ease, Lazaro thinks.
Although they are sitting less than a foot away from each other, on a carpeted slab along
the van wall, the thick strands of white smoke dab the interior with the same largesse and
spontaneity as a Pollock.
“And what do you do now, man?”
Once more, his profession becomes an integral part of the way people look at him. If it
were less glamorous a job, Lazaro may have started immediately to despise retelling people
around him all about it: what he had to do to earn his living.
“Reporter for suncityconfidential.com.”
“Oh, right.” Jeff looks at him with wet, mouseish eyes. “That website.”
“Yeah. The very one.”
“Cool.”
“For sure.”
“ ‘Confidential’?”
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“Yeah. I know. I didn’t come up with the title. The team thought that it’d be cool, you
know, with L.A. Confidential and stuff.”
“Huh.” Takes a serious drag, then hands it over. “What’s that?”
“L.A. Confidential?”
“Yeah.”
“Oh, well. A movie. And a book.”
“And what do you report on? Not like, this exposé on pot smokers, right?”
Jeff looks authentically paranoid, now, blanching thoroughly through. Evidence of fright
is clear. Entire beads of sweat have materialized at all the stress points—no doubt it’s the weed’s
dubious (clichéd) effects.
“Fuck no. No. And then what—narc on myself?”
“Suppose not. Definitely not. What’d you write about, then?”
“Right now? Whatever they decide to put me on. The whole corrupt school district thing.
The immigration thing, you know, the long lines at the bridge and all the smoke doing wonders
for our wonderful environment, you know, the exhaust and the running cars and all the fucking
shit. The gay marriage thing.”
“Awesome dude.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah.”
Talking about work gives Lazaro a dry mouth. Again, the effect of the marijuana has had
an overreaching effect.
“And I get to stay here,” Lazaro half-stutters seconds after. “Been everywhere else and I
am truly convinced that this,” he points downward, past the van’s floor to the land’s soil (no
doubt pavement and grime) for exaggerated emphasis, “this place is the place for me.”
“Yup.”
“The end.”
“Yeah. Well, I like it, too. But it ain’t like I really got another choice.”
“You do, but you really don’t. You stayed here because this is truly where you belong.”
“Well, if I saw it like that I wouldn’t be half as depressed.”
“Don’t be. An enormous waste of time. Be depressed when you are ninety and forgotten.
Then you have an excuse.”
They change rotation: Jeff coughs and shoos the joint away, giving Lazaro the
opportunity to take an additional drag. Then another. He crosses his ankles, extending his legs,
far and away. He droops his arms to his sides, letting the effect subside after a few inwardly29

intense seconds.
The absence of the smell of food makes them covet it. Jeff only wants a cold drink,
perhaps munchy chips. Their logos and shininess a spot on his mind. On the other hand, Lazaro
feels that some beast is about to be unleashed.
They return to the main cabin, the two seats awaiting them in all their waxy and comfy
glory. The bottom part cups the ass just enough to make one feel like drifting, like riding. Jeff,
on his way to the closest gas station, likes to drive in this passive condition as much as Lazaro
enjoys becoming passenger by simple default. They park again, somewhere near their actual
goal, near food, wanting to get back to the joint left all by itself in the back as soon as possible.
Jeff leaves the radio on, increasing the volume as if by custom.
Now, there are countless songs and bands that Lazaro is ignorant of. Not a big deal. But
it’s truly a source of pride. And this perceived “detriment” forms an altogether more delicious
pleasure inside of him: recognizing just a few select songs, perhaps the only ones essential to
him, to his whole generation. Suddenly, one of these anthems blurts into the smoke, sneaking its
way like a flow of gas, cutting down their own stream of talk. This woman, only outside of
puberty it would seem, simply knows what she is doing. Lazaro smiles. She has accepted her
non-mediocrity and embraced her gift: now she expels it with thunderous guts, with a voice that
seems both ethereal and everlasting, both old and new. The pleasure of being young—to hear a
voice likewise youthful, likewise ripe and naïve—to have a clear direction thanks to the
authority, the proclamations, of so regal a voice. Lazaro holds this vital piece of information
dearly. She sings an opera not worthy of sleep or of misinterpretation: a rock opera to rival the
ones that came before it. So cunning, so new, yet not completely done with the previous
conventions of musical greatness.
The lyrics, always clear in all their songs (even when they seem to be repressed a while,
only for that effect) immediately perks him up. Both shoulders are brought forth in a visible jolt.
Jeff, through the haze, is made stiff by Lazaro’s utter sternness. Robotic. His jersey is
large enough to be an oversized pillow case with cuts where the arms and head should be. His
hair is shaved at about a 2 or a 3—not entirely bald, not entirely awful—partnered with the facial
hair and the large bushy eyebrows.
“Jemma and the Raye Rays,” Lazaro informs him.
“Shit. Yeah.”
Does he like them? The satellite radio picks a listener’s personal likes—Jeff must either
like them, at the very least recognize them, or, bottom line, at the very least dig their kind of
sound. What is there not to like? Lazaro finds himself always defending Jemma and the Raye
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Rays, with the same type of fervor reserved only for underdogs: they, however, never did require
much defense (they being neither über popular nor despairing and destitute), so he ended up
always looking like a passionate fan soliloquizing all by himself, left out in some bright spotlight,
for everyone to see, then just ignore.
An “ah,” escapes Lazaro. And louder: “Turn it up.”
The request is neither rude nor out of place. Jeff goes promptly to the front part of his
van again, showing the kind of underwear he actually uses: boxer shorts, with tendrils of
Christmas lights, a vivid print decorating a washed-out green. Lazaro sees the elastic just above
the jean line. Jemma’s voice is diminished and the bass now makes several objects vibrate: the
windows, the keys in the ignition, the ashtray with its joint, successfully succumbing to its
peaceful death.
Lazaro hums. He feels his ear drums blissfully come to life. Inside the bar, the music had
been decent: no rap, no insistence on lyric or rhyme. Instead, just beats and short snippets of
actual singing. Here, the effect was gloriously intensified. It wasn’t only the smallness of the
place, the teeniness of the capsule that did it, but the fact that the noise was to be shared with
only one other individual, not a dozen faceless ones. Music becomes special, not in the presence
of other awed listeners (their own interpretations expertly bleeding onto your own), but shared
with a few important friends only, a few open-minded acquaintances.
We come for you
We’re coming to get you
And reach these heights so tall
To relish all: the release and fall
Quick, there’s just no time to sleep
To be anything that’s blue
Satan—come forth
From the deep
An angel wants to dance with you
Because she repeats these lines three times, each time with a different timbre, with an
altogether different soul, Lazaro has three chances to display his knowledge of such amazing
music by murmuring aloud. More than three minutes go by like this. But you are so young,
Lazaro thinks of telling Jemma and her band mates someday. Already, you know what you want
to convey, what you want to put out there, how to make all these energetic kids bounce up and
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down and float on your music. How can you stand the role of puppet masters? How do you
possibly have the guts to control whole fleets of youngsters? Well, relative youngsters.
The Dantean angle is what really appeals to him in all this. Aren’t most intelligent high
schoolers being taught all about the circles of hell, about how there’s a caste system, even down
below? The motifs are ripe for reinterpretation, and that is precisely what Jemma has figured
out. Satan—come forth: the invocation is barely half-serious. When you’re an underdog you
must realize that no one is better than you—or you give up and simply die. Jemma told some
magazine that although they (Jemma and the Raye Rays) had disappeared a while (three years),
although their third album was full of laments and obvious rejects from their previous two
endeavors (the first one, called “a flat-out masterpiece” by Screamer magazine; the second, “a
solid reconfiguration of everything dancey and catchy”), there is always, always room for
surprises. With their fourth album they have revalidated themselves—they appear to have
atoned for their downer third, and resurfaced triumphant with their best LP to date. Damn
right. Lazaro can feel the awesomeness in this phoenix-like resurgence—these guys really know
how to get it done.
Their brand of music makes you shake your shoulders and arms, but not your hips. Rock
and roll is married finally, inexorably, to dance: their punk child is incarnated in each and every
aspect of sound. Never before has Lazaro felt the shaking of the earth, the trembling of his legs,
the birth of a Godzilla-like terror that wants nothing but to wreak havoc upon a structured
society. Enormous, the anarchy ever so cinematic, ever so masterfully precise. Memorable.
Taking the pulse of the zeitgeist, the thunder is felt, the monster leans from one building to
eradicate another, stomping hard on cars and vehicles and stupid old women who don’t get away
fast enough. He screams, he is left all to himself, and the monster screams. Everyone runs;
everyone runs to save their lives.
After that then, there’s another Jemma tune.
“Yee haw!”
This one is adolescent and wild. A proclamation for the reformation of the youth. Being
so privileged, he; to take advantage of one impressive bank of past knowledge, upon which to
build unique foundations and new radical personalities. Her voice contains choirs.
Jeff smiles.
They listen to the entire second song, “Unbelief,” with the smoke still lingering between
them, uncertain in what direction to float free in.
“So you like the tunes, I take it.”
“Yeah. Ha ha, yeah.” Lazaro chuckles.
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“My sister, I think, is into them.”
“Yeah. I saw her at the last Jemma and the Raye Rays concert. At Cauldron. Last
October.”
“You still remember my sister?”
“Well,” he scoffs. “Yeah.”
“Huh.” Is Jeff really all that surprised? “Cool.”
“I probably hung around her more than I did you.”
“Right.”
The next song is not by the Raye Rays. It seems to be a rip off of any one of the many SoCal punk groups that ruled the earlier part of the 90’s—plus with Cindi Lauper-like vocals. Not
everyone, of course, can be Jemma. Or Cindi, for that matter.
The blue light of the van’s stereo has formed a lazer which is only discernible through the
smoky haze. Jeff’s entire face lights up blue, as he lowers the volume of what has become an
annoying asshole of a song. He leans in, maintaining a strict posture on all fours. Again, Lazaro
can see the underwear.
Jeff, butt in full salute, an apple of roundness, turns to look at Lazaro. “Munchies?” he
asks.
“Most def.”
Everlasting felicity drawn in his face. “You are crazy,” Jeff tells him, in a Texan drawl.
“You’re demented.”
Realizing that this was not at all how he foresaw the end of his night to go (the encounter
with Gus, he thought, would have done it [after failing to grab the interview]—however, not
wanting to stand Elena up actually managed to extend it beyond his previous expectations)
Lazaro heads toward the convenience store’s hidden bathroom. This looks like the entrance to a
refrigerator, he lazily thinks. Big enough to put a body in. A guy with enormous spikes atop his
otherwise shaved head, besides a display of bright latex condoms, looks over at him before he
successfully exits the bathroom. There is something about the side of his mouth, like a villainous
puppet, that arouses Lazaro from his already-lofty heights. He feels an even more distinctive
form of comfort as he urinates, the sound of it, the release, reminding him of the way a shower
sounds from another room in early morning, a prickly feel, a sensation that makes his shoulders
tremble all over.
This is the way you feel humility.
Alone and all done, he heads toward the mirror and does not even look at his reflection;
he simply washes his tired hands, drying them both with dry, raspy paper, industrial-grade.
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“Want something?” he asks Jeff, who is looking off somewhere between the magazine
racks and the ice cream freezer. Jeff only smiles back. They exit without having purchased
anything.
Feeling the morning air makes Jeff’s cell phone vibrate, or perhaps it’s the other way
around—both omens do seem tied together. As Jeff excludes himself a bit from Lazaro to go
answer it, Lazaro stretches, making fists to pierce the air, languidly, and at the same time
somewhat exposing his navel.
The guy with the foot-long spikes, cocking his head from the dark corner of the ancient
public phone, begins to laugh.
Lazaro turns with half-embarrassment. The guy then lowers the intensity of his emotion,
downgrading it to a coy smile.
No, not a puppet, not a villain, Lazaro thinks. But maybe the devil himself.
Because he doesn’t know what to do next (interrupt Jeff at his phone? Inspect his jacket?
Stare down at his shoes? Check his own phone? What?), he lets himself be entertained for the
time being by this odd new character. As he advances, the guy does not for a second lose his
jackal smile. It gleams like metal. It doesn’t subside. Very recently Lazaro consciously brought
forth a reasoning for his attraction to men. What made them lovable, why could he risk “being
out” without feeling more of a pariah than “being in”? More than any other physical attribute, he
soon gathered that it was teeth which ultimately made men sexy. No matter what, the teeth drew
him in, often leaving him sweating, with shivers, with a residual want for an invisible comfort.
Gus had, in retrospect, atrocious bunny-like pearly whites. Hygienic, sure. Neat. But as bland as
the personality he tried his hardest to costume-up. The entire slew of them, he is now aware, had
had really sexy teeth. And this one, standing here? The canines look their most canine. Both of
them, like razor vampire fangs, are equidistant from the middle. They stick farther out than all
the rest of their partners, and they are relentlessly white. His complexion, therefore, darkens
instantaneously, despite the twitching neon, an eye-sore, from the beams above. Once Lazaro is
within the same slab of pavement as the guy clad all in black, a genuine rebel, with straps of
cloth swaying freely at his sides, the guy shows off even more side teeth.
“Hello,” begins Lazaro.
“Hi.”
They quietly stare at each other. Stare each other down. These games had been frequent,
innocent doses of the gay world in his adolescence. Oh, yeah. Once you started staring at some
hot guy, and he started either, a) hyperventilating (embarrassed for himself, yourself, or for you
both), or b) staring right back (without smiling, laughing, or joking, of course)—then you were
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free to fantasize whatever you wanted to continue the fiction to spin off into free pornography. It
was never made manifest; although now there did appear to be whole gay orgies, held in school
gymnasiums afterhours or in some such jock’s enormous backyard—so he’s been told.
The hands come next. Pretty hands hot; ugly hands a turnoff. After the teeth are
approved (it sounds ridiculous, though it’s true), the hands are duly inspected. Everything else
then comes next. And if he happens to have overly attractive-looking hands, strong and manly
both, or more petite yet seemingly prone to straying, Lazaro wanted to know their main
purpose. This is an example of how the male to male gaze is so superficial: the purpose, the
meat, the gist, the personality, all of that came second, really. And this guy’s left hand is safely
inside his back pocket, probably cradling his ass. And his right rests below his navel but above
his…
The air becomes dense once the guy makes an audible gulp. One gulp, like throwing a
stone down a deep well.
Is Lazaro… the winner? On this occasion it would appear that this is so.
So the upper hand is his. All his. Great.
And yet—“I am sure I know you from somewhere.”
The guy’s accent is very discernible. A sibilant s. Near-negligible, and not too too gay.
Sexy actually, perhaps. Plus, Lazaro thinks, he is taking the hook alright. Or the other way
around. Perfect.
“Yeah?” Lazaro asks.
“Yes.” Again, the sibilance—Lazaro is ambivalent.
“Well,” Lazaro’s gaze lowers to the hand, lingering irresistibly in the air. “What high
school d’you go to?”
“No. That’s not where,” Spikes replies, the sibilance resurfacing.
“Kinddo Tash? The Blue Room? Mindy’s?”
“Well, I’m at Mindy’s a lot.”
“Oh. Me—sometimes,” Lazaro admits.
“Oh.”
And this is probably where it ends. Ah. Well. Waters were tempted. The lungs do feel
freer though, the air fresher. The attempt—it is all about the attempt.
He turns to go back to his forgotten friend, semi-rude, not really too disappointed in this
micro failure, but above all resolute: the upper hand, it seems, is perpetually his.
“So leave me like this.”
Halting, Lazaro turns back. “Leaving?”
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“Like this.”
“‘Like this’?”
“Yeah. All alone.”
“You’re here all alone.”
“Yeah.” Too much force used in the retort.
“Why? You just like hangin’ out at gas stations then?”
Lazaro braves getting nearer. With the same approximate height, their noses can easily
meet, tip touching tip, within a foot.
“The coffee.”
“I’m sure.”
With this, a sly smile widens. Lazaro isn’t sure other men are interested in his own
choppers, the way he lingers on that physical feature above all others. After realizing the
amputation caused to his ego by really bad self-esteem, his teeth never being truly straight, nor
truly brilliantly white, Lazaro has resolved to smile only the exact length he expects to and wants
to. Its carnal dimensions and its intensity he can master. He is all-master of his environment
now.
“Try some.” The guy takes a soggy-ish Styrofoam cup from atop the public phone stall,
and extends it for Lazaro to grasp. He does. Using both hands he exaggerates the requisite
blowing off of the steam, and sips. A mixture of amaretto and hazelnut. By the amount of
artificial flavor, one not the least bit atrocious, mixed in with the foamy coffee, Lazaro realizes
that the guy must be absolutely selfish. Just because you are allowed all the creamer in the world
does not necessarily mean that it must all somehow find its way into your beverage. Incredible,
Lazaro thinks, how easily stuff can get ruined, how easily corruptible things are. Coffee should
resemble that brown color, that between blackish grey and caramel brown. It shouldn’t possess
the ivory quality of milk. Already, he classifies this guy as some type of—extremist.
“Yum.” Lazaro, licking his chops.
The guy in black takes it back, sips as well. His deeper, more enthusiastic gulp signifies
that the game is undeniably on. He looks at Lazaro from the rim of the cup, eyelashes unfurling.
“You party, right?”
“Excuse me?” The statement had been a jumble of words to Lazaro: sometimes, more
often than not, it appears he hears only what he wants to hear.
“Yeah. You—party?” The guy with a grin, which begins growing perversely.
“Hardly.”
“Ah huh. Right.”
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“Well—” Lazaro doesn’t know what to say. “Whatever.”
He attempts leaving one last time. Finally it becomes official: the guy makes bodily
contact in a way that is both harsh and soft—he grabs Lazaro’s left shoulder, making the bones
and ligaments there turn instantly hot. The grasp is insistent yet innocent; it makes Lazaro turn
nevertheless.
“Hey, I really don’t mean nothin’ by it. Actually, I ask you just so you can join me.”
Lazaro smirks, turning his gaze down.
“Sometime,” the guy tells him, as he pulls up his pants, baggy as was the fashion some
decades ago. This is a clear indication of what type of partying is intended. Flirtation on such a
scale has never been surprising; gay guys, at least those living their lives out in the open,
refusing the repression which exemplifies those both equally afraid and courageous, living “in
the closet,” are by nature overly coquettish—they believe they have nothing to lose, as being said
“no” to is the equivalent of a soccer player not picking you out for his team. Your luck: you
always have an opposing rival who will happily take you in.
That “sometime” is left hanging in the air. The guy in black takes his cup and disappears
as he turns the corner.
Lazaro realizes that there might be a possibility that the “sometime” might mean right
now. To follow or not to follow? Surely “sometime” means another chance encounter, another
night. There are many more nights than this. Clear as crystal, clear as the glass of the storefront,
this blunt realization.
Jeff awaits in his van, looking scandalized, looking uninformed. What, he must be
thinking, is up with all this uncalled-for… gayness? But he doesn’t ask.
He wondered how late he could stay up without succumbing to restful sleep, the type that
seems to polish the bones. How was it that he became so restless all of a sudden? There might
be a pattern to the madness, he believed, though what that was was still a major question
mark which seared the brain. Why was he so restless? What made him act without consciously
wanting to in the night hours? What was the catalyst? Who was to blame? The moon?
Chemicals slewing through the brain? The zodiac?
Speaking of which, the enormous Mayan calendar, almost two meters in diameter,
decoupaged expertly on the right side wall of his bedroom, made him always feel safe. He was
overly fond of the sensation of sleeping under a rock, literally, with the sun-like motif
overlooking his bed, with his prone body right underneath it. It instantly gave the room a
feeling of gothic kitschiness. Where once stood posters, thumbtacked to the wall (for John
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Carpenter’s Halloween, The Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Demonic Toys, Clive Barker’s
Candyman, Night of the Demons and Barbarella) only now a small 2 x 2 print remained: the
alternative cover for Jemma and the Raye Rays’ Stupefy Outright, the only album he could
listen to now. (Fwadée had always been a must on his playlists, but lately he found himself
avoiding her like the plague.)
He kept stuff at a minimum, yet how dusty all his crap became. Four tall bookcases
cramped up two whole walls (the third one was reserved for Jemma, the fourth could hardly
be called a wall, with a closet and the entrance to the bathroom and the entrance to the studio
apartment all architecturally placed there). This was a true source of pride, and because he
hardly ever let anybody in it was a very personal kind of pride. It was all directed inward, it
did not show a public face. He never attended any mixers nor poetry readings; he had a
negligible interest for poetry, and he would rather read a novel than, say, listen to its
audiobooked version—so why go to readings at all?) He was a snob. He was overly satisfied of
the fact. He loved owning books, buying most of them in bargain bins and, in the process of
finding those “diamonds in the rough” (say, an awesome copy of Kiss of the Spider Woman ,
barely read, in a pile of Koontzes and Crichtons and Steeles), having semi-existential bursts of
genius. He constantly acquired some masterpiece of a kind where there was thought to be
nothing at all but discardable poolside reads. He was apt to pay only 8% of the original
publisher’s prices. And the pages were hardly yellowed! There was likely no writing in them
(except a Belonging to Natasha Frisch, or someone else’s, sticker easily capable of being ripped
off from its interior). All these he had on an equal shelf, in a bizarre but personal order of
enjoyment. Sure, he had stuff by Hardy and James, and these were on the lower shelves, as
they had less relevance to his everyday—the prose was poetic but many of the situations were
miserably foreign, the language archaic, all the people in them long dead and gone. Above,
looming top shelf, were Middlesex and Louis de Bernieres’ Latin American trilogy; Before
Night Falls by Ricardo Arenas and The Human Stain by Philip Ropth. All newer classics were
more relevant to him, that’s just the way it was, although it should be mentioned that he still
thought Pride and Prejudice and Gone with the Wind and The Age of Innocence to be the
absolute shit.
A desk further cramped everything into a claustrophobic environment. Elena had
always been overly critical of his digs: there was nowhere to sit, nothing to do but to slowly
suffocate, unless they were smoking pot, of course, in which case the suffocation would be
more thorough, more rapid. Less like death. But it was his room, after all, his house. And he
took up less space in the world because of it.
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He clicked a lamp on, a red lamp which reminded him of David Lynch’s Mulholland
Drive when he first bought it at the Salvation Army back when he lived in Florida. Already, the
lamp was five years old and gaining age. It was made of some type of leather, a form of hide.
The red always made him feel warm, cozy, safe. Associations in the brain are sometimes
rather predictable this way. But when he turned on an additional bed lamp, swinging
insignificantly from a small cord, turquoise and spherical, the contrast was baffling. There
was some historic battle, a timeless rumble of the red and the blue, together, meshing into one
glowing orb of contradictory feelings—it made him content to have found such a place—right
in the very center of town. The floorboards were wooden, slats at once shiny and opaque—all
apartments near the vicinity built during the 20’s had them. He had disliked carpets, it seemed,
for, like, forever. The redness of the lamp accentuated the dark wood, giving the impression
that the floor was blackened, as though it were dark water, some deep river silently slithering
underfoot. The icy blue, all the way on top, managed to make a cavern out of the white ceiling,
its cracks looked like the cracks on an igloo, like genuine makings of stalactites. A red glow
from below and a blue one from above: it was easy to make sense of things once you arranged
them in just a certain way. Practical feng shui this was.
And on the desk half a dozen short stories, all hopelessly unfinished, all ranging three to
twelve pages. He felt he was too autobiographical in anything he managed to write, and that
this made him not a writer but really just a good—above-average at best—diary keeper. But he
dabbled in the fantastic now and then, tried to be surrealistic when at all possible. (For his
“Surrealism in Europe” class, he had fashioned, as a final project, a black cape. The motif on
the back of it was the universal image of da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, perhaps the one item to
epitomize all art. There was a flower underneath her image, as if paying homage to an
altogether holy figure, like giving a gift to the Blessed Virgin Mary. [This detail was not
disclosed to the instructor, who only nodded in approval as Lazaro made his final
presentation.] Hidden within the cape, he had engineered a vest that was a tangle of ropes
made to resemble a humongous spider’s web: there were plastic insects and spiders inside it,
invariably dotting the black with their various phosphorescent colors. The black cape was
lined inside by a brilliant, golden spider web print. The idea was that behind any work of art,
behind any literal painting fastened to any art museum wall, what hid beneath was black
dirtiness—the world at its most heinous: bugs and their ever-duplicating offspring. What little
monsters hid behind all the great masterpieces? Furthermore, because the motif was placed on
a surface that moved, the black cloth which was as moldable with the wind as it was by the
human body, Lazaro’s final thesis had been that all art is fluid. All art lives not in its strict
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confines of tangibility, but elsewhere. [Lazaro instantly began to sweat once he had made the
fine realization that he had failed in his task: too much explanation of the cape’s purpose kind
of defeated the laws of true surrealism.]) Surreal Cape was kept on a dress form in his already
cramped room—next to the desk it seemed like an extra presence lived in the place.
Lazaro left the keys on his Chihuahua, Chihuahua key holder, bulky and sharp, next to
the door. There were three locks, two of which actually worked, relatively by the same height
as the eye-hole.
He sat down on the only available surface, his twin bed, and looked for cigarettes and,
finding none, craned his head downward. He looked like the global emblem of defeat. He
rubbed his eyes, slowly at first, then fast enough to make him stop. From the very spot on the
edge of the bed he could always catch a glimpse of his face—the Moroccan mirror, oval,
looking like an object only a gypsy would have in his caravan, with painted details and
miniature columns that looked as if they belonged in the Alhambra—it usually showed him
how he was at the very moment. He could get closer, and still his entire face would fit within
the mirror.
His shoes, once off, hit the floor hard but not before rustling some papers. Animated for
some seconds, thin as tissue, they drifted nearer Lazaro. Because he never read newspapers, it
quickly dawned on him what they actually were. SunCityConfidential printouts. He always
had to print out what was essentially available to all subscribers on-line. He could make
corrections this way, mark everything with purple ink and organize all thoughts better. People
like Yorch and Jimmy Shoe were always giving him shit: they, with the handy-dandy
computer device perpetually glued to their fists. Morons. What would people possibly hold in
their paws before cell phones and iPads were discovered? Good question.
Thinking of the team (Yorch and Jimmy Shoe, Melanie and Mathias) got him down.
Instantaneously, a knot developed in his throat, which had been dry some hours anyway. Pot
and alcohol and tobacco did this. He had strayed to the bluer side of his room, which made him
smile at the unconscious effort, at its feeble, underlining implication. Blue.
He took off his clothes. He noticed that his boxer briefs were getting saggy, and they
had been worn for several days now. Nobody, not even lays, ever cared for the condition of his
underpants. Off they were off. The end. If the blueness above was giving him a dare, was
communicating some form of ultimatum to him, tantalizing him, then he would take that dare
and beat it: Let’s see how cold it really is, now with all the clothes gone.
Plumping up his pillow, he let his back rest, he let himself sigh. And then sigh, more
exaggeratedly.
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O Fwadée, why’d you do this to me? You exist, bring people a lot of joy, perhaps save
individual lives even (Aren’t there actual documented cases of kids evading suicide from
listening to one of her pop anthems? Now it was too late to ask her about that.), while all I’m
left with is the task of sharing that greatness, of informing the population (Not that anyone
even read the fucking thing!) and letting them know that one of their own kind had infiltrated
the sturdy gates of famedom, and had actually gotten through to see, just for a few moments,
how this unique individual really lived. What space she took up with her body.
He disliked ten percent of her songs, those that were collaborations and one or two
useless remakes. But for the rest, he could hardly believe she was 26 and he 27. Obviously, he
was no genius. Obviously he wasn’t a Somebody, yet.
Something smelled particularly rancid over by the mountain of laundry. Of course, it
came from within the handmade volcano, was perhaps the ash, smoke and lava that was
destined soon to erupt and make the atmosphere just overall more unpleasant. He went to it
and got down on his knees trying to figure out what the stench was.
He was being stupid, he was being irrational and careless. This corner was ill-lit and
disorganized. Accidentally, something was broken under his hands, planted firmly there by his
strong hunched shoulders. He heard the crack that sounded more like a click. There was no
blood, although he absolutely did break the little black vile of poppers—not, as it turned out,
what the original stench was. Now the mixture of the two would produce an overall surprising
odor. He stayed just where he was, frozen, looking down at his right hand, the one which had
destroyed the tiny glass bottle, taking it all in. Now the fishy smell of caviar became truly toxic,
became what a landfill with a lake full of radioactive fish would smell of. Poppers: altogether
rotten and gross—plus leftover fish eggs. A mixture so strange. He could suddenly envision
some awesome orgy involving six or seven nasty (but not nasty-looking) fishermen, rugged
and muscular of course, out in the open Arctic sea. Keeping warm like that, fitting nicely
together, all under board, in a blanket of interconnectedness; of sweat and lust and abs and
hair and muscles and forces that clashed and synchronized—one bulb swinging freely from the
top wooden beam with the gust and ocean current. The smell of man, of chemical, of caviar.
And vodka-breath. Bubbles under their sturdy boards; a vast camp of sharks and other
monsters kept away, under their ship. Down below, and far away.
He carried the remnant bottle and the mushed-up caviar, a glob dab smack in the
middle of a fancy pink napkin, over to the wastebasket.
Ah, smells.
They come and they go—the most transitory type of matter in the world. Particles small
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and forever lost to the all-encompassing air. Yet never too potent, these, to become unbearable.
They faded, these smells; sometimes, but only rarely, did they overstay their welcome. And, in
this room in particular, Lazaro thought, they embraced you.
Like a heavy rock, both the napkin and the shards of bottle settled together finally at
the bottom of the trash. One became quickly immune to bad smells, and this bouquet of smells
would last a while, since Lazaro absolutely refused to do laundry except once a month, and the
tape cleaner liquid would dry up on his clothes, all over his socks and jeans by then.
Why the poppers? The rule goes: if you have a condom in your wallet, some lube in
your party purse, then you, intrepid American, are probably having sex. But the caviar? The
caviar was from what—? Days ago (four? two?)—from a party he’d decided to crash, since it
had been his party, in the first place. The occasion? Promotion. The dynamic duo, his best
friends from Las Vegas, Melanie and Mathias, had decided it was about time to give Lazaro,
their editor and sometime promoter, a raise. Not monetary, of course. Not monetary because
the lack of funds had never been a true factor in the entire enterprise—Jimmy, Yorch, M and M
and Lazaro would be working for the simple joy of it—purely for the adventure and the
experience. That caviar, eggy and smelly, was the last pretentious thing, other than Gus, that
he had come in direct contact with.
He remembered where he left his last cigarette pack. So many shelves in the room
meant so many choice places to leave the transient stuff. Objects, such as keys, money, his cell
phone. He zoomed in on a shelf he had been ogling just yesterday afternoon, and there it was,
it’s tight cellophane shining in the darkness, the edges sharp and clear. He took a cigarette
from the pack and lit it, settling down once again upon a bed which seemed more and more
inviting as the time went by. He adored the taste, loved it as much as dogs tend to enjoy otherdog anuses.
Many thoughts went by as if on a conveyer belt, slow but with some definite speed. Just
waved hello, said goodbye. He entertained the notion of prolonging the night, of working on
something, of being proactive and finishing the night off with something—something
important. How many nights until The One? That One which would ever be his one, definitive
night. Where he learned that he didn’t know as much about the world as he had once prided
himself of knowing. Some night to slap him right across the face and leave its mark, to make
him begin to understand the beautiful nature of true chaos. The One Night to eradicate all
others. With a smile plastered upon his face, he swirled the cigarette on the glass ashtray, all
done, leaving a smudge the size of a fingerprint, the shape of a bush, to destroy the pristine
veneer. He turned off the red light, stayed within the orb of the blue. He looked down at his
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naked body. The blue seemed too intense to withstand, his eyelashes were aflame with a
brilliant frosty shine, so he turned that one off, too.
On his bed, the flood of thoughts kept their carnivalesque attempts at consideration, at
awe—kept the lamp of consciousness ignited. Usually, looking at the black of the inside of his
eyelids worked pretty well. The blackness became oblivion. Before becoming its opposite
(sleep), Lazaro’s awareness became infatuated, in love, with itself. The trick to falling asleep
was to stop caring—to give your body up to buoyancy, to the effortless float. Already in love
with itself, about to commit dirty fornication in fact, his awareness was kept from dying
altogether by a single, shuddering cough.
Lazaro coughed and then had to force himself to sit up, experiencing a sensation akin to
choking. He sat and coughed. After minutes of convulsions, slight vibrations actually—after
instances of feeling bile and nicotine from right within the mouth begin to ferment directly on
his palate—Lazaro felt he could finally sleep again. But not before coughing, and coughing;
and coughing. And then, as if it were his wicked fate playing conniving tricks on him, coughing
some more.
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II. WEDNESDAY
Chapter 1
Ablutions. When he hurries the ritual, everything can go wrong—and yet he really hates taking
his time. This early on in the day—and already they are irredeemably there—the oxymorons
which caused him intense ambivalence.
His hair is impossible this morning. Dabbing a gob of Gorilla’s Snot makes it all go
hard—in the wrong fashion. He has to wet it, dry it with the orange towel, and then start all over.
Parting it on his left side, the correct and popular way, makes it floppy, limp. Too intellectual,
school-boyish, although it makes him age considerably. But he prefers it the opposite way, the
way no one does it—a straight part on the right side of his head affords a greater lift, establishes
a more dramatic effect. Done, he smokes the last of his cigarette. Then the very last of his weed.
(He isn’t worried once the sandwich bag is completely empty, spotless.)
He becomes slower in his actions, and taking his time is actually an enjoyment. Truly,
letting the steam of the concluded shower and the smoke of the two tabbackies intermingle
becomes an anesthetic: the rejuvenating effects of a sauna.
Sitting at his desk a few moments, he actually brings a pen to paper—the type used to
make artistic sketches—and starts to formulate what he will write about. Fiction comes easier—it
is the exaggeration of his waking life. Short stories spurt out of him at times, all of them faulty
and incomplete. (The last short story he attempted? Twenty-seven pages. A whimsical but
definite failure, a fantasy in Spanglish entitled El mundo magico de Keki y Wini. Before that?
One which had actually garnered some boos from fellow classmates in his short story workshop,
and had actually earned him the accolade of “extreme misogynist.”) He never goes back to these,
although he does read them, when they happen to beckon.
Fwadée’s eyes gleam
With what? Excitement? Disillusion? He cannot fake his way out of this one. The
surrealism of an actual meeting would not translate, he thinks. He gets up, tired of thinking
meager thoughts.
He loves the fact that his entire catalogue of clothes consists of thirty or so articles. To
tell the truth, there are ten items he never even wears; the rest are all those he does. Having little
choice in the matter (These skinny jeans or those dressy black pants? Red V-neck, or yellow Vneck, or green V-neck, or navy blue? Doctor Martens, Converse, or casual slip-ons?), he literally
closes his eyes and picks at random. Any combination. Any one looks pretty good.
And he is done except, of course, deodorant. It’s always put on last, otherwise—
horizontal deodorant skid marks. And, last thing, the hair. Again, he attempts the hard gel to
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pull off the spikeyness he feels totally entitled to. He tries to make it look unworked on for the
next seven minutes.
He has texted Jackie and her response is finally presents itself to him. The shining, the
glimmer, is the hint. He takes his phone from atop the misty porcelain of the toilet’s top.
4 sure dude.
There is never an interlude to this manic consumption. Weed. There are hardly ever any
breaks: if he is running out, he simply hordes it. He will smoke little by little, never finish the
entire thing off, until his next connect comes through. He used to sweat it; he was, once upon a
time, such a nervous wreck about his obtaining it (in his Gollum-like grasp, in his eager babybird lungs). Now it seems the opposite: it is the weed which is attracted to him. Both reggie and
chronic were readily available, everywhere; and all outlets indubitably led to them, somehow.
He eradicates the light by pulling down the blinds in the room and by switching off both
alternating lights. In relative darkness, he feels for his keys and, once safely in his grasp, turns
the knob to go. From the threshold, he looks at all his belongings in the dark—it’s almost a
darkened image now, a malformed plateau formation of boxes and things, on his consciousness.
For no other reason than to create a contrast to the happy daylight, Lazaro remembers
what happened four days ago. Sunday night had been the first time he had felt truly intrepid
since surviving his car crash in the summer. He had come face to face with the law, with all its
nasty negativity, all its potential harm—its apocalyptic devastation. He almost got a DUI. He got
caught, like many others have and will, driving a wee bit imperfectly down the road, and the
flashing lights were enough to sober him up instantly. And, although he felt a little less drunk, a
bit more confident that indeed he wasn’t as drunk as to be taken downtown, the opposite
occurred. Inside the coffin, he felt the rage about to erupt. He understood the reason drunks
became belligerent with the law. He had been practically at his own apartment door! Could the
officer make an exception? Absolutely not. But then, the idiots took way too long to formally
process him, and at the time he finally was able to take the Breathalyzer test (the machine itself
worthy of one whole room inside the dungeon-like precinct) he was sufficiently sobered up to
score the awesome score of .06. Saved!
Crossing the street, he catches a glimpse of a familiar figure. A ghost from one night past.
The hair is the same, the pants are tighter although falling under the crotch area, and there is a
skateboard (aw… fuck) and a black backpack and black suspenders, too. He is a bit smitten with
the suspenders—they let it be known that the guy has a flat stomach, probably somewhat
concave but still probably muscly. His chest is protruding like a hero’s shield, and that is an
aesthetic plus also. The features in his face are clearer, of course, more vivid in the striking
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daylight. His teeth, vampiric and irresistible, a tantalizing line of white during the harsh light—
the very highlight of Spikes’ entire face—is dethroned once and for all by the impossibly high,
impossibly free-standing erect horns of hair which travels down his scalp, vertically down from
widow’s peak to the very back of his sleek skull. How did they manage to stay up? The dude had
tons of stuff keeping his stuff upright. The punk look was one Lazaro has completely forgotten
about. But he fondly remembers it now.
The punks and their mosh pits.
Good times.
Lazaro Del Castillo
Creative Writing T 3.00
Dr. Gosslar
Rosalia: A Love Story
Between her legs is a puddle, dirty now by the soles of their athletic tennis shoes: Mando’s are
slick, new black and white Nikes, just like Javier’s old pair, and not unlike the Pumas currently on
Jacob’s feet. They all say nothing for the duration of seven small drops of water to hit the sink from the
faucet: all around them the world is in disarray, with several bath towels thrown all over, and clothes and
even some lubricant (who had had the thought of bringing the lubricant?) in smudges all over the tile.
Rosalia, just the name, reminds Craig of roses, of flowers: seven teeny drops succumbing to gravity are
enough to give her an otherworldly halo, blooming, spewing out of her open head. Surprise! Exactly the
color Craig had been thinking of. Her eyes are as glossy as her lips had been, perhaps that was why John
had agreed to it. Just so succulent, and him just so—unloved. All of them, in their own way, were unloved.
What to do after videogames other than fornicate? And if not by themselves, then, just as the impromptu
group formed on-line to vanquish the enemy, together. Rosalia had been with them a while, with his
family, and now all John could say was her name. The memory of her, even with her corpse in full view,
was fast in erasing.
My god—she’s dead, perhaps it was Jacob that said it. By God, so she was. The bitch fell on her
head, already all of them out of their briefs and boxers. Just to take her, like a dog, in front of everyone to
see. So easy, so dumb. Suddenly, all five of them were sharing the same thought (the last time that had
happened was when they had all decided that they were going to take the maid from her busy work to
pleasure them in the way only a girl like her could—and see how that turned out?) which was:
TROUBLE. Oh, holy God are we in trouble.
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The silence goes on, as if in a classroom a professor had uttered a question no one had foreseen.
Not on the exam. Now all five stood in various states of undress, all of them no longer excited, no longer
hard. Nobody even gets close enough to feel for her vital signs.
I’m home he tells them, coming upon the horrible scene. This makes all five boys hustle:
grabbing at clothes, turning away. John’s dad screams. The wetness, the nudity, the dead maid! What’s
going on boys? What happened? He says the last part louder, with exasperation. John’s dad puts his hand
to his temple, quickly trying to set things right. Leave he orders the other four. Now.

Only John remains there with his father. The father is too quick to need any explanations: John
has not said a thing. Together, they take Rosalia to her room, the blood leaving a trail that will vanish as
soon as they both begin to clean up and concoct a type of story that will satisfy the officers.
Chapter 2
Delicious food. Seven different fruits in all (that he could count) and delicious juices, piles of
breads, sweet and plain—these are all plentiful. Fat women slide somnambulantly by with their
trays bearing glasses and plates, acting both greedy and sneaky. There is small chatter, like tiny
bluebirds chirping away inside a garden of roses.
Lazaro hates himself, with the burp. The burp tells him all: yes, true—mouthwash and
toothpaste had been employed to mask yesterday’s murky debaucheries. But the soul, the
alcoholic spirit of the half beer he guzzled down just this morning is still very much present. He
knows that, like his father, like his grandfather, heartburn soon will rear its hideous head. He
can feel the burn, and because it is slight—almost, almost, negligible—all he can really do is
simply give thanks for this respite from the depredations of old age. And then when, indeed, his
time has finally arrived to feel marred, to feel less than one hundred percent, then he can feel at
once a little less optimistic.
“Bitches,” he murmurs under his breath, with just enough force to reach Jackie’s ears.
“Who?” she asks.
“Dumb, fat broads, that’s who.”
“Sweet old ladies eating breakfast?”
“Yes. Them stupid hos.” They, at their grand buffet. They, gobbling up, puffing their
expanding cheeks. What is the buffet for? he wonders. A Let’s-Not-Be-Bored-Locked-Up-inOur-Fabulous-Mansions party.
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“You’re hungry huh?”
“Damn right.” A dramatic exhale. “Why, Jack—you really are a fortuneteller.” When he is
hungry he becomes easily irritable.
“Shut up.”
“No I mean it.” He gets up from his stool, pencil in hand, piece of crossword puzzle shorn
away from Jackie’s El Paso Times “Entertainment” section slipping away and falling tenderly
between two other stalls. He goes over to hunt for it. “How in the name of Freud did you know I
was hungry?”
“Well, the nasty tone for one.”
“For one.”
“And then there’s the stomach rumbling. Are you like homeless or something?”
“No!” He takes offense, carelessly crumbling the crossword in his fist, although he is
about to resume filling it out any minute.
“Destitute,” she calls him with kind eyes. “Want a sandwich?”
“No.”
She goes on to point out his choices. That he has choices makes him grateful, but he does
not betray the feeling. He can act a selfish bitch when he wants to. Sandwich?
“The mega cheesy type? Fuck yes. I mean no. I mean—,” he scratches himself, “just go get
me one already.”
“Oy.” She wears that apron, ridiculous flowers with baby faces actually crowned with
petals, and suddenly she’s Missus Homebody.
“Please.”
After a double decker sandwich, toasted evenly with butter on the grill, then cut into nifty
fourths, is placed in front of him and he’s taken a long gulp of his sports drink (that or water
being the only beverages available in the fridge), he looks up at his friend with wet, thankful
eyes, declaring, “Masterpiece.”
“Eat.”
He calls masterpieces all those tiny bits of minutiae that surprise him as he goes about
his everyday—the only ones capable of being remembered in the far-flung future. He has never
been slapped in the face before, and these metaphorical “awakenings,” these cheap realizations
(in the sense that they only occurred relatively free of cost), are hits to the ego that are,
countereffectively, beneficial to him nonetheless. Only when he thinks of what is going on
simultaneously, occurring just as he himself is busy living his own life—only when he thinks of
the countless animals out in the wild, of the millions of people who commuted to work and of
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the various plants that never even saw daylight—only then did he actually achieve a true feeling
of Zen; a feeling which, he’s always said, is essential to every modern human in his earthly
condition. The sandwich looks, smells, and tastes the same: wonderful. Wolfing it down, he
barely pays attention to the old women at their late-breakfast buffet anymore.
After she has swept it all, the floors shiny and the corners crisp and clean, she takes the
stool next to Lazaro. He has bags under his eyes: true indicators of a lack of sleep, of some
whirlwind lifestyle. She only works to pay the rent and waits for her boyfriend Juan Carlos to get
home. He works as a bartender—a questionable profession, sure; dubious in its natural
expansion of possibilities for two different people to make some type of “connection,” according
to Lazaro. And alcohol always exacerbates this—expanding possibilities. It goes beyond the laws
of jealousy that if you let your man out for the sharks to make their meal out of, well, then
cheating is not only a possibility, but an absolute certainty. Even the most beautiful get cheated
on, even the cleverest, the most sexual, the kinkiest. But if you put temptation on a platter, place
it before your man, put a smile on your face and tell him to do whatever he wants, really, well.
Really. But Lazaro, a man of too many words, of too unabashed and unrestricted a trap, has
never told her this. She has real problems, the actual and not just the hypothetical, too. Juan
Carlos is not precisely a dashing prince—is extremely unattractive, in fact, with countless grease
mounds upon his dirty face, though only in certain key areas like the cheeks, chin and nose—but
Lazaro is man enough to acknowledge that guys will cheat. Eventually. Even the ugly ones are
capable of finding mates; even they manage to find some action.
His drink is completely emptied. “Ahh…” exclaims Lazaro, always using hyperbole to
describe an instant satisfaction—his utter satiation.
They stare at each other in gloomy silence. The chatter of the ladies next door, only a
glass partition away, is a hum, a tiny ocean of spontaneous waves. Particles of dust descend in
downward rays, a natural enemy to Jackie’s cleaning. Jackie takes Lazaro’s empty plate away,
throwing the sports drink container underhand into the wastebasket by the corner. Women are
truly capable of multi-tasking. Why don’t they all take advantage of it? Lazaro thinks silently,
looking at the women outside, the cotillion, still doing what they had been doing fifteen minutes
ago.
Secretly, Lazaro wants to leave an empty space in his stomach until he scores. It is one
sad truth about his marijuana addiction: everything just tastes better after smoking out. Pigging
out is guilty free only, of course, after toking it up. But, cheese and bread already digesting
splendidly in his stomach, he feels less desperate, more complacent now. Now it didn’t matter
that the guy hasn’t called in almost an hour. Now, it is more than obvious why Jackie can’t seem
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to stay still—she’s never this tidy.
“Hey, sit down Jeeves.”
She does. Her smile has subsided. Fucking drug dealers.
He holds her hands. They wait patiently, in peace. (Silverware outside hits dishes, the
murmurs are a swarm.)
There is a ticking, some clock somewhere in this old decrepit diner. Not even considered
a diner, with its 6 stools and one bar/cash machine. Less than twenty feet in diameter. Lazaro
prefers the term “hole in the wall,” although it isn’t one, officially.
“Damn Danico!”
“Yeah. What a asshole.”
“He’s always got me waiting.”
“Yeah.” He starts to braid her hair since there is so much of it. She turns around toward
the interior of the restaurant, closed prematurely for “reparations”—which will more than likely
take an additional week to transpire. She stays, disappointment omnipresent, thick as mist, on
the stool, swaying softly, lulling, with Lazaro busy at her hair. Her hair, once braided, is made
shorter by at least 4 inches.
“We really need to get a new connect.”
“Right?”
“I mean, fucking guy. He knows everyone is dry, knows everyone is looking to score.
Takes full advantage of the fact.”
“Yes.” Perhaps it’s not wise to so openly bash on Danico—he’s her good friend from
Lockwood. If only I, Lazaro ponders a while, had made any lasting connections with any of the
handful of school friends I’ve had. Now that he’s looking for connections he has to start anew,
from square one. Danico has been their connect for the last four or five times, and he’s always
late, and they are always left waiting. In the interim, the only thing that they both think about,
really, is the golden green.
Looking at the interior of the diner, they both shake with surprise as the bell which
announces a visitor suddenly announces a visitor. In the second before turning to see which
individual it is, Lazaro thinks it probably a lady from the buffet next door. Someone to “use the
facilities,” surely, despite the fact that the place is officially closed.
It is Danico.
“Hi friends,” he exclaims. The smile on his face, crooked at one end as if he’s had a
stroke, angers Lazaro slightly: Why is he so happy to have kept his customers waiting? Asshole.
“Hello,” Jackie retorts. Lazaro remains silent next to her.
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“Well, I’ve only got one.”
“One? You mean one G?
“Yeah.”
“Bastard.”
“What?”
“Yeah. So you’ve sold them all again before you ever got to us.”
Danico denies it, but all three know by instinct that he lies.
“Okay Danico.” Jackie’s true temperament is becoming known. “Be like that. We are like
your most faithful customers—and you just leave us here waiting like dumbfucks, waiting for our
weed.” She twangs her voice.
“Sorry Jack.” Danico looks down at his three-hundred dollar sneakers.
“Right. But what does it matter now with bills fresh in your hand, right?”
Danico looks suddenly less cocky. Without the sparkle of his self-perceived flashiness, he
looks downright miserable. This one will get really greedy someday, prophecies Lazaro, and
that’ll be his downfall. Won’t be visiting you in jail, sucka!
“Sorry Jack,” he looks at them both. “But here’s my last baggie. And you know what? So
you won’t lose faith in me, so that I’m not this total asshole, it’s on the house.”
Jackie perks up, visibly. All her anger, in this case, brought out something good.
Beneficial to them both. He places the bag, mostly twigs and seeds Lazaro can immediately
discern through the plastic, before Jackie.
She looks at it, opens it up, smells it. She gives it to Lazaro to whiff, and the smell takes
him all the way back to a rock show in high school. Suddenly, the memory is intense and alive: of
his small group of friends, mostly composed of girls, waiting in one of the junkyards that line up
Montana Ave. for a new local band to blast them away with its songs of anger and adolescent
gullibility. The green, indeed, smells green.
“Well.” Jackie returns to her normal state of complacency, of niceness. “Thanks Danico.”
“Don’t mention it.” The guy simply turns and leaves.
Already, Jackie has procured, with the guy not even out of the parking lot yet (his Lexus
murmuring more softly than the broads at brunch), a paper to use for the cutting up of what
they have acquired. She has placed a tiny mound of weed and is already breaking it up with her
fingers, pinching it apart and coming out with a sandy creation—ready for smoking—by the time
Lazaro looks for papes and a lighter. While they fashion the joint, there is no talk.
Suddenly, the entire room fills up with tendrils of smoke. The blows make vertical
hurricanes in the air—these are snakes of smoke; full, slithering serpents made up of not much
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else but light and wind.
A customer comes in, neglecting to read the CLOSED sign, already three or four days old.
He looks at them both as they pass the joint. Disappointment, betrayal, marks the guy’s alreadyworried face. He looks frightened for them both—for them all. Caught in the act, in the criminal
if not completely inappropriate. I mean, it is only a Wednesday morning. Before asking for any
explanations (dude is like 50, whereas in their mid-20’s Jackie and Lazaro both resemble kids),
he backs away slowly, turns, and takes off.
Cackling with shared glee, the friends then look at the group of old women, most already
making their glacial ways to their parked vehicles. Most of them look out at the town, at El Paso
buildings, at their cars, and wonder about the upcoming trip home. Which route to take? they
must all simultaneously ponder. But some look on, horrified, at the see-through diner—at the
two dwellers blowing concentric rings of marijuana smoke there. They are truly shocked, despite
the fact that marijuana has probably been alive and doing well ever since they have. Weren’t the
60’s more risqué? Didn’t they have other things to worry about? Go play with your grandkids,
pinchis viejas! By the horrified looks on their faces, mouths let idiotically open, eyes full of white
all the way around, some palms pressed against cheeks in comic disbelief, Lazaro knows that
risqué is something which is actually consciously looked for, in this day and age. Looked for, and
almost always certainly found. All that the easily amused have to do is just go outside and open
up their eyes.
She divides the loot in half, ignoring the women once and for all, giving her friend what
in her estimation is the better part of the gram. Lazaro loves her for this.
“Thanks sweetheart.”
“You are very welcome Lazaro.”
“Plus for the sandwich. Too.”
She smiles, basking in appreciation. “You’re welcome.”
He places it all inside a napkin—a tiny unnoticeable gem (emerald) within his jean
pocket. He’s already given her the money—50% off his original fee, of course.
“I’ve gotta go to work.”
Time has elapsed faster than he could have foreseen. A visit to the office would perhaps
ground him and put events into their proper perspective—he requires directions. Directions on
how to survive a tremendous failure. He needs to show his face, at least; to make his presence
known. To be there for them to abuse—in a bodily way even. He isn’t afraid of this, of anything.
As a pre-farewell, Lazaro tells her: “Text me if he doesn’t show. I’ll be around. We could
hang out.”
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“Sure.”
“Seriously, I have nothing to do till like seven. Well, from three to seven. Pop in then.”
“Maybe.”
“Maybe is worse than a sure.” He smiles at her.
“Maybe. I dunno what my plans are today.”
“You—don’t know what your plans are today? It being like… a school day, a weekday, and
all you got in front of you is just this future of ambiguity? Pfftt!”
“Future of ambiguity?”
“Like—aren’t you supposed to know what your itinerary looks like? Your daily schedule?”
“No. Fuck off.”
“Okay. Definitely stop thinking I’m judging you. I never judge.”
“Uh huh.”
“I was going to tell you that I really admire that. Future of ambiguity. In fact I am trying
to convert to that type of religion.”
“What religion?”
“The one I want to be converted to.”
“I don’t get it.”
“This I-have-nothing-to-do-today-so-fuck-off religion. It’s so in the moment, so very
realistic. Useful. It like, travels through physical law: you, as a person of the new millennium,
are almost destined to follow everyday doing certain requisite things. There is order in modern
lives. But for you to forgo it, for you to spend your hours exactly the way you want to spend
them, well—I applaud you Jack. Jackie. I really do.”
“Okay. So you just got carried away there.”
“Perhaps.”
“And no.” She straightens her posture, as she hates to sag. “I’m not completely
irresponsible. Jerk. See? I’m working. I am working—even when the whole place is closed. Then
I’m like a warden. I’m Jack fuckin’-Nicholson in The Shining. I do happen to have goals and shit.
Fuck.”
“Sorry.” Lazaro bows his head, and Jackie believes that it’s in a form of reverence. He
just feels really bad to have hit a nerve.
“Well, anyway, back to subject. The reason I have nothing to do is that all I am doing is—
malingering—and waiting for my dumbass man.”
“Shit. I wished I waited for a man.”
“No you don’t.”
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“No I don’t.”
They laugh.
“Ah huh.”
Lazaro doesn’t like the guy. Her man. The last time he played third-wheel, unwillingly
and practically at gunpoint, to their mismatched twosome—was, what? Two weeks—or so—ago?
He had met them for bowling at Skiddos. And the guy, Juan Carlos, he simply sat there, with the
grossest, most grody face in the planet. He said not one thing the entire time. Lazaro left soon
enough, bowling exactly one game, and kept bottled within him the strong impulse to just pull
his friend aside and tell her, straight-faced: “You are—a stupid bitch.”
He dislikes him, thinks them both incompatible, and classifies him as a horrible and
complete waste. She needs stimulation (all intellectual women do)—and not just the clitoral
kind.
“Okay—Rapunzel.” He gets off his stool.
“You’re sweet.”
“On your tower,” he says. “Spinning the thread…”
“See ya later. Maybe.” She tells him, a brilliant smile plastered on her face.
He leaves, waving. Not at her but, seemingly, at the vast, empty, daylight outside.
She could hear everything through the walls. This did not imply having any special powers or
magical inclinations. Although, from the state of thing—the wooden Baroque furniture, the
knickknacks gathering dust, the collection of china dolls on top of a useless, broken bureau—it
could be easily surmised that the lady was a witch.
Scraggly hair always pulled behind her by a measly rubber band, the intensity of her
features—large disc eyes, one colored brownish yellow, the color of bile, the other milky with a
developing cataract; the cords of neck-flesh vibrating with every breath as if made out of
latex; the strict eyebrows, the only blackness in her spectral face, diagonally making a
permanent frown—were accentuated horrifically.
Her place was always dark, always dusty. She usually moved fifteen feet this way,
fifteen feet that—the only available room in her cramped quarters. Just as the room above
(and the one above that one, and the one above that) had little wriggle room, hers was overly
stuffed up. Her grandchildren never came. They would contentedly stay with their father in
their Northeast trailer. She had candies in dishes just for them nonetheless. They, with age and
disuse, had made hard structures like gladiator’s helmets on their deep floral bowls.
Everything in her place had somehow hardened.
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From the window she could see through the sliver of light the young man make his exit.
He was brisk in his stride, seemingly carefree.
She despised him.
She knew about his illicit activities. The reefer was noticeable even a block away. He
opens the doors of his car and all the smoke invades the courtyard. All her cats faint when they
get near him—they are always frightened by his footfalls, by his mere proximity. She felt sorry
for her cats, always having to tolerate such strangeness in their own courtyard, in their own
home. In their own territory. They had more humanity, she thought, than did the young man.
They came to her, they needed her. He seemed the very opposite of that goodness, of any
virtue. He always either smelled of reefer or cigarette.
And he passed by her window, ignoring it as always. The ivy covered the window
completely, but enough glare was reflected off the glass that the idle and curious enough would
sometimes venture to take a peek. They would simply move a sickly green branch aside and
stare in. This was the main cause for the woman’s intense displeasure. It was exacerbated
further by the freakish young man upstairs; by the young man and the type of company he
kept.
Oh, she could hear alright. She had ears. The building was as old as dirt; the walls were
not impermeable. She could hear, at 4 or 5 or 6 in the morning, various horrible grunts and
tussles, heinous moans of pleasure and perhaps even pain. Sex upstairs. The floorboards under
his bed always squeaked, and, for some unfathomable reason, every two or three nights of the
week when the young man had company over it was like a woodpecker at his tree. And they
were always men, she noted, never women.
This, she felt, was utterly disgusting. A sin. Inappropriate, dirty. Disgusting.
She soon told her son-in-law all about the gay upstairs. He, accordingly, became as
disgusted as the old woman when she, as old as his own grandmother, his own greatgrandmother even, told him about the sex going on upstairs. Fags gave him “an eeky, sicky
feeling.” He was altogether useless in doing something about it, however. What was his plan?
He didn’t know. He was incapable of forming one. But what he did certainly know was that the
gay upstairs was going to get what was coming to him—didn’t he have respect even for old
ladies? This, he thought, this was why gay guys were so different from the regular ones. They
were rude in their unmanliness. They had no common courtesy.
So, because he did not have the guts to face him, to come face-to-face with the “fuckin’
fag” upstairs, he once tried to slash his tires. His mistake lay, however, in the fact that it was
attempted on a Saturday night, the busiest and most populated of all El Paso nights (as is
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probably the capital rule everywhere else on Earth), and he was unsuccessful in slashing his
tires to ribbons at the over-lit parking lot adjoining the apartments’ courtyard; people
streamed up and down the main streets hollering obscenities, mainly.
His second try was not a success, either. He tried to spook him one night, another buzzy
Saturday by banging at his door at the oddest of night hours, from one thirty in the a.m. till
about nine. Every single time both Lazaro and his male partner, a tall guy with a mustache
and trunk-like limbs, came out, not really spooked at all (naked but for the fluorescent orange
towels around their torsos) but slightly amused. Who, they must have thought, wanted to join
them in on their ongoing sexathon? Nobody, it would seem. No one wanted in on the romp.
They would giggle at the strangeness of the situation, something so outside of themselves that
nothing else could be done but let it be wholly forgotten with the shutting of the door. He was
kept awake all night, trying to change tactics, trying hard to make each set of knocks sound
more terrifying than the last. Trying to get the fag to recognize that he was unwanted, that he
was a disgrace. Soon enough, though, he felt like a dupe. They kept fucking while all he did was
be was kept waiting.
So his last chance was to get it inside his brain that the guy was there to stay.
Permanently. Jocelyn’s mother would just have to fucking deal with it. Plus—didn’t everyone
have a neighbor upstairs, in one form or another? A disturbance always, a pest everywhere?
There would always be unwanted people one had to contend with.
Being indoctrinated into the false religion of La Santa Muerte— a cult that had spread
like wildfire in Juarez, in Chihuahua, and in the Mexican nation at large— had its definite
benefits. For one, the old woman was for once happy. She was cheered from her usual stupor
the day Jocelyn began to tell her all about how this one lady, Frida, prayed to La Santa
Muerte, a figure of death in the guise of a cloaked skeleton standing upright like a holy saint,
and had soon enough gotten her wish. She prayed and asked with all her might for her exhusband to finally pay out her owed child support. Because he was killed in Iraq, the
government sent her a letter saying that she didn’t have to worry about the money any longer.
Her wish just came true. Just like that. The old woman soon added this tale to her collection.
The Laundromat man told her how his daughter had wished for love and had accordingly
received it: the fiancée was a banker and thankfully inhabiting the same step in the social
ladder, in the same echelon, as the family had hoped for. The can man had told her that his
own mother, a fervent ex-Catholic, now believed completely in the mythical and demonic
figure after getting her husband, the man’s own father, discharged from the county hospital.
Miss Jimenez at the store even alluded to a tumor capable of a miraculous self-phagocytosis: it
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was now almost the size of a raisin when it used to be the size of a plum.
With the same fervor withheld for those types of stories (and only those: the old woman
had no tolerance for movies, books or television) Jocelyn’s old lady was fascinated when her
son-in-law told her of a ritual. Which he had, of course, fabricated with the sole purpose of
getting the old hag, for once, off his back.
The ritual was absolutely Hollywoodesque. It took relatively little imagination. It was
the Eye (“of Satanas”, the son-in-law had specified). It could curse the person who was its
marker—and because the old woman was uneducated in movies and pop culture at large— it
was an easy hit. She fell for it.
The target was the young gay man upstairs. The task was easy, a star was inlaid
within a large circle. There were five points to this star and not six. “They do six ta get away
with it,” he told her. “In the movies, I mean.” The lady looked at him with confused glossedover eyes, using a sinister, gargoyle expression. “In the movies,” he went on to specify, “The
prop people always make these star diagrams six-pointed. That’s so they won’t get in trouble
with religions, just like our new one.” More mumbo-jumbo scribblings were inscribed within
the circle and on the insides of the triangles, all conforming the satanic star. The old woman
was unabashedly convinced.
From her corner, the old woman sat still, still as a lizard, rocking her neck to and fro.
Her hands were clutching the air, and each other. The wrinkled fingers, thick and long as Twix
bars, entangled the invisible. Within the confines of her nest she easily heard an engine start.
She heard his wheel turning, the wheels making scrapes on the gravel. His room was now
empty. The quarters, empty.
Drawn above, The Eye of Satanas, the sign of death, was imprinted with bright-sharp
white chalk, inerasable and very discernible, as large and foreboding as a certain Mayan
calendar upstairs, on the old woman’s low ceiling. It was enormous; it took up the whole
space, and the old woman saw this and chuckled. She chuckled softly, and safely, inside her
head.
Chapter 3
“D’you like Fwadée Jizelle?” Will just throw it out there, just to see what happens.
“Well yeah. Of course. I’m gay.” Always the excuse.
“We’ve got approval from the heights up above to have a seven minute interview. It’ll be
kind of a circus.” A dramatic, bitchy pause. “Your favorite.”
“Clowns.”
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“Huh?”
“Clowns. Clowns are my favorite. Were.”
He shouldn’t have told them all about his adolescent infatuation with clowns. Beyond
kitsch, he was legitimately drawn to their genuine fakeness, to their inherent, arresting
surrealism. To him they were boogeymen stand-ins and urban legends made real.
“Well, there will certainly be clowns.”
“I can imagine.”
“And you can certainly just squeeze as much out of her as you can. Just a measly seven
minutes.”
“Doable.” Secretly, he’s about to shit himself. But he doesn’t dare ask why him and why
not somebody else.
“Good man. I’m counting on you.”
“I’ll do it.” As if he were committing a favor.
The entire episode has been taped within his brain and locked for certain
circumstances—it is, in all its vivid reconfiguration, practically real. Even the smell of
honeysuckle sticks distinctly from it. The only place you could ever find it within city limits is
here, and so the association is absolutely Proustian. (Honeysuckle invaded the sophisticated
nostrils in vast quantities on that infamous toll road between Orlando and Miami—once the
windows were down anything aromatic carried those tender tones of homesickness.)
The lack of honeysuckle elsewhere makes the office seem quite inviting. A place of
employment should ideally make one feel comfortable—comfortable enough to be functional
and productive. Even robots require upkeep. The sweet scent was the only welcoming appeal to
his office, for the people, the atmosphere, the very computers seemed to convey an elitist
environment which was threatening at its most basic level, absolutely terrifying at its most
severe.
Which is why Lazaro never spends more than ten minutes there. The ample time usually
allows him to check his physical inbox, a tiny rectangular cubby hole almost forgotten, over by
the archaic and discarded fax and typewriters (all of them teeming with jammed, tortured
buttons and keys); also a quick chat with any of the writers who, likewise befuddled-looking,
found themselves in their own forms of purgatory, trapped as if with chains to their nondescript
desks, working on boring assignments; but mainly to visit with his boss, the charismatic MHS
class of 2000 Salutorian, Mathias Q. The guy’s dashing looks and winning smile take second
place, in Lazaro’s mind, to his tempestuous temperament. Now that, Lazaro smirks, is sexy.
Mathias is straight, of course, and happily divorced and totally into women. (Sad wives,
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most recently.) Lazaro is perpetually ambivalent. How to care for this clueless nitwit who almost
quit, embarrassingly, in full public, at the group’s last biweekly meet up? With tears in his eyes,
the boss had told the entire crew how the digital issue they were currently working on was to be
his last, how not only his break up from Svetlana has affected him, but how it would continue to
do so, with a higher expected intensity for days and days to come. He couldn’t work, he couldn’t
concentrate and he was thus resigning. Of course, no one, not even Lazaro, stepped in to take
the sword victoriously from the stone—it was practically handed out, to no one, it would seem.
Instead, Melanie took him away and they talked and the consensus was that he “will try.” Fuck,
the expectations just took a nosedive from there.
Mathias cannot, for his life, act straight. It is his nonsexual love affair with gays that has
made him increase his effeminacy. The s’s have become sybillant, the gestures exaggerated and
forced. Everything suddenly becomes hyperbole—everything is dire and desperate. Lazaro loves
this about him, actually considers him a “gay” pal although his track record tells otherwise.
Lazaro is thankfully immune to the droves of straight (but curious and wandering) men; their
appeal is nonexistent. They are an altogether different race, a group of people who, so blinded by
custom and familiarity, fall into depressions and metaphorical sinkholes. They have their own
lives, they follow their own (extremely foreign) lines. And fail. And cry. And hide. There is no
time to wonder at that altogether different species, at that mystery but never-curiosity. What
was there to be curious about? They all copied each other at a universal pageant of outmachoing one another. That was their inherent purpose. That’s what they themselves felt.
Straight men: they have complexes of their own, and at this point in his life Lazaro is inclined to
think that they, indeed, are the worst off than their homosexual doppelgangers. Voltaire, a
forgotten writer from yesteryear (of course French and socialist, which is perhaps why he is no
longer read in high schools or universities), once made it perfectly clear to Lazaro that the only
type of people with just one true ounce of freedom in their meager existences were philosophers,
the fortunate “jumpers” of class divisions. These, reconfigured, in modern day, are no doubt the
gays. Without straight encumbrances to turn them into prisoners (family expectations, wives,
children…) they alone have the liberty to talk with the homeless with as much fervor and/or
respect as with a neo-aristocrat. True social (and not just social) mobility is the effect of
homosexual genes—this is a fact.
And Lazaro can usually handle men like Mathias. All the respect Lazaro had of him as a
writer, as a “Borgesian through and through,” was lost as soon as he opened his yapper to
complain about his love life. Whatever happened, Lazaro cannot help but question—as he looks
at Mathias’s crescent Cheshire cat smile as it widens, as it says hello and looks more than glad to
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have the privilege of bumping into him—has Mathias ever been emotionally stable? Has he
emotionally evolved? Men: c.a. 2013.
Lazaro can handle him, but perhaps not today.
There is a messiness about his appearance, both outwardly and, perhaps, in. Lazaro’s
head has been left reeling from a bunch of episodes which have begun to bleed unto each other
like spreading ink blots, but it is his experience that flirtation is one of the best headache
solutions.
“Yo.”
“Yo.”
Mathias riffles through some papers, looking at various documents in a faux way.
Finally:
“How did your night with Fwadée go?”
And there is no room to say a thing else. Already, the heavy cloud appears overhead,
sinister and discomforting.
“Good,” Lazaro says.
It begins to rain inside the cramped office—itsy drops fall over his shoulders and neck.
“Really? Wow. Excellent.”
“I meant to say—I… didn’t really catch her.”
“What?” The cloud expands over both their heads now. Thunder rolls as Mathias’s eyes
glimmer a silver shade.
Then there is silence for a second. A buzz in the air makes both gulp in silent confidence:
Mathias’s Adam’s apple bobs downward about two inches, a strong ball on a speedy vertical
elevator; Lazaro’s protrudes out and slyly pops back in.
“What now?” Mathias looks at his feet, at two shiny insect-like loafers. The voice of
disappointment would undoubtedly work on any one of the female species (the antihero is a
beloved fixture, alright). They would swoon, they would lick his boots. But Lazaro knows that
there must be a way out of this one. That the disappointment may not at all have anything to do
with him but all to do with Mathias’s shortcomings as Editor-in-Chief. There was a possible flip
in all of this.
“I know you don’t want to hear excuses,” Lazaro says, after what feels like an eternity.
“No.”
“No.”
Mathias has not returned his gaze; it’s almost as if he were looking for tiny gnomes on
the linoleum floor. This was to be the highlight of suncityconfidential’s homepage—the
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illuminating, top, most exciting story. Not for the year perhaps, but certainly for the month, the
season. El Paso never got Fwadée Jizelle-caliber acts. Even Cirque du Soleil thinks twice before
making a stop at this border town. The spectacularness being shut down then, all singlehandedly
by Lazaro, by his stupidity and his sloth (always too lazy to be too proactive). He is responsible
for their downfall, for their overall failure. Finally, the realization which had been omnipresent
throughout the day—well, for the last 12 hours or so, at least—finally makes itself known. The
colors are all imbued and Lazaro is surreptitiously informed of the fact that by giving up he has
ultimately betrayed his friends. Called betrayal because their expectations were just so sweet
(naïve?) and tough (grandiose?)—because it is all a big gamble that they have all put so much
into. He feels like the guy who lets go of the rope, plummeting his fellow mountain climbers to
their unexpected ends. He has not felt like a rat, being almost immune to feeling like a loser
altogether, for a long time. But now he does. Now he feels bad not only because he let down his
boss, but because his boss will forever think of him as a mediocre reporter, a failed writer. And
Mathias is simply too good to disappoint.
“But an additional concert has been announced.”
“Really?”
“Fuck, Lazzie. Don’t you know anything?”
“Apparently not.” Although the reprimand seems authentic, a playful tone is evoked just
for the simple, stupid fact that Mathias is Mathias. He has great straight man fashion sense
(mainly, a true gift for picking out stuff that was not in the least bit flashy, but always opting for
cloth that would accentuate his physical attributes for which other bored housewives, like the
recent off-you-go discarded ex, Svetlana, always apparently went for, mainly his buff arms and
slim torso). He can look authentically enlightened by your comments. Laugh overly hard at your
attempts at wit. And here is Lazaro in all his splendor. Deeply, truly disappointing.
A smile appears; the whites as white as his shirt.
“So, she’s still here. They had to make another one since so many people with tickets got
left out. It was like all over the news. Where were you?”
Lazaro shrugs.
“Why—didn’t you get the news?”
Without a thought, Lazaro begins to pull on the hill caused by the sturdiness of the
denim right at his crotch while he half-sits on the edge of the desk. He does this unknowingly: by
being utilized mainly as a slutty but effective tool earlier on in his development, Lazaro has
unconsciously maintained the semi-sexual act, making it a fixture in his repertoire just out of
habit. Mathias looks at him, making a mental note of Lazaro’s languorous demeanor. How can
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anyone be this cool? This cool-headed? This uninhibited?
Isn’t this, Mathias suddenly thinks with a sudden burst of inspiration, a sign of some
disrespect? Isn’t this guy with the reputation for using some types of drugs and being a complete
slacker most of the time—well, isn’t he a true liability? Plus his openness was, frankly,
overreaching its welcome. He made Mathias uncomfortable most of the time, truth be told, and
Mathias surely has had enough.
“I will get the story this time, sir. Certainly.”
Certainly is (certainly) some crude inside joke. Was Lazaro the only one in the entire
office to notice just how many fucking times Mathias mentioned the word certainly? It was like,
his favorite word. Secondly—sir. Lazaro would throw these out when he wanted an impressively
visible, if not merely audible, shift in powers. He is succumbing to the Other; he is becoming his
civil servant, his mere domestic, his house cat, with this sir. Just give them a sir, Lazaro knows
as a rigid fact, and they immediately see you at their feet, at their beck and call. In short: the sir
can work for Lazaro as big tits do a dull, ditzy blonde.
“Good.” As simple as that, Mathias regains confidence in his equal, in his peer. He knows
that Lazaro has a reputation, shit, he has a reputation (divorcee, cry baby)—yet still, as men,
they do have morals. They’ve certainly got work ethics.
Lazaro comes off the desk. In a strange reversal, Mathias takes his vacant place, sitting
down in the exact spot, still left warm, on the edge of the desk.
“I will sneak in with the other reporters tonight,” Lazaro reassures him. “Although my
pass has yesterday’s date on it, no one ever checks.”
“Great.” Mathias smiles, with some renewed faith.
“Ok.”
Before heading out, Lazaro makes it a point to draw a crude portrait of himself ramming
right into a very fuckable ass. Mathias’s. Right there, right on his boss’s sturdy desk. He can
practically feel Mathias’s virginity (that virginity) expel. Can smell it’s essence leaving its bodyhost. It smells of chlorine. A walkthrough: Mathias’s toes. The gleaming cuticles. His thigh. A
thrust. Strong soccer legs. Ligaments. Thrust. Hair and abdomen. Thrust. Gleaming drops.
Invisible lines. Thrust. Nipples. Hair. Thrust. Biceps straining. Sweat. Thrust. Concavity of the
clavicle. Thrust. Some eyes. A face. Thrust, thrust, thrust. They could make as much noise as
they wanted to and no one would hear. They could scrape the shit out of the linoleum floor and
nobody would even make a beep in the radar.
He smiles at his lewd portrayal (a desecration) of his instantaneous objectification of
Mathias—a person right at this moment just barely outside his immediate sight.
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And then, because all things scream Mathias, his voice is actually brought forth from
some neatherworld.
“Come back.”
The voice is strong, direct. Soldier, Captain, President-like. Lazaro can’t help but halt.
He does a 180, looking directly at Mathias. At his hair (tussled but not deeply
contemplated beforehand, or at all ostentatious—he really did take less than five minutes in its
complete styling), at his sleek neck. Not until their knees touch (Lazaro of course standing up,
almost over him; Mathias sitting upon his desk, with both knees extended) does Lazaro answer
him with a futile “Yes.”
“Hm…” Mathias still needs time to formulate his thoughts.
But Lazaro beats him to it. He lets Mathias know who really should be boss. “Don’t worry
‘bout a thing. Last night was savage, it was disgustingly packed.” Mathias straightens up, fearing
that his posture may have come off as too reminiscent of the bell ringer from Notre Dame.
Lazaro continues, faking a lot of it. “It was too too much. Really. And obviously
tomorrow won’t be the same. Less people go to the second than the first, right? I mean, didn’t
the second one like totally not sell out? For sure the first concert sold out. But the second?”
“No. It hasn’t sold out.”
“See?”
“But you hadn’t even known that there was gonna be a second one.”
“Well, yeah.”
“So how do you know it’s still free?”
“You mean ‘not sold out’.”
“Yeah.”
“Just safely assumed.”
Mathias’s eyes are questioning, his mouth stern. Lazaro continues:
“You must remember: I know stuff. I just do. You know this. Melanie knows this.”
“Certainly.”
“Perhaps Yorch and Jimmy Shoe don’t know this. But that’s okay.”
But Mathias likes all three of them, all three of his writers. They have distinct styles,
different voices; but if he wanted anybody on his team, if push came to shove, then it would be
Lazaro. No doubt.
“Okay. Then prove us wrong. Prove me wrong.”
And here’s another thing about the straights: they sure know how to strike back. They’ve
had plenty of practice with the girls. A gay guy is way more forgiving, is way less demanding, so
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any type of daring rebound is always surprising and welcome. “Prove me wrong” meant that now
there was more on the line now: a new pact forged between the gang and himself, and a more
personal one between Mathias and Lazaro.
Lazaro leaves to go, thinking of saying a good bye, of giving a finality to their meeting.
Mathias is left thinking about the same thing, too, if he’s going to wave. He decides not to.
Mathias felt that the state of the world was—well, he didn’t know what it was. He was
constantly asking this—an inner hypothetical question, it would seem, always. He didn’t, truly,
care. He would mask his answers well, he could separate emotions. Lazaro was just one in a
slew of guys who actually did as they pleased. And he didn’t: he’s always been trapped, had
always been the source of his father’s flickering rage.
“If you had stayed at the university, taken the MCATs, showed some balls—well, you’d
be a doctor right about now,” said his father, Geraldo Jauragui, M.D.
And he had defied his father, he had used his time unwisely, trying to build a something
out of nothing, and yet all the subscribers they had did not go over a measly 565.
When did what you love become what you absolutely hate? Mathias felt he was
perpetually in a corridor, perhaps not too unlike a hospital’s, and that there were countless
doors opening and shutting with no discernible pattern before him. He never went into any
one of the countless clinical doors, not because of how fast they seemed to open and shut, but
because every single room inside them was dark. All were dark, with the exception of the
hallway, which was probably as long as half a dozen blue whales aligned nose to tail. And it
was pretty dumb to entertain the notion of going inside any room, for it was brighter out in
the hall, and who knows for how long Mathias would have to withstand the darkness. Oh, and
the claustrophobia would be hell.
This was evidence that dreams are shit. Here he was, pretty close to his dream, and he
felt like he couldn’t breathe. This was probably the cause for his constant dry mouth.
After Lazaro had left, Mathias felt alone all over again. He felt ghost fingers grip his
shoulders. He was going to start to live life by a new rule: the less people he came into contact
with any given day, the better. He was not up for this. He was not meant to micromanage a
menagerie of irresponsible individuals. He had been disinclined to go the pre-Med route
because of that very reason. He hated meeting new people; even more so to be elbow deep in
their dirty viscera.
And yet it was incredibly easy to feel so down. It was not always so, but then again, his
mother’s health had not always been deficient.
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If he had been a doctor, his mother would have been diagnosed earlier. He would have
made something of the telling signs, he would have walked her to the hospital, the clinic,
wherever, and gotten a diagnosis sooner. Now, if not too late, they were on the very cusp of
too late. He felt wretchedly apathetic, and he hated himself for this.
Yorch’s computer was on. It purred from the desk, beckoning in its own robotic way.
Moving the mouse pad to satiate his curiosity at once, Mathias found porn upon porn inside
the laptop, stationary but all evoking intense, rapid action. It was staggering. The amount of
lesbian and threesome action porn was huge. Sickening images repelled Mathias to the point
of disgust. He had told Melanie all about it: his disinterest, his annoyance at people “macking
it” wherever they damned pleased. He had even told Svetlana, his ex, about it, before she
became so lewd and common with him. He hated easy women. He hated sex.
He clicked all of them away, all the Xs were pointed at and the squares just
disappeared altogether. Tapestries, whole mosaics of porn. The gallery was impressive:
amongst a bouquet of boobs and a surplus of snatch were guys doing all sorts of things with
these submissive objects. And did they—he didn’t quite know—enjoy it?
To be a woman, a girl. To be subjected to diverse humiliating acts of bondage. Even
without bondage gear, these girls were defiled, and bound forever to that defilement. They
were bound to the image, that cybernetic memento, forever. They were part of the whole cloud
of sinfulness and ugliness (la cochinada)—one which loomed over the entire town, the entire
country. Mathias was certain that he wanted to be a recluse and, why not, also celibate.
(And it did not take a psychoanalyst or even a quack therapist to notice that the
introduction of death in the form of his mother’s illness to Mathias’s naïve existence was not
exactly the prescribed Spanish fly for his young but limp libido.)
He forgot what he was doing. He was looking at what looked like an orifice. There, on
the screen, right in front of his nose. Was it? He could not discern it. It was like a Georgia
O’Keefe, but less colorful and minus the art. It was a cave of a sort, a cave in a body. Where, he
wanted to know, was its location? It was out of context, it was a random symbol, a searing
discovery. Not an asshole or a vagina. He stared at it hard. Not a mouth, an ear, or
bellybutton. It was an orifice, close up. And an enormous liquid tear. He shut the computer,
and realized. Close up, it really did look like something…
Chapter 4
So, in truth, the idea is just in his head. It is one of those pesky, bratty ones that beg for their
fruition to come about—but for Lazaro these usually meant small ones, like whether or not to get
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fast food at one a.m. It started off as a small thing, a magnetic nucleus, and indeed it began right
after breakfast, which for Lazaro meant the eating of a glorious cheese sandwich (after the
horrid beer, of course), as a series of clues. The buildup all came together, finally, in his head,
just as he brushes past the green plants which covered the entire rear of his apartment building.
He stared at these towering ivies, rare in the desert. The desert. Suddenly, he wants to go there
very, very bad.
(He is hopelessly surrounded by it. The inland island of sand, of enormous, vengeful
tumbleweeds and rocks. Perhaps joining it will be the best method by which to regain some
introspection, some form of context?)
A cat hisses at him from the tin roof of the building next door. It is swanlike in its teensy
head and overly ovoid body—also cloud white in color. In addition, its snout with several
missing teeth is the color of a cracker—similar to the yellowish beak on a bird. Strange
transmogrification: from one stupid animal to another. He ignores it, although he suddenly
wishes to get up close to it and hiss right back (they are overly frightened, these rambunctious
cats).
“Honey, I’m home.”
It is still, quiet, and he adores the material certainty of the room. His home.
He unties his shoes, he takes off his shirt, unbuttons his fly. Letting the stomach out, he
can see it thanks to the bathroom door full-length mirror. He needs to do abdominals. He’s got a
glut of sit-ups and squats and pull-ups to do. He will do them another time. Despite his bout of
coughs, his shitty sleep, he lights a cigarette. Always smooth and delicious: the first inhale of
tobacco, right after pot.
He thinks about turning on television. There will be nothing but novelas at this hour, in
his cable-less TV. He doesn’t mind watching them, idly, for hours, one after the other. He
catches up soon on the plot, on the various character interactions and the marriages and the
deaths. But the opaque screen remains ash-grey. Dead.
With both bulbs on, Lazaro alternates looking at one, then the other. In fast repetition,
both lights become one, almost the hazardous colors of a police siren.
His butt vibrates. He makes his last drag a good one before answering the phone. It’s his
mother, and even over the phone she sometimes has the uncanny gift to visualize what her
devious son is up to. Sometimes.
“Hello? Lazaro?”
“Sí, mamá.”
“Hello, how are you doing, nene?”
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“Good ma. Y tú?”
“Bien. Pos okay actually. You know how your father is. Just went out of town with your
Tío Paco again. Elephant Butte.”
“Oh, okay.”
“Did he invite you?”
“No.”
“No?!”
“No.”
“Well, why not?”
“How should I know? Ask him.”
“Oh. Well. He was supposed to.”
“Nah. He didn’t call me.”
“He was supposed to.”
“What do you mean ‘supposed to’?”
“He told me that he was.”
“You sure?”
“Yeah.”
“You sure you didn’t make him call me?”
“Sí, Lazaro.”
“Oh well.” He decides to act hurt. It’s overly phony, but his mother just doesn’t know him
any better. “I guess next time.”
“Sí, mijo. Next time.
“I’m sure.”
“Sorry.” She was about to start inventing excuses—always getting his father out of
whatever hole he has fallen in.
“Nah, I am very busy.”
“Yeah?”
“Well, yes. Mom, I don’t think you’re taking me totally seriously. I’m in school. I have
papers to write, classes to go to, people to meet. And work.”
“Good for you, mijo.”
“Yes. Very good for me.”
“As long as you’re happy.”
“Thanks.” Although it sounds like an insincere cliché, he knows that his mother really
wants this for her son—personal liberty and liberty of choice. “How’s Gabriel?”
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“Good. He came over a while ago.”
“Oh.”
“You should come by, too. And eat some lunch.”
“Nah mom. I already ate.”
“Well, just to talk with your brother. He’ll be here. You guys hardly ever see each other
anymore.”
“Well—” He looks at the Moroccan oval. His reflection is trapped within it like inside a
magic crystal ball. “He lives way too far.”
“Well come here. It isn’t far.”
“No.”
“Do you have better things to do? Andale.”
“Well, writing mom.”
“I see.”
There is some silence. Why did she call?
“So, ah, why did you call me, ma?”
“Well, to tell you that. To come over.”
“Ok.”
“Keep me company.”
“Ok.” (Maybe he can just give this place up, wave a white flag, and go back to his
bedroom still decorated with children’s clowns. Didn’t Spanish men not leave the nest until their
late 30’s or something like that?)
“Good.”
“But you can’t show any favoritism toward Gabriel, ok?”
“Huh?”
“Okay?”
“Okay.”
“You know just how jealous I can get.”
He had cut his wrists on the bus. The blood was minimal and well-hidden by his long sleeves.
He loved the blooms of blood, a developing Rorschach, en vivo. They looked to him like cherry
blossoms, like a Japanese tree outside a lovely Japanese house. If he were there, and not here,
his destiny would be drastically different. Still, the pain of the slits, made by a piece of broken
glass (washed thoroughly in the McDonald’s bathroom, of course) was too much a reminder of
his persistence on this earth.
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His board had been busted to smithereens: three wheels had broken off after tempting
gravity, jumping down the six cement Cathedral steps. No one had bothered him; all potential
bus riders stayed in their own corner at the far side of the chapel. No one ever entered the
large front doors anymore.
He had been at it for almost ten years, on and off. His discipline was lacking—instead
of enjoying outings and random, delicious comforts—all he ever did anymore was work. Show
up to the office, put in the hours, leave, some weeks later collect your paycheck. His inner robot
was already exhausted, he had no reason to be, no secret destiny to fulfill—and he was only 22.
It had been different before. Before he quit school sophomore year, he remembered that
he had had ideas, visions. Suddenly, “out of the loop” like his mother would say, bitching as
usual at him, he found himself a pariah. All his friends had remained in class and only when
they ditched or stayed home from school was he able to partake in any activities (music, pot,
music, beer). Even his bedroom, which was actually his grandma’s basement, had now
metamorphosed into a hoarder’s paradise. Instead of the loud speakers and the beatbox, the
posters and various exercise devices, dumbbells, weights, bands—all staples of his adolescent
past—now there were stacks and stacks of cans and useless crap as decor. Where before there
had been so much life, now only gloom and darkness remained. Ever since his grandmother
had died, he no longer cared to go there, to visit the place where he had been so incredibly
content. A distance from the very source of happiness inevitably causes its opposite.
And now that same discontentedness lingered. It was impossible to eradicate—so just
flowing with it seemed like an okay activity to him, for the time being. He stood by the
flowerbeds, his nostrils filled with the aroma of flowers, thousands of colored petals, and of the
wet shrubs. He craned his neck to look at the long structure—an important building because of
what it signified. His father had told him long ago that every cathedral in every single
important city was essential to your getting the gist of it, “the spirit of the place.” But perhaps
that only applied to the ancient churches in Mexico, the cathedrals in Juarez and Zacatecas, or
of Taxco and Puerto Vallarta. His father had seen them all, had sat his ass on the decrepit
wooden pews to pray with all the lively locals. He had had a beautiful life, his father—or so it
had always seemed to him. And here he was, 22 and bored, missing the central jolt of a life,
missing the movement of an animated man.
He finally heard the bus’s mammoth moan. He let all the ladies go in first, taking their
hefty bags in with them, despite their dirty looks. After seven of them, a younger woman and
her toddler son, two construction workers closer to the grave than the cradle, and a high
school kid, it was finally his turn to feel the warmth of the inner cabin. All along he was
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entranced by the punk anthems of yesteryear, blaring like some orchestra inside ears. Sitting
closer to the back (as had always been custom, since the first days of school, since pre-K) he
decided to switch playlists. A pop-y tune featuring someone from the clubs came
unapologetically next. He hated it with as much passion as he loved it: his ambivalence had to
do with the spirit of the times—he only associated the song with dancing at Mindy’s or
macking and rubbing against some random guy at Beautiful Life—not the prescribed dose of
melancholia at all. He wanted instead to think of the dawning of his very personality, the root
of the root; to the blocks which had built him as faulty as he believed himself to really be. He
delved into the past, sky diving through it, all the while enjoying an electric, robotic song from
an exciting future—
Dance, dance, conceited
Dance it for your man
Dance, dance, conceited
Get on it
Fast as you can
Clear, unblemished poetry. Minimalistic. Ha ha. Well, sure, blemished by its contemporary
context, by its insipid relationship to the now—but in the past this would have been just the
thing. This gift from the future would have made him confident and brilliant, back in the day.
And to think, punk had fit him like a glove. It had made him him. Traces of it, the blackness, the
loose pants, the bad posture, the spikes (which to him were more emblematic of liberty than an
homage to true California punk culture)—all these were residual traces from his past, and he
could simply not let them go.
By himself, sitting on a cold, clinical seat, he felt both young and fucking old. Public
transport. People exiting the bus looked over at him with some personal disdain—they usually
measured their openmindedness with his image. If you were truly unconservative, then this
look, the spikes and black garb, was for you.
After several more tunes by the same DJ, he resumed his Black Flag-a-thon. The only
stuff to listen to, he concedes, when attempting to fly. (He was adequately high.)
And then, without warning, a spoke slides into his skin, right by the left wrist, where
the flesh there is most tender. A gash and blood—four different snakes pulping downward,
collecting at the bowl of the elbow. The trickles of liquid dabbing hair follicles, smoothing them
slimily downward.
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The pain seemed completely right. Perfectly necessary, perfectly correct. He had had
his share of masochistic moments in high school, in his life before this. He always spoke about
the creation of self-defacement, and how you felt the most alive when the blood is oozing out of
you. But this was only an adolescent phase. Just as it had been his favorite thing to donate
blood, becoming consensually impaled by the large, long needle, and being sucked mercilessly
of the life force which made you. He knew this and, almost as in robot-at-work mode, he had
been forced to hurt himself in a daze.
Deliciously.
Some ladies on the bus, all sitting in rows before his, had some sense of premonition.
They talked amongst themselves, albeit busy and overenthusiastic-like, under their tomb
breaths, quiet and close enough to each other to make it inaudible to him. But he didn’t care.
He could give two shits. He listened to Black Flag and persuaded himself to not attempt to read
their lips. Then he thought of mutilating that one lady’s face with the glass (which, by luck, was
no longer completely sanitary). Right by her eye, slicing it all open, the skin and the eyeball.
He could just imagine taking the entire bus hostage then, and threatening the driver with his
self-made weapon, all the while forcing the old ladies to jump out, one by one, like parachuters
from a plane, as the vehicle zoomed rapidly through the highway. Leaving bodies like halfempty sacs, strewn all down the road. Ha ha.
He pressed down his shirt sleeve like gauze. The beautiful patterns began to appear—
blooms and bouquets.
Blood-red blood.
A sigh, deep and almost in some foreign (or ancient) language, escaped him, surprised
him.
He was dropped off at the hardware store. The never-ending ride was finally over. His
skateboard required tools—and, yes, he would get those, too. He placed his earphones deep
inside both ear canals—the drone vivid, pulsating, while with both his hands he set out to
touching the sharp edges of some saws and the pointy ends of chisels, inspecting—ignoring
everyone else who, too busily, ignored him back.
Chapter 5
Even at his best friend’s wedding he goes shirtless. He is shirtless whenever they need him to be.
The sadness in his eyes is only believable when he is seen crouching all by himself, seemingly
cold and hopeless, a statue of beauty and despair. Oh, and shirtless. He looks forlornly at the
happy wedded couple, two gorgeous individuals, of course, making toasts at the table, all framed
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by some sad floral motif staked unto the rafters above, and a lone tear rolls down his cheeks,
down his shaved chin and strong throat. His own corner of the courtyard is suddenly darkened,
as if an idea (for revenge? escape?) has suddenly come into his muddled mind. It begins to rain.
The tears are no longer his own, they belong to the angels from above, to the cherubs and the
departed watching him from heaven. He wipes them away with his wet shirt and uselessly, in the
rain, wrings it to dry. He stares at you with emblematic eyes, with eyes that have been in
countless rags and tabloids; in commercials, too. They are hazel, but most Mexican women will
tell you they are green with brown accents, a beautiful kaleidoscope: a rare, invaluable jewel
imported from the desert (his hometown: Matamoros). He looks at them from afar, gets up from
his haunches, and climbs on top of his horse.
Meanwhile the bride’s cheeks glisten with her own personal brand of tears (for
happiness? despair?) and she looks longingly at her new husband. His bushy moustache,
ironically, gives him a boyish look—as if an adolescent is playing make-believe. This, indeed, is
make-believe. Even the church walls look hollow. People’s expressions are rehearsed. The
flowers have an artificial veneer. The priest, dressed in his clichéd smock, is around 35. The
ladies all wear grotesque head pieces, slutty makeup and ridiculous, bulgy jewelry. They all
busily congratulate the couple, the venue, this blessed event; everyone in a deep cloud of
conspicuous congratulation.
The beautiful man looks on. His pectorals are impressive (undressed, they look like two
pressed helmets), his arms are athletic and webbed with strong, healthy veins. He pushes his
hair off his forehead, giving his stare the gleam of an animal, a fox. Wet but in the process of
drying, he leaves the screen just then, as is his custom; then a musical melody surges forth, and
then there’s some commercial for women’s panties, with happy, sappy females frolicking about.
“And now ten minutes of commercials,” Lazaro sighs.
“Yeah. Diez.”
Instead of waiting though, he goes outside with a cigarette. His mother completely
reproaches these awful impulses, his horrible self-made customs. She cuts the vegetables for the
salad at the counter while paying semi-attention to the string of ads. They, Lazaro believes,
actually have the enormous power to cling unto the subconscious, in parasitic fashion, so that
the next time his mother goes out to the store she will be forced into buying just this underwear,
just these endorsed foods. It’s not even hidden safe in its context—blatantly, it attacks the viewer
with ferocious clout, but she or he, telenovela viewer, is just too unaware and simply looks on
until the soap opera finally starts up again.
The plants, he sees, are perfect. He has no plants of his own in the apartment, but if he
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did they would definitely not look like these: budding poppies in rows and marigolds
everywhere. The desert life is still represented, even in this winter wonderland, though the look
has always been inspired directly from The Secret Garden. Planting and placing the rectangles
of grass on the lawn had once been a family activity, circa 1990s. Then, both his parents had
worked side by side, pleasantly. Gabriel and he also there, acting the proper bookends.
The knowledge that nine minutes later the commercials will still be on propels him to
walk through the side door and into the front yard. Here, his brother works on his mother’s
minivan, looking at all its guts in the front. He has oil on both cheeks, his lower chin, and on
both his hands.
“Sup, Lazzie?”
“Hey.”
“How they hangin’?”
“Uh. There.”
“What?”
“You know, regularly.”
“Right on.” He takes the cigarette for himself, then looks at him, at the van, and at the
wreck underfoot. Their mother hates splotches on the garage floors—but these are everywhere,
ubiquitous as spots on the coat of a full-grown Dalmatian. Gabriel smirks at their both mentally
realizing this. “Right on.”
“So how are you?” asks Lazaro. “The new apartment?”
“Small.”
“Oh.”
“Small and cramped.”
“Congratulations, then. You’re all grown up.”
“Right? Yeah, literally growed up.”
The exchange smiles. Gabriel is a version of his father as much as Lazaro is of his
mother. They, therefore, look nothing alike. People at first glance of Lazaro and his brother often
confuse them both for friends or lovers, never relatives. And there are other certain
discrepancies, too: while Lazaro has a low baritone voice, Gabriel’s is softer, more effeminate.
Lazaro is an inch taller despite the three year difference. Gabriel works renting cars at the
airport, Lazaro on his thesis and the website. Finally, Lazaro, as a gay man, feels often more
fulfilled, more satisfied, than his elder counterpart, who is, like most tragic lives, straight. Like
Mathias, Lazaro’s brother seems rather clueless. He tries despicably to know all about the
opposite sex, to court her and manage her—and this is the main point.
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All pointless effort going down the drain, thinks Lazaro.
“So gotten any ass lately?” Gabriel asks, giving the cigarette back.
“Fuck! Well—I’ll ask you the same then.”
“Oh, sure.” Gabriel is quiet, thinking over thoughts smeared with assured dirtiness; then
he resumes. “Well, it’s all over with Alicia. Sammie Jennet blew me last night. In her car. She
just dumped her stupid boyfriend.”
“And there you were, huh. Just ripe and ready for the leavings.”
“Damn right!”
“Cerdo.”
“And you?”
“Me what?”
“What pig-like stuff have you been up to, hog?”
“Hog? You’re the fucking hog.”
They both look at Gabriel’s expanding middle. Beer gut now an attractive feature to
many elder, sometimes younger, women. It means resilience somehow; it means a steadfast,
confident, manly unselfconsciousness. A firm assertion, despite the blubber—another irony.
“And you? Well, I have to admit it. You look fine,” Gabriel teases.
“Shut up.”
“Nah, really. Never looked better, I don’t think.”
“It’s called heroin chic.”
“Well, whatever it is. It works.”
“Thanks.”
“For you.”
“And not you.”
“Still, I got my charm.”
“Right.”
“So—gotten any ass lately?”
“Huh? Why? Why do you want access to such dull information?”
“I told you about mine.”
“I thought gentlemen never told of their debaucheries.”
“Ha!”
“True gentlemen.”
“Nah dude.” He takes the almost dead cigarette from his brother and inhales the last of
the ash. He flings it across the wall, to Mr. Strauss’s front yard/gnome mausoleum. “You got that
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all wrong. That’s only what girls think.”
“Oh.”
Gabriel then returns his attention to his tools. He is now transferred from one facet of
straight life (sex) to another (cars).
Lazaro sees this as a slight affront. (Two more minutes, he thinks, till the telenovela
resumes in the kitchen.)
“There’s guys. A few guys.”
“‘A few’?”
“Yeah.”
“Whore.”
“Shut up.”
“Shut up, shut up, shut up. What else can you say Mr. Artigulate?”
“Articulate, foo.”
“Whatever.”
“I am not a whore.”
“That’s what you told me last time I told you about my adventure with Brenda. Before
Alicia and I…”
“Well, yeah. You devastated the poor girl.”
“And that makes me a whore?” asks his brother.
“Kind of.”
“But not you?”
“Of course not,” says Lazaro.
“What’s the difference?”
“Other dudes aren’t devastated to the degree that these girls are.”
“Bullshit.”
“They’re not.”
“How’d you know?”
A silence. A brisk winter draft enters through the sliver of opened garage. His ears
become instant icicles.
They laugh at the candid immodesty.
“By the way, I got something for you, man.”
“Really? What?”
Gabriel produces large-lensed mirrored sunglasses with incredibly thin frames. He
hands them carefully to his brother, who holds them with the confidence that only a person
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running a relay with the idle, flimsy baton could possess.
“Ray Bans? These are hella retro. Thanks! How could you afford—?”
“Didn’t, foo.”
“Oh. On sale?”
“No, I just found these in this Mercedes I was cleaning up this morning. These fuckers
left it all dusty—I took the car for a quick joyride, I guess.”
“Assholes. Yeah. Thanks so much, Gabe.” He will definitely be sporting these—soon.
“Oh, nice color by the way.”
Gabriel is entranced by the purple fingernail. Easily amused, but only for entire fulllength seconds.
Without another word, Gabriel resumes his position before the eviscerated van, on both
knees, careless of his jeans and palms.
“I think I can hear it come on.”
“What?”
“Sangre roja en las venas. La novela, güey.”
“Oh. Okay.”
“Did my mom tell you where dad really is?”
“Yeah. Elephant Butte. Camping. Con el Tío Paco.”
“She’s a liar.” Gabriel keeps looking at their mom’s vehicle, fixing whatever mechanical
problem has gone awry. “He’s—they are both with—Nardo.”
“Oh.” This is a rare occurrence, and it obviously means more to Gabriel than Lazaro.
Leonardo is a distant uncle—a relation of theirs from Juarez, although he now lives—hidden
away and like a recluse—in one of El Paso’s trendy, mountainous, posh west-side
neighborhoods. Gabriel, being straight, possesses a certain type of radar too. He can sense just
how much an evil figure their uncle really is, how his shadow looms sinisterly over the entire
family tree. Nardo’s known to be money-grubbing, selfish, even violent.
Lazaro knows this much: he’s been married three times (a wife moved to faraway
Canada, the second one died of pneumonia, the recent one is barely 29). He has travelled the
world, been to Shanghai and Venice, to Alaska and Guatemala, on “business.” This “business”
has never been fully disclosed to the family, or the family just looks the other way, but it’s never
been officially labeled as moral or corrupt. Plus, with his constant absence, the subject of Tío
Leonardo is never really brought up. And now, suddenly, a meeting with their father, his
younger brother.
“You can imagine how excited they were. They both were.”
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“Tío Paco and dad?”
“Yeah. Instead of fishing, Nardo is taking them both on a special trip. He wants to find
another house.”
“So—house-hunting?”
“Seems like it.”
“The three brothers, huh? Like, a family outing?”
“Ah huh.”
“Gay.”
Lazaro is being facetious—exactly how Gabriel likes him. His brother smiles, and is still
very much distracted with their mother’s minivan’s exposed viscera hanging out.
Lazaro goes inside to his mother in the kitchen and the novela.
Being a source of much pride, his mother’s kitchen is always tidy—elegant and utilitarian
in equal measure. Marble countertops clash with the old-style pod-like Frigidaire. The warm
tans and reds soothe both the cooker and eater. Lights are dimmed at corners, hiding colorful
decorative plates, while the main spotlight remains on the phone and TV. His mother’s salad,
colorful in its greens and distracting in its vivid specks of orange (carrot), rests peacefully by the
stove. Everything seems ready for dinner.
“Mrs. Gillespie asked about you today.”
“Oh.” Old Gillespie lives next door—the opposite of Mr. Strauss. She has always been
peculiarly nosy when it comes to Lazaro—his accolades, his adventures.
“Yeah. I said you were doin’ good.”
“Thanks. Yeah.”
“And she asked about your school and work.”
“I see.”
“And if you were dating someone.”
“Aghh.”
He looks away from the television (where, animatedly, comically, maids and butlers are
discussing the master’s tremendous wedding bash as though they were guests). “What’s that
bitch’s problem, anyway?” he tells his mother. “Dumb, prying bitch!”
“She’s not a bitch, mijo.”
“It’s my life. What does she care?”
“Well…”
“See? You don’t even know. I don’t want you telling her all about my personal shit.”
“I wasn’t.”
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“Please promise you never do that.”
“I don’t.”
“Grr…” He makes additional signs of discomfort; portends of a controlled-but-just-barely
rage.
(The happy segment over again, music once more segues into a commercial with a lady
blasting in Spanish clichés about beauty and youth.)
“Ay mijo.”
“Ay mother.”
He looks away, which is especially easy since a new pattern of commercials has been
established for all livid housewives to either ignore or follow along.
“Well, anyway,” she says (this anyway evidently a gene passed down, inherited, by her
youngest son), “I saw her when she came by asking for the cupcake mold.”
“Right.”
She goes over to her salad, examining it with a meticulous eye, draining the water once
more over the sink. “She came over and told me how she has signed up for your website.”
Oh. Lame.
“…And?”
“And…” she stops a couple of seconds for dramatic effect, “and she said she was very
impressed. That’s how she learned all about the Fada Gazelle concert and took her little nieces.
She was very excited when I told her you were on your way to interview her, like some big time
reporter from Rolling Stone.”
“No, ma!”
“Yeah. Oh, and I forgot to ask you. How did it go?”
Como crecieron tan rapido Todavia les gustará mi comida Cuando empezo Donde esta el
pasado Fue todo un sueño Cuando me hize tan vieja Cuando señor Cuando Cuando empece a
no servir Que tan rapido pasará Cuando estarán todos seguros Viviendo sus propia vidas
Como empezó todo tan rapido Cuando empezaré a morir
She didn’t let her sons do the dishes. After a nice lunch/dinner (it was only 3 o’clock)
with them both; her at the head of the table (not their father) and they sitting one on each side,
they each went his own way. She looked at their animated expressions, at their princely good
looks. She talked about their plans with them and reveled in that moment. The Nardo talk had
been kept to a minimum.
Now she looked forlornly at their secret garden. Her husband was proud of it; he was
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more proud of it than anything else, or since. Even the car took second place. And they had
built it together, in their own yard, with their hands. “Ma, I want it to look like the secret
garden. I want all of us to have a secret garden!” had been Lazaro’s little seed of ingenuity,
which then blossomed fully into what it later organically became. Even in the harsh winter,
her little garden was alive with flowers and singing with green life. The only patch of color, in
this wretched landscape of tans and grays.
Creo que esta bien Creo que lo esta Si lo esta Yo se.
Another novela was now starting and so lost in her own thoughts she was that she
ignored it all together. Her own life had been a sweeping drama. The stuff on the screen only
complimented her own life, recalling her memories, pulling them back to her. The last “official”
sin she had commited was burning the priest with her baptism candle over half a century ago.
Five decades. It had been understood at the time that God himself had been present at her
christening—she was five months old—and her own mother never let her forget what she had
done.
She thought she had been praying for her sons, either one of her sons, all along.
Gabriel. Lazaro. She looked at her kitchen, at her house darkening, even at the height of day,
so soon. And then she realized, with the surplus of food left over, his portion now stored up in
the fridge, and the fact that they had both come to see her (her!) that what she had been
thinking about, only, was the face of her first and only love. Her real and true love. Her
husband. (He is missing out He is missing out on their lives Full and thrilling lives He is
missing out He won’t get another chance.)
Chapter 6
Again, at his vault. His lair.
Meet me for lunch, said the text message.
Can’t. With mom, was his reply.
C’mon. Got the night off!!!
He has been pretty careless with phone numbers. He has never established a directory,
per se, in his cell phone, because he loves the surprise (the old-school surprise) of getting a
random call from any one random friend, acquaintance, or family member. Therefore, the 915
area code was ubiquitous in most of his incoming calls and texts—mostly local. Was this one
coming from Jackie or Elena?
It is 6 o’clock. Already. The concert begins at 7:30. He has to hustle.
Going to Don Haskins first—pick you up after? he punches in.
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Hells yea!!!
He changes his shirt and jeans. A black shirt with white skinny pants is always a sure
thing, a safe bet. Then loud, black boots. A heavy, matching belt. He jacks up the volume on his
hair until he has himself a sturdy, good, retro pompadour. His woolen coat will do.
Warming up cozily in his car, he then puts on the sunglasses his brother gave him. Only a
few more hours, one or two at most, of light left in the day.
He has decided to drive. He cannot stand the cold, although on an average summer day
the walk only takes him twelve minutes. His kneecaps will surely thank him for this. His
proximity to the school, he thinks, the fact that he lives oh-so-close to the nucleus of the town
(and not the disappointing suburbs, nor anywhere near the insipid strip malls)—this is an
attractive feature almost visible on his physical person.
The tires make sliding noises, although there is no snow on the ground. Sniffling, Lazaro
finds the radio, and, miracle of miracles, it’s Fwadée Jizelle’s “Heartbreak Holiday.” Obviously, a
token pop anthem. Still, an undercurrent of angst is undeniably there and this is basically what
Lazaro loves in his music.
It seems to him, has seemed to him for a long while now, that “Heartbreak Holiday” is
nothing but raw nerve paved over with catchy synthesizer tricks. It is so unabashedly dancey,
even Lazaro can’t help shaking his ass on the seat, both for warmth and the need for something
to move him. Fwadée writes stuff that seems straight out of any adolescent’s angst-ridden
diary—makes it youthful, though not completely contemporary, to both, a) enjoy the melancholy
of nostalgia and, b) make it timeless. He has most of his questions for her memorized safely in
his head. He doubts, though, that he will have time enough to bring up “Heartbreak,” which,
even as not one of her best songs, is enjoyed at so many different levels by so many different
listeners in so many different places.
What would I do with this kind of power? Lazaro often wonders. Global domination has
never been a thought, even the feeblest of thoughts, entertained by him. What the fuck does he
want with so much money? What the hell would he do with so many people licking his boots?
As he drives to UTEP he feels again a vibration on his left butt cheek. He wishes for a
bigger ass, or does he? Nah. For once, he feels complete, content, satisfied, and at his potential’s
peak. Excited for the meeting which escaped his grasp yesterday.
Fwadée!
Juan is cheating
The text bares its grim news. Without having to think about it much, Lazaro recognizes
the number as belonging to Jack’s.
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Ah, Jackie. Told you so.
The car is barely lukewarm. It takes it longer and longer, every winter since he got the
Ranger in his junior year of college, for it to warm up. But in this case, parking his car at the only
available spot in the overfilled lot, when there is a chance to linger and do absolutely nothing for
a sec, it wasn’t totally detrimental. It’s good for the bones.
He writes back, struggling with the mist already forming on the phone’s lit screen, So
let’s go out.
He lights up a cigarette. He still has time. He knows Jackie, fast texter as she is, loves to
complain about her good-for-nothing turd. And he, Lazaro, is entertained, at the very least, with
her wacky self-delusions.
He waits an entire fifth of cigarette before:
Ok. But I hve to get ready.
No duh.
Ass.
Hurry. You will still be getting ready by the time I come over. Just see.
Ok.
Are you sure Juan won’t be pissed?
Jerk! Instigator! He hits the steering wheel playfully. Why does he always make drama
happen? Instantaneously, too. Why can’t he just revel in his friend’s sudden freedom? He has to
turn all satellite females in the vicinity into stark raving Hamlettas.
No fuck that fukr, she texts.
Right on. (As long as it’s you who is making the conscious choice.)
Where to then?
Like you have to ask.
Where?
Is it really all that relevant? (…that blessed, holy place where you drink, dance, puke?)
So… Beautiful Life?
His favorite spot. This extra to his day, a good day, a productive day, must surely be the
icing on the cake.
Keys. Pocket. Switch off. Locked the door. A memory.
Hallway. Empty. Stairs. No one about—empty, white, clinical halls.
“Hello.” Silence. “Bye.” Not a single one turned.
As though he wore a cloak, majestic, out of place, sliding through the sliding doors. An
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eel. A ghost.
Outside. There’s steam. Night-time. Late. Crickets and dew. A flapping flag. Dead air.
About morning.
The Civic, all by itself at an ill-lit forgotten corner of the dorm’s parking lot, beckoned.
Its shininess shot at Lazaro’s face. Exposing a grin.
Pocket. Keys. Opened door. Entered.
He sat. He took one languorous breath. (Everything here moves so slowly.) He started
the engine. He sat back. He adjusted the shoulders of his T-shirt.
He exited, blasting music.
Length. Expansion. No mountains here. The Civic drove well on the slick road. Royal.
Fast. From A to B—that’s all you need.
Only looking forward, he suddenly wanted a random event to become a gift, directly
for him from the gods. Anything to break the monotony—a stasis which had reminded him of
long Sundays, rocking in a chair and reading a novel by dimming daylight, horizontal slants
of light, and absolute death similar to that which had caused him to be an utter failure in all
his classes.
Classes. Assignments. Kids. Faces. Stares. The teachers gave Ds as frequently as the
doctors at their clinics in Miami. He smiled. Decadence. Retarded.
Ramps. Lights. Drones. He felt suddenly cozy.
Then he had reached the beach. No Miami—too far. Better still: the calm, empty,
desolate beach of Ft. Lauderdale. Less security. Likely no cops at all. Less hassle.
He parked. Keys. Pocket.
Once more, he felt the rush of stale air. Tropic air. Blow-drier air.
He walked. The pavilion. Very late, for sure. No cars. Trash lingering in the streets.
Lights directing absolutely no one. He crossed the street. Instead of the public beach, he
traversed a hotel. Random. Peeling. Old. Damp. Empty. Expensive, probably.
He took it all in. His eyes filled with the incoming early morning mist off the Atlantic.
No one around. Night-time. He took it off. His shirt. His jeans. Shoes. Socks.
Everything.
Freed, he felt.
And the toes. They touched carpet. Then Astroturf. Sand. Grass. Pebbles. Then grass
again. Pebbles. Sand. Wet sand. Water. He went toward it, the lapping line, and stopped at his
ankles. The foam tickled (this is what bubbles are best at doing). The mildness of the water and
night—delicious. His hips. His abdomen. To his armpits. The water line made a slice in his
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neck.
Then, the plunge. All down—too shallow. He kept swimming underwater. Went up for
air. Plunged down. Swam as much as he could. Came up again. Plunged. Swam. He swam and
swam, and when the saltiness was too much to take, he did some freestyle.
Confidence, at night-time.
Distance. Between him and land. Him and school. Him and everything.
This time, far off from the shore, he dived straight down, directly down, both arms over
his head like a spear. Down. Deep. Deeper. The deepest he could go. Not shallow, here. The
deepest he would go. (He never did feel the ocean floor—would it have been sand or stone?
Coral—or an abyss of absolute nothingness?)
He bobbed. Floated. Floated forward. Dripped. Trickled. Slowly, he turned and found a
spotlight directly upon him. Bright; wicked and brilliant and white. The moon.
The sky. The stars. A new color emerged: a violet. Mauve. The blackness receded.
Absolutely.
(This had been what he wanted—he had never known it before, but he had always
wanted this.)
A blooming flower—the sky.
And stillness underneath. Dark water. Nothingness. Stillness. Suddenly—something.
Movement. Splash. Movement underneath. A little. His dangling legs. And the distance. Some
movement. Sudden movement. Violence. A whirlwind of movement. A hurricane down water.
Panic, absolute.
His racing thoughts became muddled. Added unwanted murk to clarity. His mouth
dried up. He felt steel on his shoulder blades.
There had been something, or things, with him that night. With terror, with a dire
desire to survive and get out in time, he quickly swam back, landward.
Sharks! Oh, sharks. A bird’s view: they were aligned like Battleships on a game board.
Everywhere.
And in the darkness? To be seen? Nowhere.
The darkness made its surreal music—murder and madness in every splash of his
arms, with every sway of his skinny legs. And he pictured them—the young sharks awaiting
their dinner and the consequent orgy.
Darkness. Darkness despite the dawn, incoming. And then the lights became
discernible. And then he was almost there. And then he was almost safe.
He felt a fin. Or a small mouth. An oval armored with savage teeth. Nothingness.
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Death. Food. Gnaws.
He swam and swam, and swam.
Finally, on safe sand. Warm sand. Dry. He collected his pile of clothes then; shaking
despite the warmth, careful putting on his socks while taking off and discarding forever his
salty underwear. Jeans. Shirt. Shoes.
And safe. He had tempted the higher powers, those puppet strings which lately led him
to contemplate a bottle of sleeping pills, a sturdy belt and strong beam, his roommate’s gun.
But never had he pictured sharks. Death by sharks. Dinner for the sharks of the world.
And his absence from this earth—in the dark.
Unnoticed.
He had been a possible sacrifice. He had wanted to void himself of the responsibility.
But it seemed he had been afforded a second chance. A chance to change his habits. His
thoughts. His direction. His associations. All his life.
So sharks had almost gotten him. He could see from far away the horizontal lights of
the coast—the hotels and businesses. What a desperate joke—to almost be killed in the middle
of nowhere, in the blatant face of safety. And people, uncaring, sleeping or fucking and
breathing and living. Now he had been granted an opportunity like so few—like not too many
before him. He relished in it—felt the coldness of the realization, cold in the tropical weather.
(Not everything, then, happens slowly.)
He ran to his car in the lot with a smile on his face. No one to see it—only his.
Joyous, with new life a-pumpin’. Walking. Strutting. Confident. Alive. Uneaten.
Undead. The cars. His car. The lock.
Keys? Not on his person.
He had been spared, sure. But not of the humiliation of erasing that great event from
his memory to only resurge sporadically (then and now) as he, enraged, looked for and found
his car keys on the empty beach, already rising from its deep slumber.
Chapter 7
“Freezing our balls off.” Boys and girls are equally affected. Members of both sexes feel the
effects of midwinter—in their limbs, in their joints, inside their very marrow—numbing testicles
and frozen boobs. Nonetheless, they wait in line; they wait and linger, moving glacially forwards
an average of half and inch per minute. It is limbo. It is a cold, Dantean hell.
Stoned, Lazaro acts like cattle. He had forgotten all about the little roach left over, in his
car, and he smoked it right after the cigarette. The car became a chrysalis of smoke—he, the
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permeable object. Lackadaisical, he feels like mooing—anything to shield off the boredom (as
various heavy coats were shielding wearers from the sudden arctic cold). He sees a handful of
people from high school but decides to ignore them. They wouldn’t remember him anyway.
He is too cold to light up another cigarette. He feels for the box in his warm coat pocket.
Too cold to do anything but remain in line, feeling his mother’s good food becoming digested in
his stomach—when nothing happens, even the internal processes (like the humming brain of a
computer) become audible.
There are about sixty people in front of him. Sixty or so reporters, all attempting, simply,
to get through. He doubts that on the other side of that very door is Fwadée in all her living
splendor. So highly fucking doubtful. Yet the stupid reporters, all overly glad at their good
fortune (just in time for Christmas!) grinning like idiots, chat aloud while chattering with the
unremitting cold. All of them bear badges of reputed or ignored organizations: The El Paso
Times, Rock It Hard El Paso!, Rio Grande Weekly, Rio Bravo Gazette, and News Channel Eight,
News Channel 12, 4 and 6. All so self-righteous.
But then, wonders Lazaro—finally finding the guile to retrieve a cigarette from his pocket
with mannequin-like fingers and lighting it a tender crescent orange—what happened to all of
yesterday’s reporters?
Before he manifests his curiosity into the form of a question to two girls in front of him,
as if from an invisible source up above, he gets his answer quite automatically.
“Why the line?” It’s the simple question asked by the guy behind him.
“She cancelled all interviews yesterday. She didn’t go out to eat, or to the clubs, or
anywhere like everyone had originally thought,” one girl says, looking disinterested elsewhere.
Fwadée roaming the city streets?
Suddenly he finds himself sandwiched between these two girls and the guy—receiving
bits of crucial information like manna. Cancelled? Holy shit. He suddenly finds himself at the
same level as everyone else—the recognition of his luck, and the lack of it in all his fellow
reporters who were duped into waiting for nothing yesterday, makes him smile wickedly to
himself.
“What’s funny?” One of the backward-looking girls asks him.
“Sorry?”
“But we really did. We froze our ass last night for nothing!”
That is funny. He cackles with delight—a devious imp.
And everyone is in on the joke. Both girls laugh it up—the idea of a collective ass, of
everyone suffering for absolutely no reason, is amusing. Even the guy behind Lazaro finds it
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funny and chortles.
This guy then introduces himself to Lazaro, and to the girls, as Joe. He tells them of his
own adventure last night after the concert, almost getting through to Fwadée, going backstage
through some hidden curtains—breaking all protocols of safety, surely. He could have easily
been shot.
“Michael, this faggy-ass assistant of hers. He wouldn’t let me through, though. Just
wouldn’t, the fucker.”
The sky turns a deeper purple, a ribbon of violet and pink appears mystically in the far
off horizon. It will snow tonight—both patellas on his legs beep the premonition, though it’s a
sweet pain.
The girls are Noemi and Belinda.
“The good thing is,” says Noemi, getting closer to Joe by getting closer to Lazaro, who
finds himself likely interfering in the tryst, “all of our badges are still valid. Lucky us.” The little
impromptu group becomes a source of heat for the four of them. Physicality in this cold,
naturally, contracts.
“Oh and I got some afterthoughts by some of the concert goers. Good stuff. They all said
it was fucking fantastic.”
It indeed seems that the electricity in the air, the self-made excitement, is but an
aftereffect, or extension, of yesterday’s hoopla. They all look at the thick, frosty air in front of
their faces.
“And here we are.” The solemn statement is uttered by Lazaro, the pessimist, who busily
enjoys his cigarette and the smoky heat captured inside his throat.
The three look over at him. Unconsciously the group has changed configuration in their
formation: both girls surround Joe while, it would seem, Lazaro has been given the girls’ place
right before them. He takes another puff, in silence.
“Yeah,” it is Joe who finally reacts. “It’s a bummer. I was supposed to watch the concert
tonight and write on that. The Fwadée interview shoulda been yesterday.” So no fun, no fun at
all to be a reporter.
“So you’re gonna miss the concert? Aw.”
“I know, Noemi.”
“Sucks.”
“But at least,” he looks her straight in the eye, trying to make their pupils come together
in some magnetic union, “I get to interview her tonight.”
More silence and soft surrounding chatter.
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“Bitch.” Belinda is obviously referring to the source of everyone’s discomfort, the one
ideal image plastered in everybody’s heads. She says it loud enough, with enough pseudopassion that she soon attracts the attention of a girl much further down the line, nearer the next
university building.
“What?!”
This girl arrives, thundering down the walkway, right before them. Perturbed. Times and
Society is printed neatly on her laminated rectangular badge.
“Wait what?!” reacts Belinda, equaling the girl in her belligerence.
“Did I hear you call Fwadée a bitch?”
“You heard that from all the way over there?” inquires Lazaro.
“Yes,” continues new girl, with a splatter of annoying freckles adorning the vast majority
of her face. “And I couldn’t believe both my ears.” She wears a concert tee. 2013 Fwadée Jizelle
Guess Less Tour.
“Dude, we are fucking freezing our asses off,” declares Noemi, touching shoulders with
both Belinda and Joe, very friendly.
“And for that fucking bitch,” concludes Belinda. Fucking and bitch are accentuated.
The anger which escapes the girl like rays of harmful radiation is soon acknowledged by
still another person. An elephantine lady, more a moving mountain than anything quite organic,
soon comes over, blocking most of the majestic winter landscape. (Lazaro cannot believe his
luck—he suddenly can’t wait for what’s about to happen.)
“Cynthia?” she asks. “Are these folks giving you trouble?”
Cynthia ignores her friend. She gawps at Belinda with disbelief in her wet eyes;
something akin to being reprimanding a blaspheme in church with a dead, unnerving stare by
the priest.
“No Vanessa. These people are just talking shit.”
“People?!” utter Joe and Lazaro, dramatic and loud, simultaneously.
Vanessa has the same fighter’s spirit as her companion. Both girls are instigators—
lesbianish paparazzo dames completely right for this type of job. “They’s talking shit about
Fwadée. And they’re gonna interview her. Interview. Can you believe that? They’re on their way
to getting a goddamn exclusive!”
Cynthia and Vanessa line up, each facing Belinda and Noemi. The guys have drifted away
now; the female pheromones are now in serious multiplication.
“Uh, we are fans, too,” says Noemi, trying to back her friend up.
“Yeah.” Belinda’s voice is strong; it fails to waver. She shows her badge proudly.
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“And hopefully we will all get in soon enough.” It is clear that Noemi is trying to
backpaddle.
Joe breaks in: “And even if we don’t, I don’t think she’s gonna be seeing any of us right
now, but after. After the concert, for sure.”
“What?!” Now both Belinda and Noemi in perfect, loud unison.
“I meant, well—everyone just chill out.” Joe laughs nervously. “We’re all on the same
page here. We all want to get this thing over with and move on with our lives.”
“But I get a sense that you don’t even want to be here,” continues Vanessa.
“Deserve to,” corrects Cynthia.
“Well, no shit.” Finally Lazaro speaks out, tired of being an innocent bystander only. “We
all don’t want to be here. We were all here yesterday, and if that didn’t fall through then we
should at least be let in from this stupid cold. Fwadée can definitely, in all her musical superstar
power, afford for all her minions a simple, nice cup of coffee indoors.”
Instead of looking at the two girls, Belinda and Noemi, Cynthia and Vanessa, the terrible
duo, concentrate all their communal hate on Lazaro now. To them, he’s arrived as some form of
deus ex machina, as a respite from all the damn waiting—and some challenge suddenly becomes
undeniably accepted.
“So none of you have the right to be here,” Cynthia proclaims.
“We, all of us—,” Lazaro concedes, “—have the right to be here.”
“Like you,” adds Joe, indicating both of them.
“But nonya do though—you don’t even like her.”
“Yes we fucking do!” blares out Belinda.
This is a dead end. Lazaro suddenly wants to be anywhere else but here. First, the
sneaky, freezing cold. Then, these yapping broads—choosing blatant drama over freezing to
death, anytime. Good for them. Although he really didn’t have to be here.
After the jibber-jabber has found a snug place in the back of his mind, Lazaro
concentrates his eyes on the open air. Whiteish. It seems heavier now, as itsy flakes of snow
begin their peaceful descent. Even this holiday miracle is too unmagical for the four raving girls
to notice; they have suddenly found so much confidence in their banshee loudness. The quacks
and yelps, now coming from the irate, cool-headed Joe as well, do nothing to interrupt Lazaro’s
awe of the dots of descending snow. He moves away from the group, the malevolent vibe. There
is a possibility of it all breaking into some serious, awful violence. He touches the flakes with his
tongue. With his extended nose and cold cheeks.
“Twat!”
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Cynthia is on the freezing floor; suddenly, her jeans become wet as they foully come into
contact with the wet asphalt. She has been slammed to the floor. Her entire bottom is drenched.
“Twat!” she yells out, in frustration (she cannot get up on her feet) or as a direct affront
at her new adversaries.
Meanwhile, very inelegant and crude, Vanessa is busy strangling Noemi, who is
desperately trying to hold on to her new man friend. Joe, on the other hand, looks more
hopeless than any of the girls—he tries to back away from it all as well.
While Lazaro retreats further and further away from the explosive battle royale, fellow
members of the press press on, making the circle even smaller. There is then a certain
exclusivity to this random event—and only those brave or stupid or cold enough to become part
of a bona fide street match seem to have tickets.
Three of the four girls are on the floor now, writhing and hitting and punching each
other, even biting.
Vanessa seems to be the victor. She is the only one still standing, despite desperate claws
and minimal, ineffectual, weak punches to both her bovine-like trunks. She begins to twirl
Noemi by the hair, pulling harshly at the dyed roots, while batting away at poor Belinda with her
oversized imitation-crocodile purse. “Twat, twat—Twat!”
Feral cats, crazy beasts. “These bitches are crazy!” some tall guy utters suddenly, quite
irrelevantly. The wind becomes loud, too, as if in actual competition with the pugilists—louder
than any of the curses and yells for help. More pronounced even than the public’s waking
excitement and their inciting remarks for bloody battle.
Like a freeway accident, there is no turning away. From a safe distance, Lazaro looks at
the mob, at the messy craziness that keeps going unstopped.
Soon enough, two loud, booming voices beg the audience to be heard. They come from
two large, muscled bouncers, no doubt ready to break the mêlée.
“Enough! Enough!” and “You! You! Come with me.” Like twin Zeuses, down from
Olympus. Pudding-looking.
All four girls become instantly unglued. They are separated with a brute but swift force.
One of the bouncers asks for everyone involved to come with him.
“Nah! Bullshit,” says Cynthia.
“Not fair,” cries Vanessa, a scratch coming down past her nose, almost to the bottom
right side of her lip. “We are here to interview—her,” the name has escaped her. “Her!”
“Not if I got a say in it,” says bouncer number one.
“Come with us,” directs bouncer number two, the only thing he is probably capable of
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saying.
They are led then, as if on a chain-gang, in a neat row (and even all their heads are
looking, chastised, downwards). Both sets of girlfriends have about the same amount of damage
visible on their once-solemn, once-professional journalist appearances. The fat girls had
completely taken the others by surprise (with slow but powerful blows), but the two pixies had
been agile and rather fast. The wet pavement had been unfair to them all—especially to the two
smaller girls who were so precariously close to becoming mulch, all because they had decided
earlier on this day that for Fwadée’s interview, they just had to wear high heeled shoes.
The bouncers look rather content, pleased at having dismantled a bomb and taking the
debris somewhere else.
Well, at least they get out of the cold, thinks Lazaro. At least that means that there is
more of an opportunity to meet Fwadée now, with some hacks already out of his way.
He turns. The line has begun to reform and he doesn’t want to be out of it.
But, a final surprise: the chain gang has broken free, and the two fat girls have once more
begun to beat on mousy, susceptible Noemi.
“Stop it! Stop that!”
“Fucking animals!”
The two bouncers pounce on them all. (Somehow, rather smartly, Joe has disappeared
altogether from the scene.)
After some funny jerks and hits, they finally have the line back up and running again.
This time, some hair is visibly missing from Noemi, and her friend, bruised and beaten, holds on
to her left arm. The other two are not so bad—although the winner of this impromptu fight will
forever remain a mystery.
“Them funny crazy bitches!”
The silence that had been reserved for the moments of girl-on-girl violence has
dissipated. Now all the groups of reporters, most of them in their 20s and 30s, resume their
excited talk. They had just seen a fight! And, furthermore, they were just about to meet Fwadée!
It had been an incredible opening act.
He gets a text and he cranes his neck down to see the shining in his open palm. D’you
meet her?
He replies to Jackie, No.
No?
Not yet. But there was no press yesterday.
Really?
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No. Press canceled.
Awsum! Nows yr real chance.
4 sure. Frozen like botoxed lips tho.
He really is. He looks at the metal grate next to him and he feels a transference of bonecrumbing cold directly to his inner core.
“Sir?”
Another bouncer—not one of the two—looks down at him from his half-foot advantage.
He is bald and built like the others. No other image but this befits the type. Bulldog.
“Yes?”
“Can I see your badge, please?”
He shows him the nondescript laminate, dangles it in front of his stern, goon stare. Does
the guy not know how to read? S-u-n-c-i-t-y-c-o-n-f-i-d-e-n-t-i-a-l-d-o-t-c-o-m. He stays looking
at the name and picture for far too long—entire minutes, seemingly.
“Ok,” giving him his badge back. “You were pointed out by some ladies as being an
instigator in the fight.”
“Huh?”
“So you’re gonna have to come with me.”
“What?”
“Come now. Move it.”
“But I’m going to lose my place.”
“Don’t worry about that.”
“Listen, I was here today, I was here yesterday, and I have to get this interview.”
“Sorry.”
“But I didn’t do anything!”
“Two girls in there say differently.”
“But, ask around—I saw the fight and got out of the way.”
“Yeah, but you started it.” So much certainty in that voice.
Lazaro is, evidently, majorly fucked. Struggle seems fruitless. Oh, never fuck with the
entitled trolls. And never ever fuck with junkyard bulldogs.
“No.”
But the super-security guy has him by the shoulder now. Lazaro lowers his head,
embarrassed to be yet another public perp in full view. As he follows the guard, he can
practically hear the white noise made up of whispers and snickers. He is taking, he thinks with
tears almost forming, the same route through the swirling flakes, past the pines and the
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boulders, circumventing the school gymnasium, as them other crazy bitches.
“No charges will be filed. Several witness accounts say y’all started the fight right there, right
in the middle of the press junket. I can see now for myself that that’s true.”
He did not look at Lazaro, of course, who, as per custom, was in the room’s far right
corner.
All the girls now looked equally disgusting. No doubt, the fight had continued indoors
as well: Cynthia was in her bra, her shirt torn to shreds, while Noemi and Belinda both wore
blankets over their thin limbs. The bitches had really gone all out—once out of the wicked
snow, they had let their true freak flags fly. Belinda still held her arm and Noemi covered most
of her face with her hand
“But we will be detaining y’all here. For the time being. Until the junket has been
dismissed.”
Noemi could not believe her luck. Only this morning she had thought to herself: “I am
incredibly lucky.” For being a reporter, for having a good job, for staying out of trouble, for
having stability, for finally getting to do grown up things—but, let’s not fool ourselves: the true
reason she found herself with the courage to call herself lucky was the Fwadée Jizelle press
junket. Who else ever met with their hero? With such a magnificent personage? With a walking
emble? A person who, let’s be frank, will be remembered in history for a long span of time. She
had been happy, had wanted to infect the world with this, her joy—which was quite
uncommon, she thought, outside of stupid kid’s stuff. She was finally getting excited about
something—she found herself singing in the shower again all the tunes from Glee, and had
made her hair extra cute and wore her awesome two-hundred dollar Dolce shoes.
And yet there she was, the exact opposite of that.
She wanted to cry. The fat assholes had been segregated, pulled away—they sniffled,
breathed deep and cursed like demented Linda Blairs. They probably razored their nails to be
sharp as claws, probably ate Vienna sausages right from the can, lapping up all the meat
juices afterward. Nasty. Noemi always felt that girls could be easily, predictably, labeled. The
decent ones that had been raised correctly, with values and humanizing qualities, and the bad
ones who were rotten—they had issues they just never got over. Prove your worth—this was
Noemi’s constant doctrine—and not many girls even did that. They did not feel like they needed
to—they gave up their natural rights of becoming individuals of substance.
One of them looked over at her. Smoke rings blowing out her engorged nostrils. Belinda
was too busy checking her cell phone, probably texting her boyfriend to come to their rescue.
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The other girls were hot as fire ants, their fat asses practically melting unto the plastic chairs.
In front of them, the main officer, or security guard, or manager, or cop, continued to
look at the girls with a certain defiance. The quiet was marked by the ticking clock—the type of
silence which soon turns unbearable since it resembles a slow death, an everlasting limbo.
Noemi wrapped the blanket around her, suddenly aware that even her clothes were
gone, ripped from her like Cinderella’s dress destroyed by her ugly stepsisters—wrecked just
like the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. When else could a chick from El Paso ever get to do
something so fantastic, so rare?
A boom box outside caused the window panes to vibrate in their sockets. Suddenly there
was a spontaneous cheer, as though a goal had been made on the fútbol field. No, it was as if
Fwadée herself had made her expected entrance, had addressed her audience, was preparing
for the press conference. The stereo music was just a prelude to the real, live thing. The
excitement was palpable, and even in the holding pen it could be felt. Heartbreak Holiday
pounded identical eardrums—it was experienced by the journalists and photographers,
enhancing the common excitement.
“All your fault, stupid bitch,” Cynthia mumbled, stuttering somewhat.
The officer, oblivious, talked with a mustached man in a T-shirt. His casual appearance
implied some sort of technician, some behind-the-scenes guy.
A third guy entered from the door farthest from the main entrance. He wore all black:
a V-neck that plunged halfway down his chest, tight Levi’s and cockroach-black Converse high
tops. No belt—very svelte.
Finally, an equal number of the sexes: Noemi feels safer with more men in the room.
She gets closer to her friend, who in turn puts away her cell phone and cranes her neck to fit
her head in the nook of Noemi’s neck.
“So what’s happened here?”
Mustache man responded, “Just a tiny row between these reporters. There was a big
commotion because so many people were there. You know, all the reporters scheduled for
yesterday, plus the new ones that got the fuckin’ passes today.”
Svelte guy looked angrily around. His nice face, no longer completely pleasant-looking.
His eyebrows thickened, his eyes bulged big. They were a dangerous blue-violet—for some
reason, Noemi could not picture him as an El Pasoan. East coast?
He, as well as mustache and the officer, looked only at the four girls. Noemi and
Belinda were silent, for perhaps just their good-girl appearance would set them free. The
others looked like prizefighters.
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Svelte guy’s jewel eyes finally ended up trying to discern the figure out by the corner in
the darkness. “And this one?” he asks both men, or to no one at all.
“He was fingered,” said the mustache guy.
Svelte guy stiffened. He smiled, showing finally a welcome appearance, straightening
his back. He turned his head in disbelief or amusement.
“‘Fingered’?”
“Accused. By these two ladies.”
“Which ones?”
“Those.”
Both rhino facsimiles look up at the men. Their eyes were sadly, hopelessly, devoid of
any naiveté. Were they plotting something?
“Hello ladies.” The guy became less manly as he approached them. He then sat on a
chair adjoining the girls, and turned it to face them both.
“Yeah. He started it.”
“He began talking smack about Fwadée.”
He looked amused. How was it that the guy, stringy and totally gay, had more power
than the officer?
“But look at him,” the guy instructs.
All seven pairs of eyes rested upon Lazaro, who was busy, lost looking at the lines of the
ceiling, the architectural grids.
“Him?!” Svelte guy bellowed, surprising everyone.
Even Lazaro, who had already resigned himself to his fate. Who had known that no
matter what, it was all out of his hands.
“Him?!” repeated the guy.
“Yes.” Said Cynthia and the officer, simultaneously.
Svelte got up and approached Lazaro, his crotch almost at Lazaro’s eyelevel. The guy
was obviously enjoying his tiny opportunity to display his power. They were all in the
presence of a young man who was seriously turned on by his newfound authority.
“You?”
“No.” Lazaro decided that being concise was just the tactic to take to get out of this one.
“No?” (Broken record equals power trip.)
“I—was fingered. Though I did not start shit.”
“Oh. So you’re innocent.”
“Sure.”
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“How do I know that for certain?”
“Well, for one, I don’t know any of these people.”
“Is that true?” the guy addressed the accusers.
“No—but he began to talk smack about waiting for, what did he say? A fuckin’ diva,”
one of the fat girls spits out. “Well, I’m sorry. That’s just not right. How can you allow someone
who hates Fwadée to be in a room with her? It’s criminal!”
“That’s not a problem.”
Silence, then. Cynthia and her friend, truly confused.
Svelte guy, manlier suddenly in his voice but more feminine in his demeanor (sibilance,
limp wrists, too styled hair, and unexpected overconfidence), repeated: “That’s really not a
problem. I take care that nothing of the sort happens. Plus, you really don’t even have to like
Fwadée to be in the same room with her, frankly. Are you kidding? Not everyone accepts her.
As a matter of fact, she loves challenges and challenging questions. And,” he turned to look at
Lazaro, who relaxed more and more, sinking into his hard chair as the guy’s icy stare
suddenly gave him hope of escape, “I don’t even think that you aren’t a fan.”
“I am. Of course I am.”
“Of course.”
“And I, as well as Noemi and Belinda over there, are a hundred percent innocent. These
two girls just began to turn belligerent all-a-sudden…”
Svelte snickers at Lazaro’s word usage. Maybe.
“…and began to beat on these two tiny girls. Just suddenly, like with superhuman
adrenaline. Mercilessly. Angry.”
“I see.”
And so does Noemi. She has witnessed man-on-man flirtation before. This might just
work. Boys sometimes solved playground fights, no? They exacted justice on the boys being
mean to the girls—can the times really be so different? She brightened up, smiling to her friend
who, as confused as Cynthia and Vanessa, did not know what the cause of her upturned frown
was. What was she smiling about?
“So please, sir,” Lazaro begged. But he made it seem inevitable, almost as if it were a
ransom being paid out. “Can we just get back in line to interview Fwadée?”
“No.”
Everyone, even the officer and Mr. Mustache, who seemed to have as little relevance to
the entire ordeal as the winter snow in El Paso, stared at Svelte Guy.
“No?” asks Belinda, incredulous, meek.
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Time to throw in the towel then, they all thought together. This was the end of the line.
Go home.
Again, the story had fled. Gone—the golden opportunity had gone.
Svelte gauged the atmosphere in the room. He was content with keeping them all in a
tense twist—of playing hard with their expectations and emotions. Even journalists, he had
come to learn, had soft hearts and tepid consciences.
“Everyone has left. Fwadée saw no one.”
Once more.
“Again?” asked Cynthia.
“Again.” Svelte reiterated. “Fwadée has to place all her positive light in a meaningful
context, in a true direction. Meaning, the actual concert. She cannot afford to take the time.
She must be in top form.”
“Fuck!” Lazaro was the only one to react violently. “Fuck,” he repeated, but lowering his
voice at once.
Svelte again approached Lazaro, who was already too tired to protest about anything.
The cold had invaded most of his frame. He felt miniscule currents of slushie-like liquid
perambulating his body; blood congealed, oozing slow. He shivered so inside his own body
that that cold could hardly make its way to his outer limits.
“Sorry, guy.” The eyes deepened—they changed to a color that was less intense and
simply warmer. Svelte guy had officially lost his intense edge.
“So,” Belinda interrupted the annoying silence, which included now an odd buzzing
sound, on top of the ticking hands of the clock. “Can we go?”
“Separately.” The nameless officer cut in.
“You,” Mr. Mustache pointed at the big girls, bestowing upon them the automatic right
to leave.
They stood up, being senselessly noisy while collecting their things. They walked over to
the main door, almost passing the threshold, slapping their heels hard on the linoleum.
“No, wait.” Svelte for once took his eyes off Lazaro. “No, no. Those two first.”
He nodded over to Belinda and Noemi. The other two men let them through. They left,
washed in sparkly relief.
The cloud of anger became almost pungent then. It was because of the hateful fumes
radiating from both rotund rebels that Svelte finally, inevitably, allowed their dismissal five
minutes later, to give the other two a reasonable head start. He, like all men with authority in
the holding room (actually, the university’s newly revamped, ultramodern ticket center) knew
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impulsively that the mean girls had been the fire starters, while the other two respectablelooking ones had been their unlucky victims. Appearances were exactly what they seemed. And
where, Svelte scratched his head, did that guy come in?
Outside the two friends had made their way past all the ticket holders slithering into
the concert. Freezing was done away with by the electric excitement shared by them all. It was
incredibly sad to hang heads in dual defeat, to entertain the notion that all of their efforts at a
smooth and unforgivable experience had been smashed to smithereens. Both of their
periodicals (Belinda worked for EPCC, Noemi wrote for UTEP) would be disappointed. Indeed,
there would be a certain type of demotion for them both. They quickly found Jimmy’s car in the
igloo-like (circular) formation of cars and trucks—his familiar outline waving at them from
the car’s warm, steamy interior.
The concert started then. It was evident by the sleeping monster becoming aroused.
Suddenly, there was a tremendous earthquake on a level that did not touch ground. It was a
combination of a passionate crowd and the beginning emotions of the first song. It was loud
enough to tremble the walls, to bypass barriers.
Driving down the freeway, Jimmy did nothing but chuckle at their timid anecdotes. He
had the gift of bringing stories out of shut mouths. Belinda had not wanted to tell him all. It
seemed ridiculous. It was over and done with. One cackle too much was loud enough to annoy
Belinda, who smacked Jimmy behind the head with a very audible, very angry, open-palmed
smack. They were tired, they were hungry, they were dispirited. No, they did not want to hit
the bars. They did not want to go to the party, nor the hookah bar, either. Food? No.
Whatever’s in the fridge. No, no billiards. No late movie. Just home.
After presencing the smack, actually the loudest that she had heard all day (including
those against her own person and her poor friend), which had been superfluous with hits and
punches, flooded with tiny rivers of terror and despair, she sighed and turned to face the
window. She felt as though she was looking through a Coke bottle, cold and dripping
condensation—everything was as opaque as a beetle’s shell. Ignoring a cruel cold she hugged
herself. A cold which invaded her being.
Jimmy did not talk again the entire, long, miserable way home.
Chapter 8
It’s called Beautiful Life because of the Ace of Base song. Roberto Rosales, proud owner, tells
anyone close to him this, that it once saved his life (and as he was gulping down 22 pills of
Ambien alongside a shot of Hennessy, it had started playing from his neighbor’s stereo, full
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blast, and listening to the lyrics he studied his inner demons and thought: Eh, you ain’t too
horrible) and they in return tell the rest of the crowd, until every single person knows this tiny,
fun factoid of El Paso lore. It is quite tiny: during the day it serves as a Persian restaurant
specializing in delicious appetizers (hummus and breads abound); but at night, it is turned
table-less and becomes immediately dirtied by hundreds of feet and mouths. Beautiful Life is an
indoor-outdoor venue: you enter through the outside, see the hanging Christmas lights (always
there, no matter the season), illuminating defects and accentuating beauties, and a bar
immediately to the left: a bartender busily concocting drinks who silently becomes grateful when
a guy orders an uncomplicated bottle of beer. He is usually above 6 feet, burly, a bear—he can
tell the smallest of pocket gays off in the far distance, barking out their beverage wants. Tonight
he wears the kind of leather that is not for the ultramodern-man: it is uncomfortable yet
emblematic: straight from the yellowed pages of a forgotten Tom of Finland.
Despite the coldness, jacket wearers abound in the outside patio. The music inside is
identical to the one out: if you hear exactly the tune that makes you move in the patio, then you
commute to the inner realm of Beautiful Life, where the lights make a complete production of
the dance floor, which is never empty. The DJ has a stand here, to a side, menacing and sturdy
and tall as a judge’s stand. He waves his hands with the beats, repetitive, almost mongoloid-like.
The feeling he inspires—he can witness it all from here.
And inside it’s warm, welcoming. The traffic of party people go up the ramp from the
outside, go inside, just to, minutes later, exit once more at the far end. You simply can’t get lost.
There is also a bar here, some distance from the DJ, with more than a handful of bartenders
doing their arduous job. A mirror image of you stares back as you pay for your drink: you can
see yourself as you look to everyone else here, in this place of almost-darkness and pulsating
light effects that effortlessly fool the senses.
Groups of gays congregate in the patio if they want the space to talk, flirt, and eavesdrop.
Smoke lingers at an upper stratosphere, a tropical canopy forming in the middle of desert
tundra. It spreads out like a blanket just a foot or two away from the tallest of heads—a haze
which can be seen from a downtown parking lot only a street away: from here, the viewer can
see the throng of party people, of couples hooking-up and networking with confidence and
warmth, lost inside the covering of cigarette smoke, and the wild music reverberates within this
hollow neighboring structure.
Other bars are close by, but Lazaro prefers this one. He, too early on, began having an
overpowering inclination to go over to dive bars and places that were mostly noisy enough to
entertain the idle ear, but quiet enough to understand a close friend’s conversation. But here—it
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was too loud to think, too buzzy to talk. Not a bar, but a full blown 21 st century discotheque. The
music, all of it dancey anthems which could pretty much describe the decade of the 2010s as the
most futuristic of all time, always inspires in the patrons cheers and sing-alongs. Which is
perhaps its only true defect, Lazaro thinks.
Instead of getting Jackie at her house, Lazaro decides to walk in the snow. She agrees she
will take too long anyway, and boys being boys, well, he can start off his night without her. She
lives close by, anyway.
It is less than a mile from the concert venue to the downtown area—closer to the gay
clubs than the straight ones, actually. He walks and few cars are seen driving up the road.
Everyone (again) at the concert. This is but a sequel to yesterday, Lazaro thinks. Lame.
Now he’s truly fucked. He had been glimmering confidence personified before, but how
low he found himself now. Wretched. Yet, (he couldn’t deny it,) unencumbered. He begins
suddenly to write the script for his shop talk with Mathias. Professionalism, above all things.
Earlier today he had been too rash and quick to even design any form of lie. And it used
to be so easy, so instantaneous. The guy was going to be disappointed, sure. And he was going to
have a bitch fit and stay in bed and most likely complain and whine about how he doesn’t even
know himself yet, how he is a mystery even to himself—but can anyone please, PLEASE just take
the time off their schedules, and save him? These fragile straight(ish) boys are pathetic—
confidence is a must when you are a fully grown individual. A modern man.
Walking with numb legs, faster and faster, Lazaro decides that although he feels very bad
for his boss and friend, this does not imply necessarily that Mathias can be spared the bad news,
outright. He’s a man, after all. But Lazaro figures that he is a shitty person, anyway. (But life,
indeed, tends to go on.) Already, it is visible: the tiny building which was meekly labeled
Beautiful Life with super fancy, flowery script glowing neon purple in the stark, white
background. He lets cars go by until he decides to cross the intersection.
The concert probably mid-way, people this early on are out and about, haunting their
favorite bars. Strangers look at him, congregating near the parked cars nearest the freeway like a
pack of velociraptors. He regrets leaving his car so far away, so far behind.
More people than usual are in an impromptu line in front of the façade. Another bald
bulldog (they are seemingly created at some assembly line somewhere and shipped off to
different places requiring security) takes Lazaro’s I.D. with orangutan hands. He fails to check
the date, he does notice that the picture is identical to the person in front of him. He just needs
this as a proper verification that Lazaro is already knowledgeable of the protocol. It is but a
conventionality.
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He enters quickly, passing the smoke and shimmering bulbs.
Eavesdropping here is always easiest. He is not above just lingering awhile, sucking up
interesting strands of talk.
Because he had failed, not once but twice, at interviewing his goddess, he is immediately
attracted to a group of lesbians, all wearing similar sports-wear. They, all five of them, wear tight
ponytails and convey a casual athleticism. Although not all of them are fit. Not a one, actually.
Fwadée is a word which never ceases to escape their mouths.
“I went both times.”
“Lucky ho.”
“Well, not to tonight’s.” The girl spills some drink on the floor. “But to Phoenix. Last
weekend.”
“And they were different. She made two entirely different shows!”
“I heard.”
“She brought the western stuff out for ‘Lonesome Lips Tick.’ The flying vampire bats
from the video, those extending claws of the cave. She made spiderwebs out of the fog. In
Phoenix. But here she did the ‘Daylight Sonata.’ Incredible. Piano solo—just, uph!” She does an
Elvis pelvic thrust. “You just felt her energy in the air. Oh. Even old ladies were singing along to
her songs, like they were all young again and shit. She’s probably doing ‘Lonesome Lips Tick’
again today.”
“And you think to yourself, the bitch already has it all planned out, right? All
choreography and the music set, done. Same hair and makeup. She does the same thing in every
city. All these artists always do. You can’t just change the show whenever you please, there’s just
too much fucking money involved, you know? But…”
Yes, he had reached the inevitable conclusion that Fwadée really was a monolithic, allencompassing figure. True embodiment of their times. The zeitgeist. Of the Real Future.
Mythology walking, creating, interacting with her own personal muse—she is gifted on top of
being fated for greatness from birth. She is an artist because she refuses to not breathe art, to
not eat and sleep and fuck art. Her music is avant-garde, though never so strange as to not be
labeled pop. She is digestible and deep, irreverent and classic, smart and spirited. He decides to
go get a drink, now that the bartender seems disposed.
“Got any specials?”
It is a Wednesday, after all. People should be busy either taking it easy at their homes, or
at the concert if they had bought tickets for tonight’s event. They had sold out the very day they
were put out.
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Not only because he is thrifty and he makes peanuts for his work at the website does he
ask for the cheapest drinks, the House Special. It is because the needle-point philosophy of
When in Rome… is so dear and relevant to him that Lazaro asks the bartender. Join the crowd,
partake in the festivities. Revel in the topsy-turvy, the uncommon. Be happy. Be gay.
And what of the straights? They are plentiful here as well. And how was this observable,
discernible, even to the most idle, drunkest eye? They stick in pairs—in sweet twosomes just
locking elbows, brave enough to witness just how the other twelve percent lives; to partake in
their music and dance crazes and jovial companies, though too afraid to leave each other’s sides
for too long. The women go on that cliché power trip that their men are seriously coveted, and
their guys are intrepid into braving the murky waters of “sexual perversion.”
“Lemon drops?” The bartender is not too confident with his distribution of this info.
“Sure.” Lazaro hands over two crumpled bills and leaves another in the TIPS jar.
Generous, only now; only now that he is sober and in want of certain celestial nectar.
What will I do now?
He despises seeing so distantly into the far-flung future, especially his own. What would
be the surprise in that? What can possibly slap you in the face when it comes to expected
outcomes and predictable results?
He lingers at the bar and smiles as the bartender smiles at his minor tip.
People are watching him, of this he is certain. This is an exhibition at times. A vanity fair.
There’s always been so much wrong and so much right about these social things—which is why
people come here in the first place. For the tremendous surprise of it.
He approaches a group of twinks. One, probably the alpha in the group, is probably the
leader because he is, a) incredibly tall, at about 6”2, b) darker in complexion, darker in dress,
and c) intensely hairy (but still, inarguably, officially, a twink). Puffs of grass-like strands of hair
sprout out of his open collar. He has a long beard, although quite fashionable by today’s
standards. This overabundance of hair is an oxymoron which leaves Lazaro momentarily
defeated as if he’d been fed a spoonful of Krytonite. A young guy pretending to be more mature
than his years, and likely his intellect as well. Obviously taking too much effort in being what he
is truthfully not: fully-grown.
The only one in the group of twinks who is not a twink winks suavely at Lazaro. He
smiles back, taking a sip of his tangy, strong Lemon Drop.
By coincidence, Lazaro’s interest in the group grows in exact proportion as their volume
and indiscreetness.
“So you are saying: you’ll bang me numb.” He cannot help but overhear.
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The propositioner, the most orange of the twinks (wearing a tank top on one of the
coldest nights of the year), is suddenly not so confident anymore. Others stare at the two
participants of this first step in the sexual encounter: the hook and the subsequent reeling in.
(The two don’t actually look bad together. The top seems like a top and the bottom seems eager
and very excited to, well, receive.) All satellite characters drift back, giving them their space. Top
Guy looks around him—he conquers his fear of the public’s open knowledge of the
prognosticated hook up. “Well, yeah,” he assures the other guy, who by now looks more than
ready to leave.
You would never be privy to this type of exhibitionism elsewhere. Anywhere else, it’s the
clichéd, the boring, the useless, the insipid same-old hetero ritual—nothing changes, all lines of
conquest lead the same way, no new ground is forged, no innovations become discovered.
Nothing exciting, nothing inherently beastly-sexual nor brave nor important nor new about that
ancient enterprise. Drained of all originality, devoid of any and all spectacularness. (As proof:
most of those surrounding the couple including Lazaro have an instant fantasy of watching the
two indiscreet twinks copulate, to be both clumsy and professional about the whole thing, to
witness the naturalness of fellow El Pasoans just simply getting it on.)
His vision is abruptly obscured. Sweaty palms cover up both his eye sockets. They are
strong, though skinny and brittle.
“Surprise!”
Indeed, one of the sole clichés which never overstayed its welcome is being momentarily
blinded, only to find a friend, brought in as if by a magical enchantment, right in front of you. A
magic trick so casual, so trite; yet still—essential.
There stands Jackie, no longer in her prior attire. She can look really good if she wants
to—if only she dressed for herself (she has great fashion taste—she’s mindful of the magazines,
the celebrities, and Project Runway) and not for the male’s geezy stare. Tonight is no exception
to Jackie’s exception: a jumpsuit with a nice, sturdy, rococo-ish belt; three-inch hooker heels
with metal spikes protruding like a sea urchin from them; a diadem that suddenly made her hair
seem young and fresh looking again. Thoroughly rejuvenated, he thinks.
They hug and kiss.
“Been here long?”
“No.”
“Ah. Good.”
“I’m so bummed out.”
“Why? What happened?” This is a hypothetical question since she knows very well the
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answer to it: she never thought he would meet Fwadée today, either. Let’s just call it a hunch. He
stares at her with large, doe eyes. His pupils pleasantly smack in the center of each brown eye—
almost red, both, in this artificial light.
“Well, again. I failed the mission again.”
“Oops.”
“Yeah. But I must say that I can’t be that disappointed. No one else got in, either. I doubt
anyone went in.”
“That’s good.”
“Yeah. And I witnessed the most incredible cat fight ever.” He smiles. “Well, that I’ve
seen.”
“Do tell.”
By the time he finishes telling her everything that had occurred after the morning’s weed
delivery (a visit to work, then to his mom’s, then to Don Haskins), and while she tells him all
about her asshole boyfriend giving her no viable options but to dump him post haste, to avoid,
really, the type of heartache that lingers and intensifies as the days follow each other and gets
progressively worse and worse, Michael has finally arrived.
Introductions are duly made—there are intimate kisses, instead of the usual cautionary
handshakes.
“She let me out early. She wants to stay in again.”
The friends nod, not knowing really anything about what he is talking about, but trying
hard to paint the picture using context clues.
Michael is flamboyant, but he also screams class and money. After absolving Lazaro of all
his sins, which of course were nonexistent and only propagated by loose and malicious tongues
of fat elephantine retards, Michael had continued with the flirtation that had been evident to all
the others in that cramped, high-tech detention room. Lazaro pretended to be, the whole
(embarrassing) time, grateful (he was, but with the Fwadée interview already out of his grasp, he
knew that he was flirting back with a vengeance if only to accept his role as the pardoned party),
and this obviously worked. The guy was from a major city (you could practically smell it on
him—Valentino? Versace?) and wanted all of a suddenly to know where the party was at. Lazaro
gave him directions, directions to the club, and in return got an “I’ll see ya there.” He had not
noticed Michael’s wink as he made his way out to the Haskins parking lot.
“This town is something else, let me tell you.”
“Yeah. I love it.”
Everyone he knows, with the exception of Elena and a handful of classmates, love El
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Paso. He tries to sell it off, too, whenever he can. It is his duty as a happy, satisfied citizen.
“Cool ‘lil club here.” Michael takes a long, languorous drink. Is it straight-up vodka?
“Kind of new,” adds Jackie. She seems happier than ever, being newly single and out
doing fun young things. Michael gets a call and takes it.
They are comfortable in the uncomfortable silence that follows. (Although Beautiful Life
could hardly ever be called silent.) Jackie brings out a cigarette and offers two others to her
companions. They each take one. Michael, with a pink leopard-print lighter, expertly lights them
both up. They three bring the paper tubes to their lips and at the same time expel a gust of
impressive, grey, toxic smoke. People behind them cough. Lazaro cannot help but look at Jackie,
and they both grin.
“Seattle’s got nothing on you guys,” says Michael, bobbing his head up and down with
the rhythm of the DJ’s efforts. This time they are all cordially invited to a time warp: those
inside and those freezing their asses outside can decide to give into it or they can just fucking
leave. It is Blondie, followed by Billy Idol, followed by The Cure, in quick succession. The DJ has
not tampered with any of the tracks, although some synthesizer somewhere is amplified, and
this, Lazaro realizes, is what new old music, the New Old Wave, is all about.
Robotic sounds of a distant future—an altogether different, though not completely alien,
reality. Music from a parallel war-free, money-free dimension.
While Blondie, then Idol, then Robert Smith play out their immaculate art, Jackie leaves
the boys alone to meet up with Danisha, her best friend from middle school. Because Danisha is
a hardcore lesbian, one who is proud of beating up on dudes and peeing standing up (that one is
a lie—but a funny notion to entertain, thinks Lazaro), Lazaro is reluctant about letting Jackie go.
But she will be next door. Well, one street down, at Mindy’s Bar. She thinks that the two dudes
will hit it up, will surely connect on some level—so leaving them alone is what they all really
want.
She leaves, while her Coco Chanel No. 5 perfume lingers on.
“I love Seattle,” says Lazaro.
“Yeah. Pretty awesome. Lots to do.”
“I would imagine so—it’s so, like, vertical.”
“Up and down vertical?” Michael retrieves his buzzing phone again. He takes the call.
Twenty seconds later, his attention is all Lazaro’s.
“Precisely. Like the hills are very hilly and the skyscrapers do seem to scrape the sky.”
“I could see that.” His vague disinterest begins to kinda vex Lazaro.
He adds: “But I’m east coast. Philly.” Certainly his teeth, dolphin-like in their horizontal
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precision and as white and striking as liquid paper, repel Lazaro. They are bequeathed a certain
amount of Old America conceit, living in some coast that saw giant ships come in once long, long
ago—these northeastern boys. Is their mind-bank more extensive, loftier, better? Is he a viable
prospect? Anyway, guys like Michael are entertaining—they value themselves as they should. As
if they were rare bait for fast, intrepid fish to catch.
“We passed by two steeples today. At lunch.”
“Hmm…”
“One was the churches.”
“Oh. The cathedral?”
“Yeah.” Again, the phone wins out. A text arrives, Michael answers it, but he can
somehow do two things at once. “With the green roofs.”
“Yeah,” Lazaro tells him.
“Steep.”
“I know the one.”
Lazaro scratches his neck.
“And then we kept going on that little street with the shitty pavement,” Michael
continues.
“I know where. That’s the community college.”
Some confusion shades Michael’s face.
Lazaro clarifies, “The other steeple. That’s the college’s. Looks more like, I don’t know, a
fire station.”
“Yes. Very old school, old town.”
“So, you like architecture?”
“Just, like, American.”
Lazaro tries to not seem ignorant about what the American style is. “Oh.”
“Anyway, I lived in Lubbock for a while.”
“I see.” Once more he scratches himself, flexing quite conspicuously his right bicep. “I
used to go there for regionals.”
“Football?”
“No. Swimming.”
“Wow. Sexy sport.” (“Swimmer” is a promising label for any gay, newbie or not.)
“Well, not anymore.” Lazaro looks down at his pouch—about as muscular as it is fatty. In
between.
Michael chuckles softly. His face lights up crimson. Lazaro feels his own face turn a pale,
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arctic blue. The play of lights which everyone ignores. With only his mother’s food in his
stomach from hours ago, the alcohol is becoming suddenly effective.
Anecdotes of work all seem very promising. Michael has an enviable job. Lazaro lets him
continue on his own.
“She stays in her hotel room all day long, so it’s just everyone else. People told us to hit
this taco stand, and they told us, ‘just go to this place, this taco place. If you don’t go there then
it’s like you never came to El Paso in the first place!’ And everyone was like, yo, we don’t want
any tacos. Give us some goddamn sushi! Mario went with us and we got lost a bit—well, we were
drunk, actually.” He smirks and Lazaro smiles.
He looks at the traffic of people going up the ramp indoors. Outside people, going in.
There are, like, 30 guys per minute going by. Like that sushi place I went to in Seattle, thinks
Lazaro, with those conveyer belts with all the dishes on ‘em.
“And these two steeples—well,” says Michael, getting back to his original line of thought,
“they give your town this, well, town quality.”
“Yeah.”
“Like, a sleepy town—you know?”
“But for sure.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah. It’s a city—but it’s still Texas, and Mexico, and some other thing—all its own.”
“Hmm…” He hesitates for what Lazaro could only hope not be a fracture in their
acquiescence.
All this time their eyes have not unglued. When Lazaro’s mind strays, he always returns
back to Michael’s blue eyes which look very out of place in a dance floor brimming with brown
eyes. Michael had left Don Haskins sometime after Lazaro’s dismissal had been made official.
Right from the top the message had been sent. He wouldn’t be needed until the farewell brunch,
tomorrow. Then, it was off to a new place in exciting America. Houston. His freedom is
emphasized by this music, the very rhythm and words, in fact. Decades old, all of it still conveys
youth in all its complexity—crystal-glass splendor and dirty excrement included. He feels he
begins to loosen up; Michael strives to come off as just a bit more provocative.
“You have no idea who I am, do you?”
“No. I must admit that I don’t.”
“Don’t worry.” Some girls cackle nearby. “You shouldn’t.” Already Lazaro hears a tone,
has a premonition, of what’s to naturally ensue.
Boasting.
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“I like to keep it that way. See,” Michael straightens up his shoulders, “I work for
Fwadée.”
He leaves enough room for Lazaro’s surprise to manifest itself. Disappointingly, it
doesn’t. (Lazaro tries to keep his cool even when the threat of becoming star-struck is present;
but even his meeting of childhood idol Winona Ryder, and later his favorite director David
Lynch had, instead of forming a puddle of worry under his shoes, made him stick out his chin in
defiance, as rationally, as normally, as naturally, as one human being meets and greets another.)
But Lazaro is practically obliged, completely forced, to come up with a retort; any possible
statement will do:
“No fucking way!”
“Yesss.” Michael hisses like a viper might.
“Wow. You are, like, famous.”
“Well, not me.”
“But… Fwadée. And you’re around her. All day? Like, are you with her twenty-four
seven?” Try to suspend the fan-girl shenanigans, please, he thinks.
“Sure. Mostly. I’m one of her assistants. One of eleven.”
“No shit.”
“No.”
“Then you are, like, one of the most important people I’ve ever met,” he confesses. A
well-acted lie—Lazaro is familiar with vomiting flattery.
“No, no. Truly. I’m just like everyone else.”
Yeah. Like every fag here, thinks Lazaro. Of course.
But there is an ebb and a flow. Having other stuff to speak about, perhaps not being all
that comfortable disclosing his relationship with the singer, it is Michael who switches topics.
“Well, you’re cute,” he admits, with a non-genuine drawl. “Most of these guys,” Michael
stops for dramatic effect (of course), “are not.”
“Thank you.”
Obviously, the guy thinks his importance is of such titanic magnitude that all he wants is
to have a homely, very grounded, totally tepidly local experience. He’s had his fill of caviar—now
Michael’s ravenous for them beans.
“Yeah. Don’t let your job define you. Although, of course, you have one of the very best
ones, I think. Ever.”
Michael laughs too hard.
“Well, I love her. And I could tell in there that you love her too.”
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“Yeah. This, despite her popularity. I must say that I’ve been magnificently shut up by
Fwadée. I know she’s been around a while, but after her comeback, well. She really shut a bunch
of people up, no? And she isn’t overrated, which couldn’t be said of about 94% of all pop culture
today actually. I love her, too—her music, her ability to express herself. Her style. I know you’ve
heard it all before. But she’s incredible. And don’t worry—I can totally separate you from
Fwadée.”
And he can. He really can. So easily. Fwadée is a comet ready to wipe out the entire
planet; Michael is a lucky lottery winner… armed only with a semi-winning youngish smile.
“You have no idea how normal she is, though.”
“They all say that. About all celebrities.”
“But she is. She is just an artist, that’s all. That’s her profession, man.”
“But being around inspiration all day, that type of limelight and privilege—how do you
deal with that? So much intensity, I would imagine.”
“Just take it one day at a time—simple. Fwadée is my job, though. Not my life.”
“Well put.”
They clink their near-empty glasses together, each taking a final sip.
They go inside together—Michael orders a round of martinis. This is because Michael is
dabbling (i.e. showing off, displaying the disposability of his income, his relation to the stars)
with the locals and Lazaro is a local. Michael has mastered the art. You always pay locals to get
the genuine experience of vacation spot X.
The music booms—rises, rises, falls, becomes chaos then melodious order all over again,
in circles and loops—there is little room on the dance floor, so dancers have strayed off to the
bar, to the mirror-lined bathrooms. Everywhere people dance and drink. There is a genuine
feeling that no one really has a thing to say. Like zombies, they are told what to do, which in this
case is to have a blast, to live today, to adore and praise the present, to blissfully forget the
leaden minutiae which can make life unbearable, and to really realize where they actually are in
time and space.
Dancing close, Lazaro is finally thoroughly through with the guy. He’s decided that in the
dark, Michael’s features have deepened frighteningly, and he looks like the corpse he will
inevitably someday become. There is too much professionalism surrounding this guy, who’s
been kind and good company the entire time. Lazaro loathes the types: cadaverous and
anorexic, they would rather belong to the girl world than to this one. (But, then again, he also
absolutely detests muscles—their artificiality so seriously damn unsexy—so that is truly a hard
obstacle to get past.) Michael begins to touch Lazaro’s abdomen as they dance, and feels up his
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pecs. The drunkard eyes are seriously pathetic to him now, almost clinically gross, and he evades
this by looking at other dancers.
Jake, a 30-year old Lazaro made out with at a bonfire last summer, comes by to inspect
the couple with his vodka- and Red Bull-induced beer goggles. They look awesome, in his hazy
estimation. Ripe, ready for fun. He hugs Lazaro to remind him what they’ve both been missing,
flirtatiously touching Lazaro’s hair. Although Lazaro introduces Michael, it is too damn loud to
hear anything, plus who Jake really is interested in is Lazaro.
The three make their way to the dance floor. Dancers give them their space at once. No
one has suggested dancing.
Trapped, colored lights hitting his eyes and face, Lazaro is forced to make less drastic
dance moves, becoming more careful with his limbs, serpentine. Before him, Michael ogles him
like some backwoods Redneck maniac, while behind him, Jake, taller by a few inches, breathes
hard down his sweat covered neck. No longer 80s tunes, the DJ has this time insisted the time
warp be properly calibrated till until about 12:30 a.m. or so, at which time he has a carousel
medley of 90’s techno and electro to play. But for now, the modern stuff. There is a strange use
of cowbells in this song, a new one Lazaro has never heard before, and it gets more and more
claustrophobic as the three bodies become a sandwich which proceeds into becoming more of a
heated melt.
Then rap. New dancers come and old ones go. Ample opportunity now to go outside.
Feeling from the door’s threshold the winter cold, Lazaro turns sternly to his comrade,
Jake, who smiles the exact same smile as Michael; that is, almost a perverse, too-wide
expression of a lower stirring in his pants. But Jake’s is natural, authentic. On Michael, Lazaro
can’t help but feel it looks more like the grin of a sad 19th century malnourished English peasant.
Lazaro places his hand on Michael’s neck (almost brotherly) then, and does the same
thing with Jake’s. He leads them out like this, both. As though he were their perpetual
Alexander, revered and stately and handsome, Jake was Hephaistion, and Michael simply an
entertainment device for their royal bedroom, to be enjoyed later. Although other imaginations
are rather limited, the gist of it for all three is pretty much identical. Lust.
Once outside, the threesome dismantles. As Jake searches for his cigarettes (Michael
helping him, of course, reaching hornily inside both breast pockets of Jake’s Express coat)
Lazaro looks at his phone. Two new messages.
At Mindy’s. Sooper Packd! and Hey, there’s a bunch of ppl you know over hre. Gertie
says hi.
Michael smiles at one of Jake’s boyish affronts, something physical, which Lazaro fails to
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notice in the background. That guy is a mess, remembers Lazaro coldly of Jake. Barfing his guts,
Cheeto-orange, out unto the warm desert rocks, and being semi violent with all the beer inside
him, taking it out on both rock walls and the steering wheel. Jake had been a one-night
experiment. He failed, though, at conquering Lazaro outright: being the unfortunate owner of
such faulty, sticky, tasteless lips and unattractive teeth.
He excuses himself to the bathroom and neither one offers to accompany him.
Looking at the foaming bubbles under his stream of amber piss, he decides to get drunk.
Just really, unashamedly, full-on plastered. The middle of the week asks for a break in
monotony (perhaps surrealistic vortexes appeared smack dab in the center of the week?). Piss
drunk—faculties awry, vision impaired, a severe over-confidence brewing, and opportunities
awkwardly presenting themselves. Mirrors everywhere, which help the token homosexual see
his fabulousness in multiple angles. This is the way they look at you. This is the reason why you
and they are all here.
“Lazzo!”
He recognizes Fuentes, his partner for one of the science labs from his undergrad years.
They would sit next to each other and talk the entire time the daft TA was lecturing. Both being
gay and disinterested in the other helped create an atmosphere where, bottom line, Lazaro had
earned himself a solid B, thinking the class a breeze merely because he didn’t take it all that
seriously. They would talk of their boyfriends at the time, each perfectly complacent and
unjealous of what could have very possibly been an all-out bitchfest.
“Fuentes!”
They hug as two guys with full bladders wanting only to pee struggle to get past them.
“How have you been?”
“Great!”
“Good!”
They begin using their loud voices to bypass the thumping song. (The song includes now
cheers from a track: a communion of even more voices to mingle in with these ones.) It has been
around a year since they have seen each other last.
“Let me buy you a drink!”
At the bar, they come shoulder to shoulder and smile. The bar guy gives them their
Lemon Drops—they are colder and stronger than before. They do a silent, mental toast letting
their straws dangle close to each other.
“You look good!”
“You do too!”
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“Ha ha! What have you been doing with yourself?!”
“Writing articles nobody reads!”
“Nobody reads?!”
“Nope!”
(From the lone column in the middle of the dance floor, a woman in a Stevie Nick’s top,
flowy and swaying with her interpretive dance movements, plus a short skirt and long spiky
boots, gyrates with each guy in each eye—she tests the waters: Will homos find her equally sexy,
mysterious, as the girls, too?)
“Where’s your boyfriend?” asks Lazaro (getting tipsy, solely from the fumes of his Lemon
Drop).
“Oh Jacov? Around!”
Jacob spelled his name Jacov because he was insistently interesting; relevant to pretty
much any conversation, anywhere. Not!
Jacov was, in all truth, a self-labeled fashionista, a rare jewel in the desert. One of those
you can definitely hit four of, Lazaro knows instinctively, if you just throw a shoe inside any
given gay club.
What Lazaro cannot tolerate in people like (cool, easy-going) Fuentes’s boyfriend is that
they always believe that they are not only special, but superior even. Why? For being gay? For
having money? For having style and shoes and cars and vacays? What is the Guy worth if he
decides to act so unmanly, so indecisive and meek, so passive and feminine? Jacov was nothing
special because he was an empty vessel, a receptacle by which others measured their own
worths. Compared to Jacov (his ill-fitting small shirts, his lack of hair follicles, his outrageously
plumped lips and steroidal arms), Fuentes is truly a prized piece.
“Thanks for this!” Lazaro points at his emptying cup. The ice is not see-through, but
opaque like arctic pebbles.
“No prob. Who are you here with?!”
“No one!”
“No one?!”
“Just met up with some people!”
They glare at each other. It really has been a long time.
Lazaro adds, “And with you, now, apparently. Too!”
They go outside and now Lazaro’s group is extra one member.
While introductions are being made, Lazaro can’t help but succumb to the alcohol’s
insane insistence on glee. The lights twinkle incessantly. Everyone seems to be on the same
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wavelength. All strands of conversation, everywhere, flow easily, amenably.
Jake (or is it Fuentes?) hands him a cigarette. It is golden-filtered and awesomely
purple-papered—like those from sophomore year of college. So rare, even a luxury. Like an item
from some prohibition list. Very… French.
He listens to them talk about trivial things. A famous television show—he kind of wants
to bestow his input on it but abstains—had its season finale recently, and the consensus is that it
was perplexing and instant genius.
The winner of season six is adulated. Lazaro agrees with the crew, but only silently.
Finally he asks them all if they all want to go to Mindy’s. They can’t see why not, as the
throng of people has been doubled, the noise has been grossly heightened, thunderous, and
speaking is better done at Mindy’s outdoor patio anyway.
They walk out and they all somewhat get the notion that others are watching their exit as
an instant bummer.
The parking lot is limited to only a line of cars. Getting your vehicle towed downtown is
the premiere El Paso experience. But after ten o’clock, the parking meters are gratis. It is now
almost Thursday, almost fully midnight.
There are other groups perambulating the empty, cold streets. Only a car or two drive by
every half minute—the winter wonderland grows strong and wild. Only very few outdoor
spectators take it all in and attach a sense of deity to the introduction of fresh snow to the arid
desert. They chatter senselessly, about this and that.
As they cross the street, it is Michael, the weary national traveler, who holds Lazaro’s
hand as they cross. Do guys hold hands in Philadelphia?
Lazaro leads their group, grasping hard Michael’s sweaty, small hand. He is their leader,
the force that makes them orbit around him and each other.
They talk behind a girl’s, Trisha’s, back. Michael is reminded that she is a local news girl
that they all loathe—one who went to school with Jake, in fact. “She’s always been a whale,” Jake
tells them.
“And they always put her on screen,” retorts Fuentes.
“It’s like every time I change the channel, there she is. A big, sad, sorry reminder of high
school—she always sat on the stools like this.” Jake mimes Trisha sitting down for science lab—
both legs spread out, as though she were sitting on the john—showing off her cootch to all the
boys who cared to look.
They all begin to cackle.
People around the corner notice the gaiety in their spontaneous combustion of laughter
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and immediately begin to envision an atmosphere of drunken craziness going on inside the bars.
Michael awaits for Lazaro’s brand of mean.
“D’you know her?” he asks him. “Personally?”
“Yeah. I’ve met her. She’s ugly, mean. Total bitch.”
“She just takes it out on everyone, though,” Jake continues. “That she’s one fucking ugly
bitch.”
“You can just tell,” says Fuentes, quite innocently.
“Once I was smoking, well, here, at Mindy’s actually,” Lazaro points at the bar which
seems small but actually extends all the way back toward the alley, “and she came up to me and
said to stop smoking this cigar I was smoking. And we are talking a good-ass cigar. Can you
believe it? And I asked her what was wrong with it, since it was outside, since I can smoke
wherever I damn please if it’s outside, and she said that the cigar smoke was pungent. Pungent.
So I blew it on her face—”
Jake erupts with wild laughter and the other two smile in equal amusement.
“And I almost get slapped. I stepped back just in time and left her with her open palm
just hanging in the air.”
Laughs. “Ha! Good.” Michael adds.
“Then she got closer to me and, get this, tried again.”
“Ha ha!”
“And the stupid sow smacked her hand on my lit cigar.”
“Dumb!”
“I know. She began crying.”
They all detonate with laughter: sinister cackles and owly hoots. Cruelty often does go
hand-in-hand with comedy. Slapstick is the genre that most modern men fancy.
“So she just left,” Lazaro continues.
“Just left?”
“Yeah, with her posse en tow.”
“You mean those twinks with the wigs?”
“Yeah. Them.”
“Ha ha ha!”
“So she just left, then?” inquires Jake, ever thirsty for gossip.
“Yeah. Speechless. With tears in her eyes.”
“I know what she should have told you, Lazzie.”
“What? I guess all I really regretted was my cigar. It was smokable, anyway.”
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“What she should’ve said to you was—shoulda been moo.”
Again, four distinct cackles and guffaws.
“Fuckin’ Lazzo.”
There is now a valet parking service ridiculously established in front of Mindy’s (but
actually serving both Mindy’s and Serpentina, its sister bar next door). In a city as small as this?
The elitism, though necessary in the gay world, is superfluous here. No one needs their car valetparked. There are empty meters everywhere, plenty of other places to walk from than simply the
main entrance. And if you do leave your car with the valet, then your entrance is obviously made
all the more dramatic.
Serpentina next door serves all the lesbians. The group bypasses the bar and Michael
comments on the valet parking guy. “Scrumptious!” is his exact hyperbole.
As they enter, Lazaro opening the door (which is usually opened by a buff dude with
gerbil cheeks who checks I.D., but is lax tonight) for the three, he feels a sudden heaviness to his
left side. A strange amassment of molecules. Just out of the lesbian bar comes a stringy figure
with baggy pants and a hair-do which elevates his entire stature to 6’2. Noisy, because of his
rings and hanging chains. Spikes guy’s reappearance.
“Whoa!”
“Hey.”
Again with the coy, Faustian lips—his canine teeth.
Lazaro stares, entranced, and could do so for minutes on end. They glimmer; they are
provocative because of how much they let of themselves be exposed to curious starers. Every
word from his mouth is an opportunity to glimpse at those ferocious, hungry porcelains.
Do they grow with lust, as they would, say, on a werewolf?
Michael looks at them both, yellowish and beaming within the orb of light of the
entrance, and, a bit annoyed with having yet another introduction be made, enters the bar solo.
The other two are already probably inside, getting new drinks. Michael will tell them that Lazaro
is being held up and they probably won’t think anything of it. (They will get to know each other,
and Michael will take a real liking to them both. Jake will excuse himself to go to his friends
stranded over at Beautiful Life, and the other two will wonder if he will come back. They will
share multi-colored cigarettes inside of Mindy’s own patio—splendorous in Moroccan décor;
hanging oil lamps which illuminate the same-sexed couples below; wild plants sprouting out
of—in jubilation!—hard stone cement; a little tent of lights, ten strings of them, all sharing an
equal origin at the stiff, steel bar, which happens to be the highest structure in the bar’s free,
open backside—even lounge at the chairs in the tenebrous inside, looking excitedly, salivating
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even, at the new issues of WHWG [“What’s Hot What’s Gay”] magazine, and looking out for
pictures of famous drag queens and porn star interviews, of the week’s centerfold [a guy with a
crew cut, abs, lonesome but adventurous, wearing goggles in a room filled to the roof with
stuffed hammerhead sharks], they will definitely forget all about Jake. Outside, already planning
a meeting in Fuentes’s Hummer, already the images of steam and leather seats a seared icon in
both their minds—they will eventually run into an enthusiastically drunk Jake. Jake would have
left his friends at Beautiful Life for better ones. They will arrive at either Jake’s or Fuentes’s
apartment [or even directly to Michael’s celebrity suite!]—already kissing necks and lips, and
will finally go total ape shit crazy on each other’s minds and bodies—making true, and truly
ethereal, art. And they will definitely be sending Lazaro a funny, sweet Thank You note
sometime in the days which follow.)
“I knew I’d find you,” snickers Spikes, his chin downward and his eyes in full view—
Lazaro’s obvious focal point is there, like the clue to the eye in a famous painting.
“Really?” He returns the stare. “It’s a small world.”
The music inside is karaoke. An inane tune drones on, and the drunkards lap it up. There
are cheers and whistles—catcalls and come-ons all emanating from the rambunctious cave,
inside.
“So—do you party?”
“Wow. Come to the main point, why dontcha.”
“Well,” he smiles, dreamily. “Do you?”
“You mean—drugs?”
“Well, yeah.”
“Depends.”
“On…?”
“On everything. I won’t do them by myself. I won’t do ‘em in some strange place or with
strangers. I won’t—”
Spikes produces from deep within a pocket a teensy zip-lock bag, an inch wide and an
inch tall—it is adorned with jack o’ lanterns and witch motifs—an obvious memento from the
Halloween season. In it, three teeny moons reside. He can see them snug and sound within the
cellophane: two pinks and one melon-orange. They look like candy—sugar candy for tots. He
waves this in front of Lazaro with a grin. Right in front of the bar.
People surround them, pedestrians and drunks, but inexplicably they are not looking in
their direction. Lazaro has no idea whether to act incredibly surprised or scared. What the hell?
So much—in the open? So indiscreet?
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Lazaro pulls Spikes from his jacket lapels closer to Serpentina, seemingly furious. Spikes
snickers again, as if disgusted with the gesture, feeling deep disappointment in Lazaro.
“Hey, man. Watch it.” Lazaro commands.
“Why? Wha--?”
“Dude, not in front of the entire place! There’s like, undercover cops and shit. You can’t
just—” he tries to keep his cool. To match and beat Spikes’ own type of cool.
“Can’t just what?” Spikes dares back, grabbing at Lazaro’s waist with one biggish paw,
vigorous and sudden, and with the other one procures the controversial drugs. He splays open
the bag singlehandedly, then throws one of the teeny discs inside Lazaro’s throat, who has no
other option but to swallow.
“I can do whatever I want,” bickers Spikes. He places one in his own mouth. “Bitch.”
Swallows loudly. “Didn’t you know?”
Lazaro looks around them, cautiously. Although some people did observe Spikes’
manhandling Lazaro, almost grabbing him by the collar, by the neck, for a spell-breaking kiss,
likely, they take this as the absolute norm, at this late hour and in this part of town.
Lazaro, in the miniscule instant Spikes grabbed him and forced a pill down his throat,
got a whiff of Spikes’ vague cologne, something sportyish—so completely opposite to his punk
rock appearance. A trendy smell. Baggy pants. Wolf smile extending under his cheeks. Half-foot
spikes.
The smell makes him feel comfortable. A feeling like being taken care of.
“Thanks,” he says, pretending just then to be more surprised at the careless, senseless
drug-taking than he actually is. He acts thankful. He smiles. This is his cheap payment for the E.
By the time he discerns what has occurred, though, (the severity of that singular, easy ingestion,)
it is already time to make a new statement, to say some new thing.
“Welcome.” Spikes smiles back.
“So—” Lazaro clears his parched throat. “D’you just go up to guys and give them, you
know, ora…”
“No.”
“Oh.”
“No. See—I’ve actually been looking far and wide, very long time, for someone to take
these with.”
He meant the three. There was one more pill left—so…?
Lazaro has done these before, these kinds. They are excellent for doing physical work
afterward. For exercise and stamina expenditure. He takes them sometimes at parties, or with
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certain groups of acquaintances. Only with certain guys, of course. Only when the sex seems
promising so much so that it would seem foolish not to partake in their airy, surreal effect: the
augmentation of all five—and perhaps the addition of a sixth—senses.
“And you want to take these with me?” Lazaro, here, feigning naiveté.
“Yeah.”
“Well,” he grins. “I’m truly flattered then.”
“Ever since I saw you at the gas station.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah. Just noticed those pretty brown eyes and I was like, ‘That one’,”
“And you just carry them around with you?”
“Yeah.”
“All the time? Since yesterday—you’ve had three tabs of X just waiting to be taken with
some random street guy?”
“Yeah. Well, actually there were six.”
Lazaro smiles. “I see.”
Spikes has an intensity about him, proving this with the haughty, sudden action which
had occurred faster than any car accident. They are perfect strangers, though perhaps sharing
the same hometown. Have been raised similarly, too, perhaps. Most likely.
“Some of my friends are inside.”
“Ah huh.” Spikes doesn’t care.
“Wanna go over and say hi?”
“No.”
“No?”
“Nah, man. Just fuckin’ ditch ‘em.”
“I can’t.”
“Nah.” He closes in. “Don’t betray your friends for me then. Be like that.” Two twinkles in
the eyes this time, instead of one.
“But—” (But they are not really friends, just acquaintances who could very possibly make
his night fun and eventful, conversation-wise. But they are considerate of him, so he should be
the same way and reciprocate. But there is nothing wrong with turning the maxim ‘Bros before
hos,’ upside its head, especially when the bros were just as horny, just as desperate, and just as
gay, as himself. But—)
He simply stands there, in front of Mindy’s, letting others go by to enter into music
blaring inside.
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“Ha! You have no excuse now, do ya?”
“It would be shitty to leave them. I’m the reason they’re all, um, together.” He gestures
with both his hands.
“Yeah. So let ‘em be. They can get along. They’re big boys. From what I saw.”
There is actually an absolute zero feeling of obligation. Taking candy from strangers is
only a mistake when you are defenseless, when you still have your street address and phone
number to learn. Spikes is not menacing, in fact it is because he has a bad boy façade that Lazaro
feels him to be only pink and tender inside, not at all rough and sinister, which, he supposes, is
Spikes’ true and evident mission.
He knows that that’s how it absolutely, really is. A mean exterior and a fluffy, maybe
kindhearted, inside.
“Where would we go?”
And what would we do? he hesitates to add.
“Nearby.”
“Nearby?”
“My house. We can enjoy the rest of the pill there. Then split the other one.”
Lazaro wants sex badly, but his legs are heavy and they seem to want to remain with his
three friends at Mindy’s. He would sit with them, smoke more cigarettes, and tell them all about
the guy who abruptly just placed drugs inside him, yearning for hot action. Michael would look
at him with sad, puppy eyes. And—Jackie?
Opportunities like these are rare. Aren’t people always rather stingy with their drugs? He
is placed before two doors and forced to choose either one.
“Let me just say bye.”
“No. Let’s go now.” He grabs Lazaro’s arm, stern and hard. The guy is as desperate to get
it on, it appears, as Lazaro is. Not a bad situation to be in.
“Okay.”
Spikes then lets go, and motions for him to walk beside him.
As they stroll, the tall buildings protect the ground level from the drifting snow, which
seems angelic. It is icy, instead. The floor is just icy and wet.
They can hear their footfalls as they walk in unison, in comfortable outer silence.
“You live nearby?” Lazaro asks redundantly.
“Sure.”
They continue walking. Faster in fact. Sex becomes the main motor. A collective failproof catalyst.
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“What do you do?” inquires Lazaro, although it’s just to make conversation and to keep
the wind from whispering coldly in his ears.
“You mean, for a living?”
“Yeah.”
“Nothing.”
“Really?”
“Yeah. Listen, I’m not totally rich, but my dad is.”
“I see.” This did nothing to mar Spikes’ rugged attractiveness. Rich?
“And he’s this dude who wants nothing whatever to do with me, so just gives me an
allowance to live on.” He stops to ponder. “My inheritance.”
“Sounds cool.”
“Yeah, it is. Funny how much people will pay,” Spikes utters, looking at the closed cafés
and the open square, with all its vacant benches and flickering, dying lights, “to have someone
just be completely out of the way.”
Lazaro feels sorry for him just then—for this courageous admittance on his part. They
would begin to get to know each other now, as if this were an actual and official formality to sex.
This type of confessional which is simultaneously sad and brave never fails to turn Lazaro,
however.
“He travels everywhere. He has affairs and lovers—great role model.”
They both laugh; Spikes authentically, and Lazaro authentically weirded out.
The Daddy Issues: Lazaro has none, but others, he knows for a fact, invariably do.
They have thrown a handful of sentences to one another at this point, and a theme has
suddenly appeared: the father figure. Elusive, semi-interesting, but actually rather dull,
hindering instead of actually helping with what is expected ahead.
“Mine left.” Lazaro hiccups.
“Yours too? They all pretty much do the same thing.”
“No, sorry.” Lazaro clears his throat—already pretty ashtray-ey from so many cigarettes.
And drunk. “I mean, he left. Just for the weekend. Camping. With an uncle.”
“You like the outdoors?”
“It depends.”
“What is it with you and your ‘depends’?”
“Sorry.”
“You don’t use adult diapers, now, do you?”
“Ha ha. No.” Lazaro begins to truly dig the guy’s effortless cooing. He can surely counter
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him—at least have a decent enough talk. It seems. Pseudomeanness is hot.
“So—do you like the outdoors?” Spikes repeats.
Suddenly, some noise in their periphery. The landscape, a pointillist creation. Through
the foggy air, they both look at the rosy orb which illuminates a true hole-in-the-wall. The
neighborhood has its share of the sullen ruins of apartments past. They’ve survived several
decades, but now only rubble and half-floors persisted. Hollywood movie lot, Lazaro has always
thought. A good imitation of one.
The café in ruins. The building, rounded off at its edges and square as it is, resembles a
true jack-o-lantern. The orb is the nose, or the mouth. Inside it, some figures huddle around a
table. Large figures, talking loud enough to be heard from a diminishing distance. Spikes and
Lazaro, magnetized, walk toward it.
“Don’t talk to me like that, mamá.”
“You don’t talk to me like that!”
A third voice. “Yeah, girl. She’s your mom.”
“I don’t care.”
“Oh.”
“Does it seem like I even care? Cuz I fucking don’t!”
Another row. Another set of women getting incredibly belligerent. Tides and moon and
shit. Ugh.
“Come with me,” says Spikes, taking Lazaro by the hand. They enter the rosy, wall-less
café; the coldness in here matches the outside.
“Mom!” Ugly desperation.
“No Vernita. Listen to me. You don’t get to do what you want. Hear me?!”
“I’ll fucking kill you!”
“No! No! No!” A male’s voice.
Suddenly, it becomes apparent who every player in the place is. A large woman, mom, is
sitting at the center (according to Lazaro’s vantage point). Her daughter who seems intent on
killing her, Vernita, is on the left, and the person holding her, before she can get to her target of
rage, her potential kill, is the man. The fourth voice is of yet another woman, sitting on the edge
of her seat.
“Vernita, listen to me—”
“Ho! Ho!” spits out Vernita, suddenly looking at the newcomers. “Lookey here. Faggots.”
“Vernita!”
“Respect, bitch,” says the man.
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“Hi gang!” Spikes waves to them.
“What’s up,” three of the voices reply.
“Just taking a walk,” he says.
“Wanna drink?” asks mom, ignoring the spiteful daughter.
“Sure.” A shot glass is soon produced and filled up with vodka (?).
“Come ‘ere,” instructs Spikes, and so Lazaro does.
Yet another thing is forced down the gullet, and Lazaro realizes that it’s stronger than
vodka. Everclear? They all grin, but don’t laugh. It is their own stuff, after all.
He promptly begins to gag, making everyone laugh. Except, of course, Vernita.
“Ain’t he cute?” asks Spikes defiantly, and they stay quiet.
“They always are,” says mom, finally.
“Shut up!”
Vernita has moved away from them all. From her corner, she looks at the five people
with tears in her eyes. Cowering, disappearing.
“Anyway,” continues Spikes, a tad more effeminate-sounding. “We’ll be nearby.” Imp
smile. Lazaro is turned on—a switch has been activated. Without an uttered word (which is rare,
especially on drugs), Lazaro is again dragged out by Spikes. Suddenly, he looks much more
masculine as it becomes clear to Lazaro that he is not a complete loner after all. An impression is
hardly made of the café in ruins, though Spikes does manage to become a gleaming icon.
They are in front of the courthouse now, nearing the second, though smaller, gay bars
district. Instead of going towards these, toward the noise and chaos which seems identical to the
one they have just left, they turn right. Very little car density here; most meters are vacant. The
shops are dark, and they resemble cubes of ice with their inner shimmering gleam. “Yes.”
“Yes what.”
“Yes I like the outdoors.” Lazaro has gotten over the horrible alcohol already.
“Oh. Awesome.”
“Why? Do you?”
“Funny you ask that.” Before them, by serendipity, is a vacant-looking apartment
building. Brownstone. Lazaro mentally counts four floors—similar to his own apartment
complex. Almost identical.
Spikes’ spikes gleam under the moonlight. As frosted as the roads—as sleek. There is very
little artificial lighting anywhere. And then, a terrible cliché: a sheet of newspaper floats
forlornly by, like some busy ghost going to its respective haunt.
His chin looks stronger and sensually more muscular.
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The Sports section of the El Paso Times from sometime last week hits Lazaro square in
the chest, as a strong wind gives it brief levitation rights. Lazaro struggles to free himself from
the flimsy paper when Spikes, animal-like in his coyness, grabs it away. He feels the strong
fingers, which only barely touch the front of Lazaro’s coat as they grabbed at the sheet, and
Lazaro shudders.
“Thanks.”
On a better, less impaired, second view of the building, one awesome fact becomes
evident: it is surrounded by water. Like some medieval moat. Despite the cold, the frost, the
overall unusual weather conditions, there is a lake of sparkling water slowly swaying. It is at this
point that Lazaro realizes something: this is the building, empty of life, which will soon become
his own new type of haunt. The terror of it exhilarates him as he fights, no surprise there, the
almighty erection.
“This is where I live.”
Of course.
“Wow,” Lazaro says softly.
Spikes waits for Lazaro to say something further. He looks proudly at his home, which
more and more, as the seconds float softly by, resembles a concrete island surrounded by a wide
ocean.
Finally, Lazaro clears his throat, which is just nasty, and pasty.
“So.” He takes a deep exhale. “We have to go across the water?”
“Ah huh.”
So he is actually prideful of the fact. Great. Another plus.
Spikes grabs his hand, clasping it hard. The knuckles sound. In comparison to Michael’s,
Spikes’ tight grasp makes him feel like he’s the one that is being lead, and not the other way
around. It is a major difference.
They circle the lake until it stops at a weak, old chain-link fence. It has lost its purpose
and can’t keep anything in nor out: the water has done with the flimsy structure what it wants.
Will they be getting wet?
Spikes climbs up a rock, actually the flat side of a demolished building, and hoists Lazaro
on it too. They begin to jump from rock to rock, entire structures flooded by the water, turbid
and cold, Spikes leading the way with evident expertise. This is where Lazaro realizes that he is
on a drug. On the E. The rocks are flat edges and so are relatively easy to step on. Despite the ice
and snow, they quickly arrive at the side of the flooded structure itself, like a modern aboveground Titanic on its vertical, deathly demise. The cold is overemphasized in both of their red
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cheeks, in the quivering of their limbs, and in the shivering of the molars inside their mouths.
“Okay.” Spikes looks excitedly at Lazaro. “Good thing.” He touches the side of Lazaro’s
jaw, ice-cold. “Good job.”
Somehow they enter through a glass window, Spikes easily lifting it up and right back
down once they find themselves in the freezing interior. Again, Lazaro gets a strong whiff of the
summery cologne.
“This can’t be where you live.”
“No?” The look is one of macho defiance.
“Um—did you just bring me here to kill me or somethin’?” A guy can never sound
virginal.
Spikes looks sternly at Lazaro, his nose razored off by the white moonlight entering
through the glossy, frosted glass. He cackles, and comes nearer. Lazaro straightens up his
posture. Ready.
“No.” He begins to touch Lazaro’s face, a sly caress, then one cold hand on each cold
cheek. “I did not bring you here to kill you.”
“No?”
Their voices, by some ancient custom, have lowered their volume.
“No.”
Their lips meet and there is no stopping the tongues from entering and saliva from
becoming swiftly exchanged. They linger by the window, cold from the cold but warm from the
intense and sudden union, and continue kissing.
There are no smacking sounds, alas, no gasping nor salivary sounds. The silence makes
each peck so right, each tongue thrust perfect. (Ecstasy puppeteering them expertly.)
“I can’t believe you live here.” It is Lazaro who must stop it. He has to take a prerequisite
scan of his surroundings before he is game for any sex play. That is, probably, the limit to his
own rule of defense. As long as he can figure out his own relative location on Earth (and not, say,
outer space or another dimension) he’s good.
Suddenly, Spikes disappears.
Lazaro is left alone, drowning, seemingly, in moonlight. He breathes fast, a giveaway of
his impatient dick.
A click, and suddenly a small circular bulb comes to life. Lazaro then knows, the images
being learned with his eyes, where he’s been lead.
A dump.
There are trillions of magazines, towers of them threatening to topple over. Everything is
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damp and, Lazaro is completely in awe, there are several wet spots on the floor where the lake
outside has made its rude intrusion on the wood.
He lives—here?
“Yes.” Muttered from the darkness, as if by magic.
“Wow. Cool.”
“Thanks. I usually judge people in two ways: Those who take to my digs, and those who
don’t.”
“I…” Lazaro looks at it all, “do.”
“The entire building is mine. But I usually stay over all over town. I got some relatives at
Central. Most of my uncle’s wife’s family comes from the North East. I love it here but, you
know. Sometimes, you know? Sometimes it gets—”
“Lonely.”
“Yeah.”
“Yeah, definitely. Living alone can be very lonely. Lonesome.”
“So thanks for coming with me.” He points at his bed—also pretty much a rustic piece of
trash.
Lazaro is a snob, albeit not a constant or easily-irritable one. An exception to his
“snobbishness” (as sometimes his friend Elena or sometimes his friend Jackie would incur) is
sleepwear and bed type: he could sleep in jeans or entirely nude; on a regular bed, a
Thermopedic, a sofa, the carpet, the floor, or a fresh grassy lawn.
He sits next to Spikes, who places a heavy, brotherly arm around his shoulders.
“You’re welcome,” Lazaro remembers to say.
They commence the kissing again.
Spikes then gets up, the floor boards creak a little, and with another click starts up an
automatic fire. It burns nicely, put away at a far end of the room.
Lazaro looks on in amazement. Automatic fire in an ancient room? This is a night filled
to the brim with strange delights. Spikes smiles and takes off his shirt.
Again, they begin to kiss on the bed, atop the excess of sheets. Stopping, Lazaro affords a
glimpse of what was underneath all the grunge.
Hairless, the guy has protruding abs and square pecs. His head immediately looks
shrunken. There is a visible bump, a significant one, in the front of his baggy pants, which drag
way below the boxers line. Lazaro understands then all the black and the confrontational punker
getup. Usually, a number such as this one would be proudly displaying his abs underneath
tissue-like muscle Ts or muscle-hugging shirts. A person with fully present abs shows them off,
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any which way he dares to. But Spikes is in a different category altogether, Lazaro thinks with a
half-smile. That smile is then gobbled up by Spikes’ own mouth.
The blankets are rather heavy, even the sheets. But their bodies gather warmth
exponentially.
The fire becomes redder. It is strong enough, this automatic chimney, to warm up the
entire room, impressively, in a few minutes.
They go from a prone position, horizontally, to one which more resembles sitting. They
continue kissing, with Lazaro softly, with hands cold as a snowman’s, touching various parts.
Spikes makes not a sound, but welcomes Lazaro’s lingering fingertips nonetheless.
“Wow,” Lazaro unglues from Spikes. “The room heats fast.”
“Ah huh,” replies Spikes, biting down on Lazaro’s lower lip.
A wave of kissing continues. Spikes begins to bite, and Lazaro bites some back. Spikes
begins to growl (his dog collar a very suitable prop), and Lazaro becomes surprised when
guttural sounds begin to erupt from his own mouth.
Spikes begins pulling at Lazaro’s shirt, his pants. He leaves his hand lingering
dangerously close by the crotch, which then begins to stiffen all the more.
More minutes elapse like this, and finally it is Spikes who becomes impatient.
“Take your shit off,” he demands.
“Okay, okay, geez.” Lazaro throws the entire bulk of clothes directly from his shoulders
to a part of the floor he guesses is possibly dry.
“Let me massage you. Sexy boy.”
Lazaro cannot help himself and succumbs. While Spikes thumbs make awesome points
of impact with the skin on his back, Lazaro surveys the state of decay of the room. A charm to all
lovers of—apocalypse?
“You like that?”
“Hell ya.”
“Great.”
“Aren’t you cold?”
“Nope. Are you?”
“A little.”
The cliché is inevitable: “Let me warm you up then.”
They become entangled in the blankets, but keep kissing, groping—nothing else.
Lazaro is taken aback. What is surprising is that he thought that they both wanted the
typical five to six minute encounter. Just penetration of some kind, rough, safeish, oral, anal,
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whatever. Fast—enough to become one less problem in a life full of them, once it was over and
done with.
But this guy is different.
Lazaro gets hickeys in his throat, and continues to be turned on.
A splash from outside interrupts them abruptly. (Because they’ve been pretty quiet the
whole time, there is no need for ssh’s.)
“Don’t worry.” Spikes continues kissing his throat and Lazaro plays with the rigidness of
his head-spikes. “Just some homeless.”
A dog barks.
Seemingly they’ve discovered for themselves a true sanctuary. The world moves on,
despite the arctic insistence that everything should slow down, and they do what they want with
each other’s bodies. Thanks to the surreal, automatic fireplace, and the E, Lazaro can make out
the individual hairs on Spike’s strong arms.
They are warm, now. Both, warm like scalding pokers.
“I have to pee.”
Lazaro gets up, shirtless, feeling the cool pockets of air which seem to perambulate freely
the upper levels of air. From his vantage point, Spikes grins at Lazaro’s lanky yet strong frame:
his arms are amply puffed, unveined like he prefers them, and the torso is lean. There is a patch
of hair the shape of an enlarged heart upon his chest. Like an ethereal sheath. His hair has
become a wild bouquet of disarray. Parts of it are wet and plastered on the skull with sweat,
other tufts poke randomly out.
Lazaro looks around him for the bathroom. “Where is it?”
From the bed, Spikes strikes a match and lights a thin cigarette. He blows the smoke
toward the freezing, confused figure outlined by the moon.
“Um, it’s not functional.”
“Ah.”
“Yeah. Just, you know, dangle it out the window.”
An instantaneous scene of disaster forms in Lazaro’s mind. What are the chances that his
penis will be cut off by the sliding glass? That…would…suck.
“No. I’m not going to pee out the window.”
“Well then, just that corner over there.”
“Inside?”
“Everything’s all wet, anyways.”
Lazaro goes to the darkened corner and relieves himself next to a stack of magazines that
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is six feet high. They are warped from exposure to the constant atmosphere of dampness. The
ceilings leak. It’s like being trapped within a waterfall that’s taking its time.
As he listens to the trickle hitting the wooden planks, Spikes continues to linger in a haze
of smoke, on the bed. He decides that, before he is finished, he will approach Lazaro from
behind, hugging him and then transferring to him his own inner warmth. The instances of
warmth battle those of grueling cold.
But Lazaro is done quickly.
He returns, pulling the blankets up and touches shoulders with Spikes.
He takes the cigarette—burns his own red dot in the darkness, which resumes its surreal,
enveloping effect.
“So why the spikes?”
“You like ‘em.”
“Um, yeah.” He feels them, tugging at them from their roots and outward. Spikes turns
his chin downward, obedient-like. “Sexy.”
“And I like your hair.”
They look at each other trying to discern shapes in the darkness.
They pull down their jeans and compare sizes. They smile, they exchange tugs, elicit
comical groans, continue to warm up.
“Oh, I like you,” says Spikes, somewhat breathless.
“Thanks. Spikes.”
“I really dig guys like you.”
“Like me?”
“Intelligent.”
“Why do you say that? We’ve known each other less than an hour. Possibly.”
“There—Possibly.” He begins to kiss his chest. Wet. “Your vocabulary, I guess.”
“Uh.”
“It’s like I know that you’re smarter than me by a long shot—and I like that.”
“Nah—I don’t think so.”
“You know better.”
“Nah.”
“Like, you would never even lower yourself to live in a place like this.”
“My place ain’t any better.”
“No?”
“Nah, I live in a horribly cramped apartment. Crumbling down. But a bed, maybe a TV,
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that’s all I really need.”
“See what I mean?”
“What?”
“About you being smart.”
“Anyone is bound to realize that the more shit you have the unhappier you’ll be.
Eventually. And not even eventually. The less preoccupations, the better.”
“Yeah, I don’t need much, either.”
“Good.”
“I’m not needy at all.”
“That’s good.”
They have finished the cigarette. Spikes flits it away in a glowing ash of red. A hiss, as it
is extinguished by some random puddle on the wet floor.
Lazaro smiles in the darkness. The gap between his two front teeth becomes discernible.
“I find smart guys hot. Like I’ve said. I would’ve probably looked the other way in high
school, though. I found nerds just so lame back in the day.”
“Glad we aren’t at the same high school then.” He remembers those days with fondness;
however, would anybody ever force him to repeat it, those formative years filled with complexes
and personal doubts, he would’ve rather put a gun to his head. “And,” he adds, “I guess I
probably wouldn’t have looked your way either.”
“No?”
“No. Not in high school.”
“Really.”
“Don’t get me wrong. I liked, well, like, punk rock.”
“Do ya?”
“Yeah. And I understand the whole fashion behind it.”
“Really?”
“I guess so.”
“Huh.”
“Yeah.”
An abyss of a particular type begins to open.
Two token figures in bed together. Suddenly, they are two naked strangers talking
gibberish in a cold bed.
The E has facilitated talk and bodily interaction. In the darkness, the objects stand out a
deep purple, many dots make them up, and Lazaro can’t help but feel that it is some naïve
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exercise in pointillism, all of it, the way certain people see the entire world. The cold becomes
bearable, which is why druggies die of hyperthermia, he silently thinks. Sometimes, people in
these states of euphoria totally lose it. They become so senselessly senile, like babies who require
parenting. And they don’t get it, and so they can die. Do they stop being human once all the
drugs have been successfully entered into their organisms? Do they transcend the human
experience, climb incredible heights, experience an almighty high—and expire?
“Well, I used to hate people like you, actually,” Spikes admits. “But then I grew up and
got myself some taste.”
Lazaro laughs at Spikes’ slightly self-directed insult.
Would he have tried it with Spike in high school? No. Back then, he was mostly
interested in the male composition just in order to pass Anatomy class with a flashy, solid A.
A buzz emanates from the discarded pants strewn on the floor. A small square all aglow
within the jean’s back pocket tells Lazaro that someone’s texted him.
Just as Lazaro reaches for it, not to answer it, of course, but simply to know who it is,
who is calling at such a late and strange hour, Spikes makes a more sweeping motion, a violent,
unexpected gesture, and places a wet rag over Lazaro’s mouth.
The inhalation is strong because his instinct is to use strength against all the powerful
surge which is placed against him, smudging him at his mouth—and this includes the intake of
oxygen. Being cut from it instantaneously produces the wanted effect. He slumps unto the
ruffled sheets, unconscious.
“Where is she?”
He had annoyed his friends thoroughly, and they desperately tried to talk about other
things: Jacob’s new job and subsequent affair with his 19-year-old trainee; Tonye’s new diet
plan, and her new ideas for her spring collection of women’s shoes; Shay’s manicure disaster—
he would never, ever try it again; Marlow’s new lover—how he collects cars and decorates his
house in car motifs, yet cries like an infant over the gayest of stuff (soaps, mostly); Rob’s new
boyfriend who had just Skyped him from Portugal, begging him to remain faithful; Ninino’s
new phone—he had been in line for nine hours last week at the mall just to get the new model.
But for Sylvester, it was always the same question; it was that same question that annoyed
him more than even his friends—for inside his brain it was omnipresent and it tinted every
single event with sadness, with a dull meaninglessness.
“I really have to see her again. Have you seen her?”
“No,” said Ninino, sporting a ridiculous Farrah Fawcett-like feathered hairstyle. His
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bangs were on his face; his eyes were semi hidden by the brownish fluff. He kept stealing
cigarettes from everyone, even members from outside the group.
“Are you sure? Weren’t you at Mindy’s earlier?”
“Wa-a-a-y earlier.”
“So then for sure you know she ain’t there?”
“I’m sure, Sil, I’m sure.”
“Thanks, man.”
He couldn’t connect with anyone’s funny stories tonight. They all exchanged them with
the ensuing commentary even more hilariously-produced, while sipping from their various
drinks and all smoking pretty similar cigarettes (menthol). But Sylvester felt downtrodden, felt
absolutely extra. How did he fit in with all these freaks—with all these “conventional” freaks?
He went inside and started dancing with some known acquaintances. Suddenly, a
smallish muscly guy in a tight striped tank top began closing in on him, turning spontaneously
around. He placed his ass near the periphery of Sylvester’s dick, which continued being limp
and denied any form of arousal. There was that tricky double barrier of denim.
He let this go on for one whole song, a long one at that, smiled at himself, at the muscle
guy, at the dancers around him. Then, without another gesture to the slutty dancer, he left.
Where was she? She had conquered some form of conventional beauty, gone over it and
outside the entire field of aesthetics—had touched down upon a grandiose level of humanity
and ascended to even higher heights. She was totally a wondrous person. A mystery, a very
genuine individual who only had to be talked to, who only needed to be approached. He could
not wait for this to happen: he had seen her almost everywhere and felt her presence even in
his own turf. And no other girl would do. They were, ironically, more fake to him than this
nameless, symbolic woman. There was only one way to rid oneself of a nagging obsession.
He smoked outside with some buddies. All his pack had been drained earlier. It was
nice to get back what he had given out so freely before: cigarettes came to him of their own
karmic will. The music pounded louder and louder, making his innards giddy.
Where could she be?
When will she get here?
For this was where one would usually find her. Always in caked-on makeup, wearing
different wigs which were probably tailor-made to her perfect head. She was always
morphing her person, always being so radically different from anybody else. With a girl like
that, Sylvester thought, one would never tire; one would never, ever be bored. And that, he had
concluded, was the truest enemy of his: that boredom which was generated naturally like a
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cancer—existing simply to annoy the hell out of him.
“Why so down, Sylvester?”
“What’s up?”
“Get another drink dude!”
He kept switching the lid on his baseball cap forwards, then backwards. What look
would she prefer?
For him, it had been the little black dress that did it. This image of her he kept
crystallized, keeping him up nights as though he were in high school all over again. The
shimmering cloth, expensive and flowy, had accentuated every part, every nook and cranny,
of her body perfectly. The jewels she wore were so outrageous that she looked like some
innocent Christmas tree, overdecorated but joyous, being too nice and talking smoothly with
everyone. Secondly, he had preferred the baby doll she had worn some weeks ago. There was
something just insanely oxymoronic about her wearing that. And the presence of her
immediately switched surroundings to more pleasant ones—made colors bright as in
elementary school days. Yes. She was the one for him.
He walked by himself over to Mindy’s. No girl.
Next, to Kinddo Tash. Plenty of guys to ogle at there: a rugby team of convivial
drinkers, loud but roaring with glee. But no girl.
Finally, outside of “Pride Square,” he decided to walk down several additional blocks to
the other little vicinity reserved for LGBT persons and the people who associate with them. The
Blue Room had an altogether different atmosphere than the other clubs: Mindy’s and Kinddo
had similar dance tracks and allowed the party people to dance uninhibitedly. This place had
more of the Miami pool side lounge and Juarez antro vibe: comfortable chairs, like those found
inside individual psychiatric offices, dotted the floor and there was nowhere possible to dance.
Very little room to move around, actually. But the music here was mellow; it invited friendly
chatter under a solemn, moody blue light.
He sat down for a drink. This was the only gay club which actually had waiters—they
came to you as you relaxed in the company of others. He did not feel alone, especially while
people-watching. There were cute guys here. Out of their Abercrombie and Fitch phase, most
up-and-coming jocks wore casual polos. All of them branded with logos, of course. Most wore
their hair the ways adults should, young adults should: parted at the sides, not too long nor
too short, and with a wide variety of mustaches, goatees and facial tufts. They all exuded
experience and intelligence (well, if not intelligence, at least experience).
Sylvester swirled his scotch around, feeling both grown up and still young. The drink
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was so potent that only his dad or grandfather could possibly withstand it.
The strobe light was not as invasive as those at the other clubs. The bar area was well
lit and comfy-looking—the color of amber, one of an alcoholic’s all-time favorite colors.
“Sylvester!”
A short pudgy figure spoke out from the darkness. In sudden, violet light, he saw that it
was Goats. Goats was the club resident. He knew everyone one might want some inside
knowledge on. He was always around, even on the weekdays. In short: The very man
Sylvester wanted.
“My man!”
“What’s up?”
“Okay so I’ve been goin’ crazy.”
“How come?”
“Been all over the place just searching for this girl.”
“Girl?”
“Well, I guess. It’s complicated.”
“So who is she?”
Sylvester remained silent. He racked his brain for some possible or relevant clue of her
name.
“You don’t even know his, I mean her, name?”
“No.”
“Ha ha!”
“I’m just always thinking of her. Really, that’s the reason I come here so often. I mean,
otherwise—I don’t need this. Now it’s like some kind of bad habit.”
Not wanting to wholly bash the club scene, of which he was utterly inwardly
passionate about, Goats looked around him, and saw exactly what Sylvester meant. But he
said nothing. Graduating 2005, it was already too late for the both of them to keep going out
every single night, to see all the same exact people, to continue this fun, repetitive, ceaseless
cycle until death.
A popular tune came on, and Goats silently looked over at his friend in slight confusion,
simultaneously bobbing his head. He popped a decent neon pink bubble of chewing gum, then
tongued it skillfully back inside his mouth.
“Can you help me, man? Please.”
“Well, what does she look like.”
The veil dropped. Sylvester got his usual, confident gleam all over again.
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“Fernanda.”
“Fernanda.”
“Yes.” A visual indicator had done it: the pretty fake flowers planted on the brick walls.
Their colors too Technicolor to not appeal to the casual drunk who happened to pass by. Fake
and flower began with the letter “f.”
He gulped, then visibly calmed down (as the blues on the walls in Blue Room deepened)
in order to set down his soliloquy properly.
“I can’t get her out of my head. I know all about her. Just wears the fakest of shit—fake
lashes, fake bits of hair, fake-ass nails, fake—fake everything. Super feminine, yet I’m okay
with all that, don’t get me wrong. And always wearing these tiny, tiny skirts. Can’t wait to
take them off, to see… you know.” He felt he went way overboard and had told his friend way
too much.
“No.” Goats had no idea. “What?”
“It.”
“See what?”
“To see it.” Sylvester grinned. “Her dick.”
“Oh.” Relief of some kind washed over Goats. He had been flabbergasted, had begun to
feel so bad about his level of drunkenness and his friend’s true severity, but suddenly it made a
great deal of sense. “So she’s a tranny.”
“Yeah.”
“You fell in love with a tranny?”
“A transvestite. Yes.”
“So…?”
“All I know is her name is Fernanda. She’s usually alone or with a group of gay guys,
but you know, that’s like, a given.”
Goats nodded.
“I have these dreams. And I’m finally gonna do something about following those—in the
literal way. No one ever takes them seriously, but the ones I have, the ones about Fernanda—
damn, can’t believe I can remember her name, I’m like, super bad at that!—they are all telling
me something. For sure—I need to meet this guy—this girl with a dick—it feels so right. I know
it.”
“I’m relieved you said guy.”
“Why?”
“I thought you were gonna start batting for the other side.”
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“No—but he’s the ideal woman I want.”
Goats decided then that his friend was truly hopeless. His situation was bizarre, like the
best stories he’d ever come across. So close to ending in utter heartbreak.
“Good for you.”
“But you—don’t know her?”
“Nah, man.”
“Dang. I thought you knew all the trannies.”
“I do. Unless a new one pops up. You just never know when that can happen.”
“Hmm.”
“But I haven’t seen anyone new like that.”
“I see.”
“But don’t lose hope, dude.”
“Yeah.”
“Just stick around. There are a bunch of interesting people here, always.”
“Cool.”
They lounged around, bobbing their heads with the rhythm of the pretentious music.
While Goats went to talk to a friend from work, Sylvester decided it was high time to go home.
Goats was nowhere to be found; Sylvester decided to text him later, from the safe confines of
his bedroom, where his failure would already be in the past. He paid the tab, smiling up at the
waiter, and left.
The night cold met him with the same type of disdain Sylvester himself felt.
“Syl! Hey! Sylvester! Wait!”
The insistence of it and the booming strength of an otherwise meekish voice made him
freeze exactly where he was, right outside of the Blue Room and under a sickly pool of yellow
streetlight. Goats approached, a smile plastered across his face, which suddenly seemed more
awake than it had to Sylvester during all their time together.
“I was just leaving.”
“No!”
“I’m pretty tired.”
“I found your Fernanda!”
With sleep already forming in the corners of his eyes, Sylvester was forced to blink
hard to make his disbelief become known. Fernanda? Here? Really? He obviously had a
smaller amount of faith in finding her than he’d originally thought.
“Don’t fuck with me.”
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“No dude, I’m serious.”
“Serious?”
“Like jail time.”
“Shit” He smiled, no longer feeling all that drunk. “Now I’m nervous.”
Goats continued to smile his lizard smile. Even his eyes gleaming so dark and glossy,
puckering forth from their sockets, reminded Sylvester of a chameleon’s.
“But Syl,” he uttered, with little emotion.
“What?”
“Fernanda is a Fernanda.”
“Yeah.”
“Not a real dude, dude. An actual girl.”
Sylvester turned white and Goats was forced to not smile like some asshole delivering
devastating news. He found the situation sad—very sad, and incredibly funny.
With instantaneous melancholy in his eyes, with not even one ounce of disbelief or a
twinge of doubt, Sylvester, downcast and defeated, turned to go without another word—to go
home and withstand the natural continuation to his truly useless night.
Chapter 9
Warbles and pain. But very little confusion, after waking outright.
Both his arms are raised above him and he is shirtless. He can feel the cold hard against
his back, his shoulders, his neck. A simple breeze from somewhere chills his entire body—and in
this position he can do nothing but withstand it.
Looking at the moon framed by the window, Lazaro wonders. Did the moon and its lights
trigger everything?
There is a deep voice in the room—obviously not the freak’s. It is low, almost a Gregorian
chant. Lazaro shivers some more, stuck firmly in place.
He truly opens his eyes now and everything he knows to be true is true: he’s been bound,
both arms stretched above him so that his head would rather sag downwards. Like some Jesus
in any household crucifix.
As one voice becomes a drone, another one, also simultaneously foreign and familiar,
intrudes on his waking consciousness.
“Wakey, wakey.”
Spikes, not nude but wearing a sleeveless gym shirt and sagging sweatpants, all in grey,
is busily looking through a square, metallic tool box. He inspects a hammer closely, then a
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screwdriver, some pincers.
Holy shit.
“What…? the fuck?”
Spikes, kneeling on the floor, confronts Lazaro from his place—tied up to the top edge of
the doorway—placing his face near his and rubbing noses, practically.
“‘Morning, beautiful.”
“Did you just…?” Lazaro is still very confused.
“Make you faint?”
Lazaro coughs. Already his problems are coupling up.
Spikes adds “Like, literally?” before he begins cackling.
Lazaro continues the bout of coughing.
“My arms are really hurting.”
“Ah, suck it up!”
“I’m serious. Like, I understand what you are trying to do—but wouldn’t you at least
consider my consent like, important?”
“No.”
“No?”
“Nah—your consent is, like, what’s the word?” He scratches his head as if on cue.
“Redundant.”
“Irrelevant.”
“Yeah. You fuckin’ geek.”
This hurling of insults is new. And this is no longer a prospect that seems enjoyable or
unsinister in the least.
“Yeah. My arms—I can’t feel them. How long have…?”
“Don’t worry. You’ve been out for, I’d say, twelve, fifteen, twenty minutes?”
“Twenty?”
“Yeah. Or twelve.”
“Jesus Christ.”
“Out like a candle.”
“Alright then. Let me go.”
“Ha!”
“Seriously.”
“Why? I have exactly what I want—where I want him—to do whatever the fuck I want
with.”
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Lazaro breathes out. Looking down, he sees the concavity of his abdomen. It’s inward
curve. He feels the cold becoming manifest all over his flesh. Goosebumps have sprouted up
everywhere.
“What the fuck did you put in the rag?”
“No matter. Did what I wanted it to do.” He grins.
“I’m a fucking idiot.” Lazaro has never been this so completely wrong before. Obviously,
his faith in people, the little there is, has been compromised. Forever? He closes his eyes and
continues to listen to the second melodic voice that’s present. It makes very little sense. All of it.
With his eyes closed, he can only wonder what the sad picture of him looks like. Him,
strapped-up like some gay Jesus, semi naked and writhing—cramping up and becoming numb.
Suddenly, he feels tender kisses begin at the side of his torso. Had they been lower, he
doesn’t know if he could have kicked Spike adequately in the face with his legs, which are also
turning quite numb. He allows this to happen just as he had allowed to be brought into this
place, lured here. Not a person’s bedroom but an actual chamber of torture.
“Like that?”
He ignores Spikes.
“How ‘bout that?” Spikes goes on to bite hard on Lazaro’s clavicle. Lazaro resumes his
stance—hollow and uncaring.
A bright red slap makes Lazaro finally come awake. He sees lightning bolts of red and
white all through his mind. The warmth that is produced there, warm like a lizard’s belly, is
menacing, infuriating.
“You peace of shit!”
Lazaro loses it, strands of drool dropping from the sides of his mouth. (He knows, even
somewhat appreciates, Marquis de Sade-like situations in which sex is turned into an altogether
different experience. The reason, he once thought not too long ago, that novels by the Marquis
like 120 Days of Sodom are still widely read is because, unlike the Kama Sutra, they beg for
lovers to embrace in bed, to be thankful for what they have and all the dangers that they’ve
escaped, including their respective sex lives. The point in sadomasochism is that you survive the
horror of it. That it makes you appreciate not only your mortality, but your own normality.)
“Man, I totally dig your body.”
And I used to dig yours, Lazaro can’t help but retorting in silence. Fucker.
Spikes traces a line from clavicle to armpit, then upwards to the elbow, wrist and hand.
He touches Lazaro’s unfeeling fingers, tickling them. Instead of getting the facial gestures he
covets, Spikes only gets grimaces and firmly-shut eyes from his victim.
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“Is this…?”
Spikes, relieved that Lazaro has not completely signed off, enthusiastically asks, “Yes…?”
“Is this…?”
“What?”
“Are you playing…Billy Idol?”
Indeed, the warbles and distorted monotone belongs to the 80’s Idol. He comes to the
ears through some iPod player somewhere, lost in the darkness. It comes from the opposite
corner of the room, outside the area of glowing firelight.
Instead of a response, Spikes turns around, crouches a bit, and sniffs. A druggie move.
And instead of being curious about this, Lazaro continues to silently hate himself for his
crap decision. The spikes which resembled Lady Liberty’s crown…he has foolishly followed a
complete freak to his den. He is simply not prepared for any type of horror show.
“Yeah. Why? Not the type?” Spikes asks.
“Dunno.” Can a true freak enjoy rambunctious 80’s pop?
“Interesting,” Spikes admits.
“And how so?” Lazaro braves an insincere retort.
“Well, that for a smart fuck, you wouldn’t know whether I like Billy or not.”
“Don’t take it personally.”
“Why?”
“I can’t ever predict people’s taste—in music.”
“Ah.” He comes close—close enough for Lazaro to smell the extraneous cologne which
seems suddenly overly ridiculous.
He commences the previous exercises of titillation with his soft, cold hands. Lazaro
grows even more angry when he realizes how inappropriate, how wrong, these tactile actions
are. So now what? Begin to hate on guys, especially the freaks? Does a new complex, fresh out of
the adolescent stage, become etched onto the new post-adolescent individual, just like that?
“Please. Don’t do that.”
“Ah, c’mon. You know that protesting actually turns me on.”
“Does it?”
“Ah huh.” He begins to twist Lazaro’s nipples—soft at first, then too hard.
Lazaro doesn’t know what to do—what to do next.
“So what’s the stuff you’re snorting?”
“Snorting?”
“Over there.”
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“Snorting?”
“Coke?”
“Ah, no. Want some?”
“Well,” says Lazaro cooly, now with his nipples easing their pain, “you kinda did
promise.”
“Promise?” Spikes, authentically confused.
“You said that we were going to, quote, enjoy the pills and take the last one, unquote.”
“Aha! I knew you were into the shit.”
“Ecstasy?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, everyone is.” Even shitheads like you.
“Sure.”
“Well, let’s take the other one.”
“Are you serious?”
“Well, yeah. You said.”
“Ah,” he scratches the back of his head. “I kinda already took it.”
“That’s bullshit,” Lazaro tells him, aware of a skateboard lying by the toolbox, with its
dirty wheels pointing upward.
“Sorry.”
Now Spikes is apologizing, and all Lazaro is actually doing is hanging out. Literally.
There’s just got to be some way out of this one.
“That’s messed up.”
“I’m sorry.” The statement, repeated, seems authentic, although the recent past indicates
otherwise.
So, thinks Lazaro, the guy is aware of my complacency. Lazaro can definitely fake it,
then. He can play along. He can fake himself out of this one.
“Well, I want it.”
“Tough shit,” says Spikes, with the wicked smile on his lips.
“No. Not the extra hit of E. The coke.”
“Nah, that’s not coke.”
“What then? I want some.”
“Poppers.”
“Well then, I really want some. Besides, all my limbs are going numb.”
“You really want some?”
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“You want me to enjoy myself, right?” Ouch: error! Obviously, the psycho wants the
pleasure to be solely his. That is the actual reason Lazaro has been strapped to an exercise
device, adhering to the upper edge of the door frame with clamps. He doesn’t want me to enjoy,
he realizes. The “enjoyment,” well, that’s all his.
“Sure.”
Spikes expertly twists open the tiny black vial with his index finger and thumb. He places
the small opening, fresh-smelling and wet, before Lazaro’s left nostril. He sniffs the dangerous
videotape fluid and feels immediately his entire body go numb. Then he repeats the ritual with
the right.
Poppers are frequently used to make the sex act more tolerable, pleasurable, in the gay
world. They are also highly flammable. Never smoke near poppers, a lover once told Lazaro who
was foolish enough to be sucking on a cigarette while the guy was busy sucking something else.
Spikes is evidently satisfied. Evil laughter erupts from him without end like vomit.
The power of the poppers slumps Lazaro against an invisible wall. He feels rigid and
tall—and altogether powerless. His feet no longer touch the floor; they slip underneath him. His
head sags more, bringing pain to the joints in both shoulders.
Spikes realizes then the full power of his drug. He begins licking Lazaro’s body, then;
enthusiastically, like a dog lapping up water from his bowl. Lazaro cannot feel a thing.
But he feels Spikes letting go of him, abruptly. He feels an awesome release from
something like a terrible fate.
His mind is reeling. He hasn’t had these before. They are strong and completely
powerful. He sniffs the residue—finally feeling his wet nostrils open up. Some of the liquid
seems to have gotten deep inside his nose, trachea and mouth. The taste is so horrible, so
disgusting, Lazaro also feels drops of saliva fall hopelessly down, making a bib of fluid upon his
naked chest.
Spikes, imp smile still aglow, goes over to his tool box. Crouches there like some devious
goblin.
He grabs himself the hammer. Then he shows Lazaro, who can definitely catch a glimpse
of them, some nails, 2 inches in length.
Lazaro, connoisseur of most horror movies and lover of thrill rides, fittingly faints. Either
the excess of tape fluid or the image of the tools directly taken from a snuff film are the likely
cause.
Then more poppers wake him immediately up. Startled, he finds himself bathed in newer
sweat. He had taken an involuntary sniff.
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He coughs and tries to begin to curse, but can’t find the correct vowels to even form
words.
“Ah, you pussy.”
Lazaro opens his eyes wide to see the same horrific figure—a seriously confused, truly
fucked individual—with hammer and nails in hand.
Lazaro begins to shake—involuntarily.
He looks over at the square of hell, far away, almost hidden; the tiny chimney and its
surplus of fire. It is the only item aglow in this forgotten yeti cave.
He closes his eyes, and begins to think of his past, the way a prayer could be invoked.
Hammering begins, and Lazaro shudders at every singular blow. It is hammer and nail,
against—wood. His body feels heavier, the strain on his wrists dreadful.
Opening once again his eyes, tired of the pattern of bangs, regaining strength in his dead
limbs, feeling more awake, Lazaro realizes that, unlike his deepest fears of being tortured,
mutilated, then killed, the hammer is actually being used for something else. The darkness does
not help matters at all. He can barely see.
Spikes hammers a tripod’s legs to the floor. He fastens all three legs to the wooden
planks, saying only, “Flimsy shit. There you are.” He gets back up from his haunches, and looks
with satisfaction at the tripod he has installed.
Farther now from death than he had assumed, Lazaro is not at all completely at ease.
Tripod? Camera?
“Please. Let me go.”
“Redundant.”
“Please!”
“Irrelevant.”
From the darkness, Spikes produces a heavy-looking camera. Old-fashioned, it is
expensive-looking and almost clinical, a brick—this adds to the terror of it. Spikes fastens it to
the tripod, twisting it until it is safely in place, and facing Lazaro. He loses little time in
assuming a position behind it to start taking the photos. They begin fast. Each consecutive flash
makes Lazaro shudder, makes him shake and forces him to shut his eyes.
“What the fuck!?”
“I’m a photographer.” Flash.
Lazaro scoffs, unintentionally.
“I guess you didn’t take me for a photographer, either, right? I guess you assumed wrong,
pretty boy!”
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Flash, flash.
“Stop it!”
Flash.
“Oh, c’mon. I collect these.”
Flash. So it’s not his first time. Of course. Flash.
“And do what?”
“And look at them.”
“Just look at porn, man.”
“This ain’t porn.”
Flash.
He quietly poses for the pictures, succumbing, without really wanting to. He cranes his
neck up, then down, sideways, then in profile.
“There! That’s the spirit!” utters Spikes. Flash, flash. Flash.
“Okay, stop it.”
And then, miraculously, he does.
“Take some more of these.” The command is barked out by the one holding all the power.
The vial is brought right to his nose and Lazaro forces himself to make the inhalation seem
authentic but minimal. He shivers with the sudden communion of inner and outer colds.
He exaggerates their effect. Shakes, not as in pain, but with an intense, feigned pleasure.
“You like that?” Spikes, pupils as dark as marbles, asks.
“Ah, yeah.”
Spikes begins to kiss Lazaro in the mouth. He is motivated by lust; Lazaro’s motivation
however, is survival. With as much energy as he can muster, Lazaro bashes Spikes solidly, right
in the nose with his forehead. By the pain blooming there, in his forehead, Lazaro understands
that the blow is effective—and the perpetrator goes easily down.
“Grr!” The growl comes from Lazaro.
“You little fuck!” But Spikes is actually all smiles as he gets up to his feet.
“Please, dude.”
“Dude?”
“Yeah—I’m choking.”
He felt the back of his throat coated with the alcohol-like venom. It stung, made him
want to scratch his nose, his throat, but his restraints impeded this.
“I can only get off like this.”
“With guys who don’t want it.”
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“Doesn’t matter.”
A trickle of blood is wiped from his nose. Spikes goes back to his camera as if nothing has
happened. Beads trickle down, but are ignored.
“Yeah, I got good stuff here.” He refers to his camera. “Maybe buck-ass naked now?”
Oh, God.
Lazaro tenses up. He can no longer feel either his arms or legs. At all. Even if he gets out
of this one, he will be immobile.
Spikes continues to ignore his nosebleed, and this gives the thing an entirely darker,
more sinister feeling.
“My limbs are dead.”
“What?”
“Dead.”
“Good. Enjoy the feeling of powerlessness.”
“I can’t.”
“Do it!” he barks again. His eyes, when he yells out like that, become centered and the
white all around each iris can be seen. They glow a bluish tint.
Lazaro moves, snakes, vertically. He is strapped to some exercise rack, a pull-up device,
attached to some door, hopelessly.
He groans.
“What now?”
“Please, man. Please. Just let me go.”
“Sorry. All mine for the taking.”
And what does that mean?
“And besides,” continues Spikes, “you never apologized for hitting me in the face.”
While he tinkers with the camera, the flames have become louder, licking up the
available oxygen, popping. Another strange song comes on, an operatic male voice speaking of
some modern failed relationship. Just whale sounds, aquatic wails. Lazaro groans again, louder.
“What the fuck!”
“Man—please.” Was this him begging?
“I won’t let you go.”
“No. I mean please. I think I need a cigarette. Plus I haven’t pissed—”
“No.”
“I gotta go.”
“Doesn’t seem like it.”
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“Fuck! But I am telling you.”
“So do it. Where you stand.”
“Fuck you.”
“That would make a good picture.” He stops. “An excellent picture, actually.”
“Please. Bathroom.”
“Can’t.”
“Okay, then. Cigarette.”
“I guess I can do that for you.”
He gets up, looking ridiculous and crazed. His spikes are sagging downward—so sad that
he now resembles a palm tree. An emo kid emulating The Cure, outright.
He goes by some dark corner of the dim cave. Lazaro cannot see too far into the
darkness.
Does the guy really trust me? I cannot believe that he trusts me. Why is the pain, the
nosebleed, he wonders, so irrelevant to him? A bloody nose deters just about anybody.
But all he hears is “powerlessness, powerlessness.” A chant that can drill a hole through
even the hardest and most closed of minds.
Lazaro swallows involuntarily. Everything now is involuntary. The taste is still there. He
begins to collect a large wad of spit—half saliva, half poppers.
Like a robot, again Spikes approaches him and places a hard, white cigarette, pop, in his
mouth.
“God, you smell good.” Spikes takes a hard sniff, all over Lazaro’s naked torso, by his
neck, under his armpits.
Finally, just as planned, Spikes sparks the lighter and brings it readily forth. His
intention is to light it up for Lazaro, to get the cigarette, while Lazaro reserves within himself, for
a moment only, what he direly believes Spikes deserves.
A fireball explodes all of a sudden, singeing all of Spikes hair, the eyebrows and
emblematic spikes. He falls backward, a mimicry of what had just transpired but a few minutes
prior. This time, instead of messing with the camera, instead of being semi violent and brutish,
he falls with both hands over his eyes, with no words escaping his mouth.
Lazaro writhes and violently jumps up and down. The poppers are incredibly
flammable—this he knows. With Spikes down, squirming and seemingly helpless, a wreck on a
wrecked floor, Lazaro can finally make his escape. He yanks and pulls, but to no avail.
He kicks the wall.
Frustrated, he turns into a senseless tornado. He kicks and dangles like a pendulum. He
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pulls himself forward with as much power as he can muster, bringing his shoulders forth and
both hands pulled violently backward.
Spikes lies defeated, as if dead, on the floor.
With rage, hating everyone and everything, Lazaro finally begins to climb the side wall,
twisting himself with all his might. He leaves black tracks on the wall—his bare feet are that
dirty. Even in the cold, he is profusely dipped in sweat.
He turns his entire body over. The summersault is unsuccessful: he falls to the floor as
the exercising device is detached from the upper lip of the doorframe. Pulling it upward with his
backwards turn, he has disengaged it from its relationship with the doorframe.
And Spikes there, playing dead or dumb, or simply just playing around. Suburban
boogeyman.
On his back, after the liberation, he finally regains feeling inside his useless body. The
hard smack on the wet floor is both a relief and a harsh, almost-parental lashing. He is
simultaneously defeated, on the floor, in the universal symbol of defeat, literally, and victorious.
He gets up and inside ten seconds has gotten completely unleashed (only the heavy
exercise bars now remain lamely on the floor) and has gotten to his pile of clothes (thankfully all
pretty much in the same vicinity of each other). Warmth immediately begins its welcomed
invasion; the tingles of satisfaction are with him every single miraculous second he puts each
item of clothing on.
From the floor, a soft wail.
This fucker, Lazaro rightly knows, is going to come right after me.
No.
His shoes are a cinch. They attach themselves like infants to their mother. Or the other
way around.
Without looking back, at whatever reaction Spikes was going to take next, Lazaro flings
himself out the window. If there had been a fire, he could not have been faster and more agile.
Cold wind slapping his cheeks make him feel a thunderous satisfaction. An amazing
amount of blissful relief.
He splashes the outer rim of the lake outside. It makes a surreal sound, like of kids
skipping rope. He runs and runs and runs. He silently thanks his fortune, his inherited luck, for
getting him out of this one. So close a brush with a certain lunacy, despair, horror.
How did the legs come alive? He cannot say. But they did, despite him knowing that they
were fully numb and practically frostbitten. There was something about the power of his spit—
the activation of that enormous fire bomb. And the looseness of his harness? The frailty of his
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bonds? Everything was calibrated to the exact level of him coming out the clear winner in the
very end. He was not going to get fucked over. He cannot visit those realms, dark and sinister, of
reality, ever; if he wants to experience them, then he will have to make them up, write them
down, exorcise them. He will never—he pledges allegiance directly to himself, his waking
animal; to the ingrained naïve-retard within—ever, never become entrapped, become the clearcut victim. Ever again. Once it had been a strangely attractive fantasy. Once, it had seemed as
though his life was boring, unoriginal, oh-so-lame. Even the thought of becoming victim and
then hero in his own film kept him up countless nights. Now he has escaped with his life intact
and he wants to shout out a Hallelujah out into the bitter winter cold.
This early in the morning, no one is at the café in ruins. This makes the sprint feel even
more victorious.
How had he put all his clothes on, so swiftly, so aptly? He knows of his clumsiness. It is
there, then, etched likewise on his DNA with the same austerity as is his God-given luck.
He runs fast. Faster than he could drive down these same streets in his truck. He ignores
lights, but this early in the morning few cars are to be expected perambulating the city streets.
He almost trips, but knowing that luck is his, that nothing else can be ruined as much as Spikes
has marred his night, he makes it safely to his own street.
Before he gets inside his apartment (only a few thoughts had remained, malingered while
he ran, and these had been enough to get him like a missile to his goal) he smells the overfilled
trash. It is disgusting, putrid, and it is the totality of the entire apartment’s everyday waste. It
fills his nose, reactivating the smell of the poppers. He about gags before reaching the threshold.
The cathedral bell then rings. Seven times. Lazaro stays outside, fumbling with his house
key but also thanking a higher power over and over for his safe return home. Seven times means
seven o’clock. It is morning, and Friday is now.
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III. THURSDAY
Chapter 1
A surge of power runs through the brain. Some inert alertness is reactivated. You start to learn
stuff you never even thought existed. (Well, Lazaro does know about Samuel Beckett’s existence,
many of his novels are ingrained into the canon he wants to devour someday—what he doesn’t
know is his biography.) Thursday class: a dismal pit of somber and tragicomic plays by the
British, bashing the students’ faces like feral bats. All attempts at upmanning Shakespeare,
though, remain to be fulfilled. He covers up a quick yawn. Between 9:15 and 9:45, Lazaro writes
the following on his faded-grey notebook, the one solely dedicated to his school work:
Beckett—Waiting for Godot
b. 1906
Strong family ties, athletic (Godot stationary)
Avid reader, isolationist
1915-1923 “normal male child” life
Italy, alcoholic
28-30 France, drinking, self meds
27—meets Joyce (lovers?)
Terrified to teach (isolationist!)
33-35 “marginal” existence—London
36-37 Germany, psychotherapy
(anglophilia?)
But loathes Ireland
Stabbed—Paris
French resistance ambulance
driver
& war experience
He stops and absentmindedly begins to think of yesterday. In class, most seem
absolutely enthralled by the tepid lecture. Sure, Wikipedia will garner the same type of attention
to information, but not quite with as much chutzpah as Dr. Milken. And then they go over
Waiting for Godot. It causes plenty of discussion, many of the symbols he found interesting
(there are, like, fourish) in his quick reading of it this past weekend, are dissected. He is
reminded of those retarded shirts which, in eye-catching print, state: “How do you keep an idiot
occupied? (Turn around).” Thus, in class. Dunces all, but of the new type: the smart, articulate,
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modern ones.
Lazaro has been diligent in only, perhaps, one facet of his graduate studies. He reads
everything, including his notes. He likes to go down the page, line by line, with his left ring
finger tabbing against each wee bit of factoid. That was his way, even in that bust of all busts,
pre-Med. The only acquired skill from anything since—a long time. Now Lazaro ignores what his
peers believe Godot signifies, what the hell it all means, and looks over his notes, the regal
purple of his lacquered nail utilized as a pointer, a guide.
His wrists are raw. Flesh gone, its skin cells only to be regenerated whenever it damn
pleases.
Rubbing them both makes him wince with agony. His arms are both still pretty numb.
Verbal always when it came to physical maladies, all Lazaro can do now is sit still and let
the lecture wash over him. Let those with an immaculately clean mind become entangled in the
drama, the English drama. Lives of writers—as opposite as those of the saints. To make
something, you need a bunch of seemingly nothing—experiences and events impossible to
classify. Yes—biography is very important.
He looks at the people surrounding him, all of them barely out of the realms of sleep. A
cacophony of yawns. Some coughs, sneezes, and blows of the nose. Before them, the professor
continues talking of Beckett as if they were intimate pals.
Only in math class, or science, is Lazaro free to design his own form of inspiration (most
of the instructors already in a passionate spate do not notice inner, mental distractions).
Suddenly, lit classes have become a wasteland. There is nothing inciting, there is no muse.
What’s been done has been done. A writer’s work and a writer’s biography are all part of the
equation. But isn’t the possibility that writers can write something wholly outside of themselves,
completely render a foreign environment, an exciting one?
Lazaro rolls his pen silently, upward and downward, upon the hard surface of his
wooden desk. A girl looks over at him, having obvious superhuman hearing powers (What is her
deficiency, then, if one of her senses is honed way past the ability of all others? Can she not
smell, taste, see, feel?). She gives out a dirty look, given out as free and unwelcomed as
propaganda. Fuck you, girl, he thinks. And the power of this mental hate speech, miniscule as it
is, insignificant, makes the girl turn around and look at her own paper. Bitch.
In calculus class he used to sit way, way back. Here, in interesting classes of world
literature, of sophistication and culture, he tried his damned hardest to be near the lecturing
professor, to be the first to recognize the teacher’s own views on the craft. While studying
parabolas and graphs, by placing these swinging rope-like curves as equations first, one got a
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very basic, very fundamental panorama. Math works in real life, sure, but the professor was
never going to let you in on that little secret. You have to find that out for yourself: the inherent
usefulness of mathematics. Looking at those curves, Lazaro was inspired to come up with plot
lines designed to mirror those exact specifications. If four stories (there are four grids) begin at
an origin (they could all begin with the same catalyst—they could all branch out from a common
point!), their different trajectories are mirror images of their neighbors’. So a story that begins
low and goes higher and higher on a plane, perhaps in the amount of victory and mirth instilled
within the story, then the opposite is true for its two neighbors. The higher and higher a plot line
ascends, the lower and lower the one below it descends. And the one next to it grows, too, but in
the opposite direction. Therefore, the stories could have seemingly positive plot lines (where the
characters are visited by fortune and serendipity) going on a positive route or direction (where
the characters are virtuous and true), or seemingly positive plotlines setting out in the negative
direction (where the stuff is all good, but occurring to all the bad people). And the other two of
the quartet could be seemingly negative plots (misfortune atop misfortune), stemming in a
positive direction or a negative one. Or something similar, like this. Lazaro had never in his life
learned so much in a math class.
He leaves the class feeling numb. Physically, of course, but now also somehow
intellectually. He wants to get to his car, it is close, but decides against it. Let it wait. Let it all
wait, just a few hours. More bed time beckons.
He decides to look for a vacant spot in the computer lab to at least type a couple of
sentences out. Anything. But the powers of fate dictate that it won’t be so. Every seat has a butt
in it, and so he is happy to realize he must, again, postpone work.
For several years now, UTEP has become a cosmopolitan metropolis in miniature. El
Paso ain’t local no more—this being most evident in, surprisingly, the male population. Lazaro
noticed that the punks looked preppie but were dabbling in grunge, and jocks seemed to be
completely into labels (more so than their girlfriends?). A renaissance for sure.
The first fashionista catching his eye is an incredibly buff student wearing a faux hawk,
perhaps playing the part of a dirty plumber or construction worker. Armani sleeveless tee and
silver chains. And with the sun hitting his face, and with his muscly hands holding an orange
folder shielding his eyes, Lazaro can pretty much just guess that his ugly face may be attractive
after all. (All men who go to the gym here are pretty much fugly, a gay acquaintance told him
several days ago.) He is perfect this way, only with the fill-ins of an eager imagination. A second
pretty-good-looking guy zips by him, a ballerina sashaying on a skateboard.
He descends the steep hill—the university built around the mountain. He loves the
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wideness of the valley. He can see a panorama that probably someone has photographed for its
beauty and pathos. Cars everywhere—there is a crisis with the parking (which is why his location
near the school is imperative—a true object of ease when commuting is an unforgiving bitch).
Lines of them everywhere, but the inclination, almost falling into the sky at times from these
lofty heights, allows a non-restricted view. See, everyone takes this for granted. What other
urban place is tucked away between stony mountains? Coming home is literally descending the
peak.
It usually happens that he goes about seeing no one familiar and no one, in turn,
recognizing him. Very (ha ha) win-win.
Not today.
A completely toady croak erupts from somewhere and he knows the sound from its
sudden smell. Professor Viola—youthful, though dispassionate—and vinegar. All three are
irrevocably tied up together. Guy, 38ish, slender with a pouch, most original hair, wiry, still in
his scalp. Interesting. He knows about various things, random things, and (what Lazaro thinks
to be the most fascinating, the most interesting thing about his Modern American Literature
prof) actually had strong feelings about these all. Political correctness aside, he is a passionate
tomato who inspires in Lazaro to become less silent, though not more social. Which is why
Lazaro seems to overtalk most of the times, but only to a select few people. An elitist? As we get
older, Lazaro remembers, we become bigger assholes. Age is the best excuse for the wholly shut
mind. So, in youthful splendor, Lazaro tries his best to know as much as he can about whatever
interests him. And in glaring contrast to Professor Viola it is not difficult to think young (naïve?
sure) thoughts.
“Del Castillo.” Croak, vinegar smell, simultaneously.
“Doctor.”
“No. Not a doctor. Not yet.”
“Oh.”
“Soon.”
“So it makes no difference.”
“To some it does.”
“Not to me.”
It is a bad custom, though it is not entirely without its benefits, but for Lazaro walking
while talking is etched upon his urban persona. He loves doing two things at once; tries to defy
that ancient adage that says something about women being the only creatures on the planet
capable of multitasking. Take that! And he loves to smoke and eat while on the go. Gives enough
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time to do absolutely nothing afterward.
They have begun to walk next to each other; Lazaro’s confident stride is stunted as the
professor walks by his side.
“And what have you been working on? What’s new with the website?” Viola loves to pile
these half-genuine inquiries and this becomes a device to accrue the charm. Excepting the
dilapidated exterior, a true charmer resides.
“Eh, well—”
But for some reason, as in many times past, sure, Lazaro cannot stand to be next to him.
He cannot be selective about the people that orbit his everyday—and recently he’s been a snob.
He has actual markings of last night—he never even tolerated hickeys as mementos—and he
feels raped in the most superficial and fake way possible. He is not a victim, not even half a
victim. There is dirtiness, sure, surrounding the encounter, smut, and for surrealistic reasons
lately most nights have ended with at least a bit of self-loathing. Sure, victimized girls, women,
feel pretty awful after such intrusions on their personhood; for Lazaro it is sad and, minimally,
still pretty darn strange and amusing, equally.
And now for this professor. Lazaro continues talking “—several short stories. We can still
make that poetry contest right? No? Well, I guess I will leave some poems unfinished for a
while.”
“Good.”
“Yeah. Always work on simultaneous projects, right?”
“If you get bored easily.”
“Which I absolutely do. And as for the website—there’s been some problems.”
“Oh, no.” Having contributed three times to the project already (without getting paid, of
course), Viola tries to see his students become relative successes. “How come?”
“Wish I knew. But I really don’t. Everyone is acting—peculiar.” Lazaro, bad habits ablazin’, scratches the back of his left shoulder. “I used to be friends with some of those guys.
Some of them. But I think they all want me out. I don’t know why, but that’s pretty much it.”
“Hm.”
“Also, a lack of stories. Total draught. Most of us get the story, to the story, but for some
reason all our sources have been extremely shady, hmm, shifty.”
“Well, I check it out constantly myself. You can’t tell there are even any problems with
the staff.”
“Yeah. Real pain. If I was boss of it, which I’m not, I would definitely do stuff differently.
I know, I know, it’s what everyone pretty much says. It’s a bunch of responsibility, I know.
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Perhaps way too much.”
“And Mathias?” A former protégé of Viola.
“AWOL.” He had been asked by Melanie around ten in the morning via text if he had
seen him. No? Well, no one else had.
“Really?” asks Viola.
“Thus the workers running around like chickens without their heads.”
Viola chuckles. “Chaos.”
“Of the worst, unproductive, kind. You know?”
“Well, as you know I was editor-in-chief for a bunch of literary magazines. In my time.
You need the intelligence to put it all together, but that must go hand-in-hand with dealing with
all the individuals that are involved.”
Lazaro sighs. “I know.”
“It seems to me like your whole team is made up of a bunch of really talented, really
dedicated guys. And knowledgeable. Jesus. Put all your efforts into the writing itself,” he lights a
cigarette for himself and because he has probably seen Lazaro countless times smoke, hands his
student another.
Lazaro, all this time, has been walking faster and faster, and like a faithful pet his teacher
seems to follow. Lazaro, in order for it to last a little less, in order to reach bed sooner rather
than later, takes a turn. Surprisingly Viola follows. Isn’t his office in the opposite direction? Isn’t
the car lot, all the faculty and staff’s, right over there?
Bed. Bed. Bed.
“I wish. I guess I fear that it’s pretty much all over. Everyone is jumping ship. First and
foremost the captain of the vessel.” He tsk-tsks. “Fucking Mathias.”
“Like I said: keep writing.”
“I will prof. Thanks.”
“Listen, I know that it’s hard. Writing at least once a day is a big commitment, I know.
But it’s the only way, really. So just schedule your day a little differently. Make the time to
write.”
Lazaro immediately thinks of all the things which vie for his attention—drugs, sex, boys,
etc.—and cannot possibly fathom a time in which to write. Anything.
“I know you must have a lot of distractions,” Viola says cooly, lowering his half-moon
glasses for a second. “But you will manage through it. I know it.”
When will they realize that it’s not a joke, that math will really make a true, damn difference?
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Times have changed, but not by much, Professor Schaffer thought to herself. She graded
papers with the enthusiasm of a cheerleader, she always cheered for her students (it made her
feel, well, youthful) but it proved quite useless after all. You only end up with one correct
answer after so much deliberation with the equations and the numbers and the paper and
pencil. She wanted to add comments, like “The conciseness of your argument is outstanding!”
or “The confidence in your number-writing is incredible,” to describe, in poetic terms; the
simplicity of it; the correctness of the answers; the true sense of it all. These things moved her,
she gave up the ocean itself (Her! 70’s surfer girl turned academic) just to do all her work
when she went out to her beach house to interact with these outstanding Chinese boxes which
could be reduced smaller and smaller and could practically mean anything and symbolize an
actual facet of life itself. She would have liked to be like them, like her students. Would not have
minded at all acting that age for at least once more, before the time came that she gave in to
reassuring adult predictability and a smooth, anesthetic, stasis. To linger in the sand, to feel
the ocean and sun rays as you kept your sunglasses on with the easy-peasy twitch of a nose,
savoring the booze under your breath before taking a gleeful gulp of the cool stuff. But for
now—numbers, scribbles, sense, and Calculus. And today, this crazy mindset which was
prevalent amongst the entire generation of students who thought that it all meant nothing—
that the class was in actuality nothing but a weeding-out experiment of the segregation
between competent students from the incompetent ones—this made her shudder, despair.
There was no passion, no drive, now; at all. No art. There was intelligence, sure, for that never
gave up altogether or became extinguished outright in any given generation. Intelligence,
there was some of it, but nothing at all behind it. Why? There was a genuine reason to the
madness of numbers. Learned concepts, they learned, but with no concept at all of or about the
why. No curiosity there, no balls, no courage. It made her sad; made her feel utterly useless.
Had this been always her dream? Like she was wasting her time, the most senseless of all acts
of self-betrayal. There were only ten people in her class (the unofficial maximum) all of them in
true need of some strict form of academic intervention. Most of them—she felt the sorrow of it
as she saw her roster and then the green faces themselves—were girls. How can they stand
being so ignorant? How can they stand mediocrity? Oh, sure, they lived in Florida, the
thunderous peninsula, the paradisiac swampland, and they were very unserious about
anything at all not immediately relating to their tans or cars. Naturally.
She sighed longingly, putting her things away for the day. Her car keys were
somewhere inside her bag. She felt the freedom right there, right under her overworked
fingertips—knew that this electric feeling was what actually moved the kids of today. It was
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why they lived out their lives, more than likely satisfied with accomplishing nothing of great
consequence. Why they did not fear getting old and dying. Ignorance was bliss; it was the
preferred way of life. Thinking this way, of abstractions which needed cohesion—some form—
Professor Schaffer soon turned her thoughts in another direction. She would work on her
garden, near where the alligator had been found, and then finally she would crave what she
would inevitably cook for herself.
Locking her office door, she clicked down the hallway in fancy pumps, the ocean breeze,
her garden, and perhaps even an unopened bottle of Chardonnay in her mind, all ready to be
enjoyed with the setting sun at her back.
Chapter 2
On the verge of getting run down, Lazaro breathes deeply. He is by the bus stop, incredibly
content of being able to breathe freely, of having uncrushed appendages and still-pumping
blood, all within their proper containers. On University and Mesa, Lazaro nearly gets hit by a
whale of a car: silver rust and faded metal with spinning wheels. Beads of sweat lubricate his
entire forehead and his armpits are likewise moist; still, the instantaneous thanks to being alive
is positively there.
He cannot breathe, as the entire contents of his lungs seem to have been vacuumed out.
“Kid!”
He ignores the beckoning yell.
“Hey kid!”
And then he can’t, any longer. He turns and across the oil-stained gas station there is the
same murderous car with its mad owner yelling inside of it. The surrealism of the man’s crazy
yells, in the middle of the day, in the middle of a busy intersection, is profound. Like Leatherface
slashing with his chainsaw the clear day air. Does Lazaro have a choice?
He faces the guy, bald and menacing looking, with long and thick sideburns, curly like
alfalfa sprouts and tattoos across his neck and exposed biceps, and walks toward him.
“Yes?”
“Sorry I almost ran you over.”
“Yeah.” Absolutely. “No. That’s fine.” Turning to go, relieved in an instant that it is a
simple apology, even from such strange a source.
“Hey buddy. Nice sunglasses.”
His brother’s shades have become part of the normal tint of the outer world.
“Thanks.”
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“Can I see them?”
“Sure.”
He approaches the stranger in his car. The stranger is made somewhat handsomer by the
angle of his eyebrows—dark and brooding. He approaches, in a slight haze. It looks like his
friend Joe. But then again, there is the whole ‘kid’ thing.
Tattoo guy reaches over, fast as a chameleon’s sticky tongue. He takes the glasses right
off, reaffirming Lazaro’s fear in all men. He jumps back.
“I know who you are.”
“That’s okay. You can keep ‘em.” He turns to go once and for all.
“But I know who you are. You’re famous.”
“Nah, you got the wrong person.” Walks faster.
The guy inside the car beckons with the stolen loot. Lazaro could care less. Let last night
be an absolute lesson for the future.
“Lazaro! From that website.”
Lazaro keeps walking. He sees the various hospitals and the university to his right; the
suburbs in their midday splendor to the left. Please, he begs. Please don’t let me go from one
crap situation directly to another.
“Dude! Want your sunglasses back?” There is a mocking tone which distresses him even
further. “I know who you are!”
The car follows, almost stepping on his shoes. If he stops walking he takes the risk of
getting run down. Anger and confusion fight in his mind for some consideration.
“God damn it! You are gonna run me over!” he yells in exasperation, looking behind his
shoulder.
The guy, baffled at being exploded on, smiles slightly. From the driver’s seat, he seems
amused.
“Sorry buddy. Just wanted to give these back.” He hands Lazaro the glasses. Lazaro takes
them as he would under calmer circumstances.
“Okay. Thanks.”
“So why did you run away from me so fast, Lazaro from the website?”
Repetition of his name becomes ominous.
“Because you almost fuckin’ ran me over. Twice.”
“Like I said. Sorry.”
“That’s okay.” He places the shades back atop his nose.
“My boss is a big fan of yours.”
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“Shut up.” Not a chance. There wasn’t even a bio or picture to identify him. Only his
name could be found in print.
“No, seriously. He visits your website whenever he’s about to hit the town. You guys sure
know where all the action is.” A dark smile.
He means, of course, the “Fun Happens” section of the website, in wherein an animated
calendar not only told of the various events occurring around town whichever week, but also
accompanied each with comedic prediction of how each happening was foreseen, likely, to go.
Would it be a complete success or an utter fiasco? Most readers admittedly loved the
prerequisite judgment on part of the writers for all upcoming goings-on.
“See ya.” He waves to him, taking a shortcut through one of the small alleys which are
prevalent in the Sunset Heights region.
He wants to put enough distance between him and this, yet another bizarre event
completely capable of turning into disaster.
He questions for a while, as his sneakers crunch their way down the asphalt, the meaning
of his relentless holiday blues. All he really wants for Christmas is to be warm and safe in an
enormous bed. Alone. Comfortable.
As he approaches his own building, he begins to smell the witch’s brew even twenty
meters away. It is a concoction of soup (herbal, dirty, steamy, heavy) and, disgustingly, tooth
paste (the menthol of it lingers under the awful stench of food). How she creates such an awful
potion is beyond him. He is only here to smell, not reproach. But he cannot help but think that
the dumpster over by the far end of the complex is a more enticing prospect. No matter, he is
home, so the Satanic potpourri is now just some other stupid bystander’s problem.
Inside, he refuses to light the lights. The darkness is inviting, it is a void which portends
all the sleep that must be accomplished.
Even without a ritualistic toke for the Sandman, without extra hesitation or unnecessary
fervor, his head and neck and shoulders hit soft pillows.
He dreams of the same place. He has created within himself a composite hotel/cruise
ship/shopping mall dreamplace. He always ends up here, even if the dream did not predict it,
and it’s usually a nightmare that develops there. Always a goose chase, always him being prey to
evil powers.
With no set alarm, he does not wake until he is violently forced to do so. A set of violent
knocks in a dark abyss immediately beckons, betraying its source. Like a robot, or some form of
wave, Lazaro sits upright, not knowing where, precisely, he finds himself this time. Because he is
not particularly startled, he identifies his own room right away.
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And the knocks, not too unmelodic, continue.
Finally, Lazaro reaches for a cord at random. The room is then bathed in red.
The key hole is blocked from the other side. This is not unusual.
“Who is it?” He makes his voice loud enough to traverse the 70 year-old wood.
“Me.” An unfamiliar me.
“I don’t know you.” Fuck. Perhaps he has been too hasty in answering his door. This
much outside of the tender realms of sleep, his moodiness might be mistaken for assholism.
“Yeah.” A silence. “You do.”
The voice did sound familiar. But, obviously, not a close friend. A passing acquaintance,
then? Who possesses such a deep, serious voice?
He slowly unlatches the latch and begins to slightly turn the metallic lock, very aware of
the noises outside. A heavy breathing. Not sinister. The feeling in his stomach is not caution, it is
hunger.
Instead of catching a glimpse, he opens his door outright. And outside it, still in the
diffusing afternoon light coming from the fire escape adjacent, is the guy from the car.
“Oh.” Genuine confusion. “Hi.”
“Lazaro, my friend. May I come in?” The politeness is seriously out of place. He cannot
refuse.
With the second light and a quick sliver of light from the swift, sly movement of the
heavy black window curtain, Lazaro can finally see the guy, standing a full 6 foot (3”? 5”?)—the
guy who almost became a threat, inside his room.
“How?” Lazaro clears his parched throat. “How…did you know where I live?”
“Ha! You kidding me?”
Lazaro sits on the bed, shaking his head.
“Well, people know, you know? Little birds chirp and it’s always the type of information
that somehow always gets, well, to wherever it was meant to go.”
“Sit.”
“Thanks.”
He rasps the stool hard against the wooden floor. (Witch downstairs—take that!) He sits
his impressive rump down looking like some forest beast atop a lawn gnome.
Taking sleep off his eyes, Lazaro finally decides to take this a little bit more seriously.
School and work? Not serious. (Papers hang melancholically from the sunken desk.) But this—
for sure.
“Want some water or something?” Any excuse to get up again.
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“No. What I really want is for you to come with me.”
No.
“Ah, okay. And why?” His sarcasm is perhaps his biggest giveaway, most gay guys travel
those specific wavelengths. He knows that 1) the guy is not a homo, 2) he’s got a true stranger
(known to him for what? 2, 4, 6 hours?) in his own home, and 3) he’s just woken up. More than
sleep, there seems to be dust and grime inside his eyes. He goes to inspect himself in the
Moroccan mirror. Wide, physical gestures, all established early on to give the illusion of some
control. Whatever minimal amount there is of it.
“I want you to come with me because you were specifically asked for.”
“Oh.”
“So go get your coat and come with me.”
“Ah. No. I don’t think it’s wise.”
“And why not? You don’t like the look of me?”
“That’s beside the point.” He has noticed already the guy’s straight, small-as-babyaspirin teeth. Super white and über bleached. A harmless herbivore. “And like, no. No. I won’t
go with you, leave my house—just to end up killed.”
“Who said anything about killin’?”
“Your, I don’t know, insistence.”
He blows air out of his mouth and nose both—as though he were smoking. “I don’t even
know you.”
The guy extends his enormous palm. Lazaro, not knowing any better, takes it.
“Ramón.”
“Great.”
He wants the guy out. How did he become this, this, this ball of raw nerves, flailed and
all akimbo and out of whack? Amazing introduction, this—to the waking world.
“So, Lazaro. Will you now come with me?”
“I am seriously lazy.” He extends himself upon his bed. “Another time?”
“The time is right. Come with me. You won’t be disappointed.”
“And why’s that?”
Ramón looks at him, stoic. Then he scans and finds what he was looking for all along, an
authentic vestige. Bright pink bong.
“Uh, drugs.” Ramón tells him. “I got ‘em by the barrel-full.”
For now or later? He hopes for later—putting on his tall Doc Marten boots, lacing the
straps tight, and grabbing his jacket and shades—having no other choice.
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He gobbles two pop-tarts from his pantry. He offers Ramón the other twin pack, and
Ramón does the same. Quiet swallows.
As they cross the courtyard heavy flakes fall on their shoulders. Everything, wordless.
The car is the same from before—he realizes that he might die—from? in?—this car after all. But
he trusts this guy, somewhat. A self-proclaimed non-killer, with a kind, strange face.
“Where are we going?”
“Up the street.” Ramón stares over the icy car roof. “Just up the street.”
Upon entering, he sees the outline of three other figures in the back seat. They are giving
up the shotgun seat—all for him?
“Hello,” he proclaims; nobody responds. They all seem glued to each other, making a
Mount Rushmore in outline, perfectly breathing ghostly puffs in unison.
Looking at Ramón in profile, Lazaro realizes that just because the guy is several pounds
over does not necessarily mean that the body is all wrong. In actuality, he silently thinks, the guy
is very right for the body. Or the body right for the guy. They are indivisible, the whole package
is not—awful. It is actually, well, refreshing. But he’s—Lazaro knows this without a doubt,
without a second read of his gaydar, and without a negligible dash of sadness—not a fag.
They drive, strong hands gripping the wheel, with the token rap music playing too
smoothly for it to be properly experienced as such. Suddenly, the radio goes silent, but no one,
not the driver nor the passengers, does a thing. Lazaro is surprised to see the time on the
dashboard. It informs him that he has slept around four hours or so after his class.
Already thoroughly familiarized with the landscape (university and businesses on the left
side; the mountains and the suburbs that surround them on the right; streetlights before them,
all in a row), he cheats by playing it cool and keeping his eyes in front of him, sunglasses never
giving away the true subject of his stare.
The world outside is mute. And white. Somebody has taken chlorine and poured it
everywhere.
A hobo approaches the car, leaning in toward Ramón.
“Hey man, got some spare change?” With a dry drawl, the man peeks in through the
open car window.
“Dude, c’mon. You make like a good amount of change in just the minutes you stand
here,” exclaims Ramón.
An exchange of voices through the window slit.
“No, man.”
“No?” Ramón, in disbelief.
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“Nah, just—man, just look at my clothes!”
“You probably make more in one week than any stupid asshole with a desk job.”
The homeless guy, a walking floor mop, begins to walk away, hiding his expression from
everyone. The light ahead maintains its stern red.
“Nah, come ‘ere.”
Ramón motions to him with his strong bicep jutting out from the car window.
Like a lonely scarecrow, the man returns to the driver’s side.
“What do you really want?” Ramón asks. “Now be honest with us. All of us here, present.
What do you really want? A measly quarter?” He produces not a quarter, but an even measlier
nickel. “Or—this.” Out of his coat pocket, a decent baggie of weed. Enough for enough hits.
Not a minute is wasted.
“Well,” the homeless guy admits. “The weed.”
The red light still dominates the intersection, looming like some mighty deity, and
Ramón hands over the smallish square bag.
Without a merest look of gratitude, the hobo turns away, walking off with the same
debilitating sea of rags pulling him down to the frozen ground. He goes toward the strip mall,
where the flower shop and Thai restaurant are. Lazaro sits quietly, looking at the phantom of
that exchange—the shining lip of window and the side mirror, sparkling.
“And just like that,” Ramón gestures by brushing both hands together. “He’s gone.”
“But… weed.”
Lazaro is mortified at his sudden, loud whisper.
“Yeah, I know.”
He looks at Lazaro, a gleam of pride glossing over his red eyes.
Lazaro shrugs like a true neophyte. “That’s, like, too generous.”
“I got lots of it. Told you.”
“And now you can practically see the marijuana leaves stenciled to my eyes,” utters
Lazaro with a nervous laugh.
Ramón looks at the road, then at his eyes. Once and again. He’s still conscious,
somehow, of the wheels over the ever-worming road.
“Ha! Yeah, I pretty much can.” He looks at the rearview mirror. “Ha ha ha.”
Now they have passed several businesses, restaurants, all of them lining Mesa Street,
providing Westsiders with their various services. Still, Ramón had been right. The place is just
10 miles or so up the street. Lazaro never frequents anything past his own street at the bottom
end of Mesa. Everything above that seems unappealing and foreign.
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“Plus—” Ramón grins with a grin that could be appropriate coming from any gay dude,
but strange and foreboding in a straight one. “I call it doing my part for the city. I gave the dude
what he truly wanted—” Lazaro thinks suddenly of stronger types of hobo-centric drugs, “—and
let’s all just call it beautifying the city. The guy is no longer a fuckin’—” he takes a toke from a
faceless passenger in the back, lingering on his next word.
“Nuisance.”
“Yeah. That.” He takes another long drag before handing it to Lazaro. “Whatever the fuck
that means.”
Laughter, sounding somewhat rehearsed. One of them out back cackles Crypt-Keeperlike. The smoke enters more directly into the lungs this way.
Soon they arrive, music-less but not really somber, to a gated community which had
spread out across one of the hills on the rocky mountainside. The place gives the dual illusion of
being completely hidden (elitist) and overtly showy.
Ramón mumbles some words into an intercom which had been all too hidden within
some ivy plant’s delicate tendrils. Soon enough, the portal doors open. They are gleaming with
their iron wrought, almost without a sound. Matching the swiftness and silence of this modern
apparatus, the car, a prehistoric memento, seemingly, smoothly moves above the gravel,
smoothly turns on the curbs. Ramón parks before a compound. There is yet another intercom
here, or a number pad. They are somehow given clearance. Lazaro is busy looking at the privacy
of the place: these people pay extra to be out of the way, to be excluded from the general crowd.
So it takes money, Lazaro ponders, looking at outrageous California palm trees, probably the
tallest in all of El Paso, to get your own fantasy away from the envious stares of others’. Hermits
must make loads.
He is led inside. An enormous candelabra that Lazaro soon begins to hate in a true effort
to not outright love, flickers romantically. The walls are painted red—Lazaro thinks that only
walls in movies are red. The mansion expands on both sides and although Lazaro halfway wants
a proper tour (there are formalities for even these things, after all) he is spirited away,
bypassing, in awe of the furnishings, the core of the house itself, and arrives poolside in the
luxurious backyard. All these thugs and these fine surroundings? Surrealism 101, for sure.
(And, therefore, he feels instantly at ease with the rising strangeness.)
“Over here, man. Over here.”
“Okay.”
The pool, peanut-shaped but large enough to fit all the kids in the neighborhood, gleams
an aquamarine that immediately soothes him. Although he is without expectations of what is to
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come next, of why he is even here, he starts to establish some. These people, no doubt, are filthy
rich. And in El Paso, just like everywhere else on Earth, this is a major thing.
Soon, Lazaro begins to concoct a way to come out a winner on this one. Steal shit? Never.
Look inside the medicine cabinet? Oh, maybe later. Acquiesce with this special, modern
Southwest-brand of bourgeoisie? Friends, especially rich, influential friends, are not too bad a
thing to have.
He sits on a chaise and Ramón, with a smile as large and menacing and unreadable as a
Cheshire cat’s, hands him a beer. Not a light beer. (Ah, well. When in Rome.)
The bubbles lift his spirits and he doesn’t even question why a beer has not tasted this
good since high school. Indeed, the people here look straight from a high-school. Well, a high
school reunion.
He scans the backyard in which three or more houses would still have the room to be
built, and comes to the conclusion that most of the people here, thirty or so of them in full happy
hour mode, are probably tight-knit, close friends. He sees thuggish guys go from one group of
friends (about eight close circles) to another. Everyone here evidently knows everyone else.
“So—”
“We wait a while.” Ramón hands him a standard glass pipe, lime green, filled to the rim
with even greener stuff.
“Okay.”
And while they do this, Lazaro is left alone as Ramón moves on to greet new friends. The
weed is exceptional. He right away guesses that Ramón knows that he knows this. Him—wicked,
discerning connoisseur.
Suddenly the coldness is too much to muster, he has to use the bathroom. Ramón has
returned as fast as he’d disappeared.
“Ramón?”
“Yeah?”
“I gotta pee.” He takes a deep toke from an offered roach.
Ramón looks at him with furrowed eyebrows. “Um…”
The people around them begin to close in. They seem to be out of their fête long enough
to pay attention to Ramón, who nods at them without a hello.
“Sure.” Ramón, suddenly more popular than one would expect—giving him permission?
“Upstairs. That window—,” he points at a square which is probably less than two feet by two feet,
“—is where it’s at. You’re pretty smart. You’ll find it.”
“Thanks.” Losing no time he enters the twin glass doors and makes his way upstairs.
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There is zero creaking. Nothing here is that old. From upstairs, the people look like same flowers
planted in different flower pots. Groups are undeniable. Cliqueyness begins at school and never
ends after that.
The bathroom is rococo: baby-faced cherubs and columns intermingle to make a tasteful
experiment in too much money. He thinks of his bathroom at home (no, not his mother’s home,
still holding his room intact, clowns and all), and decides that if he really must spend all that
time in there, than at least it should bear all the comforts this one has. The rugs (in a bathroom!)
are made of wool, pelt, or something like it. The beads embedded on the walls glimmer even
with the lights turned off. He turns on the light and loses his concentration taking a piss by
looking at his surroundings. He hates wanting money, but certain material things, including this
bathroom, makes him betray his anti-money mentality for just a second.
Everything before has placed him right here. The X had given him the glorious hangover
effect. This is why he has followed yet another one down a rabbit hole. This was why he felt
super good. So super unbreakable.
Before flushing the toilet he hears a commotion in the backyard. Peering over the tub (its
four legs in the form of lion’s paws—golden and recently polished) he can make out the different
congregations outside. Despite the cold, the window has been left open, perhaps to air out the
strange but magnificent bathroom.
“THE FUCKER HERE?!” This statement overpowers the tunes, all of which are being
played in most downtown clubs. The bass is not sufficiently strong.
“Hey, hey, hey. Relax, dude.”
It is Ramón, naturally, trying to be the peacemaker. Most marijuana users can be labeled
as such. His voice is discernible, barely. Not as menacing and desperate as the other booming
calls.
“WHERE?!”
Whispers. Whispers from the crowd. But Lazaro can still make out the magic word:
bathroom. The bathroom. This bathroom.
Ramón is telling the yelling raver where his location is. And this is a trap. And he
followed Ramón here. And once more, there is something outside himself trying to make a
puncture in his world.
And as soon as Lazaro sees the guy—a full six feet, almost as large as Ramón, with a
shaved head and a tattooed neck, wearing a trendy polo and impossibly-baggie pants—on the
same trajectory as he’s previously made himself, dashing past the party people and going
indoors, he is out of the bathroom. He hears the footsteps in the hallway, downstairs, and they
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seem intent on coming after him. The darkness upstairs seems more horrifying, suddenly. He
must leave before he’s caught. Caught? What did he do? Still, if a shark takes a huge chunk off
you out in the ocean, what fault is it the swimmer’s? Wrong place and wrong time dynamics. A
truly fucked fate. And he feels caught, even though there is no guilt, but to say that there is
absolutely zero sense of guilt is an outright lie. He feels guilty, for something. So—just get the
fuck out of here!
As the angry footsteps go up the stairs, at least two of them at a time, Lazaro cowers by a
hidden corner in the room adjacent—the entertainment room. The space between the enormous
TV and the edge of the staircase seems dark enough, out of the madman’s way enough. He stays
still and waits for the menacing guy to pass him. As the guy bursts into the bathroom, no doubt
trying to scare Lazaro before beating him to a senseless pulp (it really seems like this type of
situation), Lazaro attempts to run to the lower level and get away, but several thuggish guys, no
doubt part of the dude’s entourage, await there. They obviously can’t wait to see the fight. So he
is stuck. Still as a statue he hears his own trapped, desperate, shallow breaths.
“WHAT THE FUCK?!” Bald guy yells, like a short-tempered banshee.
Another set of footsteps coming up the stairs.
Lazaro recognizes, in strict outline, his Judas, Ramón.
“WHAT THE FUCK?!” bad guy utters even louder. The reprimand is directed at Ramón.
“He was in there.”
Lazaro holds his breath. As more places are noisily searched (The cabinets? The
oversized hamper? Whose home is this, anyway?) Ramón suddenly invades his view. This makes
him, startled, jump backward, almost smacking the back of his head.
“Shh!” Ramón instructs.
Lazaro hopes that solely his frightened look is enough to replace a suitable reply. He is
too scared to talk.
“Come with me,” Ramón instructs.
But no. Fuck no. Lazaro stays put.
“C’mon Laz.”
The bathroom is still being searched by the mad man. Time is quickly passing, and if he
stays a statue he may soon be smashed to smithereens. Without a word, he takes Ramón’s
offered outstretched hand and Ramón suddenly throws him into the darkened room that is
opposite. He comes in right after him, slamming the door.
They are in pitch darkness. The winter light is muted—so early in the day seems like the
midnight hour. It is stuffy, and he can already feel some type of allergy attack begin to surge. It’s
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awfully dusty.
“Ramón.”
“I’m so sorry.”
“What the hell is going on?”
“Sorry, man.” They both crouch.
“Can you tell me what the fuck?”
“Sure. Some guys wanna get back at you.”
“‘Some guys’?”
“Starting with that one.”
“Fuck.”
“Do you know why?”
“No!”
“Shh!”
In a lowered voice which quivers somewhat, Ramón repeats, “Do you?”
“No.”
Just then, a vertical form of earthquake. Wood being abused. Banged and banged with
ferocity.
“Come out here asshole! Ramón! Ramón! You fuckin’ traitor! –there too?!”
Ramón is moved into sudden action. He approaches the door as if angry himself.
“Let ‘em alone.”
“What?! What the fuck man!”
“It’s just me in here.”
“Then open. Please.”
“I’m—”
“Getting your dick sucked by that fucker? Hey! Hey faggot!”
This time the guy’s ire is entirely directed at himself. Faggot.
Ramón looks at him. Even in the dark, it is apparent that the look in his eyes is the same
kind one which made him a trusting figure to begin with.
“Yeah!” he yells. Lazaro stares at the window in this room. Could he make his exit this
way?
“What?” Incredulous voice. Anger, frustration—all dangerous emotions tied up in a neat
little ribbon.
“I said yes!” Ramón stands up, goes to the window, motions Lazaro to follow. So—out the
window. Out of this trap. “Yeah dude. I am getting a nice fat blowjob as it is!”
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“What?” The incredulity, heightened.
“Leave us alone!”
“Man. Oh, man.” More bangs on the door.
Slowly, Lazaro doesn’t wait for Ramón to open the window; he himself slides it up and, it
being new and probably unused, there isn’t any noise.
“I can’t believe it, Ramón. You are so fucking disgusting!”
“Bitch!” Now both tones match perfectly. Calibration of angry egos. “I don’t tell you
nothing when you fuck those stupid hos in my goddamn car, do I?”
The winter air hits him straight in the face as he looks at the front yard. It is lit up too
spectacularly to make a clandestine run for it. At least he is not facing the back, with all the party
people eager to find out how this whole thing is to pan out.
“Open, fucker. Open.”
“Go away Nicol!”
“Dude. It’s an order from on top.”
And for the umpteenth time, Lazaro becomes a statue. On top?
Ramón, excited for the both of them urges him to hurry. “Go,” he mouths. One leg
through, the cold sticking to it like an amorous lover, and then the other. He is out—and very
grateful not to have taken off his coat even for a minute before all this occurred.
The door opens just then. Before a “stop!” or “no!” is uttered, Nicol bypasses Ramón
(how did he manage to pry the lock?) and grabs at Lazaro with two enormous paws. Having had
lost too many seconds questioning and not reacting was fully to blame. Again, laziness proves its
many disadvantages.
The back of his neck is scratched. The neck of his shirt, despite the hefty overcoat,
becomes entangled in sausage-like fingers that simply won’t let go. There is a struggle and
Lazaro is pulled (almost) right back into the room. And as he tries to get away, Nicol, probably
feeling the sly hand of defeat nearby, does the only possible thing he can do without totally
losing the battle. He musters enough energy to carry his fist to its destination, any available
destination.
Suddenly, Lazaro feels the bloom of pain to his eye. He sees more stars than are available
to the naked eye in the late afternoon sky.
Feeling this, the pain which seemed fated all along, wanting to get away and fulfill the
escape, Lazaro runs for it, jumping off the front balcony. He feels the air rush up to meet him as
he heavily falls down. There are yells and scuffles above—but these he ignores. He has landed
almost perfectly, unhurt, on both feet. Like a frog, a cat, his body has taken the blow quite
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expertly.
Before anything can reach him, he runs and runs and runs. He cannot get home but
surely a bus stop is nearby—they are ever present on this busy street. He feels as though he will
faint. This cannot happen every time he leaves his house. He thinks he might faint, but he
doesn’t.
“Why would you do that, Ramón?”
“Why not?”
“Why not?!”
“I thought it was unfair.”
“Unfair?”
“Yeah. He had no idea why he was here.”
“And yet he was here. He came of his own… whatever.”
“Yeah.”
“So he’s one of those.”
“One of those what?”
“Rats.”
“No. I don’t think so.”
“No?”
“No. He came cuz I promised him stuff.”
“They all end up falling for it, don’t they?”
“Most of the time. I really tried with this one.”
“Oh? How so?”
“It took me two tries.”
“And you let him get away. Dumbshit.”
“I’m sorry Stan. Really, I am. But—”
“God damn it. And why the fuck did you have to start shit with Nicol? He’s damn furia
ciega as it is.”
“Nicol? Ha! That fucker.”
“Yes.”
“Furia? That pussy?”
“Watch your tongue bitch. The guy’s my in-law.”
“Sucks for you.”
“Ha. No. It fucking sucks for you.”
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“Hm.”
“Now you are going to have to bring him in again.”
“Fuck.”
“Ruining, no doubt, the element of surprise—or whatever the fuck. Ruining any fucking
chances we got to get him.”
“Gotcha.”
“I’m fucking serious, Ramón. Serious as shit. Fucker must be made an example of.”
“Yeah.”
“And Ramón. I got shit to do but tell me one more thing.”
“Can’t Nicol help you out now?”
“No. You’re right. He’s actually as useless as you. But at least I can talk with you.”
“Okay.”
“Was he wearing the mark?”
“The mark? What mark?”
“The mark! Asshole, did you notice if the goddamn shit was wearing the goddamn
glasses?”
Chapter 3
He looks absolutely wretched. He wants to sleep all day long. To just lie prone and horizontal,
considerately tucked away from the whole world for just a little while. Sweet, sweet mattress.
After the bus ride (thirty goddamn minutes just to get a couple of miles down Mesa), he
gets off near a hot dog stand and eats three, wolfing them down with a lemonade. Although the
Ecstasy diminishes hunger considerably, it has been a while since the breakfast pop tarts.
His phone begins to vibrate. From its location atop some books on a quaint wooden
stool, the force of the nonliving thing is so pronounced as wood hits wood, like an automatic
woodpecker. He stretches his arm over his face, right over his nose to grab it.
Text. Hello prince rebell.
French. Meaning: almost-forgotten Elena.
Hey bitch.
Please don’t call me that.
Oh, I forgot. Ever since you got married. Ever since then, you can tell me exactly what to
do and judge me and tell me just how inferior to you, and to the status quo, I truly am.
Sorry.
What are you doing tonite?
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No se.
Oh.
Elena more than likely, desperately, wants to get out of the house. She used to complain
about parental restrictions and curfews (she wanted none of that in her mint-clean adult life),
yet here she is again. Life lessons one doesn’t always learn the first time around, or the second—
and perhaps never. Lazaro coughs after just lying there, body rigid and passive. He can surely
call her up and entertain her with his nighttime adventures. She would put him in his rightful
place. Maybe that’s what he needs. Again, the phone vibrates.
Hey man!
And who, then, is this? Always incapable of saving his friend’s numbers on his phone,
this is the kind of guessing game he must then resort to. Context clues.
Hey, Lazaro replies.
Come visit me.
I must admit I do feel like shit.
How come?
Some dude just gave me a black eye. Pretty much.
!!!
Then, from the stranger, WTF?
Yeah.
No way. What did YOU DO?
Get hit. What do u mean what did I do?
Were u Talking behind his back? Meaning: this has been the preferred method to getting
your ass kicked in the past. At least three times in the past.
Ha ha! No. Long story.
Well come over.
You’re all the way across town. Lazaro doesn’t know that he does.
Time goes on slowly before the next text finally shows up.
Kay then. Be that way.
I would…
But?
Already the semi-coherent texts have given the mysterious correspondent away: it is
Marcello.
Lazaro lazily scratches himself.
Okay—guess I’ll be there in a bit.
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Good!
You can smoke, right?
Uh, no.
Like always.
Well yeah.
Well. You’re missing out my friend.
I bet.
Loser.
They drug test ME!
OK. 1 Hour?
Yay.
And after dressing down somewhat, with a MIAMI t-shirt and tight, ripped jeans and
spongy blue sneakers, applying deodorant, cologne, Lazaro collects his car from the failed
Fwadée venue, walks in the solemn cold, and then drives eastward on the I-10. Marcello is a
friend from school. Lazaro feels bad, perhaps guilty, that he doesn’t quite remember how they’d
met.
He arrives, away from most homes and most establishments, in the middle of the desert,
dodging the gleam given off by the afternoon sun on the trailer thanks to the driver’s visor. It is
the color of an aluminum can. Blinding.
The car door’s slam brings Marcello out. He wears shorts and socks with sandals, and a
robe to keep away the cold. He keeps his arm outstretched for the customary token handshake.
Lazaro embraces his friend, however, glad for the opportunity to finally be able to vent.
“I’ve got news!” Marcello excitedly mentions.
“As do I,” says Lazaro.
They go inside and the interior of the trailer is as cold as the outside. The gusts pick up
particles of sand and it’s like holiday vacation on Tatooine. Everything is white—even the trees
have picked it up.
Marcello automatically hands Lazaro a cigarette, as inconspicuously as the old times. He
is obviously feeling bad about not smoking with Lazaro, nicotine being preferred over weed.
“So I got an e-mail from the girl I told you about. Magnolia?”
“The chick you met in Mexico for Engineers Without Borders?”
“Yes. Her. Best sex ever.”
“Yeah I remember.” He loves to hear about how this other side lives. It usually makes
him feel quite glad to have been born queer.
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They sit on the comfortable futon which can later turn into a bed. The interior is paneled
with wood and the windows have condensation on them. The desert landscape is therefore
smudged and unclear.
They light up and let the smoke clear until finally Marcello continues. “Well, she
somehow got my email from someone and wrote to me. I couldn’t believe it. And instead of
telling me that she misses me and shit, that she can’t go on living without me—”
Excitedly, Lazaro interrupts, “—she said she never wanted to see you again.”
Marcello looks at him as if in deep disenchantment. It is always unpredictable when
Lazaro will deem to hit the nail right directly on its head. Crap, he thinks.
Lazaro takes a deep drag, loving the sense of lingering, the sense of coolheadedness.
Some time, as prelude to the drama. Even straight guys, Lazaro recognizes with a sly smile,
know the importance of delayed gratification.
“She’s pregnant.”
“By you?”
“Yeah.”
So you have sex like twice a year and this happens to you while I can dick around as
much as I want and this will never happen to me.
The Unwanted Pregnancy: another reason to cheer for homosexuality.
“But…!”
“Yeah, I know. I’m gonna be a father.” He says this with an unbreakable smile.
“Congrats!” Lazaro gets up and hugs his friend, who hugs back in utmost felicity.
“Thanks. Yeah. My kid is gonna be, like, 300 miles away. But still.”
“But not if you bring him, or her, here.”
“I intend to do that.” The small place could easily be filled up with love.
“Y Magnolia?”
“Well, I’m gonna ask her to marry me.”
“What? Wow.”
“Duh. The respectable thing.”
“So you’re just gonna bring her over?”
“Yeah. Dunno how it works but I’m American so I can get her to become one too I guess.
And the baby.”
“Good for you!”
What would Lazaro do, were this his own life?
“Let’s celebrate,” Lazaro’s proud friend declares. “No, no weed. But I’ll make it up to
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you.” He looks at the whiteness outside. “Champagne?”
“FUCK yes.”
Excitedly, Marcello makes his way to the other end of the trailer, where the kitchenette
and fridge are. He even has champagne floats. The bubbles fizz and seem to be bickering,
chatting confidently amongst themselves. The amber-clear liquid tastes both bitter and sweet.
Lazaro’s kryptonite might conceivably be champagne and Marcello seems to know this, perhaps
not too subconsciously.
“Ahh.” The flavor is rich.
“Thanks, man,” says Lazaro.
“Well, thanks for coming over.”
“Thanks for telling me in person.”
“That is the preferred method.”
“Good.”
“Let me see that shiner.”
Lazaro lets him get a better look.
“Ouch.”
“I know.”
“So now,” Marcello attempts to spread his excitement by swiftly changing subjects, “what
is your news?”
“Agh. Never mind that.”
“Why?”
“Cos it will ruin this moment.”
“Bullshit.”
“No. I seriously suspect that it will dampen both our spirits.”
“Oh, c’mon.”
So Lazaro tells him about both failed Fwadée interviews, his class assignments which he
always puts off ‘til the last minute, and, of course, Spikes. And after that, the organic extension
to last night, mainly getting punched in the face at some narco’s mountainside home. Marcello
listens with authentic curiosity. To him, Lazaro’s world is as foreign and exciting as his own is to
Lazaro. He too loves to hear about how the other side lives. But the Spikes story, to him, seems
to be the most bizarre, the most unexpected, the most shocking of them most.
“And you escaped the crazy fucker?”
“Yeah. Just straight-up left the maniac.”
“Wow.”
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“I know.”
“Incredible.”
“Yeah. Who woulda thought that there were such psychos roaming the place?”
“Wow.”
“It’s like, he was allergic to acting nice and proper. That’s kind of a good thing, for, you
know,” he winks. “Someone like me. Like, he’s this type of emotionally-stunted animal. Scary.
But it should be noted,” inhaling the smoke, “that we are both men. The best one of the two
won—that’s all.”
Lazaro grins, distancing himself with that grin from yesterday’s crazy events.
“But I doubt you’re the clear winner.”
“Huh?”
“Not in this case, buddy.”
“Well, but yeah. I survived the Night of Horror.”
“I don’t think you did though. Like, yeah, you survived. But like you said, you are the
better man but you managed to escape. But the guy? Now all he has is pictures of you scared
shitless.”
Lazaro processes this, and they crack up.
“My hero.”
“Shut up.”
“You evaded a rape.” Marcello cackles. “Congrats to you as well.”
“Shut up!” insists Lazaro, feigning offense.
Lazaro left and took all the cold with him. Despite the white walls, the wonderland outside,
even the color of his own complexion, Marcello felt the warmth invade his shoulders, then
directly strike at his insides. He began to undress, all the while puffing out plumes of cold.
Lazaro had told him all about Michael, and suddenly he had been conjured up. (That
type of coincidence always seemed to adhere itself to Lazaro’s persona, somehow.) They ended
their conversation when Lazaro’s face lit up as he looked at a text message and quickly excused
himself: he had to make his way back downtown. But instead of feeling vexed, since he would
once more have to withstand the shitty traffic (of which, as usual, he bitched about), Lazaro
looked incredibly happy. He had to go, he promised to catch up and talk another time, and so
he left.
After doing several push-ups, the coldness of the bare floor made his fingers feel like
fragile twigs. And then after a long shower, he felt the coldness quickly come unrelentingly
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back.
He smoked another cigarette, alone, on the couch. Then he turned on the TV.
He had promised himself, barely 30 seconds outside his third reading of the fateful
email, that he was going to be a bad ass father. Unlike his retarded brother–already settled
down, with an offspring count of three and a marriage practically in the dumpster, who
thought that a child needed everything that he himself had never had, stuff he’s been deprived
of, stuff like designer outfits and brand-named toys and games, and so gave his sons
everything—he knew better. Little did his brother know of just how detrimental it could all
turn out, in the end. Raising a child so radically different from how you yourself were raised—
why would you deprive him or her from the same happiness of your own childhood? “When I
have a kid I’m gonna buy him all the coolest shit.” And his stupid brother, never one to not do
what he intended to, did.
And, of course, now he knew that he was going to be different. He would spend time
with the kid, and not his money, rather. For somehow in poverty, he thought, truly lied
happiness. He himself lived in this trailer in the middle of nowhere, and still how happy a
single piece of news had been! Instead of fancy toys to play with, simple jar tops and plastic
cups would do. And having untrendy clothes did make for a life-long habit of being frugal, of
thinking very little about the extraneous outside world which only endorses disgusting,
inhuman, never ending consumption. In turn, his own life would be rich. Let his brother be
bathed in absolute ignorant bliss.
His baby blanket still protected him from the cold. He tugged at it and draped it snug
over his shoulders like a king’s mighty cloak. It was rainbow colored, completed by his own
mother just some days shy of his birth, who was, according to her own Christmas and
birthday anecdotes, “beyond happy” with the news of being pregnant with a second child. A
child is always a blessing. He had kept this—it had been with him for the last 23 years.
He turned on his laptop. Both the television and the computer’s monitor elicited a
teasing hum. The aluminum trailer was perfectly electric.
Watching the news simultaneously on-line and on the TV made him feel instantly a
little less lonely. He would take a walk outside, smoke a cigarette or two, and listen to the
desert animals keeping warm under bushes and besides boulders. Once he had seen the
blackest rabbit ever, conversing with the whitest puffball he’d ever seen—the two he had found
in his very backyard. Which extended past city limits, which was as big as to fit an entire sister
town. Now it could belong to more people, he could populate it however which way he wanted.
He would go to Mexico soon, find the same exact location he had visited on his easy, very
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memorable trip there with Engineers Without Borders, and ask the girl there to marry him.
She was learning to speak in English; he was learning to speak Spanish. Somewhere in the
middle, they would both meet up.
He opened his mailbox and found no new email from MMijarez03. He thought, with a
smile of self-satisfaction, that he would indeed be an exemplary father and everything would
turn out alright. He would do everything, starting, practically, now, just super, super right.
Chapter 4
The smallness of her is what strikes him first. The desired slap to the face. Officially. The kind
that makes you smile under over-illuminating light feeling alive and in the know. Immediately
he searches and doesn’t have to do so for long for the human art form to take mortal shape. This
is a rare dissension from Mt. Olympus herself.
“You are so tiny. Wow—the body.”
His first (inarticulate!) words. To her. Not professional, not worthy of serendipity’s
overwhelming interference with the dullness which was as indigenous as dirt to the desert. The
gift was dressed in a golden gown, flowing freely, flapping like the pendants on a castle. She
looked meek and somewhat frightened. Lazaro hoped he wasn’t spooking her away. He could
practically see the black eye throbbing—he didn’t even have to try to shut the lid.
“Hi, you.” Her first sentence—perfection—to him. All for himself. Not worthy to travel
the same wavelength as celestial bodies. Stuck in this time, in this place. No idea what to do
next. There is an aneurism of some kind suddenly in his brain: a colossal mush of all his ideas
and adulations and questions for her trying desperately to take some form of precedence in the
forefront of his consciousness. But nothing sticks. He finds himself devoid a single illuminating
thing inside his head.
(Don’t pussy out, please Lazaro. Do this. Don’t fuckin’ pussy out…)
“Sun City Confidential, dot com.” He tries to keep his composure. Aside from the black
eye, he probably still looks pretty good. He’s got this.
Confidence? Present.
“Oh, a pleasure.” She half murmurs this under her breath which smells sweetly of
oranges. Is this what La Marilyn, infamous Goddess long gone, actually talked like?
He takes her small hand, confidence draining as soon as he feels it, and shakes it. The
majesty and surreality of it make him immediately require the assistance of his other hand, and
he cups them both around her own teeny one. Holding in his hand, his own two hands, inside…
Letting go, still content, still himself, he notices three stones of irregular sizes, like dimes, on her
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frail fingers. They felt way too cold to be held by any single human. She could not possibly stand
their metallic harshness, their elaborate constriction of her sense of touch.
“Mind a quick word with me?”
Her smile curls more on one side than the other. Beauty is forever asymmetrical.
(Perhaps it’s not Marilyn Monroe-like, but surely within that vicinity.)
“The pleasure is, obviously, all mine.”
“Obviously?” she purrs. He has not noticed a single thing around her, not daring to
unglue his eyes from hers.
“Sorry, I add too many adjectives, uh, adverbs to my speech. Most of the time.”
“Cute.”
“Despite, er, despite the black eye?” he asks.
“Yes. Despite the black eye.”
“Ah, no.” He shakes his head, inside beaming with radiant and uncommon happiness.
“No. You’re cute.”
“Thanks.”
Having heard this zillions of times in the past, she is evidently slightly, if not completely,
disappointed. Annoyed? Expectations destroyed?
Upphhh!
“And this, of course, is coming from a gay guy,” he has to add.
That perks her right up. Of course—the gay fan base. Now in her presence, Lazaro is not
disappointed at all of belonging to that particular group.
“And I don’t do drag.”
She laughs. Sincerely, it seems to Lazaro. He becomes relaxed a thousand fold. Yet being
fully articulate will be an inner war.
“I mean,” he goes on, “I think you’re pretty. And I have, I don’t know, a truly outsiderish
point of view, I guess, because I don’t fall for the artificial too easily. I don’t buy into the whole
cool-outside-empty-inside thing. Not saying that you’re artificial. Just, well. Well you know.
Pretty much, well, an icon. But—I guess I must admit I am wholly, like, completely, utterly,
awfully, mortifyingly your huge fan.” Did he lisp all that out? Did it really take courage to spit
that drivel out?
“Thank you–”
“Oh. Lazaro.”
“Oh, Lazaro. Very pretty name.”
“Thank you. It’s… Mexican.”
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“Nice.”
Standing in doorways is by now a fixture of Lazaro’s constant malingering. All the
people—nobody else here but some Doberman (not bull dog) looking body guard.
Snow falls. This alley, in the middle of El Paso, the most Tex-Mex (mostly, authenticallyMex) town in the entire world, looks straight out of some set from Rent. New York City. Fwadée,
you really did bring it with you.
They are interrupted by the Doberman, who has a slightly squeaky voice. “Miss Jizelle.”
She turns to look at the giant. She shrinks further while standing next to the behemoth.
She smiles at him with her eyes.
“I know, I know,” she assures him. “Just pretend that I’m still in the dressing room.”
The Doberman pales. “But they will be waiting for you, miss.”
“And why should tonight be any different?” She keeps her eyes on the reporter.
Lazaro is taken aback by her natural bossiness. Not unkind, though effective.
“And,” she adds, almost murmuring again, “I promised Mr. Lazaro I’d give him a couple
of words for his hometown paper.” Has this occurred? Is she lying for him, or has some
surrealistic vortex suddenly popped open in the middle of everything?
She descends all six concrete steps to the street level and waits for Lazaro to do the same.
She doesn’t turn to see him but when she feel him next to her, she begins walking down the open
end of the alley. Lazaro follows, his feet and knees more leaden now than how they had felt the
torturous night before. The bodyguard leaves them alone.
“Thank you for meeting with me.”
“Oh, don’t worry. I had a nice dinner. And amazing dessert.”
“Great.”
“Today’s my day off.”
“Michael said.”
“Oh, Michael.”
“He’s something else.”
“Yeah. Complete workaholic.” Wow. He is now wholly impressed by Michael. Certainly, a
true reversal of yesterday.
“More of a workaholic than you?” He doesn’t mean to sound as fake as this.
“Oh, sure.”
Lazaro is uncertain whether this is legit or just artistic flair. Oh. This must be how he is
going to feel for the remainder of the night, then.
“Explain.”
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“Already the questions. We haven’t even sat down yet.”
“Sorry.”
“Questions are better answered when sitting down, when at your utmost comfort. Don’t
you think? If we are walking, then, well, let’s just talk. Just no questions.”
Alrighty.
He wants to ask her, directly, what she makes of El Paso. This is a subject of eternal
interest to him. What Nietzsche says about staring at an abyss and it, in turn, looking straight
back at you is what causes these sorts of feelings to arise. What he admires he in turn wants to
admire him back. The premiere, successful writer: born and raised here. El Paso is him; he feels
the daily plight of the bridge crosser making his way with heavy packages weighing him down;
the impatience of a soccer mom looking at the convoluted traffic on the freeway with deep
disdain; the acceptance of such an unscrupulous division between the North and South—indeed
that is perhaps the biggest issue which wanders the back corridors of his mind. Does Fwadée
Jizelle know all about the long lines at the border bridge, the constant toxic emissions of vehicles
stranded on a brontosauric hump wanting simply to get from point A to B.
Well, does she?
“I hope you found El Paso to your liking. It really isn’t like any other place.”
Fwadée stops, already fully outside of the alleyway and into a mostly-deserted street.
Most people have done all their shopping already and gone. Far away, figures seem to be
likewise confused as to the abandonment of the entire downtown region. It is a Thursday, after
all.
She continues to ponder what he has just said to her. Not really a question, not officially
one, but one which still requires a break in the flow of actual conversation.
“I am usually afforded only instances and glimpses of any place I ever travel to. I usually
am confronted with the prettiest and most showy side of the iceberg. It’s all very limiting. I know
for certain that I never get the whole picture in its entirety. But my thoughts on El Paso are
radiant in my brain.” She throws up her arms. “This place is just so exciting! The very air is
charged with particles of—positivity!” She makes an exaggerated gesture, and this looks so out of
place, as next to her is but a fully-stuffed dumpster, and not a true masterpiece of modern art.
She looks hopelessly out of place, and so what she says carries with it the flattering tone of a
true, naive tourist. “And the people,” she continues. “Because of them we couldn’t land the
plane. Some actually got on the runway. It was fun being in the air twenty minutes more. Just
looking at everything from far away—how these mountains are decorated by not one but two
cities! We couldn’t land but we finally did. And the pilot, well, he’s from El Paso, and he
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apologized to no end. ‘Sorry Miss Fwadée. Sorry.’ But I was like, why? What for? Thanks to my
fans I was closer to the clouds for more time than I expected. It sure was a treat.”
The eagerness of adolescence this all portends—when and why did he ever begin to lose
it?
Excitability.
“Yes. From the little I’ve seen, this place seems to have it pretty together.”
“Yeah. Maybe not so much the inhabitants though. Per se.”
“Oh, but that’s just everywhere, honey.”
“Right.”
“People are people.”
“I know.”
“Never forget that.”
“That people are people.”
“Yeah.”
“Guess I’m just a big hater.”
“Don’t be. Don’t be that.”
“But since there are things I despise, the things I do love I love with much more, I dunno,
force. I love, you know, harder. You know?”
“That’s bullshit.”
“Ha ha. I know.”
“You can love… pretty much anything.”
“I know.”
“I love being out in this cold. It’s never this cold out north.”
“Unbelievably.”
“I adore it.” She winks at him as she rubs her hands together. “Infinitely.”
“It’s the desert cold. The place is so used to being so warm most of the year, it just goes
ape shit when winter finally gets here.”
They have turned with the curvature of the street. Everything is closed, though there are
plenty of Christmas lights, naturally, keeping the street lit up. Wreaths had been hung on the
light poles in this side of town.
“I’m surprised you haven’t been spotted yet.”
“What do you mean?”
“Um, by your adoring fans.”
“Well, they’re not supposed to know that I’m still here.”
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“It wasn’t because you were too lazy to go, right?” He is becoming all-too chummy.
Trouble. “You know, you just drank some El Paso water and decided to stay put.”
“No.” She does not look bothered but she does not looked pleased.
“Sorry I asked a question.”
“That’s okay.”
“So,” just to switch to a richer subject, sorta, “did you visit Plaza de los Lagartos?”
She stops walking and grasps his arm. He feels unspeakable warmth, despite the heavy,
icy rings of her hand.
“No! But I heard of it.”
“You have?”
“Of course. My grandma told me all about it.”
“Your grandmother is from El Paso?” Not rhetorical.
“No. But she travelled everywhere. And that’s why, I guess, I do what I do.” She seems
enlightened by the authentic-sounding statement.
“Well, that’s awesome. I myself became the opposite of my dad and brother. They’re both
mechanics.”
She continues clutching his arm, which he senses he has put across himself as some type
of shield. She looks underdressed but so wholly right, glamorous despite the desperate, maudlin
ruins of urbania. Her hair is simple and her makeup minimal. She is definitely just a tourist, not
even bothering with another type of costume.
“Well, do you want to check that out? There will be people, though, I’m sure.”
“Fine. Yes! Of course.”
They begin to walk with a renewed sense of direction and purpose.
“They have them out there? In this cold?”
“Them? Who?”
“The alligators.”
“Alligators?”
“In the plaza.”
“Oh. Oh, no. Those are long gone.”
“Really?”
“Yes. But they used to be there.”
“My grandmother still talks about it.”
“Yeah. I guess it was pretty impressive to have such dangerous animals in the middle of
the public square.”
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“Yes,” she nods. “Definitely.”
“There’s a, um, commemorative statue there, though.”
They have continued walking, nearing the landmark.
“I really needed to get out of the hotel. So thank you.”
“Well, I was just following you.”
“And here I thought it was the other way around.”
He laughs at the nonsense.
“I thought you made the most superb tour guide,” she adds.
Huh. A compliment? From Fwadée? He could just die and still feel completely fulfilled,
even if he himself had accomplished absolutely nothing.
“Thank you, Fwadée Jizelle.”
There are some people, but they keep to the periphery of the park. Some cars drift lazily
by. No one, save him, is lucky enough to be near such greatness.
They stare at the statue of the alligators snapping up at the sky. They gleam in the neardark with colors of phosphorescence. The real ones, thinks Lazaro, were less beautiful. Oh, yeah.
He then remembers the black alligators of the Everglades, lazily lounging in the Florida sun,
glaring at the greenness of the swamps with vicious, bright-red eyes. These ones, on the other
hand, are emblematic. Unique. Harmless. Certainly, if live alligators were banned from the
square, these were adequate, even eccentric, doppelgangers.
“So now we can sit.”
“And, lucky us, there’s no one around.”
They find a wooden bench not wet with yesterday’s snow. As they sit, a couple dozen
pigeons take flight, scared and likewise not worthy of the famous singer.
“Okay, Mr. Lazaro. Thanks for taking me out of that whole general spectrum of chaos.
Now we can have our Q and A.”
“Great!” He doesn’t know, though, that he is prepared to take a professional tone after so
much interaction of another kind. He has been comfortable, even in the presence of an
Olympian goddess. He seems, yes, he knows, he’s grown up.
Even more confident than before, Lazaro takes his tiny note pad (some fifteen or so tiny
pages still clinging to its flimsy binding), his inky pen, and begins. “Please,” he tells her. “These
are warm-up questions. Questions that you have probably, I know you have, heard before. But
just bear with me.”
“Of course. For the over-competent tour guide, anything.”
“Great.” He grins wide and she, from his side, does the same. Wait. She’d rather be here
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than at her hotel? Or in Los Angeles? Or in Macchu Pichu?
“Okay, so, Miss Fwadée, how do you deal with such enormous success. You were once
not known, so you have plenty of “normalness” still by which to contrast your life as an artist. I
love your art, personally. So much. And also, well, how do you deal with failure? Even though
you’re on top of the world, and, in effect, me with you since I’m in your company…” He laughs
nervously. Swiftly entering Flattery Town, Lazaro decides that it’s better to turn back. “Sorry.
But, yeah.” He has no idea how she will take his fumbling and inevitably-bad first “official”
question.
“Well, I know that I’m blessed.” She puts both hands upon both knees. “Not because of
talent or money or anything. I know, trust me, that I am fortunate. I remember living in the
Philadelphia Greyhound station for more than three days. In the middle of winter. I’ve been, I
think, to unpleasant places, and back. It’s really cool that you mentioned contrast, because I
think our lives are made up of nothing but contrasts.” He writes, looks over at her, and writes
some more with a visible hurry.
She looks at the pigeons, reforming into their old clan just a few feet away, nearer the
fuzzy line of parked cars. “I really do just want to know everything. And it’s a curse,” she admits
to him, in a chummy tone. “Being a musician, a performer—this is just an opportunity to get to
know all these things that I want to know.”
Lazaro writes her responses down. This free association-like activity is quite riveting.
Exhilarating. It does not hurt at all that his subject matter is right there, sitting right there, next
to him.
The wind makes its rude intrusion. It is curbed by the newer tallish buildings which have
sprouted up in recent years. They both bundle up within their clothes. She is done. She has
stopped speaking, and Lazaro notices this only some seconds later. He realizes he is next and
must ask the next question.
“And what are these things that you want to know?”
“Well, the way the world really is. People all over it. What do they do? How do they live
their lives? What type of passions do people hold in their hearts?”
“And you really want to know all this?”
“Oh, sure. Aren’t you curious?”
“Me?”
“Yes,” she answers meekly.
“Oh, ah, no.” He fumbles. “People? No. I guess I’m more interested in what’s in the
depths of the ocean. Or the planets. Just thinking that out there, deep where no eyes can
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possibly see, there are living beings going about their existences. It puts me in a place of zen.”
“Yeah, it’s like, while we’re here, landlocked and breathing air, what are, like, sharks
doing?”
“Precisely! Yes!”
“It makes you feel inadequate. Not worthy.”
“And get shivers.”
“Yesss. I love the ocean, too. But I really love people.”
“And they obviously take to you.”
“Sometimes… it’s incidental. Sometimes it is my deepest truth. It is, like, who I really am.
My fans.”
Lazaro writes this down. The wind continues to blow their hair in a certain direction, and
then, abruptly, another.
“Without them, I’m nothing.”
And this time, sensing it is she who has committed the grave cliché, she continues
nonetheless. “Plus, I feel like I am never alone.”
The wind howls its haunting song.
“I personally like it,” Lazaro foolishly declares. “To be alone, I mean.”
Fwadée sighs. Particles of frost escape her lovely mouth, curling in the air as if by magic.
Lazaro continues, barely realizing how unwanted his two cents truly are. “But I am
definitely glad I’m not alone right now. I am just so happy to be in your company.”
“And if I were alone now, I’d be a drunken mess in my room. I’d be switching channels
and desperately seeking something to color on, or something good to read, which, foolishly, I’ve
forgotten somewhere, somewhere else, somewhere in Texas. Just doing nothing. Nothing
productive.”
“And enjoying the good dessert.”
“Yes.” She smiles pleasantly. “There is that.”
“So tell me, Fwadée. What do you forgo in order to create your art? What do you have to
give up in the name of art?”
He has none of these written down. He had a plan, though that went right out the
window when the informality of the interview was established.
She clears her throat. “I try to experience everything. I want to partake in it all. Laziness
is not a good attribute. It’s the enemy. It’s never something you want to be. I see lazy people and
I don’t know what they can possibly see in mere idleness. There is nothing to win. I started
educating myself—”
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(Lazaro is amazed at the declaration. A pop star who values… education? Surrealism
never ceases to extend its octopus arms.)
“—looking at art, thinking of the artist. Reading.” She looks at the newly-erected parking
lot. It looks fake to most El Pasoans, but it is actually not made of cardboard at all. “Music, to
me, is not art.”
“No.”
“No. It’s just too much fun to create, ya know? None of the depressing stuff that goes into
art ever goes into my music.”
He knows this to be the gospel truth. He jots it down.
If she was acting like a true lady, giving him honest questions and acting convivial like
not many of the most intimate of friends ever would, then he would play the part of dashing
gentleman. Without the needless ass-kissing, of course.
“So you don’t consider yourself an artist?” What do you declare on your income tax
forms?
“Fuck no.”
“But how could you not?”
“I just don’t. I love what I do. I have a doctorate in renaissance.”
Lazaro laughs. He begins to covet a cigarette. It is too cold out here to go without.
“And what do you do?”
Lazaro is taken aback. The hand taking notation finally starts to go numb. He stiffens his
back, sitting as upright as possible.
Then, “I am also of that school of thought. That life is too short and you must do what
you love.”
“Of course.”
“And here is living testament, right in front of me.”
She makes a face, scrunching up her nose like the dent on a car.
“Oh, c’mon. If no one was able, ever, to grant you accolades, then all you’d have around
you would be silence.”
“Funny.”
“Really. You must accept the fame.”
“I do.”
“I know you do.” He, here, presumptuously grinning. She talks about her fame on track
04 of her newest album, “Just Kidding Continue (Stop It).”
She looks amused. Her crossed leg dangles in the air.
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“Do you have a cigarette, honey?” she asks.
“But of course, mademoiselle.”
He hands her one—his second-to-last one in fact. He would have been eternally
embarrassed had he not had any inside the cellophane pack. And, just like that, he is having a
smoke with the Fwadée Jizelle.
“More questions?”
“I don’t think I can do my job properly. Too starstruck.”
“Ha, ha. No. You’re doing pretty good.”
“Thanks.”
He blows rings with his mouth, and Fwadée, impressed by the cheap parlor trick, begins
to stick her index finger in each consecutive ring of smoke, trying, agilely, to destroy them. It is
as if it is Jackie, or Elena, there with him. Surprising, he thinks, that no one has yet come to
disturb us.
“Oh. You didn’t answer, quite, my question.”
“No? I thought I had.”
“What do you deprive yourself of?”
For Lazaro this included social interaction. It was a “deprivation” he actually enjoyed
having. And a second deprivation? Stuff which required too much money.
“Time with family. For sure.”
“Oh.”
“Yeah. And, I mean, I know they’re alright.” She takes a shallow drag. Cute. “I know
they’re doing just fine, as they always do. But, you know? I can’t help but miss my little niece
and nephews.”
“Yeah…” he does not look at her while he jots the stuff down.
“But you make new families. And that is always great. I have a really tight relationship
with the people who hang with me. Just so many enthusiastic, talented, young people.”
“Like, um, Michael?”
“Yes. Like I told you. I’m never alone.”
Finally, it seems to Lazaro as though the notion of being perpetually accompanied isn’t
an unattractive one. Does he really have a true reason for ignoring people?
“Who inspires you?”
“Everyone and everything.”
“But, most specifically, which artists?”
“I go to a museum and there is no possible way for me not to become enchanted. Modern
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art, ancient art.”
“Plus the surrealists, right?” he interrupts.
“The surrealists,” she continues, not in pedantic fashion but as though she had just read
this in the morning news and was speaking candidly to a friend. “They were incessantly making
art. Even with a drought of inspiration, which happens to everyone, believe me. Everyone. They
never gave up on making, of reconfiguring. They established new, perhaps even newer, truths.
Like, take for instance, these nifty cut outs.” Impossible—he is taken aback. To see the superstar
cutting tiny pieces of paper, hunched down on the carpet with scissors, spending her valuable
day that way. “They were en vogue with the Dadaists, so I think, and really, all you had to work
with to create new and exciting art was already there for you to take. So you just work with what
already exists. You cut out something from A and put it together with B, and there you are. You
have something. Relationships, like these, constructed by people themselves, amongst different
subjects, well, I guess I must say I really respond strongly to all that stuff.”
He is left speechless. His armpits are wet. Instead of freezing out in this cold, he melts.
“So there is simply no excuse to not be producing.”
He takes this to be directed exactly at him. This will serve as inspiration, surely, in the
near, near future. To get down to business and begin to create his art and hone his craft. To
write. What other artist made such a profound impact on him in the past?
She is basically done with her cigarette. She looks around her for a suitable ash tray.
“So is this what you do with your music?” Again, testing waters. Perhaps getting
perilously close to becoming a thorn on her side.
“But of course.”
He jots down this unexpected response.
“Have you even heard my music?”
This is insulting. He braves a strong face, remains calm and still.
“Of course.”
“Well, then. You must be familiar with how my songs always seem to be rip offs of
others.”
“No.”
“No?”
“No. I completely disagree with you.”
Blatant disagreement—with the goddess.
“How?”
“Well, yeah. Your music resembles other music in the way only music has to sound like
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music, otherwise it would just be something else.”
He gestures for her extinguished cigarette and she hands it over. He places it safely in his
pocket, to be disposed of later.
He continues: “You have made something completely new, Miss Jizelle. You have
injected the youth with both nostalgia and a longing for the future. These spheres we never
inhabit. You must see it. You make it hard not to dance, not to get up and for a gay guy to
announce to the world that, indeed, he is gay, and indeed, he cannot help it but dance to your
awesome shit. He is opened up and his guts resemble his outside. You know? He’s inspired, too,
to create. You are a true inspiration.”
“Just doin’ babe,” she hugs herself. Her floating gown flaps, going everywhere at once.
“What I love to do.”
“Okay. Next one.”
He pretends like he’s thinking up a question, when in reality he is just planning how to
form it properly. “Do you think that you were born gifted and therefore have the amount of
success you’ve earned, or do you think that anyone, any normal person, can achieve your
greatness?”
He could not come up with another word for “greatness.”
“Well, because this is the body that I inhabit and don’t have the ability to inhabit
anybody else’s, I can’t possibly speak for all people. What is a normal person, anyway? I really
do believe that, yes, it all requires some, even rudimentary, talent, but if you do what you love
eventually you’ll do it really good. So just concentrate on that stuff, and nothing else.”
“And acknowledge that there’s bad stuff out there—that it exists. But put this away, in a
sense.”
“Oh sure.”
“And already, the contrast in these two things—that’s education.” The coldness has
gotten to his brain. He is mumbling incoherencies at Fwadée Jizelle.
“Do you have faith in humanity?” he asks and she looks at him, elegantly turning her
neck.
“Well, of course. Pessimism is so out.”
“It’s, so, high school. Right?” She is younger than him by some months.
“I agree. I love people, I know that they all strive to be the best they can be. Laziness, I
must highlight, is the sole enemy. Laziness and apathy.”
The atmosphere has steadily accrued weight. Things seem bleached of most color.
Pastels and greys, everywhere. A figure catches his eye once he stops writing on his note pad.
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The glare of a neighboring building brings this figure into relief. He is huddled, observing them
both, looking vigilant.
A bodyguard.
Oh. Right. Never alone.
“Lastly.” He clears his throat—dirty tasting. “Do you ever tire of being you?”
Bad last question, he quickly thinks. Before she begins, he interrupts her. “—And I know
what you said, about being unable to inhabit another’s body, but seriously. Do you tire of being
yourself all day, every day?”
“Do you?”
“Nah. That’s irrelevant.”
“Is it?”
“Well, for this interview, yes. The readers don’t want to read about me.”
“Maybe some do.” She looks at him. “You never know.”
“I doubt it.”
“Lazaro, do you tire of being you?”
“Of course. Who doesn’t.”
“I see.”
“Which is why I asked the question in the first place—how do you deal with being you?”
“Well, I’m merely human, as you can see.” She touches his hand.
“But an extraordinary one.”
She continues holding his sweaty hand.
Does this mean everything is right with the world? That fate is real, and that his, which
he had for a long time discounted and labeled as petty or trite, is, in fact, relevant, important,
unexpectedly fantastic?! He is being afforded a very rare, very, very rare glimpse of a living,
breathing artist. A rare specimen. They’re not eccentric. They’re not despairing. Nor are they
petty, or egotistic, or merely gifted mutants.
The only noises now, besides their tranquil breaths and the fumbling wind, are
approaching footsteps.
Fwadée tenses up.
The air becomes dense, as if they are suddenly both trapped within the eternal
claustrophobia of a snow globe.
“Jizelle!”
The usual bark, a command more than a simple beckon from yet another man filled to
the brim with some potion of senseless pride.
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“Jizelle!”
She says something, something sad, under her breath.
“What’s that?”
He cannot make out what she says. She is shaking.
Lazaro knows now that the figure had never for a second escaped their immediate
periphery. That figure, now more blatantly the quintessential figure of a man, nears. He no
longer calls her name.
“And who’s this?” He then asks when he’s before them. With much more authority in his
voice than he has the right to.
“My manager.”
“Manager.” Lazaro repeats.
“Well, his assistant. Who’s pretty much,” her enormous caramel eyes travel heavenward,
“my manager.”
“Oh.”
“I guess it’s time to cut our time here short.”
She unhinges her legs.
“Oh. Well.”
He gets up. A wetness in his legs has all to do with the cold weather and not sweat.
“Thank you so much, Miss Jizelle.”
“It was lovely,” she says, getting up perfectly, using his hold for support.
“Well, I guess I’ll leave you to your—”
“Master.” Again, a tiny utterance has escaped her mouth.
Lazaro turns to leave, already accepting the aftereffects of their strange separation. He
turns and sees the manager’s assistant grabbing insistently at her bare arm, and suddenly
clasping at it like a shark would its tortured victim. And in that same motion not letting go, and
not letting go.
“Hey!” Lazaro utters.
“Aw, fuck.”
They are both there, both men, some feet away from the alligator display. The guy is not
unhandsome, it could be said. But desecrating a diva, in full public view, is perhaps the one
instant ugliness of the overall portrait.
“Please,” Lazaro bellows forcibly. “Don’t do that.”
“Aw, shit.” He repeats. His eyebrows turn inwardly, the authority is all in the eyes.
“Fwadée, c’mon.” He pulls her away, the o of her mouth staying in its place, despite her pretty
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face’s swift departure. Her shoes click the entire way. She leaves him. She is gone. He cannot
perceive a single protest.
That was it.
Should he follow? Is she in danger? No. No.
He quickly tries to forget the idiotic finale to their magical exchange and think of what
did go right. He feels lonely as he gets inside his car, lonely like times before, but because of the
one-way laws of evolution, including emotional evolution, he is completely assured it will be a
weak type of loneliness, the type that does not last all that long. He feels, deep inside, the kind of
loneliness that the likes of Fwadée Jizelle, he understands, never, ever will.
Deciding to ask his roommate for directions to the turnpike had been, in retrospect, the best
decision possible. For one, he didn’t have to ask a complete and total stranger, though in some
way his roommate was one, had always been one. He didn’t have to lose time looking for all
the proper road exits because today’s drive was to be different. He’d usually snail his way from
one traffic jam to another, admiring all along the beauty of paradise behind the opaque glass.
The fresh honeysuckle would find its amorous way through the A/C vents, fingering the very
lids of his nostrils. The chrome in sunlight of the cars and water puddles provided streaks of
sheer wonderment giving the spine a stupendous shiver. He was a sitting marionette on a
padded black seat, with the seat belt strapped tight, smoking cigarettes in rows, letting things
in, images, sounds, music, beauty, stories-in-the-head, and letting out smoke through the
darkened panel to the sky. While holding his wheel, firmly.
He had an awkward and desperate urge. It did not show on his face (surely the
roommate didn’t notice a thing) and his bag, which was heavy and elongated but compact
(and altogether useless) dragged him down. A bag that had once been somebody’s, but now
was his. “For your travels,” his aunt’s shrill voice rang right by his ear. Indeed he wanted to fill
this bag with just about everything he could find, that was his, in this shared room. Doing just
this, he went to his departed roommate’s desk, under it, to the roommate’s enormous treasure
chest with all of his innermost belongings and adolescent minutiae inside it. He then took the
hunting rifle, what the roommate had lovingly called “My Remington since birth.” He placed
this inside the oblong bag last, and it fit perfectly.
There were pairs of things plus toothbrush, and cologne, and hair gel, and a razor. But
he left the razor.
Not once looking at himself in the bathroom glass at all on his way out, he noticed that
he had forgotten the directions. That teensy paper with childish lines and scribbles stood
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frightened by his typewriter, and he had to struggle slightly to recover it with his vacant left
hand. Now, with nothing left as an excuse to hesitate further, he locked the door with his body
frame straight, his neck rigid.
About the trajectory to his car: small steps until the elevator-waiting area is reached,
then deciding on more exercise, a left, toward the downward staircase. Descending two, then
three steps in at a time, making more and more of a ruckus, he actually resembles a happy
person. Avalanching then toward the person-behind-the-desk, makes one ironic wave which
goes, as is customary, unnoticed.
It is fantastic to taste the outside. Here, it was possible to do so by staying somewhat
still and walking slowly forward, simultaneously. The neck jutting out at a certain angle to
catch the mist, the molecules, the very day; advancing at a pace that will contrast finely with
the strict confines of the vehicle that awaited him. About his vehicle: it was two-door, a
“coupe,” a recent year, a savior and protector, an altogether good pal. Nameless. Only “the
Civic.” Like all the times before, he mechanically sat his ass down, closed the door civilly,
straightened up, penetrated his car with the key and twisted, let go. Ready. Go.
Suddenly, and perhaps because this scenery had been so commonplace in the last six
months or so, he has bypassed all the dorms, the university lawns, the apartment complexes,
the strip malls hidden in green, and found himself on the freeway, turning by intuition where
he was supposed to. He crinkled the paper of directions when it had finally served its purpose,
throwing it out the window.
He had decided today, before class, refusing to go of course, that he was to drive. Just
drive. He had some money on a plastic card somewhere inside his kid-looking wallet, had the
car, his car, had some cigarettes and various CDs. So what more?
The turnpike gets you from Hollywood or Fort Lauderdale proper to Orlando, then up
you go, leaving the panhandle as if on your way home. The Hard Rock Hotel, where Anna
Nicole died, lets you know exactly where. Just as he forks over the cash at the toll booth he
thinks that that is where he will go, send by mail what he stole from his roommate back to him
(a rifle?!?!), and who fucking cares if he is considered an all-out failure? He is not there, after
all, with the others; in the classroom, in Mr. Slotsky’s class, in Ms. Schaeffer’s, going over
absurd chemicals that he will never come face-to-face with, so tiny to be significant at any time
of his day, just stupidity all around, streaming down the walls, coming out of the eyelids of the
zombie students. And books, and heat, and no congenial conversation, and leaky armpits. But
look at me, he thought with a vague smirk, freer than any fucking fucker.
He has for the first time in years plugged his ear directly to the stereo so that all the
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sound goes right in. As the windows are permanently down he ABBAs himself across a
landscape ready to splurt out juice. A sleek tendril of air puckers at his cheeks, incessantly,
unseen, but actually venerated as thought they were bitsy hoorahs from some faraway,
cheering crowd. He then put on Pixies and remembered his senior trip to Madrid. He didn’t
want to leave the vivid Florida of today for the Spain of the rushed-past past. So he listened to
the 2-disc anthem of youth only halfway. He then boomed it up with virginal laments by Tori
Amos, some ziggy Iggy, a return to favorites with some Cranberries, The Offspring, some
popular 90’s punk that elevated him to a higher plane altogether, and even E.L.O, Blondie,
Nirvana made their way in. He had never had this much fun with music before.
Arriving in Orlando is easy—sometimes. It is flat like a Frisbee, with nothing but a
sorry string of shopping centers and strip malls, and gobs and gobs of palm trees disorienting
the entire view, and depending on the direction of your arrival you will find the nucleus of it,
that is, where all the theme parks and restaurants and others have converged, where money is
spent without flinching because it is somehow a white-washed Vegas wannabe of the East, not
counting Atlantic City.
For this month, it was quite chilly. He worried a bit, but had, again as if by some
Promethean intuition, brought along an itchy sweater.
He decided to go watch a film. This voyage of enjoyment (?) would require a buffer. The
quickest movie theater, he saw, as he exited and saw KISSIMMEE ST. CLOUD signs
everywhere, was inside the City of Artifice itself, where bar and theme park patrons go to,
well, do what they do best, which is to consume.
There were two which struck his discerning interest. There could be no negation of the
enormous appeal the poster with the ominous artsy renditions of zombies had on him. But
then, there was the other one. The artsy one, the made-for-less-than-some-million-dollars one,
with an actress he really truly loved and a screenwriter that would probably (and did) win the
Oscar. The two choices offered him were like opting to eat one of two delicious dishes, but,
having satisfied that part of him, leaving the darkened theater, depressed more by the movie,
and the lights of the megaplex behind him, he thought that, again, his gut-decision had been
the wise one.
He then left the complicated parking garage that reminded him of Jurassic Park. He
reconnected to the main artery as his northward voyage resumed. The windows still down, he
noticed the chill that had started when the movie was half-way, something interesting on the
screen making him ignore it completely, within his bones. In his marrow.
Past Gilchrist, Lafayette counties, then Tallahassee. On the U.S. map, he was past the
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panhandle’s curve, now truly heading west.
More music accompanied him and he was finally allowed to scream out loud in fury or
cry pathetically in anguish. Actual tears and saliva. A wet face.
The sameness never got to him though. It was this; his life; a road, which sparked up
something that had marked his previous period of such inactivity and sadness so ferociously,
stomping it right the fuck out.
This was the truest form to live a life.
Now he was closer to New Orleans, and that, he thought, was where.
The dark and torturous road segued then into Alabaman land. Then Mississippi. The
people at all the gas stations were all very nice, very kind. There were decomposed logs, forest
debris by the bayous along each exit of the highway (a decrepit, dinosauric one), and
reminiscing about the school trip to the ‘Glades not less than three weeks ago, he hurried back
to his car. (Alligators, it’s widely known, are black and still as logs on the swamp.) And finally,
at the very cusp of the ocean line crossing into Louisiana was the Crescent City. Glistening.
He had decided to mark this as The Single Most Extraordinary Thing I’ve Ever Done in
a drawer, inside his head. Crawling from the rock that was his dormitory to reach this radiant
new-but-old city—this was what his life had all come down to. He’d transported his body,
physically, from a deep and intolerable trap, and onto the shadow of one enormous question
mark.
The swamp was stickier here. There were numerous swamps everywhere in this soggy
southeastern side of the country, but it could be felt here with an utmost intensity. The
mosquitoes were also witnessing his sudden and enlightened realization that he had no place
to spend the night, as his nighttime entrance left no sights to be seen. He wanted, now that he
was about 900 miles away, to be a tourist. At least for some hours. He, after such an
irrational, illogical drive, deserved at least that. He did not hate himself that much after all. To
suppress the curiosity. To go without.
So he picked almost at random some shitty-ass motel where he paid with three twenties
a bed that reeked of pot, to use the toilet that had to be flushed several times to dispose of the
waste; which had only an open window as A/C, no towels, no cable. Outside was cold,
anyway. He decided to order some porn (by simply clicking buttons on the hotel room phone)
and look at the rifle.
It made him depressed, that his credit card was to be charged 12.99. What had he been
thinking?
Money. It comes, it goes, it means nothing but sustains everything. Fuck. 12.99.
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And then he fell asleep with it on. Woke up and had enough time to ejaculate right
before the credits rolled, went to the restroom, became suddenly afraid of the gun. He saw the
whiteness of his complexion as a result of this object of disaffection, a terrible powder
descending upon him as a punishment for who knows what. Plus, it didn’t help matters at all
that he had bleached his hair not two nights ago so that now he looked most unlike himself
than ever: more Spaniard, he guessed, than indio. Looking drained, entirely.
It became morning and he scratched the back of his neck with leisure and went to the
floor and checked for the bullets. They had always been there, snug, each in its chamber, but
maybe they had fired themselves off suddenly, off unto the night, while he‘d been asleep. But
with day: rationality, curiosity, and thirst.
He paid the money for the pornography after gulping down a liter of water, showering,
and throwing his material existence (bunched-up) into the bag. He took the car to where the
concierge had pointed out the Quarter to be. And he parked as close as he possibly could, and
went and sped through all the glass displays in the Aquarium, feeling fine, and stayed in the
periphery of the famed district until he deemed himself worthy to enter it, alone. He was
mighty impressed with the colors: the bi-colored knickknacks, the hazy slits of glitter,
parchment books a hundred years old, mementos of death, kitschy apparel, Mardi masks,
voodoo amulets, papier mache creations of goblins, skulls, and demons (the proper cousins of
Mexican calaveras). Halloween had always been his favorite, and here, every day was the Day
of the Dead.
He then remembered what had called out to him, bringing him here. It was something
more than just the Anne Rice vampires, or the delicious gumbo, jambalaya, Cajun étouffés he’d
had the pleasure of ingesting in his newly-adult life. It was something else—something
wordless.
He was here now, and not there. Nobody knew where he was. He’d broken from the
schedule the Fate train had set up, in apathy, all for him. He saw whimsical miniatures sold 3
for $10 and found he could be a Gulliver-like vessel in which teeny Lilliputians might ride atop
of; he’d be tour guide to an invisible party composed—entirely of him! This type of silliness
always turned him giddy.
Coming across a standing statue in the middle of the cobblestoned rue, its whiteness
perhaps almost-matching his own (though he wore a black Joy Division T-shirt and the
spectral statue looked like the Bride of Death, Wilkie Collins’ Woman in White), he almost
tripped as the mime came to waking life, holding down a rose for him to take, a scary lady in
massive ivory makeup. Scary set-up. He was frightened, taken aback, but then he saw the
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Absynthe bar in Pirate’s Alley. Plastic beads crushed underfoot as he made for its entrance.
Taking then a sip of an older woman’s beverage, who coos him with a “Boy, you just
havta git you sum, man. Here. Tek. Tek it.”
He was only 18, but nobody had noticed the tiny infraction. It was diluted absynthe,
and instead of watching a swirl of green fairies about him he decided that he might just be
getting sick. The woman bought him a shot of green of his own, and he thanked her kindly in
return. It tasted more like bourbon than anything else.
He departed, with a smile and the beginnings of a bout with hiccups. She smiled back
and waved bye with her fingers loose. Her lipstick looked smudged atop her sprinkled,
wrinkling lips.
He bought pastries at Café du Monde, a kind man serving delicacies told him that he‘s
lucky to be there at this particular time of day. The historic café was only ¾ full, so he had the
freedom to smoke on the patio cigarette after uninterrupted cigarette with nobody
complaining.
He then sat at Jackson Square, ignoring even the bees which came by only for a buzzy
greeting. All day he had the proper soundtrack in his brain, and it matched the French
ambiance. He had stumbled upon a lost city, one that stayed the same despite the modern age.
He thought himself lost in time, on top of everything else.
He decided to stroll the Garden district, envisioning remodeling the homes that needed
some handy work (pre-Katrina at the time) and then happily moving in. Enter joyous destiny.
A happy, fantastic existence.
He walked more and more, admiring the magnificent magnolias that struck up a
surreal conversation with him and he ignored some discarded gothic bricks which littered his
way. Statues. Graves. He left Woldenberg Park.
He joined a tour of ghost sightings when it had grown dark and late enough. It
commenced at a Voodoo shop but made its way all around the quarter, all over the places he
had visited in safe daylight. It was incredible fun.
He had to show this to someone. He HAD to.
Arriving at his Civic, still some hours to go ‘til he was to develop a sleazy hangover, he
realized that this was a goldmine for stories, for horrible ghostly, grizzly ones. He could move
here, though of course he’d still probably be depressed. It did not matter where he went, it was
always he who accompanied himself, and the two were indivisible. He could therefore never
win.
In the morning light he was already upon Floridian marsh, rushing with the same
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spirit as before past the states of Mississippi and Alabama. He woofed down waffles and
chicken. All of it lathered in hot, amber syrup.
He had changed his clothes just outside New Orleans city limits. He thought about the
randomness of the event, all of it his choosing. He’d never known he could do something like
this—to be capable of such self-administered magic.
He then slept at a rest stop. Three whole hours.
Arriving back at the school, with the preternatural experience still in his eyes, Lazaro
decided, finally, that he truly wanted to live.
Chapter 5
On his way home he gets a text. It’s Jackie.
So we ARE going to Vegas.
It comes back to him: two weeks (was it?) ago, Jackie, in her full zombie lover suit,
practically kissing the dude’s dirty boots, confiding in Lazaro that she thought it was high time
that they tied the knot. Stupid girl. And how to do this in the most ghetto-glam sort of way? Go
to Vegas. But after several more beers, Jackie finally came clean and told Lazaro that what Juan
Carlos really needed was a car, some Volkswagen, which he had promptly purchased on the
internet for an insanely low price, but that said Volkswagen was actually in Las Vegas, Nevada, a
mere 723 miles away from town and that that was the purpose a trip there was to be had.
Lazaro nodded, not realizing that Jackie really had wanted him to go all along.
When she had asked, Lazaro—for some reason that had more to do with the ingestion of
marijuana brownies two hours prior than the idea itself—had acted ecstatic. Sure, he would
come along. Sure, he wanted to ditch class this week anyway. Sign me up.
Later in bed, about to nod off without caring for a soothing shower beforehand, the
phone again becomes animated with some person’s voice eager to reach his ears. He does try to
make sense of the number. All numbers seem foreign to him anyhow.
“Hello?” It is, actually, a blast from the past. Not too far past. Michael. No other.
“Hey man!” Lazaro, unusually chirpy.
“How’s everything?”
“Aw, man. I just really, really wanted to thank you. I know you probably left town
already, but—”
“No, nah. I didn’t leave.”
“No?”
“No. I stayed.”
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“With Jake?” He smiles. “With Fuentes?”
“Ha, ha. Yeah. Well with Fuentes.”
“Ah huh.”
“Then with Jake.”
“I see.”
“Yeah.”
“And did you, ah, enjoy yourself?”
A stupid grin probably on his face, Michael giggles as if with nitrous. “Yeah. He he.”
“Did you see much of El Paso?” The phone slips in his sweaty grasp.
“Some. Not really.”
“Well, I guess you were left in competent hands.”
“He he. Yeah.”
“In congenial company.”
“Yes. That is why I thought I kinda owed you.”
“Well,” Lazaro looks at his cool blue light, then the red, in smooth, slow flashes.
Soothing. “That was completely amazing. So just, super decent of you. I really had the time of
my life.”
“Me too.”
Lazaro laughs.
“You El Paso boys,” Michael changes to a more serious tone. “You guys have it going on.
He he.”
Lazaro laughs more enthusiastically. “Ha ha. I’m sure to go and tell all the fags that
myself. They’ll be humbled.”
“I’m sorry we couldn’t spend more time…”
“Yeah. You leaving?”
“This time, yes.”
“The tour continues.”
“Although I think Fwadée is getting sick,” Michael says. “She’s locked herself in her room
and no one’s seen her. Everything’s been delayed. Nobody knows.”
“Now except me.”
“Yeah.”
“An exclusive.”
“Sure.”
“Actually, I really want to write the article. But…” he trails off.
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“But?”
“But I’m gonna quit. No one respects me there. Can’t do anything about it. I feel like I
can just get away with telling them that I never met up with Fwadée and just let it die right
there. They can be assholes and I guess they bring out the asshole in me too.”
“Well, regardless. Glad I could help.”
“And I have your number now. So text me your email. I do email better.”
“Ok. Cool. Hopefully we can do stuff next time.” A pause. “Bye, Lazaro.”
“Till next time, Michael.”
The ghost of the conversation quickly lifts.
It being a Thursday, there are drink specials at his usual haunts. His brain hesitates,
though, as, almost in learned mechanical ritual, Lazaro begins putting on his socks and shoes.
Go out? Again? He has not turned on the heat because the coldness seems pleasant
somehow.
He wants to write but is quickly dissuaded from it as he sees the scribbles of the
interview.
Now, to smoke pot. To stay in. To do, nothing.
And then, a knock at the door. It is usually Jackie who pounds the door in this fashion,
two long ones followed by a short, but there is a new pattern of impatience built on top of it. An
edginess that isn’t Jackie-like.
Before he even goes to answer it he knows that there are at least two people at the door.
Barging in, the dud Juan Carlos. “Hey dude.” His salutation is not at all authentic-sounding.
“Juan Carlos.”
“Hi, babe.” In next, Jackie. She is overdressed. Clearly, they must be going out.
“Hi.”
“Sorry… lost my phone. I couldn’t text you.”
“Ah, that’s okay.”
She hugs him.
“Wait. You texted me not fifteen minutes ago.”
“Well, since then I lost it.”
The boyfriend looks around him, at all the books on the shelves. He makes no discernible
opinion, this being the first time he’s ever been here, but simply looks there, anywhere, waiting
for whatever conversation they are to have with Lazaro to finally begin.
He motions for them both to sit on the quilted bed. Before her ass is on it though, Jackie
has procured a fat joint. Juan Carlos, ever considerate, lights it for her. He looks jittery, faded,
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tired, yet ever so animated. Cokehead.
As she passes Lazaro the joint, pungent and strong, licking the tips of her fingers by
custom, she tells him how sucky it is that the Fwadée assignment didn’t occur. But because he is
tired, and because he does not want to get into it with the dud Juan Carlos glaring away with his
reptile eyes, all he tells her is, “Yeah. I know.”
“Another time,” she assures him.
Lazaro makes kid-like shrugs as he keeps the joint burning between his lips. He takes a
luxurious drag, taking his time in order for Juan Carlos to be deprived of it longer.
“So you two are hitting the town?” he finally asks them both.
“Yes. All three of us are.”
“Jack—”
“You cannot say no. Trust me. It’ll be worth your while.” Twice he’s heard this in one day.
“Nah, can’t handle straight clubs right now. Or gay ones, for that matter.”
Juan Carlos fixes a wrinkle on his shirt in the official gesture for discomfort.
“Pretty please,” she begs him.
“I’ve had a rough couple of days.”
“O, c’mon. You will NOT get fired from your job, okay?”
“Nah, that’s not why.”
“Plus you told me that no one got the interview.”
“Yeah, yeah.”
“C’mon!”
“I said that’s not why!”
“So hurry up and get ready.” She passes him the joint.
Juan Carlos excuses himself silently, and goes to the bathroom. He does not require
instructions of where to find it.
Safely out of earshot, Lazaro turns on the television and increases its already-loud
volume level. He whispers: “You didn’t tell me you guys were back together!”
“I know,” she says, meekly.
“Fuck. But you’re not happy with him!”
“I am so.”
“Trust me, you’re not. You’re just like my friend, Elena.”
“That ‘horrid bitch’ you’re always complaining about?”
“YES!”
There is a flush, the noise of the fallen toilet lid. They look at the bathroom in unison,
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then, ignoring it, continue.
“I can’t believe you.”
“Well, believe me.”
Juan Carlos comes out. He takes his place next to his girlfriend, whose expression by
now has changed from one of consternation to one of friendliness. A stupid attempt at
highlighting what she’s just said. Two people could not be worse for each other, he thinks.
Finally, Juan Carlos makes his second statement of the night. “Are you in, bro?”
“Am I in? For what?”
“To come out play with us.”
“Still not sure.”
Juan Carlos grunts and looks elsewhere. The floor, the ceiling, the books again.
“We are gonna get married,” says Jackie.
“In Vegas?”
“No. But we are going to Vegas. Or, rather, both of you are.”
“Both?”
“You and Juan Carlos. I want you to help him pick out my wedding ring!” She looks
young like this, speaking of youngish things.
“Oh, c’mon.” She can’t be serious.
“I’m serious. I want it to be a total surprise. I want you to be my best man.”
“But you get to have a maid of honor, darling.”
“Oh, fuck that shit. You’re my best friend. Well—” she looks at her boyfriend who is off in
his own world, “—second, to my fiancée.”
Lazaro snickers, but the two visitors are blissfully unaware. Why do they continue to
pester him even when he dutifully plays his role of mean bitch?
He is most likely coming off the Fwadée buzz. (It lasted a good, solid two to three hours—
with plenty of savory flashbacks for later.) This, two people in need of his assistance, tethers him
sternly to reality. He chooses to not be angry, though. That they are bursting his bubble,
however unconsciously, means that there is a bubble to be popped in the first place. His meeting
with the singer is now only but a memory to be conjured up in the most desperate of occasions.
Now, he has to top that experience, itself probably the one most important thing to have ever
occurred to him in his life (other than being born that is). And the only way to do this is to keep
an open mind. To go out there, out of his most claustrophobic apartment, and live.
Be productive.
“And when is Juan Carlos planning on taking this trip?”
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The two are quiet, uncertain of who will answer first.
But Lazaro kind of already knows the answer.
“Tonight.”
“Ah.” He looks away with his nose in the air. “I can’t.”
“Yes you can.”
“Nope,” he says defiantly. “Can’t.”
“Dude—” she hardly uses the word, “—c’mon. You have no plans.”
“I don’t?”
“Well, you tell me.”
He loathes being cornered like this. And, to make matters worse, that cruel, unwanted
boyfriend sneer.
“Various plans. I don’t have the time.” He still has to transcribe the Fwadée episode. He
has to write stuff for class. He has to eat and sleep. To rest and just be.
“Okay, okay. But you would be leaving tonight and coming back tomorrow.”
“That quick?”
“Yeah.”
“And you can’t go?”
“No. Can’t. Plus I want my ring to be a surprise.”
“So. Let me get this correct.” He scratches at his temple. “You’re setting me and your
boyfriend out to travel twelve hours to and twelve hours from Las Vegas. It’s my favorite place
on earth, I know, but c’mon!”
“Lazzie, sweetie, you c’mon. It’s only for the day. And just imagine all the fun you’ll
have!” This is surprising behavior, coming from Jackie. Suddenly, the tom boy, the party girl,
the intrepid adventurer is getting held back and a new persona arises: selfish, conventional, even
petty, girl. He cannot help but add her to his personal disdain for certain females in particular,
mostly all of them, in general.
Imagine the fun.
And, incredibly, he could.
“Nah,” he says. “I just can’t.”
Juan Carlos stares, dumbly, at one speaker, then the other. He keeps fidgeting with his
dirty, nail-bitten fingers.
“All the casinos, and lights, and shows.”
“Yes. Yes. Yes.”
“And the hot guys.” Juan Carlos shudders.
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“I know—but it’s just all too sudden.”
“You do love spontaneity.”
“That I do.”
“So c’mon.”
“No money. Just stop begging me.”
“Money? You know you have money saved up precisely for an occasion such as this. And
Juan Carlos is taking care of the gas. And because it’s a day trip you don’t need the hotel room.
All you have to do is go with him.”
“And my cousin,” says Juan Carlos.
“Yeah. He’s going along, too.”
“He’s helping me bring back the car.”
Car?
“Yeah, Lazzie, remember? This is a multipurpose trip.”
“On which you are not going,” Lazaro clarifies.
“Correct.”
“Jackie, sweetie. I don’t know.”
“Yes you do.”
Lazaro rises to his feet and takes off his shirt. The quickness of it makes Juan Carlos look
up at him with a strange expression. Jealousy, or contempt?
He grabs a warm sweater from the closet, one with horizontal lines which makes him
look pretty thin. A quick splash of water to the face, true rejuvenation by the bathroom sink. The
love birds quietly chat, although Juan Carlos seems to be more interested in his phone than the
girl.
“So I have not said yes.”
“I know.”
“Jack—you gotta give me time to think about it.”
“I know.”
“To digest.”
“I know—which is why we are talking about it some now, then taking you out to discuss
it even further. Juan Carlos’s cousin is having a party.”
“This same cousin who’s going on the trip?”
“The very one.”
Ready within minutes (and, most importantly, showing Juan Carlos that not all gay guys
are intricately, meticulously clean), the trio exits the cavern and Lazaro (for some reason)
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hurriedly locks his door.
Instead of discussing the trip, it is truly clever, thinks Lazaro—looking out the side
window as they pass homes decorated in Christmas gear—that they are evading the main issue
to give him time and room to “digest.” He knows that Jackie knows that she thinks she knows
him.
They get there, having said not too many words—instead listening to god-awful rap, and
unable to find parking.
Atop the hill: a vibrating music box of a house. Lights ejaculating through the windows to
the dark outside, individual blades of grass flashing on the lawn like praying worms.
“Fuck.” Despite not being the driver, Lazaro cannot help but feel Juan Carlos’s
frustration at not finding a place to park.
Inside, it is warm, it is heated, and the party is roaring. How can people function when
all signs point to ‘slow down’? How is it possible to party and party and then party some more?
thinks Lazaro, all too conscious of hints of bitterness.
Jackie keeps leaving his side, but not for long. She gets him a drink, a horrible banana
drink that makes Lazaro quickly excuse himself to the bathroom and expel as vomitus all over
the toilet, no chunk out of place. Like a gentleman with lady hands, he pats his lips and looks at
himself in the enlarged Victorianish mirror.
Vegas? My wintertime treat, no? Rather, an exodus. A much needed vovage.
But the guy is probably a pill. A total asshole, from his friend’s first-hand accounts which
were harrowing enough to make him (once more) adulate his own sexual orientation. Perhaps in
Vegas he would be left alone after picking out the ring. Yeah. They probably didn’t have to stay
with each other the entire miserable time.
On his way back to the living room/library/bar area, he notices people clumped up at yet
another bathroom, a half bathroom, which, as he peers in to take a quick look, is exactly the
same, decorated the same, as the one he has just been to.
Snorting, like piglets.
It is clear what’s going on. Nobody in the pig room would share—sometimes not even a
best friend shares—and he isn’t interested anyway. But for some reason he wants to see.
Instead, he asks Jackie about her future wedding. “Are you excited?”
But she misinterprets, thinking that he’s accepted. “Yes. Thanks so much for doing this.”
He swallows his alcohol.
“And it better be a good one.” The ring.
“Er—so you want me to leave tonight, right?”
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“Yes.”
“Like, in a matter of hours?”
“Yes.”
“But in the meantime just hang here, right?”
“Yes.”
“I just look like some raccoon perching—malingering.”
“Ooh, good word. No. The black eye makes you look—”
“Gag! Don’t tell me.”
“So—can I tell Juan Carlos yes?”
He looks at his friend. He is doing this for utterly selfish reasons, but she doesn’t have to
know. He nods.
Soon enough, the coke crowd comes out of the bathroom, all sniffing their noses as
though they do want the unwanted attention. Because the world is small, and El Paso even
smaller, one of the people happens to be Yorch. He approaches Yorch first, who, looking at his
acquaintance with dilated pupils, lowers himself considerably by playing stupid.
“Hey man!” The token hand shake, hand slap hybrid.
“Wow. Laz. What you doing here man?”
“With a girlfriend?”
“Girlfriend?”
“Yep.”
“But I thought you was gay.”
“Am. Yeah. Still.” Yorch is concentrating on something that probably doesn’t exist. “She’s
a girl. And a friend.”
“Ah, I get you.” A smile crosses his face (his teeth are yellow and of radically-different
sizes—thankfully his mouth is so tiny so he seldom shows them at all).
“And you?”
“Huh?” Playing (appropriately) dumb.
“What brings you to this random shindig?”
“ ’Nastasia’s here.”
“Oh, cool.”
“And so’s Venette.”
Which means, Lazaro thinks, that Jimmy Shoe is also somewhere nearby. Perfect. A
confederacy of horrid work people and insatiable party people. Perhaps leaving for Vegas now is
a better choice than remaining here?
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Soon enough, Jackie is back. She loathes (appropriately) Yorch.
“Yorch,” she once cackled into her popcorn at the movies. “Yorch! Fuckin’ fucktard!” The
scampered away once Yorch looked at the seats behind him at the theater.
They begin small talk. Yorch is horny, so he attempts to be amusing. It is easy as pie to
get out of the mating rituals, however slight or insignificant, of the hetero youth.
Obviously, uncomfortable Jackie must bring up the common factor, what their
commotion is all about.
“He’s going to Vegas?” Yorch asks. “What a lucky bastard!”
Lazaro is suddenly not discontent at this personal detail disclosed to so intimate an
enemy. Bask in the greenness of your envy, you asshole.
“Don’t you have some school stuff this weekend?” Yorch asks Lazaro.
“No.”
“Oh.” Yorch shrugs dramatically. “Thought you had stuff to do for the boss.”
“You mean, like the Fwadée concert?” Lazaro says, as defiant as he can make it.
“Yeah,” Yorch replies. “Like that.” He sniffs overtly. “Couldn’t get in, huh?”
“No. No one could.”
“Nah. I think some did make it in.” Both of Yorch’s slimy nostrils—red as beets.
“Really? Like who?”
“I dunno.” He starts looking for his friends. “Heard.”
“I guess we’ll have to wait. It seems that absolutely no one saw her. She was in her room
all day before and after the concerts.”
“Little bird told me she was in town even today.”
“Really?” (Playing stupid, which is never, especially with certain people, particularly
criminal.)
“She stayed here till today.”
“Oh. Well. There, then. There you go.”
“Someone probably got her,” Yorch, twitching.
“I’m sure.”
“So then—is you sure you have permission to go to Las Vegas?”
“Permission from whom?”
“Like, the boss.”
“Permission from the boss? FUCK no.”
“He probably wants you to come in tomorrow.”
“For what?”
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“For what? Well, for the interview, or whatever you’re gonna turn in.” He says this with a
snide grin. A lemony smile, because his teeth are radioactive yellow.
“Nah. I’m going to skip that.”
“Skip?”
“Yes. Like I do all the millions of other priorities I have. Like that.” Lazaro snaps his
fingers.
Sole owner of Jackie’s unlit cigarette (before she was called away by the guy, that is),
Lazaro takes it out of his pocket and lights it in front of him. It’s a rude gesture which was
hidden well enough, Lazaro hopes.
Yorch interrupts Lazaro’s instantaneous twelve-second nirvana.
“He’s going to be unhappy.”
Over the red oval of fire, Lazaro makes a face of complete apathy at him. He brings
smoke into his lungs and lets it escape through his own un-red nostrils.
“Well, good luck,” Yorch turns to leave.
“Yeah. Tell him I was very psyched to go. Oh—and that Fwadée piece is kaput.”
The grin, which had been there all along, widens. A decrepit cheesy moon on its back.
“Okay.”
“Thanks, Yorch.”
They both go separate directions.
Upstairs, Lazaro walks in on Jackie and Juan Carlos ravenously sucking face. He decides
to not interrupt, to go do something else. He looks at the array of drinks in the downstairs bar—
this was meant to be a classy soiree. People have migrated outside, despite the cold. They
obviously want to experience the radical difference, the dreamlike environment, the offness of
contrasts. Some are coatless. Most unprepared. He can see many figures in the backyard, their
hoodies like part of a stage play. They are loud, he can hear scraps of what they say through the
glass. Someone has fallen in the covered pool and an appropriate commotion is produced. Some
snow falls, but not as much as before. He sits on the stairs and entertains the thought of wasting
time. Or of sleep.
The grandfather clock, taller than he, begins its song. Only… eleven bells? 11:00 pm?!
Lazaro, perplexed, shakes his head as though it’s all a dream.
Restlessly, he walks a hallway and abruptly finds himself a tight circle of friends, wearing
their parkas and winter coats on the shaggy carpet, playing Truth or Dare, or smoking weed (the
atmosphere of the room sure is smoky), or…
A girl’s mousy voice quivers, and everyone is obviously hooked on the talk. They are
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having a conversation. A discourse. Suddenly, this becomes as surreal as meeting a music
superstar: eight people, not getting high or on different wavelengths at all, but converging
together in an attempt at telling stories. He cannot stand intruding on the spectacle, but he
hears snippets of what the girl says, and especially how she’s said them. They are all incredibly
stoic, surrounding her and obedient like children in an elementary school.
“You ready?”
Sooner than he thought, Jackie is at his side. And the car is ready.
“And you guys love each other?”
He couldn’t believe the stupid question. It was there on his face. “Yeah.”
“Good.”
“And you’ve known her?”
“Since forever,” Lazaro said.
“Oh.”
The air between them was heavy and cold. The interior of the car, leather and therefore
freezing, gave off that igloo feel. Condensation lines dropped downward. Glacially, gracefully.
“So, uh.” He scratched his nose. “What are we waiting for?”
“Supplies.” Juan Carlos did not look him in the eyes. All this time he had not seen
Lazaro in the eyes.
Of course. Of course they were simply wasting time, parked at the mall, lost in a sea of
vehicles. Supplies.
J.R., a friend of Jackie’s Lazaro knew was actually more a friend of Juan Carlos,
plopped in. Not even the arctic air had time to enter the car. These guys were slick.
Quickly, Juan Carlos turned to look at him. “What happened?” he asked, completely
annoyed by J.R.’s stupid slowness. He tried to catch his breath, looking as though there was a
serious, inward battle just to do so. “Well?”
“Can’t man.”
“What do you mean ‘can’t’?”
“None are open.”
“Which is why you open them, dumb ass!”
Lazaro tried to piece the pieces together. For now, his enthusiasm for travel, for a quick
peek at something not El Paso, invaded his entire body.
“Juan, I tried man. But security is mad vicious this year, dude.”
“That’s what you said, like, last year.”
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“And remember what happened then, bro?”
Juan Carlos nodded. Apparently, this (whatever it was) was a yearly thing. Juan
looked at Lazaro, who looked at them both, confused. Startling the two, it was Juan Carlos
who suddenly opened his mouth. “I remember. But, c’mon dude. How long have you been on
this with us?”
“Dunno.”
“Well, me neither, bro. But by now you should be a pro.”
“Steven hasn’t had any luck, either.”
“Steven is a fucking bunghole.”
J.R. chuckled. Bunghole.
“Guess if you want something to get done—”
“Sorry Juan Carlos.”
“Fuck you!” he spat at him, startling, for the millionth time, the passengers in the car.
“You,” he meant Lazaro. “C’mon.”
He opened his car infuriatingly and Lazaro did the same.
Heavy flakes fell and Lazaro instantly began to shiver. “What are we gonna do?”
“Just watch, bro.”
And like a soldier evading gunfire, he began to skulk around the cars next to them,
popping in and out between them. What was he doing? Lazaro only followed near, hugging
himself.
Juan Carlos was looking for an open car. With countless goodies inside each and every
one of them—loads of unwrapped, un-given Christmas presents—the plan suddenly clicked.
Lazaro suddenly became an accomplice.
“What are you looking for?” he hissed, fully knowing that this was irrelevant, that this
question might have made Juan Carlos mad.
“Stuff to sell.”
“Sell?”
“Yeah.”
And they continued at their game, checking several handles for a way in.
“For our trip.”
There is no way, Lazaro thought, that any of them are open. Not a single one. For no
one was stupid enough to leave all their stuff in an unlocked car. That was, like, Holiday Rules
101.
A Hummer. A Toyota truck. An Accord. Another Toyota truck… No cigar.
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And after about ten grueling minutes, bull’s eye.
Lazaro could not believe it. He was half-hoping, at this point, for relative success. And
then, abruptly, it was theirs.
“Fuck yeah.”
Juan Carlos lost no time going through the inner contents of the stranger’s car. It
smelled like weed, he mentioned this to Lazaro and Lazaro took a deep breath. Indeed.
“Lookey here.”
Throwing books haphazardly (enough to make Lazaro cringe), Juan Carlos found the
booty. Several paper bags, all baring popular insignia and blazing logos, had been left behind.
People bought so much shit that they couldn’t possibly carry it all, and so they alleviated the
load by making several trips to the parking lot. Stupid.
“Holy shit,” muttered Lazaro, taking in both hands the straps of several of those bags.
“Wow.”
“I know,” Juan Carlos finally grinned. This was the type of activity that warmed his
stone-cold heart, apparently. “Stupid fucking people.”
Provisions. Re-sellable provisions. 100% earnings. This was Christmas glee—its
contemporary spirit.
And he shut the door and, for reasons unknown, activated the car alarm. It blared and
alerted the entire mall parking lot, but already the two were safe in their own car (rows and
rows away), looking at the stuff (which, as a bonus, included all original receipts), and
already planning on selling it all back to the mall.
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IV. FRIDAY
The desert ends here. Well, not really. There are reminders, the dustiness, the heat, the clouds
taken directly from some cowboy movie (in bright Technicolor, though; in vivid, bright,
thoughtful detail). But really. The desert ends here and soon there are all these wonderful
structures, so many diverse distractions. Things to look at—so many things. It is an enormous
thing to look at as you must scan your eyes across the meridian to get most of it in. You can get
lost but, go and behold, there are signs everywhere and these can get you in with as much
efficiency as they can get you out. All the cars seem to be going the same way, all being called to
the same place. In the highway, everyone seems to be riding a sardine, or a salmon, picking out
different routes to swim in, different landmarks to swim past, and various veneers shining silver.
Sleep still in his eyes, it is exactly this moment that Lazaro wishes to keep as a memory. The
aching joints, the 12-hour-long car-breath, the bumps and grinds, the strenuous journey begins
in early sunlight. As it should.
Up front are Juan Carlos and his cousin, who’s asleep, drooling on the plastic part of the
passenger window. Juan Carlos is obviously jacked up on whatever he drank or snorted at the
convenience store. But which is more potent 4-Hr Energy or cocaine? Thinking of mountains of
it suddenly makes true ones appear: just outside the window, Lazaro concentrates on the
mountain’s jagged edges and separates the deep purples from the softening blue. Huge
quantities of the both. They’ve travelled the night, all through the night, and now they are here.
Outstanding.
Lazaro sits up, making the upholstery squeak.
“Las Vegas.”
The excitement isn’t affected by Juan Carlos’s nonresponse. Lazaro softens his neck, rubs
both his socked feet. They are cold and stiff, and ready to be used and abused. This had been the
seed that had begun to germinate on Wednesday. Sometime before visiting his mother, Lazaro
guesses.
Finally, “He, he, yeap. Las Vegas.”
The driver wipes away at his drool with the back of an apeish hand, looking ahead.
Two drooling dudes, thinks Lazaro. Duds. Though better than the bus.
From Los Angeles, the view is entirely on the other side. You arrive through the back,
you find the backs of the hotels and enter the Strip from behind. You seem to get VIP stage
access just because you came from the west coast. On the other hand, from El Paso and Tucson
and Phoenix, the welcoming is further complicated by the freeways at the outskirts of the actual
nucleus. The Strip. Everything outside of it seems forgettable and forgotten. But penetrating the
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famous street, itself dissected by many others which lead elsewhere, is always an event worth
cheering about somehow. To that very center they drive, past the decorative motifs on the
freeway, past houses, all of which look strikingly identical.
He has no idea what he is doing here. He could be in El Paso. He could be in his dark
room in bed. He has agreed on a whim, and he hopes not to regret it. Already, the smoothness of
the drive, the congeniality of the cousin (who impressively played the role of court jester), even
the strange rap (ten hours of it) makes him feel as though he has actually created a surreal
vortex for himself. No, of course nothing surreal will occur. That has already taken place. But
how bizarre is it, really, to be so far-flung out into this other desert? He has some money in his
pocket. Of course, in Las Vegas, finding the cheapest and most efficient way of enjoying things is
the premiere experience. He plans on seeing it all, and now it’s almost here.
Juan Carlos even staggers Lazaro as his rude, apish palm smacks his cousin on the neck.
The cousin, mid-snore, swallows hard, opens his eyes and straightens up.
“Loud fucker!”
“Aghh.” He rubs himself. “Already here?”
“What does it look like?” He takes a swig of something from, duh, a flask. Lazaro’s brain
has been erased, which happens often when a night of drinking has transpired. He likes the idea
of being here, though not the prospect of sharing his day with these two. It’s the type of
sausagefest that’s inherently, ha ha, fruitless.
“Stupid shit.”
He keeps reprimanding the cousin but leaves Lazaro relatively alone.
After the party (apparently), Lazaro had been taken to his apartment, briefly, where he
quickly made up an overnight bag (extra jeans and shirt, extra underwear and socks, that was it)
and climbed on to the foreboding vehicle. The cousin, very rich from the looks of his digs, kept
suffering Juan Carlos’ constant jabs. He stupidly seemed to shape his attitude around Juan
Carlos.
“Dude, please let’s go to Knowles!”
“Quit your shit, Marcus!”
“Dude, you promised.”
“I promised you shit!”
“C’mon Juan Carlos. Please! That’s the reason I let you take my car in the first place.”
“Really bitch?”
“Well, yeah.”
As fate would have it, they’ve passed the giant needle, passed some other hotels, and are
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at a red light. Juan Carlos unlocks the automatic locks.
“Get out then!”
“Wha--?”
“Get out then—fucker!” He pushes him with authentic force. The smile is wiped straight
away from Lazaro’s face as he realizes that instead of child’s play, he is likely about to experience
a macho bout.
Actual punches are landed—on both sides. Of course, Marcus is simply reacting.
“Stop it, Juan Carlos!”
“Out! Out! Motherfucker.”
Lazaro does not want to intervene and cowers in his seat. The cousins are actually
throwing punches. Juan Carlos is bigger, meaner, than Marcus. How could it be biologically
different?
Finally, the cousin gives in. He opens the door, and stumbling out runs off toward the
Stratosphere, as if expecting to be chased, and, of course, Juan Carlos won’t.
“Dumb fuck,” he says, finally settling down on his seat and driving after the green blinks
on. He looks back at Lazaro, who is pale, and asks, “Have a cigarette?”
“No.”
“Nah. I meant you have one.” He takes out his pack, a picture of a viper on it, and hands
him one.
“Thanks.”
The windows are down. The cold of this desert is not unlike the cold of that other one.
But Lazaro knows where he is because of the famous landmarks, and this seems indivisible from
the weather itself. The clouds themselves have contours which suggests little pockets—
chrysalises—that could very possibly be large enough to accommodate actual human guests. It’s
the grand hotel in heaven, rather. Therefore, Vegas is unlike any other place.
“So, I have to talk to you about something,” Juan Carlos mutters as he drives on.
The tar gets stuck in his throat. “—What?” he meekly asks, hunching his shoulders
slightly forward.
“The whole wedding ring thing.” Juan Carlos sounds every word carefully.
“Oh.”
“Yeah, you don’t have to worry about it. I already got a bomb ass ring for Jackie—it’s a
Katz, a Quartz, a something—don’t even ask me how I got the thing.”
Lazaro sighs. “I won’t.”
“So, really. You are not obligated to be around. Enjoy yourself dude.” Sometime cigarette
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smoke turns sinister—like Maleficent’s ominous, smoky haze in Sleeping Beauty, the Disney
movie. “Jack told me how much you love the place,” he continues, lingering on words for
nobody’s convenience, “which is why I suggested you come along. My dumb-fuck cousin is no
fun.”
“So—” Lazaro is confused, though only above the surface.
“—so, where can I drop you off? Just tell me where.” Juan Carlos grins. “What hotel?”
“And what will you do.”
Juan Carlos hangs his head, defeated. He clutches the wheel making veins pop.
“I’m in Vegas, man. What won’t I do?”
“I guess.”
“So—which?”
“Fuck, I dunno. Paris.”
“Paris. Huh.” A portentous huh.
“Yeah. I suppose I’ll be off your hair.”
“Thanks man. I knew you’re a good guy.”
Lazaro doesn’t really have much else to say to the man and he thinks that the effort is
mutual. They listen to more rap inside the overheated car. It is now more of a hysterical,
mocking type of rap than a smoother, pleasant one. Never taking his eyes off the emblematic
half-sized Eiffel Tower, the color of caramel or something at least as appetizing, they have
arrived at the valet.
Without a word of thanks, or of where to meet up after the day is done (he has Jackie’s
phone who in turn knows her boyfriend’s), Lazaro simply gets off and tries not to slam the door
too loud. Anti-drama here is best. Despite the dramatic panorama.
He hears the car leave. It circles the impressive Champs Elysses, and leaves.
Lazaro cannot make himself feel bad. Sure, perhaps his way back home, three states
across the map, has been compromised. But he is here. He is not completely destitute. He can
enjoy himself on his own terms, experience what only a few at this very moment are
experiencing, too. Lives in El Paso go on in parallel to those in Las Vegas—the thing is that no
one really notices it.
The reason he loves Vegas: He becomes completely, wholly renewed. Despite the
cramped conditions in the car, despite the below-par companionship, despite the occurrences of
the week—all this did nothing to desecrate this new wonderland. He had chosen the spot
because it’s his favorite. No matter that he’s never been to the actual European city. This—this is
enough to make romance out of the very air—just instantaneous romance. What else could a
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place possibly ask for? All lovers of love unite!
He walks the valet area for a few minutes. He gets rid of residual feelings of
discombobulation. The valet guys look like French valet guys. He wouldn’t know better, nor
would he want to. They frantically take up keys and return cars, take cars and return keys, to a
carefully placed, out-of-the-way pegboard. He could never be a valet—unless it meant working
alongside other eager, energetic, good-looking valets.
He struggles opening the glass doors as though the place itself were negotiating the
terms of his entrance. Somehow, heavy and hard-to-handle doors are deemed luxurious and
expensive.
Although smoking is prohibited, the smokiness of any given Las Vegas casino strikes his
nostrils immediately. He takes in the noise, the artificial light, the buzzing comfort. There are
cheers and applause. People lose themselves here. So easily. Also, the various attire of gamblers
and perambulators all makes him instantly think that he is part of a large, complex Hollywood
set.
He notices several attractive guys. They are too in tune with their gambling activities, (or
shopping, or drinking) to notice of be aware of their own physical traits to completely destroy
the effect. Nothing is less sexy than a man thinking that he is.
He makes his way past the décor, the glitzy Paris from a stranger’s dream. All of this
takes his mind off of everything else. He wants to be swallowed. Totally engulfed.
He wants to be himself, alive, yet not himself. (Which therefore only left—alive?)
So much opulence begins to mess with his innards. He feels empty and waiting to be
filled, so this means that hunger is rearing its head. He can eat at a nice, plentiful breakfast
buffet, be merry and full. But he desires a different type of satiation. He will walk more, and see
how large the hunger can become.
Is windowshopping, he entertains, as he “windowshops,” entail any actual purchasing?
He keeps walking, his shoes will never complain.
He loves to look at expensive brands—the glossy and über-chic things that other people
love to adorn themselves with. There are some interesting heavy (he loves heavy) looking
jewelry pieces made of turquoise in their rightful, religious-like display. Would he ever
appreciate them as they should be appreciated, that is, vicariously and carelessly as some young
bright vixen would? No. More. He knows their inherent uselessness, but cannot help admitting
their inherent beauty. Iconic. He knows that they look best on display than on any neck of any
random chick.
He desires another smoke and so must go outside. He takes himself off the circuit, a
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strange-shaped system of halls and shops designed to keep the tourist in forever, and finds the
street exit.
The “desert” label does nothing for the reality of it. In actuality, December in Vegas is as
cold as a March in Philly, or October in Orlando. It’s just another spot of unpredictable weather
on the map. But this type of cold, unlike El Paso’s own which did inspire slothfulness and
inactivity, is all in all invigorating. He wants to stay out for a while, now, and smoke rows of
cigarettes to keep away the cold.
Crossing the street, he feels the booming before it begins. This never fails to occur. At
always the right moment, Lazaro finds himself in front of Bellagio’s famous towering fountains.
This time, a song from Aida accompanies the booms and blasts of water. The image of the water
descending upon free air is what makes Lazaro shiver. Everytime.
He feels cold, and he feels in awe. Other spectators ooh and ahh, appropriately. A sudden
show is almost like a really good poem: short and powerful. Seeing the other tourists, suddenly
Lazaro loses his train of thought, which had been lingering on the romantic. He gets selfconscious, though no one has direct access to his thoughts. He becomes self-conscious about his
appearance as well. Sure, there are bums out on the street, and people who care as much about
their appearance as national politics. Zombie-like, walking the strip. But being in this place, in
this totally cosmopolitan spot on the blue globe, requires at least some form of special attire. Or
an unofficial uniform.
Shopping?
After the fountains, he recrosses the street at the same intersection as before and goes to
the mall at the Planet Hollywood hotel next door.
At stores, he slides things on hangers. This is not really a fun activity. But then, how does
one get clothed?
On the half-off rack of a trendy, colorful store, three stories high, he chooses an eccentric
type of shirt. Phosphorescent colors. He purchases this, keeps scanning stores.
With a square paper bag in hand, he finally enters, what he assumes to be, the most
expensive store he can go into without being called out humiliatingly, or without having that
exact feeling of worthlessness descend heavily upon his shoulders.
If he ever had any money, he’d never go to places like this. Hence—the irony. Now that
he is dirt-poor, his being here is deemed practically ridiculous. The fabric of most things though,
it should be mentioned, feels delicious. His fingers discern the difference between the twenty
dollar dress shirt and the $169.00 one. Everything always looks best on the mannequins. The
type of guys who buy this stuff never end up looking even halfway respectable. What? $229
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jeans?! He takes off his sunglasses.
“Nice eye.”
A gay slur from deeper within the aisles. A guy with a sharp haircut and a suit that
resembles dark, murky water.
“Thanks.” Would this be the ice breaker—Lazaro’s eggplant-colored eye? (Thankfully, the
sunglasses cover most of it up.)
He pretends to look at the sweaters. Cheap, reduced, all because the misconception that
Vegas is hot all year round is also prevalent here.
“How’d you get it? If I may ask.”
“I—fell.”
“Oh, right. Repeatedly. Over and over. And over.”
“No. Ha! No.”
“But?” The guy comes a little closer. There is a table of sweaters and ties between them.
“Well—it was a landed punch. Right on target.”
“It’s not bad at all.”
“You think so?”
Guy actually touches the spot which is still sore and still painfully reminds Lazaro of
being in the wrong place at the wrong time.
“What’s your name?”
Lazaro tells him. “And yours?”
“Gavin.”
“Good to meet you Gavin.” They shake over cashmere.
“And what brings you to awesome L. V.?”
“Can I tell you the truth?” Lazaro daringly asks.
“Sure. Yeah.”
“Closer.” He motions with his finger. Gavin, hair highlights flashing under cool lava-like
overhead lights, gets close enough to make a line across his pants appear. Where the edge is
hitting his groin.
“Here for the—” Lazaro takes a quick, dramatic look around, scanning the shopping
crowd, then lowers his voice, “—guys.”
This guy is taken aback at so blunt a deviation from the common flirt, stepping
cautiously back, with a quizzical look on his face.
“Sorry.” Lazaro takes several steps back as well. Perhaps—a mistake?
He gets a sinking feeling that this will happen to him, always. Mixed, crossed, fucked
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signals.
Gavin stays put, stands still, then looks around himself. Is he embarrassed for Lazaro?
Other shops to peruse, he thinks. And other sights to see. He quickly makes his way out
of this particular store.
He buys himself a drink in the bar which is at the main entrance of a theater. There are
several theaters in this mall—placing cool centers of culture within a completely bleak and
materialistic one is exactly what Lazaro finds most appealing. This is also an awesome play of
contrasts. He pays eight bucks for his lemon drink, strong enough to not make him wholly regret
it.
People-watching is also a certain activity which Lazaro finds so appetizing. Peoplewatching in Vegas is like sprinkles on ice cream: enjoyably unexpected. He sees fat, fat tourists,
for which America will always be deemed obese. A bunch of kids here too, and he hates them but
he can’t say that he doesn’t approve. His own parents brought him to Las Vegas when he was
eleven. He savors the liquor and prefers for the bartending girl with the fluffy, outrageous hair to
keep the other patrons company—for some reason only male company seems appropriate. I
wonder why, Lazaro says under his breath.
Twenty minutes go by, and Lazaro has finished his drink. He has probably seen around
200 people in that time. So much humanity on display at the world’s largest amusement park.
He walks to the casino portion of Planet Hollywood. There are several halls of shops,
each opening into the eternal casino itself. He is sufficiently buzzy to remain entertained at the
various art stores. There are plenty of galleries where one can pretend to ogle at a potential buy,
though just take in the culture instead. No other malls anywhere else in the country hold the
power of educating the potential customer while also entertaining him. He is particularly taken
by a watercolor depicting many tree trunk intertwined, looking homoerotic and terrifying. It’s
entitled “Smoking Trees” although they look to him to be as solid as wood. There isn’t a single
transitory thing about it, no smudgy flourishes. Yet, he loves it, intensely, for a whole two
minutes.
His attention is all its.
The kind man asks him what he thinks of the gallery.
“Excellent.”
This balding gentleman, only the gallery owner and not the artist himself, nods.
“This stuff—” Lazaro some time later motions with his unhinged sunglasses, “you never
see this back home.”
He leaves soon after and keeps following the lines of shops and bars. Another theater
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announces a magic show, only 27 dollars for the afternoon matinée. Matinée? Isn’t that as old
school a term as “nickelodeon”? He seriously considers lingering in the mall till one, the time
that the show starts. But it’s just too exhilarating to be here and he would miss it. It, being Las
Vegas herself.
A poke in the back makes him stop dead on his tracks. Gavin.
“Hey Gavin.”
Dressed now in a tuxedo, beetle-black and winter white, Gavin smiles a Hugh Grant
smile. His hair is highlighted in a way that only a few people can get away with. He is all
confidence, despite being one or two inches shorter than average-height Lazaro.
“Hi. Lazzie. Mind me calling you that?”
“Sure. A lot of people do.”
“That was awkward. In the store”
“Totally. Especially since I just outed myself to a perfect stranger.”
“No, no. Why’d you leave? I just reacted—oddly.”
“Oh. Odd.”
“From where I’m from, that kind of stuff never happens.”
“What do you mean?” Lazaro asks.
“Like, cruisin’. And picking up guys.”
“Ah, well.” Lazaro shrugs. “It wasn’t like I was picking you up.”
“I guess so.” Gavin sighs out. They look at each other’s bodies, since the faces have been
already committed to memory. “Where are you staying?”
That had never been a thought to him. Where to leave his stuff. (Which was why all he
brought for this day trip was what he was currently wearing, his wallet, his sunglasses, and
nothing else.)
Where’s his home base? He doesn’t have one.
“Oh.” Lazaro comes clean. “I’m just here for the day.”
“And your friends—?”
“Left me stranded. The assholes. I assume they’re at the world’s largest strip joint right
about now.”
“Oh, cool.”
“Cool? Jeez.” He shivers. The wind is the same as El Paso’s. “Want a cigarette?”
And thus, Lazaro has acquired himself some hot guy to be entertained by. They exit
another set of glass doors which spills directly out unto the Strip.
Lazaro, taking control and being the gentleman (with his more than appointed prey),
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lights them both up. Around them, marquees glitter anxiously.
Gavin has bright aquamarine eyes and a squarish looking upper palate, giving his mouth
a snoutish look. Brilliant whites, to match his naïve eyes. As Lazaro looks at him behind opaque
dark glass, Gavin blatantly lets himself be ogled at. He knows that that ritual, however new or
ancient it might be, is so very on.
“Where are you from?” Gavin bluntly asks.
“El Paso, born and raised.” Lazaro juts his chin out, confidently. “You?”
“Chicago.”
“Wow.”
“Illinois.”
“Awesome. So you just never get to leave the cold, do ya?”
“No, not really. Ha ha.”
“And what brings you here. And why are you wearing a tux?”
But he leaves him no space to answer. A pile-up of questions results in Lazaro’s quick
understanding that he is being deemed interesting. A strong string of semi-authentic questions
must surely lead somewhere.
“A wedding,” Lazaro predicts.
“Yeah.”
“Really?”
“Yeah.”
“I’ve never met anyone who got married in Vegas before. How utterly—I don’t know.
Kitschy?”
“Yeah. I agree.”
“You are not the groom now, right?”
“No. No. My ex roommate.”
“Oh. Cool. Must be so cool.” Also, a relief that the guy isn’t a hypocrite.
“They are getting hitched at the Las Vegas sign. You know where?”
“Sure. Over there, after Luxor and Mandalay. There’s a little touristy part in the middle
of the street where the sign lights up at night and it’s grassy.”
“Never been.”
“Me either. I’ve just been told.” Lazaro grabs his arm, confidently making his bicep
bulge. He looks down at his shoes.
“Well, it starts at three,” says Gavin.
“Oh, well. You still got time before then to enjoy yourself.”
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“Right.”
“Because afterward, let me tell ya: it’ll be all about the newlyweds.”
“I figured.”
“You guys do the bachelor party, stripper thing?”
“Us? Well, yeah I guess. Sort of.”
“Including you?”
“Me? No. I went—elsewhere.”
“I see.” They walk in silence a bit. “Top secret.”
“No, not at all.”
This time Lazaro gives him enough time to complete his thought. Out with it, Lazaro
becomes impatient.
“Well,” Gavin finally admits. “You see. We went out to Sway.”
“Sway.”
“Yeah. Know it?”
“Yeah, sure. It’s the only gay club out on the Strip.”
“Yeah.”
“And, well. How was it?”
“Incredible.”
“I bet.”
“Can I tell you a secret?”
“Sure.” Like an automaton, he gets close enough to Gavin to smell a musky tobacco
breath.
“Okay.” He stops for dramatic emphasis. “I might not be gay.”
“Not gay?”
“No.”
“Oh, I see. Well—that, like for anybody else, is, like your personal choice.”
“Yeah. But it’s a bitch.”
“Not knowing if you’re gay?”
“Yeah. Infuriating, actually.”
Lazaro thinks about it, though only superficially. “It must be hard.”
Cigarette over, Lazaro throws his out on the street. There are few pedestrians, few
tourists. The holiday season people prefer to stay with family; Las Vegas in December is only for
the truly intrepid. Or the estranged.
“Well, Gavin. Thanks for having a cigarette with me. I hope the wedding goes—
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swimmingly.”
“So—what? Are you gonna leave me in my dire situation?”
‘Dire situation’? “What can I do?”
Gavin looks at him with eyes that have been lustful all through now, when they become
suddenly wide and animalistic.
“I’m sure we can find out.”
“Your room nearby?” Gavin and Lazaro both swallow hard.
“Nah. A long way away. The New York New York.”
“Nearby.”
“Not really.”
“Not really? It is practically a stone’s throw away.”
“From here?”
“Yes.”
“Well, shit.” He throws his arms in the air, faking exasperation. “Guess we can walk
over?”
Looking at his phone, Lazaro is immediately reminded of the time. 12:12. The two
identical numbers seem to him ultrasensuous.
“Sure.”
They walk down the Strip. People are out, but not the usual amount. Any given summer
day, the town is practically swarming with people. You see rows and rows of heads and bodies.
Noises are drowned today, and the winter pastels are back. This is the most famous street in the
world, uniting structures from different parts of the planet—bringing them all hopelessly
together. Not even a mile away from tour Eiffel, Mistress Liberty. And next to the castle? The
Sphinx.
So, obviously, Lazaro knows what he is getting into. Sort of. But a hotel room at the New
York New York is no downtown El Paso slum. The story cannot be repeated. And Gavin has
actually introduced himself, practically placed all his cards down on the table, and displayed no
apparent freak flag. (Except the latent bisexuality?) Lazaro takes the pretty smile—iconic,
radiant—as a good omen. In good faith, he follows.
“So hey. You want to set me—gay?”
“Sure.” Lazaro says, craning his neck back to check out the ass. “Anything for my fellow
countrymen.”
“Service for your country?”
“Nah. Just for our side.” He stops and looks at the bizarre structures which resemble a
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crystal city. “The hetero life is full of strife.”
“Huh?” asks Gavin.
“The hetero life,” he says in a more deliberate tone, “is full of strife.”
“Really?”
“Yes. Definitely.”
“Oh. That’s not something wise to tell the newlyweds.”
“Yeah. Please don’t.”
“Okay.”
“But if I were in your shoes I’d rethink options.”
“Like?”
“Like, for instance. Just for a minute ponder this hard, hard, age-old question: vagina or
dick?”
Chuckles spurt out of Gavin. Showing his teeth. Adorable.
They have passed some street performers warming up for their respective shows. The
streets, even at the peak of winter, are welcoming for all types of artists. He imagines how cold
they must be, these people, despite their character suits and extra padding. Out on the cold, fun
streets. Hello Transformer! Hello Barbie! Hey Hello Kitty!
His phone begins to vibrate, and he chooses to ignore it. Fuck it. He knows that having
the chance, any guy would abandon him for his nifty phone in a second. This is the modern
condition. People compete with machines for attention—usually the machine turns up
victorious. But Gavin can feel the vibrations coming from Lazaro.
“Pick that?”
Lazaro looks at the number, and it is unfamiliar, despite the 915 area code. El Paso. And,
upon answering it, realizing, the very worst of El Paso.
Juan Carlos.
“What you up to bro?”
“Nothing much. Bro. What about you?”
“No whores this early out.” He laughs. Ha ha.
“Yeah.”
“But I need you. We both need you.”
“What?”
“My dumbass cousin and me.”
Fuck. His ride. (I knew I wouldn’t be able to chillax at all. I knew that this vacation,
random and spectacular as it is, was not meant to be.)
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“Um…”
“Come to the Caesars.”
“Um.”
“Too far away, huh?”
“Yeah.”
“Then take the fucking Deuce. Fuck,” and hangs up.
Lazaro looks at Gavin, who is too busy gazing at California boys in their short tank tops.
Yeah right. Not gay.
“Okay.”
And suddenly he knows exactly how the rest of his day is going to go: no gambling, no
drinking, no ogling, no hook ups, no shows, no shopping, no nothing. Suddenly, he remembers
that he is here, for free, and that it is all thanks to that worthless turd Juan Carlos.
He cannot escape it. And it, that unclassifiable it, seems to not want to escape him,
either.
He tells Gavin good luck, and Gavin seems sad but also a little bit relieved. Perhaps his
impending heterosexuality only needed a few teeny beeps to get the heart going again—perhaps
only the possibility of a tryst is what truly turned him on. Set him gay? Buddy, you gots to do
that all for yourself.
These pseudohypersexuals. Legitimate freaks.
And with no more words, he turns rightward. If he goes up the Strip he can get to the two
cholos. How can this be his only option in this, the gateway to Adult Paradiso?
He crosses the street, noticing several scantily-clad gentlemen going the opposite
direction. It is they, and not the slutty gals, not the one-boob-in-one-boob-out stripper-whore
who strutted around town as if not on some stringent STD treatment, who actually ruled the
place. No matter what, this makes his smile.
Inside Caesar’s, he decides to mindlessly roam this mall. Three stories high, genuine
decadence. A taste of it. The stores here are absolutely outrageous here. Again, he feels the need
to want money.
The game is always this (child’s play, of course): to pick out only one object of desire
inside any of the awesome boutiques, and, had you the money for it, just this one thing, which
object would it be? A young couple looks at him, smiling identically. Dumbly. Both guy and girl
smile at him. Hmm.
Another vibration makes him lose the train of thought.
Text. This time from Jackie.
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Shit.
He still doesn’t know how to approach the thing. Obviously, Jack will be cheated on and
be left perpetually unloved, despite her deluded fantasies that her love for Juan Carlos was being
reciprocated.
How u boys getting on?
On? More like so off that the trip is useless, senseless, and, above all, lame. But he’s
having a good time.
He decides to respond with a Good, thanx and let it go.
Tight tangerine underwear, multicolored wife-beater, rad shoe laces with logos of lips
and eyes. Most of these hold his attention for several minutes. This is the only place where
window shopping is acceptable. The prices are too high to possibly buy anything but keeping
with the spirit of the hypothetical buy-anything game is still pretty entertaining. Them
Gastineau boxer briefs? $112. Cool, plastic-looking wallet? $88. God damn.
He has cash, having the ATM at Van Horn give him his twenties, out of Juan Carlos’ and
the cousin’s eyesight, of course. Before the day is out he must purchase something. And tracing
his eyesight on all the stores, noises and people, he finally figures out exactly what.
“Will these, you know, get you there?” he asks a woman who seems a tad incompetent.
And the woman, knowing full well where there meant, says, “Yes. Oh yes.” She smiles
with her wet red mouth.
And they sure look it. The long plastic yardsticks filled to the brim with liquor. A
fastidious buzz is all he covets. And then could perambulate the mall some more, drinking his
swill, looking all a part of the Las Vegas every day. Twenty-eight bucks for a sure-fire buzz? He
chooses Long Island Iced Tea, staple of amnesiac drunks all over the globe.
And after a while he gets to the aquarium. Hundreds of fish vie for space. It is crowded
and huge, and that is why it looks so damn majestic. Sunken city, high-jacked by tropical,
wondrous fish. He sits on the offered benches near the glass. A manta ray blobs over his head
like a rubber halo.
Where? He texts Juan Carlos, hating himself for ruining the idyll. Stupid, stupid cell
phone. Perpetual albatross of the new century.
There is no answer to the text, and he takes this as a good sign.
Not until he sits to eat an early lunch—bypassing the long wait to get into the restaurant’s
luxurious interior (candelabra the color of champagne and the fixtures as if straight out of the
Q.E. II) for the simple privilege of being a party of one—does he get the dreaded call.
“Where you at, buddy?” Lazaro can practically see the guy’s jackal smile as he sputters.
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“Mall at Ceasar’s.”
“Ceasar’s?”
“Yeah,” says Lazaro, munching on croutons lathered in syrup, looking for the essential
pine nuts within the shrubbery of salad before him.
“Okay. Well, change of plans.”
Right.
“I thought you said you were gonna hang with some strippers.”
“Oh. I am. Can’t you hear them?” Giggles, clichéd, in the background. Jackie will be…
who knew how Jackie would be. (She will probably marry this hunk of useless flesh, after all—all
in an effort to force him, bindingly, to be faithful.)
“Where?” No time to lose. These are unnecessary minutes with the dude.
“Well, the magic show at Planet?”
“Hollywood?”
“Yeah.”
“And?”
“Some guy there, well, he has something for me.”
“Oh.”
“Guy who’s selling me his car.” Some giggles, a cough. Is the cousin in there with him?
“I see.” (I don’t need further explanation—I DON’T CARE!)
And before Juan Carlos, the lying cheat, can say anything else, Lazaro tells him “See you
there in a half.” He closes his phone in exasperation, thinking he’s acted too too gay doing so,
and the salad begins to lose its taste.
Outside, after having further even smaller bursts of A.D.D. while watching window
displays (Prada, Salvatore Ferrigiano, Louis V, Lacoste), he admires the Roman busts and the
outrageous Europeanness that’s all around. Isn’t it considered, like, the largest amusement park
in the world? Europe? Or Vegas? Here, it is that and simply much, much more. Hyperamusing,
outrageous, opulent. Where, in Vegas, is it safe to rest the eyes? Too much to take gives him a
deep, comforting pleasure, as though life is still as unpredictable as it once indubitably was.
Suddenly, it is midafternoon, and the air is cold and the Strip seems more desolate.
There are certain times when this type of phenomenon occurs. But there are enough people,
interesting people, to watch, and Lazaro’s gleeful experience (people-watching) is not affected
too much. So he makes his way back, and this is his favorite type of circumnavigating, of
retracing his steps, to once more bear witness to what the unique city had to offer. Return to,
once more, what he had left behind.
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He again passes the thundering waters of the Bellagio. An opera is playing and the
towers of water gush rapidly forth from the once-placid lake. Instead of stopping for the free
show, he continues on his way, still feeling the power of the water being turned into actual,
climbing columns. Charged particles fawning open in the arid air.
Soon Planet, then a peek at the directory, then the requisite directions—the place is an
absolute maze—then an attempt at getting there without outright getting there.
But soon he catches Juan Carlos and his cousin, bemused, talking to some girls in bunny
ears (not strippers, from where Lazaro can see) at the bar which seems taken directly out of Pulp
Fiction.
“There he is,” says Juan Carlos, suddenly straightening up.
“Hey,” says the cousin.
“Hi.”
Juan Carlos, losing no time, already forgetting the girls and the girls already forgetting
about him, tells him, “So, can you stay here. A bit?”
“Here?”
“Yeah.”
“Umm, but for, like, how long?”
“Don’t you worry your pretty little head about that.” He is acting congenial. So…drunk?
Before Marcus and Juan Carlos take off, leaving him at his post for whatever reason,
Juan Carlos hands Lazaro a bill. A fifty. “My gift,” he proudly tells both of them. “To the best
man.”
Lazaro has no idea what to do with this statement, but surely the fifty can be put to use.
Surely.
So he’s left at the bar, alone the two just left him at a bar, and he can only do what he
thinks he can do. Drink.
They steadily come, and he looks at the people strolling the circular mall once more.
Plenty of guys (most of them, betraying his personal likes for sporadic whiles, with bulky
muscles and tight muscle shirts) all pass by. His penis announces to him that he is, in fact, alive.
Youth, riches, life.
And then, as if it could not have happened any other way but this, a white guy wearing a
polo, displaying rock-like pecs and arms which threaten to tear the already-asphyxiated
material, sits next to him and orders a Heineken.
While a boy in bunny ears (so there’s those kind here too?) goes and fetches it for him,
muscle guy begins his diatribe. He begins to question Lazaro, suavely, though with a shy stutter
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that betrayed his absolutely godly and confident exterior. You from here? What are your plans?
Where are you staying? What’s your name?
And, being drunker and drunker by the minute (no doubt drinking a yard of Long Island
Iced Tea followed by a salad does not a sober person make), Lazaro tells him, flirts along, thinks
of kissing the lips which lisp (in a cute way, not in an entirely unattractive way) and pretend to
grab those trunk-like biceps. They exchange info (he’s from Minnesota, his name is Tom, he
hates the gym but loves to play basketball with pals from college, and he is here on business).
The idyll seems perfect—until Lazaro discerns, from the corner of his eye, a Hulkish guy
whose attention is entirely fixed on them both.
And because the guy is such a Leviathan, such a giant, Lazaro cannot concentrate
anymore on what Tom tells him (something about the awesomeness of afternoon shows and
how the one at Imperial Palace had been recently dismantled). Who is the guy? And where are
the others? The fun has lowered its dosage, all because a figure which Lazaro finds, in his
drunken state, simply doesn’t belong.
What’s wrong with this picture?
His eyes begin to lull. His companion’s voice ebbs and flows. His eyelids sink and he
realizes how short a time he’s slept. All meaning is gone but Tom’s words themselves are tiny
bits of comfort. Yet the figure, ever watching (Lazaro sees his reflection in the mirror, sees the
man seeing them), ever present, is an absolute nuisance.
What would I write about such a man? Lazaro thinks. That he molests kids and gets high
with nitrous.
Tom talks on, and though it is mostly one-sided (Tom’s business, Tom’s taste in food,
Tom’s taste in music…), Lazaro can tell it is definitely genuine. At least, the façade of normality
seems legitimate. Then, Lazaro remembers that he’s in Vegas.
“Psst!”
He hears it. It is not from the man, the giant. It is probably not for him. Several more tips
of his glass (another Iced Tea) and more idle bits of factoid from Tom’s cold life in the north are
enough to mask the pssts. But the lowering of the lights, the slowing of all peripheral noise, this
makes the pssts truly stand out.
The source? Lazaro sees past the bar and out into the mall. Juan Carlos and cousin.
“Hey!” the cousin tries to get his attention.
“Psst!” Juan Carlos, impatiently, hisses to him.
“Gotta go,” Lazaro quickly tells Tom, leaving his fifty behind to eat up his tab, and some
left over on Tom’s. Lazaro reaches them quickly, and they both stride out of the mall.
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“What’s going on?” asks Lazaro, with his dull sense of reality. Why are they walking so
fast?
“Hurry. Hurry.” The cousin, Marcus, pants out.
“Okay,” Juan Carlos has enough alcohol in his breath to make him look truly shifty.
“Here’s the thing. We got the gear. Thanks for the help. But now let’s fucking motor to the
fucking car.” Breathlessness shared by all three of them.
Behind them, the casino doors are splayed open. Out comes the man from before, the
non-gentle giant. He has fury plastered in his face, a glazed moon of a face with no eyebrows or
lashes to speak of.
Huh?
They are sprinting across the outer face of the hotel. The casino noises can be heard even
on the outside. The drunkenness makes it easy to sprint—he cannot trip or make a mistake when
in this uncaring, desperate state.
This is how people die, he thinks. Unknowingly. They simply cease.
“The car? The car?” he mutters. Already the ridiculousness of it all is making him
question it, and this is a waste of time when on the run.
And the man? The giant is several heads away, several people back. Finally,
miraculously, the Strip is becoming populated.
Past heads and faces, real people and fake people, lights and dark spots, the garage
across Bally’s is where their vehicle is at. Lazaro notices for the first time a duffel bag—one of
those portends of the drug trade, of doing illegal things—slung across Juan Carlos’s back. They
find their car and the cousin takes the shot gun seat. Lazaro feels it is safer to be sick in the back.
“C’mon, c’mon, c’mon,” the cousin begs. He is jittery—terrified.
“Yeah, bitch. I got this.” Juan Carlos tries on his alpha dog costume. He is all spectacular
rapid movement and swift dexterity. As the car backs up, however, there is a huge bang on the
back window. Leviathan, with rage in his eyes, hitting their car with a small trash can. The
cylinder rapidly hits the window, though not hard enough to make it crack.
“Hurry! Hurry asshole!”
And they are off. Them inside a vehicle, and their nemesis out on his own two feet. There
is much commotion as the tires hit the pavement. Squeaks and yelps.
No one is around, so the car can take the exit at full speed. But Lazaro is again drenched
in terror, as he notices that the exit is not Juan Carlos’s main goal. Instead, Juan Carlos takes
the car on the same track and goes back around. Going toward the enemy, not away.
“What the fuck!” Marcus is also absolutely frightened.
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“Relax, fool. Relax.”
“Are you—?” Lazaro feels vomit rising—though not to the level which meant blowing
chunks. Too much energy in the gastric juices.
“Both of you relax. Remember what I told you man—” talking to his cousin. “No one
wants a pussy. Well, except when, you know—” he has the time to laugh.
And the giant, ahead, looks at them with sincere fright in his eyes. To be thought the
loser, and then to really lose. Lazaro absolutely must turn his gaze away.
“Holy—” Juan Carlos’s cousin grabs on to the dashboard. The giant will be a spatter of
gore within milliseconds. The car trembles.
“—shit!”
And the maniacal laugh goes perfectly with the deed. Lazaro turns back and scratches
that first assumption. Not a deed. Just a half-deed.
They leave the menacing giant to eat their dust with a noticeable stain in front of his
pants. A lasting memento from the out-of-towners.
“The reason I brought you for was so that you’d be the distraction.”
“The distraction?”
“Yeah. The distraction.”
“Why the fuck would you do that?”
“Well. I don’t know. I just had a hunch that you could do it, that’s all.”
“Fuck you.”
“Don’t ruffle your feathers.”
“Ah, fuck off.”
“Fine.”
There was mostly silence, though Marcus, sitting behind, busily munched on his potato
chips through most of it. The evening redness deepened all their faces. The gas station they
were at was just outside city limits. Not far.
“I don’t think we can afford to be waiting here,” Lazaro told him.
“You’re right. But I don’t know if I can afford to take you with us.”
“Huh?”
“Well—like, what are you gonna tell Jackie?”
“The truth. Durrr.”
“See? I can’t let you do that, dude.”
“What’d you mean?” But he knew what it meant.
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“If you go back to El Paso then you’ll end up telling her.”
“Even anywhere I’m gonna end up telling her.”
“Just keep it shut buddy.”
“Fuck that. I’m going to tell her anyway.”
“Yeah,” he smiles a disgusting grin. “I always took you for a useless shit.”
“Me? You are fucking useless.”
“And a faggot.”
“Huh? What? You’re—gay?” Lazaro hated when he had to act childish just to match
another ego.
“No.”
“Fuck. That’d totally suck for my team then, huh?”
Behind them, Marcus chuckled softly. This earned him a punch square in the face.
“You think you’re so fuckin’ funny but you really make me sick.”
“The feeling’s mutual.”
And without waiting to be physically assaulted, Lazaro decided finally to get out of the
car. By serendipity’s aid, a bus station was just across the freeway.
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V. SATURDAY
Chapter 1
Mexican candy, more than Mexican food itself, Lazaro thinks, should be considered an
important patrimony to human kind. Yes, certainly, the food itself is emblematic and endearing.
The smells blanket the soul, the flavors fulfill every expectation. He is comfortable enough with
this fact to actually attempt to construct a short story around it. A good motif—evoking… what?
This is what separates Mexican kids from American ones. Mexican kids are exposed to as much
Hershey’s and Wonka as their counterparts—they too get the blackened cavities inside their
pearly whites. They also sweeten their childhoods considerably more than the Americans,
literally. The tongue is ready early on for chiles and tamarind, for sour concoctions and spicy
powders. Lazaro begins his day with a lollipop an inch in diameter, red, and with multiple levels
of flavors, all of them alternating spicy with sweet. He has nothing in the fridge or the cupboards
for breakfast so this, the most covetable type of breakfast, instantaneous and flavorful, imbued
in the feeling of childhood glee, is his only choice. He lingers lovingly on the fact, this fact. That
it’s his only choice.
He has walked home all the way from the bus station near the border bridge. That’s
where he got dropped off thirteen hours later in the early morning, a new morning, unscathed.
He had said nothing the whole way, was just grateful to have a homecoming, however awkward
and unpoetic. He sees that early pedestrians aplenty walk the bridge over. He sees their figures,
necks as long as giraffes’, as they walked a line straight up, proud, the background presenting
them with the warmth of the morning sun. The trip home has been uneventful. Lazaro’s
consciousness was as dark and empty as the desert landscape outside the bus. He did not get off
for the customary bathroom breaks which occurred sometime somewhere along Arizona, and
somewhere in New Mexico, respectively. He used nothing for a pillow. No one sat next to him.
He had remained in his own seat by the window, probably snoring to some passenger’s
discomfort.
Now, in his room, he revels in the sheer pleasure of staying in bed. He has no motivation
to delve into recent events. It becomes a mesh of colors, a mess—he prefers to stare at his blue
light and his red—alternating between them with a subtle pan of the neck.
At the end of his treat, when the bubblegum encased inside the candy has been
thoroughly chewed and done with and several bubbles popped, Lazaro’s stomach begins to
announce itself like a bratty baby cousin. He requires nourishment. He cannot get over the fact
that he didn’t visit a single buffet in his out of town escapade.
No interruptions. Nothing occurring, nothing occurs. Until.
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“Your brother went over?” His mom’s voice, always too loud to make out completely,
over the phone.
“Over? Over here?”
“Yes,” she says.
“No.”
“Oh.”
“But I haven’t been home all week.” Even this morning, he’s just realized, he has a
meeting with co-workers.
“Why?” She asks. Shit. Explanations to his mom in his mid-twenties—no!
“Well, mom. As a reporter I have to go all over the place.”
“I know, I know.”
“So I’m hardly at home.”
“Even at nighttime?”
“Mother.”
“I know, I know.”
“Why did Gabriel come by?”
“Your brother? He needs your sunglasses back.”
“The Ray Bans?”
“Yeah. That’s what he told me.”
“I see. Well, I have them.”
“Okay. Good.”
“Yeah. Just tell him I’ll bring them over later.”
“Today?”
All he wants is a nice Saturday alone at home. No wanderings anywhere.
“No,” he says. “Probably tomorrow.” He leaves it at that and soon he is freed.
The bathroom, all his, all his own, is disgusting. Not because it’s a mess, it’s not. Lazaro
is clean. Minimalistic and clean. So there is no excuse for the odor. Is it the orange towels? No,
nor the overstepped-on bathroom mat, nor the water that is expelled by the faucets. Who lives
above me? Lazaro ponders. He’s heard, in the two years living here, very little noise from his
neighbors upstairs. He does know about the witch below—but she is smelly in a different way.
This was a putrid odor, perhaps an omen of death itself. Lazaro shudders. He knows all about
the witch below, but who is the person above?
Chapter 2
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A denim bulge—encased in wood, plastic and steel.
Lazaro can’t look away. He can’t look into the man’s eyes, either.
“We want to expand this. We want to include other writers, ah, give others the
opportunities which are, quite frankly, wasted here.”
Suddenly, there is a flurry for what is to become suncityconfidential.com’s ultimate fate.
Lazaro knows about this, grasps the whole picture, somewhat. He knows that there have been
issues with Mathias all along, that he is an emotional wreck who would eventually fuck everyone
over. And the proof? The guy isn’t even here. He is the boss, yet he is absent. They have forced
Lazaro to come, but Mathias is happily AWOL. And although this feels like a knife using his
nerves to get itself sharpened, although there is an inherent hatred for it and for anyone relating
to it, Lazaro can do nothing but powerlessly stay still, and peer over at the man’s concave crotch.
Because the man doesn’t know of Lazaro’s particular indiscretion, of his self-induced free voyeur
ticket, of the dead stare behind the dark sunglasses, he keeps blabbering on, unaware.
Undoubtedly, this is a bright, gorgeous plus in the arousal scale.
Jimmy Shoe, behind sunglasses too, retorts. “Absolutely not. The team we have here is
the best of the best. Our readership is really ours. We’ve earned each and every one of them. All
four of us got this thing up and running. It was just this little idea, and now we even have
profits.” The man, sitting like a student chained to his desk, scoffs. But ignoring the slight
intrusion, Jimmy Shoe continues, “We have something here. Changing things would mean
turning that something into something else. Probably into a nothing, actually.”
“Here, here,” says Yorch, jokingly.
“It’s like barely getting its wings. And then you come in here and tell us to change
everything.”
“Boys, boys. No. Not everything.” The man stays how he is and Lazaro pretends to look at
other objects in the room, then the man swallows hard enough to make his Adam’s apple go
click. “Not everything is changed. I say, let’s just bring in some new, fresh blood. Like you said,
now we are making profits.” (Lazaro quickly notices how both coworkers snicker at the unusual
reference of a we.) “And so we have this awesome responsibility to our sponsors. We have to
keep doing as good as we are, but expand.” He makes his hands in the form of a ball, and then it
explodes in front of his face for emphasis.
“Expand?” Melanie finally barges in. She sits in front of the entire gang, yet she is, for
some reason, hidden from them all. She is, was, negligible.
“Yes.” The man looks over at Yorch, Jimmy, Lazaro and Melanie, all looking back at him.
“You guys—this is how it’s done. You either evolve or you die.”
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“But I think that the smallness of it is what works, actually.”
The man swallows hard. “It is. And the rapport. And the comfort. And the fact that all of
you are from El Paso.” (He doesn’t even know that Melanie and Mathias are from Vegas.)
“So you want non-El Pasoans to write about El Paso?”
“Well, think about it. The outsider perspective is very enticing.”
“To you,” retorts Melanie. She takes a long gulp from her water bottle. Lazaro sees the
bubbles rise as she swallows. She has just, as usual, arrived from the university gym. “Not us.”
“Melanie, dear.” He crosses his leg and finally Lazaro is out of his trance. Lazaro
straightens up in his desk, readjusting his sunglasses. Everyone except the man and Melanie
have theirs on. The man looks at Melanie and all of them. “The readers do.”
Melanie crumples up her emptied water bottle, tossing it into the wastebasket. She could
care less about the man, and Lazaro loves her for this. On the other hand, the man keeps Yorch
and Jimmy on a tight leash. They act like dogs trying to rebel. Melanie is confident as is Lazaro—
things will eventually blow over. Unprepared for the drama, it is the other two who are enticed
into action. They boil nicely in their seats. Yorch and Jimmy—you could practically switch their
heads and you would never be able to tell the difference.
“We don’t have time to be reading writing samples like with Meshed Edges. We are too
busy, you know, producing.”
“Yeah.” Jimmy, who can’t stay behind.
“Well, I have a few up and comers to recommend.”
They look at his stack of papers—all of them exuding an air of importance.
“Bet you do,” Lazaro is as surprised as the others to utter, finally, something.
“Well, I do Lazaro. There is an influx of talent here. The Army. Fort Bliss. Mexico.
There’s even a writer from frickin’ Hawaii. They all just require outlets, that’s all. You know how
it is.”
And they did. But for some reason, through both years it took them to take it up from
absolute nothingness to a brave effort of a steady five hundred readers plus, they had never
united against such a front. The nemesis, whose name Lazaro could not even remember, simply
sits there, talking to the four of them as though they were actually peers. But the man has thirty
years over them all, and that is where all his power lies.
“I’ll look at them.”
The man is too busy looking at the other three and is taken completely by surprise.
Meanwhile, he is too extraneous, too, for the guys to notice. They talk softly between them and
look at their phones. Only Melanie notices him.
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“Yeah. I’ll look at the new applicants.”
“Good.” The man steadily uncrosses his legs. “Splendid.”
Melanie looks over at Lazaro. “You sure?”
“It’s not like I have stuff to do.”
Yorch and Jimmy finally turn toward the main conversation.
Yorch tilts his head. “You mean, you’ll look at other potential workers?”
“Yeah.”
“Well.” Yorch crosses his arms and Jimmy does the same. “Awesome.”
“So yeah.” He stares at the man, still adequately dumbfounded. Isn’t this one, he must be
thinking, the utterly useless one? “Will you please leave with me all these new and eager voices?
We probably want to get this done before February. Before January even.”
His three coworkers nod.
“Since our boss ain’t here, I guess that’s it for me.” He says, standing up.
“Wait,” Melanie orders.
Already, the other two have changed the subject, murmuring like common gossips. As if
Lazaro’s volunteerism has done anything to solve the actual problem.
“How did it go with Fwadée?”
“Oh. That.” Lazaro brushes his hair with his open palm—he leaves his bangs in place and
they look like the spikes on a crown. “Never happened. No one got the exclusive.”
“Heard she was here till Friday.”
“Gee, me too. But she was in her hotel room sick all day.”
“Really?”
“Yes. You see, I am borderline competent.”
“Bummer.”
“Yeah. I know. You’re telling me.”
“Don’t worry,” even the lines in her face change spontaneously. “You can write about—”
“He can write on Más Chris Más,” declares Yorch.
“Yeah.” “Yeah.”
Again, they are the crowd who engineer his fate.
“But, aren’t you writing about that stuff, Jimmy?”
“Yeah. But we can do a double report.”
“Okay. I guess.”
“Plenty of live acts.”
“You don’t seem all too psyched,” says Yorch.
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“At least not as psyched as you were for Fwadée.” Jimmy, ever defending his good friend.
“Yeah. Well. Más Chris Más is not a Fwadée Jizelle concert now, is it?”
“Ah. Music is music,” says Yorch, putting his hands behind his relaxed neck.
“And this coming from a self-proclaimed music aficionado.”
“Well, all music is awesome,” Yorch corrects himself.
“Here, here.” (Is this his catchphrase of the week? Lazaro wonders.)
“Okay. Well, let’s assume that that’s it,” says Lazaro. “But this Más Chris Más is in the
desert—they charge twenty bucks. Twenty bucks! And it’s fucking cold and everyone is on drugs
so no one minds.”
Yorch loses his friendly stance.
“Well, this is one event you can definitely get into.”
“You?!” he pans his neck to get all the editors in. “Are you…?” He scratches himself,
lingering, keeping them waiting. “Are you guys reading me?”
“No!” All three voices insist.
“It seems like it to me.”
Melanie interjects, “Victimization not allowed.” And they all instantly think of the boss
and his exile.
“Más Chris Más? Alongside the rest eighteen-above crowd? This is stupid. What can I
possibly write about Más Chris Más?”
“The artists.”
“None of the artists even give interviews. The most I can do is collect autographs, talk to
concert-goers, blah blah blah.”
“Excuses, excuses,” Jimmy Shoe shakes his head.
Melanie, hoarse throat, ever the jock, tells Lazaro, “Guess that’s what’s next on your plate
then.”
Lazaro looks at them all. They seem smaller to him. The man smiles, hiding his crotch in
the darkness of the desk’s underbelly. Ew, Lazaro chastises himself. Ew. It is way harder to be
good daddy material than a twink. You must really be great looking to be that covetable at a later
age.
“Okay, gang. And you. I’ll see you at Más.”
He leaves, their four byes hanging precariously in the air. They hear the wild gust of
wind, followed by his heavy boots exiting the building.
“You haven’t completely fired him now, have you?”
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“No.” Melanie felt it her duty to talk about Lazaro with Mathias absent. “Nothing’s been
done.”
“It should,” the man told them. “That would solve lots of your problems ‘round here.”
“He’s too charming to be let go,” said Yorch. “We need him, useless as he is.”
“He’s Mathias’s favorite,” added Jimmy. Melanie gave him a dirty look.
“That’s an extra pay check” said the man. “It could easily go to anyone else.”
“Agreed,” interjected Jimmy Shoe.
“If the paycheck meant anything,” says Yorch.
“That’s beside the point.” Melanie grabbed her keys. This was a sign to everyone else to
hurry and vacate the premises. She alone had that authority which Mathias had seemingly
given up, practically overnight. “Lazaro—I’ve known, I mean, both Mathias and I have known
him, longer than anyone else here in El Paso. He helped us make our lives here—he got us
installed. We can’t give up on him.”
“He’s an adult.”
“Yes. We all are.” She told the man this, as though he didn’t know it already.
“So—”
“He’ll be gone by the new year. Mathias will be back to normal then. He’ll have grown
some balls. It’s a fact,” said Yorch.
“Good. Yeah. Get yourselves someone else. Somebody who actually cares about the city.
Someone not afraid to go out there and get the story.”
“We will.”
The three of them got up, leveling up finally with Melanie.
“You guys really got something here,” the man repeated to the group.
“Yeah,” Melanie said. “We know.”
“Would be a pity—you know this is a business—first and foremost. Not to say that the
writing itself is irrelevant. It’s just as important.”
“More so, I’d think,” Jimmy Shoe mentioned.
“It’s, well, it’s complex—like any other business. It has its… facets. You must be on top of
them all—the writing and the business aspects of it.”
“Gotcha.”
“I really hate to micromanage y’all.”
“What needs to be done needs to be done.”
“So—who is actually going to see the candidate stuff?” The man asked, ready with his
coat.
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The three remained silent. Looking at writing samples for one possible reporter, a
rather senseless addition to the house, seemed incredibly ineffectual for the time being. Not to
mention, dull.
She got his call after they had all gone. Perfect.
They had spoken two days ago. He outright refused to tell her where he was—he
obviously knew that she would go and hunt him down. She knew how to keep priorities
straight, how to keep the engine going. Perhaps she would be taking his place after all?
“But—why?”
“I’m not invested in it anymore.”
“This is what you’ve always dreamed of.”
“This?”
“Well—yeah. You told me so.”
“I don’t even know what I’m doing here.”
“You mean what we are doing here.”
“You seem to have adapted.”
“Shut up.”
“You belong.”
“I thought we were both assimilating to it.”
“Here? You must be kidding me.”
“You’ve made friends.”
“Hardly.”
“But that’s never been a priority for you.”
“And don’t you think it should be? I mean, I’m editor.”
“That’s why we have Yorch and Jimmy. They know the ropes.”
“But if this were meant to be, shouldn’t, well, shouldn’t I become a better person in the
process?”
“That’s asking too much.”
“Is it?”
“Well, yeah. You have to be realistic.”
“How do you mean?”
“You need to know that you’ll always have your good days and your bad.”
“You mean, grow up?”
“Yeah.”
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“I can’t believe you just told me that.”
“Don’t be defensive, Mateo.”
“Everyone is out to get me. Everyone.”
“You’re acting just like before.”
“I know! I know.”
He was used to being babied, she was an expert at babying him. It was as natural and
as constant as having her period, this role of “mother.”
“And how is your mom doing?” She hoped that the switch in topics, although not in
genre, would bring him out of his self-excavated hole. She had done it countless of times before.
She knew him even more intimately than he did himself.
“Same. Well—better, I guess.”
“See? Silver linings, man.”
“I never see those. Aggh. I’m just so confused.”
“About the website.”
“All of it.”
There was quiet for some staticky seconds. Mathias resumed, “I don’t know that I can
fall in love.”
“What? Where’s this coming from?” she asked, incredulous.
“What’s the point—if there’s no love?”
“Huh?”
“I can’t even function like that. I can’t go on lacking what I don’t even know that I really
need.”
“HUH?’
“Nothing. Nothing.” He cleared his throat. “It’s just been one of those weeks.”
Chapter 3
Looking for something to do with a weed cigarette hanging between his teeth, it is the cemetery
which vies for his attention. Concordia has won. No other place beckons with such a favorable
light, such an authentic invite. He has a good feeling. There are visitors wearing outlandish gear.
Long dresses and antique suits. The procession is here not to bury a body, but to remember a
beloved deceased. He has heard about this type of phenomenon before. A winter’s visit to
Concordia, the cemetery nestled between the brontosauric freeways, a canopy crisscrossing
above it in the sky.
The new fad: showing El Pasoans their own city. Charging for guided tours. Letting
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people revel in the history of their own place, as if that required an admission price.
He gets off his car and makes his way past the iron gates.
The tombstones here are indiscernible under a lake of trash. A visitor usually sees four
objects on the ground, and chances are that two of them are candy wrappers, another a
discarded plastic bottle, and the last a faded square—the edge of some tomb. He feels the
coldness of the ground under his boots. The procession has moved further away. The women all
wear pastels.
He takes a cigarette and lights it. He begins to think of a Fellini scene—where would be
his cue if he were to enter the carnivalesque tableau? Would he pop out of some tall tomb, or
skulk past the dry bushes?
A figure approaches him as he fantasizes. The haze is broken as soon as the face becomes
recognizable.
“What the fuck are you doin’ here?”
Lazaro has Zed, the Zed, in front of him. The indestructible Zed. They have dated before,
and then they both had moved to bigger, greener pastures. No texts or calls between them in the
past had made it incredibly easy for them to forget each other. History was not as murky with
Zed as with others. Lazaro recalled meeting him at the Plaza, Jackie was jabbering away about
the boyfriend she currently had at the time (Joel), and, just as many encounters after and before
with potential guys started the same way: with the obligatory asking for the cigarette. The ritual
was foolproof. Asking for a cigarette had the precise clout for breaking the ice. Smoking time
equaled conversation time—what else could you do but thank the cigarette-donor? And then
there was also the recognition that you, too, smoked.
But this time it is instantaneous. It’s as if they had never separated.
And they’ve talked of the past, a little, and of their current situations. Zed tells Lazaro all
about having left the town, of his attempt to live in total isolation in Alaska, hitchhiking and
making friends, fishing, boating, until he read about all of this in a book called Into the Wild and
so gave up the whole silly enterprise pretty fast. But he has definitely grown up. He knew, now,
what really was important. And, best of all, he still looks like he did before.
Lazaro is ecstatic.
“Welcome back,” he tells him, handing him a cigarette.
“Bit chilly, no?” Zed peers over his sunglasses, hugging himself.
“A bit. Oh. Hey. What are you even doing here?”
“Research.”
“On?”
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“Historical El Paso characters. Most of them are all buried here.”
“Good luck findin’ ‘em.”
“I already have the map.” He brings it out of a tight coat pocket, confidently. The ruffled
edges seem to have been through hell. Lazaro sees several squares depicting, each with the
allotted deceased person’s name. Again, he has known about these dead “star maps” for some
time. But just as it’s impossible to visit one’s hometown hotel for a stay, these tourist attractions
and perks were also not for the locals. History buffs and Southwest aficionados, sure. But for the
El Pasoan who wants to get to know El Paso, well, that’s tough shit.
“It’s been a strange month. Strange week.”
“How so?” Lazaro easily recalls the dude’s uncanny ability to play interested. Maybe he
is, maybe he isn’t. Irrelevant. When you have a good listener, what more could you possibly ask
for? Unadulterated attention-getting and –receiving.
He skims through some details nonchronologically. He desists from telling him all about
his meeting with Fwadée—too incredible to be believed even by Lazaro. He keeps the memory to
himself, talking about it would ruin it, would make it apocryphal. Did it even happen?
(He also desists from bringing up the Spikes episode.)
He talks of his problems at work. These, if any, are relatable to Zed, surely.
“They gave me this impossible assignment. The boss is not there. Everyone complains
and these little things just, you know, pile up. Suddenly, I really fucking hate my job.”
“I’m sorry to hear.”
“Yep. Now I just have to figure out how to work at something I actually enjoy.”
“You don’t think you’ll get fired, though, right? Just because of the interview?”
“Yeah. I had the pass and everything. But no. I won’t get fired for that.”
“For other reasons?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, it’s good to see you—”
“All growed up? Yeah, me too. You.”
“Remember going to the bon fires?”
“That one summer. Of course.”
An expression, a response. Lashing tongues like a fire’s, phone number exchanges and
secret messages, emptying Styrofoam cups down deep gullets and vibrating like the stones on
the floor with the loud pounding music. Expressions of youth. Consequences: material from
which to gather pleasant thoughts somewhere in the not-so-pleasant future. Memory-making at
its finest, this was really the stuff that Lazaro missed.
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Between them there is a deep calm which cannot be interrupted. Even completely
opposite interests did nothing to abate the feelings transferred over from their shared past.
“You, crazy. Jumping naked in my pool.”
“Oh. Well. That was after.”
“Yeah, I remember.”
“Summer—the complete opposite of,” Lazaro extends his arms above him, like the
branches on a tree, “this.”
“Yet—it remains the same. I just got back and I feel the feeling of home. I missed it.”
“Everyone does.”
“But I felt it. Like, literally.”
“Sadness?”
“No.”
“Joy?”
“No. I really couldn’t describe it to you.”
“Guess not.”
“Plus, Juarez is completely changed.”
“I heard.”
“It really is. That’s where I’m living now.”
“What?” The last time Lazaro had gone to Juarez, perhaps less than a month ago (still,
this is less than the at-least-once-a-week trips he regularly took with or without his mother and
brother, pre-violence era), he had waited four grueling hours to pass the damn meters which
connected U.S.A with Mexico. He had fallen dumbly asleep at the wheel sometime between hour
three and hour four and woke only with the dull crash. He paid the driver in front of him for the
minor dent in his prehistoric car something like a ninety dollars. The zombie Border Patrolman
gave him hell about it as well. Too much drama. Too much hassle.
“Yeah.”
“That’s funny.”
“Why?”
“You’re about the last person I could see living there.”
“Why?”
“Because you hardly know any Spanish. Because you were denied your Mexican roots.”
“So what’s so wrong with trying to find your past then, huh?”
“Nothing.”
“I am living with my aunt Tuli.”
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“Your aunt Tuli.”
“Yeah. The one with the hardcore arthritis, remember?”
“How could I forget?” She had walked in on them kissing very pornographically at a
family reunion, years and years ago. Zed’s fingers were fumbling with Lazaro’s zipper at the
time—a detail which was thankfully hidden from the aunt by bad lighting in the living room.
“Ha, ha. Are you still living alone?”
“Was that what you heard?”
“Yeah.”
“Oh. Well, yeah.”
“By the cathedral?”
“Ah huh.”
“Haven’t been there in ages.” Zed finally seems to grow nervous. “Like I said, all I do is
hop the bridge, back and forth, day in and day out.”
“Pain.”
“Sure. But I really did miss here.”
“And you are—happy living with your aunt?”
“Sure. We understand each other.” What this inevitably meant was that she was a little
less conservative than his own parents. They had thrown their miserable son out on the streets
when it was found that he was gay. Even his heartfelt confession did nothing to save him from a
horrible, albeit super-clichéd, fate.
“Good.”
“You should come visit sometime.”
He remembers deviations from his schedule in the past days. The invitation did not
sound wholly unreal.
“Sure.”
“I can take you to all the new antros.”
“There’s new ones?”
“Oh yeah. No one here even suspects just how great it’s gotten recently.”
“You see—improvements?”
“Oh, sure. Yeah.”
“That’s good.” And it really is.
“So besides the crazy black eye,” Zed makes Lazaro laugh, “and the crappy job,
everything seems peachy?”
“Sometimes lonely,” Lazaro admits.
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“But from what I remember, that is the way you like it.”
“I do. But people change.”
“Agreed.”
“Like, who could’ve predicted that some four years later we would find each other in this
very spot, Concordia cemetery?”
“Right?” Zed says, with a grin. His teeth are imperfect. But his teeth betray nothing. He is
as immaculate and clean as his pearly whites are not. He also has one elongated fang (something
to do with vestigial features not disappearing in the human race). He is tall and built, yet
humility is perhaps his biggest strongsuit. Lazaro had liked him immensely. To shield himself
from this loss, he had made nothing of Zed’s swift exit from his life.
“Wow.” Zed looks up at the cypress trees. “Well—I was checking out a guy earlier.”
“Really?” This is new found adult chatter. Before they would have talked only of
Hollywood movies and music (and often, books). “In the cemetery?”
“Yeah. It’s basically the reason I’m still here. Shoulda left an hour ago, but somehow,
well,” he pats his chest, tenderly, “I’m still here.”
“And the guy’s magnetism is that strong, yeah?”
“Lazaro, I’m telling you. If I didn’t have a boyfriend I’d totally—”
“Boyfriend?”
As if he wanted to wait for this exact moment for the big reveal.
“Jacobo.”
“Juarez?”
“Yeah.”
“Oh. Wow. Juarez guy.”
“Yeah. I tell you. It’s a whole new me.”
“Not entirely new I hope.”
The procession has disbanded into four different groups. Three of them go out
separately, floating by the great wall of stones. The rest of them are still at the gravesite. Some of
them, two guys in suits for instance, kneel down to inspect the engraved name. There is no one
else here but the group and themselves.
“Is Jacobo, you know, it?”
“I think so. With him—it’s always unpredictable.” Meaning: great sex, asshole guy. “And
I guess, yeah. I love him.”
The information hits him, but not too hard. He immediately blocks images of the past, of
their lovemaking and their day-long conversations, all given up thanks to the meddlesome trait
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of human destiny. But he has truly, really changed. For sure. No doubt. Hinting at infidelity?
Adult problems leave no child unscathed. (Had they been together to this very day, Lazaro
doubts Zed would have many monogamy problems.)
“Okay, okay.” Lazaro somewhat feigns the exasperation. “And what of the hottie?”
“Oh. Well, seriously.” He smiles. “Not my type.”
“No? I never even suspected you had one.”
“Everyone’s got a type.”
“I guess so.”
“Lazaro, I have to tell ya, man. I’m driving myself crazy here.”
“Me too.”
“I can’t concentrate. Do you think it’s gotta do with winter?”
“Absolutely. Although spring is usually, you know, the season.”
“I can’t do my job right. I came here to find this stupid grave, guess I’m leaving without
it.”
“And the map?”
“Well, that’s the thing. I am looking for it for the map.”
“You’re mapping out tombs?”
“Sure. And it’s usually pretty fun.”
“Until some hot guy appears and distracts you.”
“Well, not one.” A look from the past. Lust. “Two.”
Lazaro grins. Never quite one to overtly flirt, it is becoming increasingly clear that,
indeed, Zed has grown out of his mold. This newness is exhilarating. This changing something
into another.
He continues, “The dude over there.” He points with his finger at the handful of visitors
still busy with the grave.
“There’s a few.”
“No. But this one in particular. Lazaro, I don’t know what to do.”
“Let’s get a better look.”
A long-lost camaraderie reestablished, they skulk around the graves, deliberately not
taking a direct route toward the group. Nearing the Jewish section (green lawns and immaculate
stone graves), by the wall which serves as a barrier, Lazaro finally lays eyes on him.
Not from El Paso. Totally. What, with a stalky skinniness and an impressive lack of bulk,
he seems to be a stranger in a strange place. He keeps nodding as a slutty female dressed in
maudlin browns half-chants in the stale, winter air. Something about hachas, or axes—about
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hacking off body parts. Freaks all, certainly.
“Did you hear what she said?” he turns to Zed, incredulous.
“Something about asses, er—arms? Can’t tell. Did you get a good look.”
“Non-local.”
“How do you know?”
“As much as I know that both you and me are locals, I know this dude’s not.”
“I wonder what they’re doing?”
“Séance?”
“Day-time?”
Finally, it begins becoming clear what is up with the male-male magnetism. It is not
about the face, Lazaro ultimately understands. Zed has always been into bodies. And this one?
This non-local? An outstanding specimen. Huge (non-fat) ass, a tiny waist and a promising
chest. Even the way he is dressed, accentuating all the aforementioned parts, must be part of the
attraction.
“Let’s just go over there and talk to him.”
“Both of us?”
“Or just you.”
“No.” Zed smiles. “Power in numbers.”
He had not been invited and that was entirely the point. For him, to go to a Rexton bonfire was
certainly a rarity. Not that he ever even wanted to be invited. Not that he ever had the slightest
chance to prove his worth.
“C’mon guy,” Jackie had enticed him. “There will be dozens if not hundreds of people at
this thing.”
“Probably.”
“You’re not barred from everything.”
“Oh, but I am. Especially by that queen bee fembot Rexton.”
Lazaro had committed a capital crime. He had dated for a brief second the boyfriend of
the number one elite socialite. Rexton had kindly asked all his acquaintances to cut Lazaro off
from all social events from then on. But Lazaro didn’t care—it was actually reassuring that he
had so much power against the femmy douche.
“I know.”
“And it’s his little party. I really don’t want to go,” Lazaro insisted.
“C’mon!”
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“I’m simply avoiding some horrible—”
“Horrible what? Quit being so damn dramatic, bitch!”
“What else is there to do on a lazy Saturday?”
So they went. Lazaro drove his father’s truck (he had been in a good mood, apparently)
and they almost got stuck in the dunes. He revved the engine, but only plumes of sand spurted
from under the rear tires. But this was a constant, it was a rite of passage, a fee to appease the
desert party gods. And they were okay. They had made it to the circle of people okay.
Lazaro found himself to be indubitably correct. There was hostility in the air. Even
without actually meeting Rexton face to face, his friends and their sneers were enough for him
to not feel welcome.
“Let’s go.”
“Not yet. Heard they have bomb ass party favors here, somewhere.”
They took trips to the keg together. Free booze alleviated the feeling, somewhat.
And suddenly, there had been Zed. Zed? What kind of name was that? It was actually
Zach, a horrid name according to its barer, and Z was cool but not as cool as the British term
for the last letter in the alphabet. So: Zed.
And once more, Jackie was blissfully nowhere to be found. Perhaps procuring drugs,
perhaps talking to friends (she had thousands, even in those days)—it was always a mystery to
him.
Lazaro was enticed, though he knew that the fun-ness of the unexpected meeting was
precisely that: unexpected fun. In other words, it had an inherent expiration date.
To take him out of his norm, Lazaro became too blatant about his gayness. Just a year
outside of the closet, he believed that a complete immersion in the world of drag queen shows,
Tom of Finland, discotheques, poppers, top/bottom/vers dynamics, skinny pants, cock rings,
PMP, plunging necklines, glory holes, everything gay was precisely how to do it. Not baby
steps, no; but a full, head-on dive. So he began, naturally, to speak about guys.
“So—are you into body or face?” The age old question.
Zed pondered a while, swirling the piss-yellow beverage in his cup. “Both,” he giggled.
“Obviously.”
“But nowadays it’s pretty irrelevant. The whole face-or-body dilemma.”
“How do you mean?” Zed leaned in. Despite a hundred or so nearby spectators, Lazaro
found it a good sign that this was happening, and not the whole closety sweating-palms thing
he was normally facing.
“Well. Now all guys, gay or straight, are incredibly buff.”
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“Not all of them.”
“Compared to some years ago? Like a thousandfold increase.”
“I haven’t noticed,” lies Zed.
“But really. All these meatheads. Huge pecs and shoulders, maybe even abs. But fucking
nasty-ass faces!”
They laughed at his hyperbole.
“Still,” said Zed. “I prefer both.”
“Well, duh.”
“But I guess I get your point. Gyms have become increasingly popular.”
“Yeah. No shit.”
“I hate the gym.”
“You?”
“Oh, totally.”
Lazaro threw an arm around him. “My type of guy.”
Jackie arrived sometime after. Introductions were made.
“So, what do you do, sweetie?” asked Jackie, already in her familiar, benign buzz.
“Live off mommy and daddy,” said Zed, proudly.
“Really?” For a night of hyperboles, this indeed seemed a genuine truth.
“Yeah. Well, family business. I help out. I get out of the way.”
“Cool, man.”
“Isn’t he cute?” Lazaro couldn’t help but play the part of boasting owner. (He became a
hypocrite immediately—he hated when guys doted on other guys so openly and
enthusiastically.)
“He sure is,” Jackie replied.
“We were talking about guys.”
“No shit.”
“And this one tells me he hates people who go to the gym.”
“So then he must really be taking to you.”
“I’m sure,” Lazaro said, patting Zed’s shaky thigh. Some guys looked over at them, but
Lazaro and Zed ignored most things that weren’t Lazaro or Zed.
Zed leaned in to tell him, “Thanks for that.”
“For what.”
“The—”
“—gayness?”
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“Well, yeah.”
“Gee,” Lazaro feigned being insulted. “Thanks.”
“I mean it. Did you see those guys?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, you totally touched me with them there.”
“So?”
“So? Well, that takes considerable, um, I dunno, balls?”
The grin on both faces was instantaneous. The crackling of the fire became augmented
by the people who threw entire wooden crates on it.
“It’s like,” Zed took a sip from his cup, “I belonged to you, or something.”
“Yeah?”
“As if I were your property.”
Lazaro got hard just thinking about it.
Chapter 4
They both have gone and he can still feel both lips on his own. They each had a different taste.
Different body types, different styles.
All knowledge of pornography found its purpose here.
He lazily lounges around his room, feeling the sexiness still sticking to him. Everything
sweaty, sticky like tree sap. The room reeks of sex. So much sex. And the only antidote, Lazaro
surmises, must be a cigarette. He tries to not notice the cigarette ash on the floor—the orange
towels, the wrappers, the rubbers themselves and Kleenex.
He has flashbacks, all vivid and unforgettable. Who knew this could even be a viable
option? Who knew that this was to be him, with a premature Saturday night on his lap, and total
contentment? He ignores the phone’s vibration. He feels like a Faberge egg inside its shipping
crate.
It is a strange time. Men are basically barbaric; in El Paso generally machista. And
everywhere, they are the same. What we got here, thinks Lazaro with a smile that to leave his
lips, is its very opposite. So opposite in fact as to have probably managed to open up a
surrealistic vortex in the middle of the crowded, misty room which went unnoticed as they three
simultaneously lowered their denim jeans to the dusty floor. Men make love, not war—this was
prime example. A rudimentary realization for the ages. The world isn’t going to shit after all. The
world could be improved. Possibly, even fixed—if more threesomes were implemented, if more
ravenous libidos were given, for a few careless hours, free reign. The world can be fixed, Lazaro
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thinks (with the sudden, but ultimately negligible pain that comes from removing a heavy silver
ring from his member), with threesomes.
The egg, the manmade chrysalis, fashioned there by the memories of the different
corporeal configurations, becomes suddenly broken as soon as four recognizable knocks pound
on his door. Again, an unexpected visitor.
He puts on his boxers, hoping the room doesn’t smell the way he thinks it probably does.
The option is moot. Ramón is wholly inside the room before Lazaro can even fathom
allowing yet another guest in.
He loses no time. “I got your number from a dude named Mark. I was asking around the
coffeehouse and all the information I needed I got. Mark apparently has class with you and he
called a friend who actually has your number. Hard man to reach—but not a hard man to find.”
He chuckles, and tilts his chin downward, gleaming with overly ovoid eyes. Lazaro flicks his
cigarette.
He continues. “Glad I found you. Me, and not them.”
Them?
“What do you mean?” He is coming off his euphoric state. Questions, a slew of them in
furious repetition, never fails to do this.
“They’re still looking for you.”
“Still.”
“Yes, siree.”
“And, again, you’re here to warn me.”
Ramón looks disappointed; he stares down at his cowboy boots.
“Thanks, man. I mean,” Lazaro clears his throat, “I got it under control.”
“You?” Ramón laughs, loudly, in his face.
“Yeah. No one seems to think that I do, but I do.”
“Lazaro, you have no idea how they really are.”
“And you do?”
“I’ve been with them for eleven years. All the way through grade school we’ve kept it up.”
“Nice friends.”
Now Ramón looks more than disappointed, he looks defeated. This is a betrayal of all his
best friends. People are not often inspired to become Brutuses, and when they do commit the
crime they think relatively little of it. They certainly don’t hesitate and look back. For some
reason, Ramón does not fit the mold. He sniffles and his cheeks look ice cold.
“It’s a simple misunderstanding.”
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“Yeah.” Lazaro points at his eye. “Simple.”
“Sorry ‘bout that. That was Nicol. He speaks with his fists. He didn’t do his usual damage
though, believe me.”
“And I’m grateful for that.”
“But, yeah. They got you pegged for the wrong guy. He told me to find any person with
the glasses. And I did. But for some reason that was you. And the boss is usually never wrong.”
He looks sincere; he stares at Lazaro for an eternity. “Well,” he concedes, looking at
Lazaro’s shiner, “almost never.”
“I can’t help but feel totally powerless.”
“I know.”
“I don’t know what to do. I can’t leave. I can’t show my face without having someone
throw a punch at it.”
“It’s not so bad.” Ramón chucks him under the chin to imply that the eye is, indeed, not
so bad.
“Can’t you just tell your fucking friends to leave me alone?”
“Ex-friends.”
“Ex-friends.”
“Impossible. They cut me off. Which is what I wanted to do, eventually. But now that it’s
finally here—I, I…” His eyes fill with tears. They become enlarged like an owl’s—an optical
illusion.
Lazaro grabs his neck one-handed; Ramón sniffles melodramatically.
“I feel powerless. Too.” The feelings of a recent outcast?
“Well, at least you don’t have some thugs out after you.”
“They’ll stop.”
“When I’m dead.”
“They always stop.”
“This stuff’s never happened to me before.”
“It’s just a scare.”
“Which escalates rapidly into violence. I’ve seen it.” He points to the shiner again.
“Don’t worry. Lazaro.” He seems to be using his name as a talisman. “Let’s go have a
beer, man.”
Lazaro tries out his most exasperated look. “Look, Ramón. I don’t hold grudges. I thank
you for getting me out of a situation you put me in—well, I put myself, right? I have this thing,
this malady. Pied Piper of Hamlin’s Rat Syndrome—PPHRS. There is, like, zero information on
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the thing, but I have it. I can’t help following people around like some sort of special ed. kid.”
It is obvious Ramón doesn’t know what to make of this.
Lazaro continues: “No offense. I forgot all about the black eye already. I just can’t go out
with you right now.”
“Or do you have a cold one here?” Ramón inquires.
“I don’t even have milk. My water’s straight from the tap.”
“Then let’s go nearby. Somewhere close, a bar is probably open.”
“Closest are the gay bars.”
“There then.”
“No.” Yet he does quickly think of an alternative. Saturday night. Let it go smooth, dear
god. Let it be good. His brain goes through the list, rapidly wondering where they can get a drink
at 12 a.m.—that’s casual and not flashy with strobe lights.
Somehow, their feet have taken them there. Once again, Lazaro forgets an inward pledge.
It’s okay. In fact, it’s the only way.
They talk pleasantly as the pink skies give way and flakes begin to fall down. Smooth
little arcs, these little flittering angels. The glow of the newly installed streetlamps (they stroll
down Oregon St.) give everything a circusy vibe. As if the entire city is under one enormous
circus tent.
Ramón, several inches taller and bulkier than him, seems really interested in anything
Lazaro talks about. The range of topics is wide and random.
“I really want to move to Denver,” Ramón confesses—Lazaro, being hazy in mind and
vision, looks at the falling plaster, the destruction of the cathedral of sky. He is moved by
someone’s, pretty much a total stranger’s, instant liking of him. He knows him, what, two, three
days?
“Good for you. There’s tons of this,” he motions heavenward, indicating the snow, “out
there. You’ll get your fill.”
“Just fucking love the cold weather!”
“Then Denver is your place. Everyone is either out there. Or in Austin, of course. There’s
practically a Little El Paso, a Little Juarez-town in Austin. Ha ha.”
“I like being around people.”
“The wrong type.” Lazaro chastises.
Immediately acknowledging his fuck-up, he tries very soon to make it right. “I mean—
that’s hella awesome. I envy you, my friend.”
“You don’t like people?”
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“Probably not with as much fearlessness as you do. I let them pass me by. People, I
mean.”
“But letting them pass you by doesn’t mean you hate them.”
“No. Definitely not hate.”
“Well, I dunno. I guess you came with me for drinks because, well, maybe you find me
cool?” They laugh at his elementary school adjective.
“I definitely find you amenable. Despite, well, you know—”
“Once more. Sorry.”
“To never be mentioned again.” Like old friends.
“Okay.”
They’ve reached Inward Reproach. The bar is exactly one year old to date, although
Lazaro has scarcely heard of it. Very hole-in-the-wall, indeed. And yet, being a vagrant of the
streets, Lazaro can’t believe it’s been here so long without his apparent knowledge. Has he
always blurred this part, in his usual strolls through the city streets, irrevocably out?
The warmth of its interior immediately droops his eyelids down. Not being high, the
experience is deemed similar. Smokiness, despite the smoking laws enforced this night,
probably more than any other day of the week.
They find empty stools, looking out to the street.
This is a pub/bar/disco/hookah lounge. And, at some corner far from the main crowd,
there’s billiards.
“Never been?”
This late, people are still ambulating. Keeping limbs cold and warm, simultaneously.
Lazaro always smiles at a slight examples of irony, of anything a tad ridiculous. Proof of late
night hyper-activity? A waitress, clad in a furry thing, approaches, asking, as she walks toward
them in strong strides, for their order.
Ramón, buying, chooses with zero hesitation two orange ales.
“It’s beer,” he tells Lazaro.
Lazaro nods his dumb consent.
There is a throng of people—too weird here to not be taken as a form of sinister omen.
But people is good—economically… however that works. And downtown must be revitalized—of
this there is no doubt. But so late at night? Only the freaks go out at night, so is the entire
population turning?
Inside, it seems everyone has been placed in his proper niche. There are corners
everywhere, people sitting inside boxes and talking amongst themselves. Finally, variety in the
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landscape—the city sprawling in spontaneous, radical ways.
For some time, a spotlight has brightened up on a certain corner of the venue, out of
which suddenly appears a girl who begins to belt out songs. Two rock songs. The karaoke feel
makes everyone realize that, in fact, the girl is very good. Two braids, all hippie gear, a smudge
of lipstick on her—she definitely knows the acrobatics of her voice. The first is a Fwadée song,
“Ginger Gently,” and she makes it her own. She keeps the same crescendos, keeps all three of the
climaxes intact, however. The second song is also a cover, according to Ramón, but Lazaro
doesn’t know who the artist is. Instead of having the usual line of slam poets, or other such
ravers and impromptu artists, this one done thing is perfect. It’s a very short prelude. It’s two
perfectly sung songs.
Ramón talks about his life, avoiding all the while speaking against his friends, always
being kind enough to turn the question upon its maker. So there is a tide of vocal origami,
building somethings of nothings, a pleasant time is established. There appears to be a fire going
on somewhere, and this is enough to make things toasty.
Lazaro cannot help but share a bit of his paranoia. A clearing mind with the drink.
“This is a broken record, but you must understand the way I feel. The sunglasses—?” He
has not attempted, till now, to make sense of it.
“This is the deal: My guys need to nab this dude from Nashville.”
“Nashville, Tennessee?”
“Nashville. Tennessee. And he came into town, and he has these glasses which he never
takes off because the dude has no eye lashes.” He covers his laugh with his wide fist. “Or eye lids.
So that’s, like, his thing. And I, dumb fuck I am, thought that it was you. And I kept doubting
you the whole way. And I don’t know what it was that made me think it wasn’t really you—”
“The rest, history.” Lazaro interrupts. “All sound and fury.”
“Yeah.”
And the sunglasses, really, had just brought ill luck, and so they had to be banished
forever. Instead of trashing them, he will keep them as a memento. Just never on his face.
At two, the lights are rudely lit. Music, and all chatter in fact, halts.
“What’s this?” As if, Lazaro grins, Ramón doesn’t know. Who doesn’t know that bar time
fun is over at 2?
“Boo! Only a drink?” Ramón asks.
“Guess we took too long. But one is enough.”
“Really?”
“I think I’m done.” Ramón’s easy smile is gone.
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“Okay.”
While thanking him, they both go from the overly lit interior to the violet outer world,
and something feels completely awry. Strange. Not just the fact that it is once again snowing in
the city, but an additional, more dire heaviness pervades. Ramón motions for Lazaro to halt.
Stop the talking, he indicates. Stay still.
Indeed, doing so makes the problem become quickly identifiable. Even Lazaro, too often
in his own daze, notices it.
Between the two tall buildings is open space. They hear tackles, footfalls, yelps, gasps,
laughs, strains, pulls, staggering bodies falling and creating noise. Like cats, a few humans at
their war.
“Shit,” Lazaro utters, already playing ingénue though in reality kicking himself for not
leaving the bar sooner (the talk had had a dulling effect—more potent, in fact, than any type of
marijuana).
“Shh!”
With stealth very rare for such a corporeal, fleshy dude, Ramón quickly makes it there,
crouching so as not to be found. Lazaro follows, silent on his feet.
Two (the figures in stark contrast) against one.
Obviously, that one looks worse than the other two. He is at their feet, getting trampled
on, violently getting kicked at. Legs snapping down and up like levers. Not looking at them at all,
Ramón, two fists at his sides, yells uncontrollably to grab their attention. “Heyyy!”
They two turn simultaneously, out of breath. Is the guy on the floor—crying?
“What da fuck you want?!” comes a Thor-like voice.
“Just leave him be,” Ramón commands.
“Nah, bitch.”
And the two are at him, just like that, again. Negligible warning. As Ramón defends the
figure on the floor and himself against shape number one, shape two elbows Ramón square in
the neck. Pain is instantly tattooed on his face. Instead of falling to his knees though, Ramón
withstood the blow. He throws shape one violently against a garbage can, and having landed
face-first, the guy stays put. Lazaro looks on, as Ramón returns shape number two’s random
punch, landing it right on the guy’s neck, like awesome, instant poetic justice.
By the time shape two is on his feet, his friend has gone. They disappear both, and now
it’s only Lazaro, and the fucked up guy, and the hero. The alleyway is deserted. No cats, no rats.
He is mightily impressed by the suddenness of everything that’s occurred. Fast as a car crash.
And incredibly, suddenly, Ramón is winner over the satanic forces which take advantage once a
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man happens to be down. He cannot get the stupid grin off his face. Even Ramón, concerned for
the fallen man, makes a strange gesture, frowning somewhat, at Lazaro’s blatant smile.
“Help me?” he implores, grasping the poor guy’s limp arm. Lazaro takes the opposite
arm and places it firmly around his neck. Steadily, without words (or were they actually uttered
only to have disappeared entirely, like the darkness with the snow?), they make him tell them
his name as they walk to a warmer, safer place.
Ramón calls an ambulance, and all three wait together until it finally arrives.
Tepid is dead. Holy moley, Tepid is dead. The thought ran through her brain with the
vindictiveness of a schoolyard chant. Fuck. She picked up the massacred body—its fur sheared
off in bloody clumps like a sheep’s. She could taste the blood in the air. The molecules of red
were roving about, falling on grass like morning dew, on her sneakers like small stains of
ancient dust. But Tepid is dead, he had once been alive and barking and running, and now—
“What’s wrong? What’s wrong Rebecca?”
Mucus begat mucus. Seeing her own daughter red and glazed with fright, holding poor
Tepid in their lawn, dead, a dead object, had made her own ducts spew it out. She came to her
daughter likewise teary and hurt.
She mumbled something. F-f-f, something.
“What baby?”
The girl in her arms became as corporeal as a wrestler. Thick. Every time she became
angry—both parents knew this fact—she was capable of evoking the hardness and temperance
of stone. She was not sad, she was angry.
“I said. The fucking f-f-fucker’s gonna pay!” She tore herself away from her mother,
stuttering, looking crazed in the patio light.
“Don’t say that. Don’t curse, sweet—”
“Fuck that!”
Her mother gasps. Is this the same sweet daughter of yesterday? Of ten minutes ago?
“I’m not gonna take this… b-b-ullshit.” A stream of tears. “Tepid, Tepid…” She couldn’t
contain the torrent. Veins bulged like ropes from her forehead, and some of the capillaries in
her eyes had burst. While she sobbed uncontrollably, the mother finally found her cue to rejoin
her daughter. They sobbed together for a few minutes more—tears and mucus being prolific.
Finally, after Kleenex were produced—now that the tiny poodle was but a blotch in the
sky, a memento of childhood, irredeemably gone—they went inside. Soon, without the crying
child, Feliciano Street resumed its auditory bliss.
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She was put to bed after the mother tried to keep her mind off the dead pet by letting
her watch cable television. She zonked out—still sniffling, still uttering f words. She clutched at
a stuffed animal of a frog—a sad alternate.
“What did you do with it?” asked her husband later in bed.
“Buried it,” she replied.
“Shoulda thrown it in the trash.”
“And cause the smell? Aggh. No thank you.”
“But that’s disgusting. Under the ground.”
“How else does one bury their dead?”
“But it’s an animal. It will just be bones in a couple of months. Do you want our
daughter to excavate the bones of her dead animal four months from now?”
“She won’t.”
“You should’ve thrown it in the trash.”
“But it was disgusting, Mick. You weren’t there. You didn’t get to see it. This little four
year old, in her huge two-sizes-too-big coat, with her dog ripped to shreds in her arms. I was
devastated.”
He scoffs. “To say the least.”
“Don’t be an asshole. Death is a big deal.”
“To you or your daughter?”
She does not bother answering him—she knows where the conversation is going. Away
from their daughter and—about something else.
A few minutes later, after coming back from the bathroom down the hall and putting
himself under the sheets, with minty breath her husband asked her, “He was ripped? To
shreds?”
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VI. SUNDAY
Chapter 1
The boy is weary of the man. And who wouldn’t be, in his situation? Ice cream shop open in the
dead of December? Only the freaks come out for these types of ironical occurrences. He hates to
think that of himself, but at the very bottom that is precisely what Lazaro is. A freak.
And why does this keep occurring? And why the incessant tableaus?
For here is a new one. Something fresh from a dream, from a fantasy belonging to an
anonymous someone—probably a pervert. But he remains in line, and before him is the young
boy at the counter, no more than 15 (for sometimes these little family businesses take them on
from as early as 12—with no problems for anyone), probably even 13. The boy and Lazaro are
not the only ones here: a tremendously bald, tremendously buff guy, wrapped in colorful but
bleak tattoos (the Virgin, of course, ablaze on his chest, always a common staple when it comes
to body art [virgin-izing and devirgin-izing the flesh?], and snakes and flowers and even some
strange beast, which looks like a mix between a wolfman and a luxe from Mexican lore, as if
making tears on his wrinkly flesh). He is bald, though it is clear there was once some hair there.
Glasses mark this oxymoron further. They are bookish, and the man looks like he’s never read a
novel in his life. He is, therefore, in Lazaro’s estimation, trash. Historyless. Where do these
creatures come from? Where are their lairs and holes-in-walls?
The boy, aghast, even as Lazaro barges in, no bell to announce the customer, looks like a
mummy. Lazaro’s presence is noticed, barely, by the two. The mummy keeps rigid, while the
daddy pederast continues his woo.
“How much do you charge for an extra cherry, sweetie?”
Holy fuck, he thinks. Gross.
“Uh, well.” He stammers, his enormous Adam’s apple like a punching bag on a string.
“We charge fifty-nine cents for any extra toppings. But for only a cherry—”
“Sweetheart, whatever you need to charge me extra.”
“Okay.”
Off the daze, he finally welcomes Lazaro to the shop. It is heard, loud as bells, the man’s
subsequent scoff.
Cockblock? thinks Lazaro. He has no idea what to make of the eerie situation.
Jail bait? Hero? Victim?
“Welcome, sir,” says the boy, a different timber in the adolescent voice. “I’ll be right with
you.”
He then turns to the tattooed man. The guy wears a tattered tank top—a piece of clothing
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not even the most experienced of models could sport in that endearing heroin-chic way. Way
past his prime, the man not only wore too-modern glasses (nerd? librarian imposter?) but an
extraneous vest over the tank top—which was tight enough to convey the roundedness of his
overworked muscles. Steroids city.
Tattoo man smiles, exposing some silver in there. Overdone. Past his prime.
In the air, heavy as bong gunk: a feeling that Lazaro has stumbled upon a cruise spot, a
happy hour of the degenerate, daddy’s day out in predatory gear; of the man’s intense vexation
at an additional figure to halt his game (who, consequently, tattooed man thinks, too, is “way
past his prime”).
The man leans in, showing off his hippo ass. Big, round, fat. Not muscle but totally,
blatantly, big.
And armpit hair. Sliding his buff arm backward affords a tuft of it, not too unpleasant, be
shown off to the world. This is how his one and only relationship in Florida began. With a flash
of armpit hair at the beach. God, what a dumbass.
The stools spin with the light above—the roundedness of things is intensified.
He notices the tufts of hair exploding from the man’s armpit. One of those barbaric men,
Lazaro thinks, almost loud enough to voice it, who probably smells of rotting meat. Just so
unclean and uncouth. The toothpick protruding from the man’s left side, now visible as he turns
in exasperation at Lazaro, perpetual third wheel, is notoriously phallic. What if I had arrived,
like, three minutes later? Six?
Ew.
Although his nostrils tell him no, because the notion is there that the man stinks to high
heaven (low hell?), he betrays his whim and approaches the two. Immediately, tattoo dude
changes his stance. He makes his hip lines and 50-year-old belly vanish as he straightens up. For
fun, Lazaro swears to himself, this is a union that cannot happen. He is already labeled as
chastity enforcer by tattoo pederast, anyway.
His own corporeality diminishes that of his fellow men. Suddenly, tattoo guy is a tad less
threatening. He looks, as a matter of fact, scared himself, in that Dateline: To Catch a Predator
sort of way. The boy, too, looks less of what he undoubtedly embodies, mainly naïve youth.
Because of the sudden intervention, the boy gets to work. He looks for the cherry
container somewhere in the back. An extra cherry.
“Hullo,” says Lazaro, ever-casual.
“Hi.” The man does not even look at him. Instead, he ogles at the employee some more,
and suddenly, following the tattoo guy’s own gaze, Lazaro can see exactly what the perv sees.
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Mainly, a body still awaiting full development. So corruptibility is the guy’s main turn on. When
in the hell did the world begin to spew out the sort?
“Love coldness in the cold.”
“What?” The instantaneousness of the statement makes the man turn. He looks mad to
be taken off his erotic reverie.
“I said that I love coldness in the cold.”
The guy plays dumb, irritation incarnate.
“Oh.”
From the back, the brave youth intervenes: “Few people do.”
Tattoo man, officially shut out.
Looking at the man, “I know—the feeling of being invaded by the cold, inside and out.”
“That’s what they say,” the boy comes back with the guy’s purchase. Two cherries,
instead of one adorn the top.
Lazaro makes an effort to smile extra wide at the boy.
With this, he is saying, Braces, thank you—let the whites shine on! It is usually easier to
act sexy when cheering for oneself like this.
“So what’ll you be having?”
“I dunno. What do you recommend?”
“Well.” Is he really trying to conjure up a recommendation? A few seconds go by.
“Like, something fruity?”
“Oh, sure,” the boy says.
All this time, the tattooed man simmers in his own disgusting juices. With him here,
Lazaro cannot help but feel as though the avocado colored walls take some hideous dimension.
It is like the dark side of kitsch.
“We have passionfruit and guava. And strawberries, blueberries.”
“I dunno.” Lazaro, radiant in confidence, the man looking more and more hideous when
compared to him. “Give me a minute.”
“Sure.”
The man continues to boil. Like a lobster, a redness soon appears.
The guy is without a doubt a predator. Probably comes here with the sole intention of
courting the youngster, of getting him to be his first. Desecration. Lazaro understands the
attraction, but not on this level. And all the while, Lazaro becomes a brighter, better prospect to
the youngster. It is understandable, all of it is, and the man knows this.
Once Lazaro has been placed by the man in the background, the man continues the hunt.
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“So tell me, John. Worked here long?”
“Couple a weeks,” the boy says, wiping at the grill of the soft-serve.
“Good experience,” the man says, too loud. The voice sounds like a dominating father’s.
“How—is it?”
Undoubtedly, he seems to want to ask him his age. Too blatantly, especially in the eyes of
the innocent bystander.
“I like it. I have time for my classes, and homework, and stuff.” He keeps his eyes
concentrated on Lazaro, whose attention is engaged by the text above—what flavor? A cone, a
cup? “And,” the boy forgets not to add, “soccer.”
“You’re soccer player?” Too desperate for the answer, the man forgets to say the “a.”
“Yep.” Matter-of-factly. So young, and already the boy knows the degree of his potential
and power.
Lazaro continues to pretend that he is busy. He registers the general exchange in his
periphery.
“Awesome.”
“D’you play soccer?” No longer with the deer in the headlights look. For fifteen, the boy
sure understands the lingering feeling.
“Used to,” the man says coolly.
“What position?”
Like a true fag, the man’s eyes light up. Beady, they resemble a lizard’s who has finally
found his place underground.
Position? Ha, ha.
“I—” the man stammers in his inadequacy. That old to recall such info? “I forgot
actually.” He chuckles like a sly villain.
“I’m goalie, usually.”
“So you block?” asks Lazaro, back from the dead.
“Usually.”
“Interesting,” he says, still looking at the text above.
Tattoo man finally has Lazaro in his gaze—finally affording Lazaro a proper look. Indeed,
he has a reptilian face with reptilian features. Slits for nostrils, sharp teeth which protrude from
the non-existent lips. Perhaps a forked tongue?
“Okay, John. How much do I owe ya?”
Already memorized, the figure. “Four thirteen,” says the boy.
“No extra charge for the cherry?”
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“No extra charge.”
“Sweet.” He uses a term that’s not of his appointed generation.
Again, the man assumes the pose of promising suitor. Lazaro can see the hip bones
protruding—and yet an enormous ass? His arms, exposed despite the wicked cold, are hairless.
He has made an effort to rid himself of anything mammalian. Therefore, all reptile. Cruising for
twinks at the local ice cream shop. Finally, Lazaro comes forth with his order.
“Pistachio.”
“Nice.”
“Two balls.”
The boy laughs under his breath. Lazaro has tried to make the allusion less sexuallyloaded.
Lazaro flexes his arms upon the counter. Look, bitch, he seems to want to convey. Yeah,
you.
“Cup.”
“Okay.” The boy goes to his job.
Lazaro fumbles for his wallet. He too can show off a rather slender torso. Inside the
bulging coat, he wants to say, there’s a 31 inch waist.
“Pistachio?” the man asks, just in order to stay for a while longer. He cares very little for
John, and herein lies the clichéd homosexual bullshit small talk. Friends talk with friends with
as much ease as they do their enemies.
“Yeah.” Lazaro responds.
“Not vanilla?” The man defies the minimal congeniality which lives in the air as much as
the sexual tension.
“No.” Not looking at the man or his hideous tattoos. “Not vanilla.”
The guy busily slurps his own purchase. He coats his hairless lips with the cream and the
multicolored sprinkles.
What the fuck does the vanilla comment mean, anyway?
“And you? You seem outside your turf, your, ah, comfort zone,” Lazaro mentions,
bleakly. “I always go for pistachio.”
The man, ridiculous with an artificial-looking mustache, scoffs again.
Under his breath, friendly, as though they were the best of friends, as close as friends can
be, he utters a “Get out.”
“Huh?” Playing dumb—always full of perks.
“I said,” he says under his breath, “get out.”
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“Me?” Lazaro, ingénue.
“Ah, yeah.”
“But I haven’t paid yet.”
“Well, as soon as you get your ice cream, leave. I got you.”
“Got me?”
“Yeah.”
“Um, got me what?”
“It’s my treat. Now leave.”
“Ooh, attitude. Huh.” Lazaro crosses his arms. “But it’s way too cold outside.” He rubs
his shoulders and arms, trembling comically, defiantly.
“You’re getting ice cream buddy.”
“No, you are getting my ice cream.”
From the interior, past the buzzing machines and slightly-vibrating ice cream dispensers,
a clash. Dishes, or ice cream utensils, banging on the floor.
“Okay in there, John?” Lazaro plays the part of caring acquaintance. Already his own
veneer is radiant compared to tattooed guy’s decaying one.
“Sure,” comes the squeaky reply.
“Need help?” He says this, all while fixating his eyes on tattoo guy—boring holes right on
him. Fucker.
A silent four seconds. Then, “Yeah. Sure.”
Lazaro, merry as a graduating teen from Grease, hops over the bar and counter. He
leaves the nasty man behind, probably simmering in his gastric juices some more.
There is only a paper-thin wall separating the interior from the customer-friendly
section. As soon as he circles the corner, a kiss is planted upon his cheek.
The boy, it seems, is of Lazaro’s same height.
Lazaro smiles, not intending to take another peck. John the ice cream boy begins to cling
to him, surround him; he orbits closely as Lazaro picks up all the emptied metal canisters. As he
places them on their shelves, guessing at where they belong, John caresses his neck. Lazaro
smiles back, ungluing himself from the boy as he goes back to the front of the store.
The boy stays put, behind.
A token of gratitude?
Lazaro smiles defiantly at the man.
“You help him?”
“Yeah.”
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“With the dishes.”
“Something like that.” Lazaro produces the most approximate of what devilish grin he
can muster.
Hateful, the man clad in summer wear, perhaps too sure of himself, perhaps too
disoriented from being barred from any type of wrongdoing, slams down a five, takes his ice
cream outside, without a goodbye to his good friend John.
“How much do I owe ya?” Lazaro asks, once the two-balled ice cream is in his grasp
“Um, two bucks.”
“Really?”
“Well, no. Free.”
“Really?” A squeakier really.
“Since the dude didn’t pay your tab.”
“Thanks,” Lazaro says, already giving his back to the boy, already pushing the door
outward.
Silence, again.
On a Sunday? This month?
Jimmy Shoe never failed to catch on to all of Lazaro’s shortcomings. Or eccentricities.
Why, he asked himself with zero irony, does he think himself above everyone? Jimmy had seen
him in the most remotest of corners, in the most unexpected of places. Did the fucker have
clones no one knew about? Why was he always impossibly, undeniably, there?
He made his way past the park, past the library. Jimmy followed his trajectory as
closely as he watched the usual soccer ball on Sundays. Already, his vision became accustomed
to these details. All writers must pay attention to the details.
Disappearing past the freeway overpass, Jimmy finally loses Lazaro. He was
recognizable in the densest of crowds—which was why Jimmy always found Lazaro as though
he were a real-life Waldo. His presence would be there, everywhere, like a ghost’s.
He had recently been dumped. Practically buying the girl a gift, a pre-Christmas one
which was sure to make her drop her silk panties to the floor, he had gotten her call while on
his way to pay and the wicked voice that came with it. He had to accept his shortcomings (he
had cheated only once, it had been alcohol- and cocaine-induced [“C’mon muñeca—you know
how that affects you. You know how much those two in a combination make you look at the
opposite sex with no discrimination—an instant whore, they make of you.”], he was on the
verge of changing [“Can’t you see it by my writing? My growth?”], he was sorry, sorry, sorry,
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and incredibly stupid. He was, in short: a man. Swallow this whole. Whatever it was that that
entailed.
Well, twenty-seven dollars unspent. That was the only good feeling. About time, too.
The bitch had outstayed her welcome. Now he could move on, now he could be responsive to
additional stimuli.
Last words? “You don’t know how to love.”
His silent response: “Who told you that was a possibility?” She had stayed because she
was weak. She needed him as much as he did her.
By extension, he thought of Lazaro’s last words to him as well. Starting this new week,
one away from the holiday season, he was out of the project. He was the better writer, not
confident by any means but still, readable and laudable, but his very presence made the office
turn sour. No one wanted him, not even Melanie or her wife, Mathias. Like everyone else, he
wanted suncityconfidential.com to be a complete success. That was the way of breaking in. But
everything had abruptly changed. “If they kick out your front door,” The Clash was famous for
saying, “how’re you gonna come? With your arms in the air or on the trigger of your gun?”
Finally, finally, some excitement, some commotion. Everything had been running way too
smoothly, the little writers were becoming too accustomed to being read. He savored the
potential disaster. A readership was everything, and with the website Jimmy was satisfied
with his newfound throng of readers. No longer were drafts kept unfinished, long forgotten as
piles and piles of sheets on ancient desks. For once, every single thing he had produced found
life in the project.
‘You don’t know how to love’? No. From Lazaro, it was “Don’t know what I’m doing
here.” Really? No shit.
But suddenly, those magic words had become a reality for the entire group. Maybe
three weeks ago, when Lazaro had said this to him, they had still been okay. Smooth sailing, in
other words, and boring. And Jimmy hated stasis and boredom. Somehow, the curse had been
established, and it didn’t take a stretch of the imagination to know who had been the source of
the project’s failure. Lazaro had always been the albatross.
Cold, already some sneezes in the works, he decided to take it easy at the coffee shop.
He “wrote” there. He busily typed out words, which inexorably became actual articles that
were being published at a rate of three or four per week (which was to change soon,
apparently). And even as his concentration was just barely there, malingering in what was to
befall the entire enterprise in a few days, girls caught a whiff of his intelligence, of his intention
to get something published, of possibly joining up with a bona fide writer for a while. Many
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girls, most of them incredibly dull and materialstic, tempted Jimmy, and this was why he was
suddenly single.
Hopefully, the lack of candidates for the job immediately put him above the rest. As it
should be.
Single, with nearly thirty dollars still left intact in his thin wallet, blowing at his steamy
cup, warming his hands, Jimmy knew that all he had to do was keep still and let everything
play out as it should.
Chapter 2
Zero new developments. Even the background stays the same—a lone desert landscape with
vaguely familiar mountains depicting the emblematic star ablaze in loud light—despite the
season (no hearts for Valentines, no pumpkins for Halloween, no turkeys for Thanksgiving).
Totally crap publication. Alas, the only source of knowledge for someone not completely
comfortable with newer technology.
He flips the paper, thin as tissue.
A small guilty-pleasure like ice cream is sure to be, inversely, first pleasurable, then
mostly guilty. For sure, after finishing the cold ice cream out in cold, winter weather, Lazaro
immediately feels bad for the inadequate nourishment—all those extra empty calories. He is still
hungry. But around 500 plus extra calories in the hole? Fuck.
And yet eating could be seen as a second guilty pleasure. Why not.
So, in front of him, before the waitress gets the chance to place his lunch special of
tamales with beans and rice, is the enormous paper taking up the entire table. He folds it slightly
as the woman carefully puts the steaming plate in front of him. He thanks her.
Outside, belly full, he catches a familiar sight. Jeff’s van.
Feeling intrepid—never one to ignore a waving hello—and already savoring the weed
from their last encounter, he knocks at the back door of the eight-foot tall covered van. He
knocks, trying to make it sound as amicably as possible. Not threatening.
The doors are flung open and a gust of smoke, plumes of white stuff erupting like grey
clouds from a volcano. An outstretched hand pulls him to the interior.
“Hey man. Thanks for visiting me all the way here.”
They laugh.
Sitting down, Lazaro says, “No problem. I love the fact that your house moves.”
“Ay. Me too, bro.”
“So—” Where was he going with this?
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“So—.” Never a bad host. “Wanna hit this?”
And they begin. Or, actually, Lazaro begins; Jeff had been partaking long before now.
“Good stuff.”
“Ha ha.”
“I’ve had a week,” Lazaro mentions to Jeff.
This is time for the recap. There are times, such as these, when the only thing one can do
is recollect in relative safety. Tie up loose ends. Really assess everything that had been too busy
occurring to be made something of at the exact moment it transpired.
“I know. Actually. Gilbert told me about it.”
“Gilbert?”
“Yeah. Dude we ran into last week?”
Gilbert? The guy they ran into?
“Dude with the spikes,” Lazaro realizes.
“Yeah,” Jeff mutters.
“You saw him?”
“Yep.”
“Recently?”
“Sure. Like two days ago?”
“Wow.”
“He told me that, you know, your orientation.”
“Huh?”
“Well, I didn’t know this. But you’re gay?”
“Like,” he laughs nervously, “some British tea party.”
“See I didn’t know that.”
“Hmm.”
“But, like, I love hangin’ out with gay guys. It’s like, no wonder. Of course we had to meet
again.”
“And you’re not gay?”
“No. But gay guys are the best. They just give you so much, like, attention, you know?”
“I guess.” He coughs. The wicked stuff is entirely inside himself now. “And what did
Gilbert tell ya?”
“That you went on a date and had a good time. Drugs.”
“A ‘good time’?”
“Sure.”
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Lazaro coughs again. How meaty are his lungs? Should he be worried that the coughing
is ceaseless?
“Well, with X it’s always a good time between two people I guess.”
“Usually. And sometimes more than two people.”
“Ha ha.”
And after seven rotations of the bong (named “Sally the Sturdy”), nothing is left but a
shell that remains where the two previously sat. The eyes are glazed over so much that tears
keep perambulating the shiny orb. Refreshed with tears, then reddened with cannabis intake.
Details and contrast, then murkiness. Ebb. Then flow.
“His mother is crazy about him, you know.”
“Mother? Whose?”
“Gilbert’s.”
“What d’you mean?”
“Well, that the guy is off his rocker. Cool person to drink with, though. To kick the shit.
But there’s something totally wrong about ‘im.”
“No shit.”
“But, since, well, cuz you took to him, did drugs with him and shit, well, I guess I pretty
much know that you, man, must be some kind of bad ass as well.”
“Shut up.”
“Nah. I mean, if you can handle that one—”
“Never. I hope. Never again.” He pauses, looking for and finding a stance that makes him
feel comfortable but not thoroughly fucked up. He has made a final evaluation of Spikes—
thinking about him sporadically throughout the week. Guys like him live in the periphery of
existence. Because they must lie in order to just fit into a society that short while that they have
to assimilate (which everyone living today—from the boring, soulless cities to the most pastoral
of places alive in the Chihuahuan desert—must do), they are composed of nothing. Experiences
have never stuck with him, it’s like senile dementia of the mid-twenties. And experiences, Lazaro
instinctively understands, has all to do with a person’s real value. “And what of the mother?”
“Oh. Well, I met her once.”
“But it seemed like you didn’t even know the guy when we met him.”
“I guess I was just pretending.”
Taking another strong hit, Lazaro releases it, smoothly. “I would do the same.”
“Yeah. The mom is a crazed bitch who’s been in jail half a dozen times. All for different
crimes.”
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“No way.”
“Yeah. And every time she leaves jail, or escapes—I think she made it out twice,
actually—or, whatever, she looks out for her son. And when she finds him she makes his life a
living hell.”
“Wow.”
“She even hits him.”
Lazaro does not recall any welts.
“Which is why he’s fucked up. That woman made him the way he is.”
It occurs often that although there are plenty of thoughts inside individual heads,
intentions and wants trying to escape, absolutely no action is taken. Why ruin instant moments
of nothingness? In the modern world they are had to come by.
Lazaro stores Jeff’s number in his phone, knowing full well that it will be he that might
conceivably call. Not for a friendly chat, nor for a joint smoking session. Just another connect.

The Fakeness
by Lazaro Del Castillo
So the wooden coaster withstands and we don't plummet to our deaths. His hairdo, after much
wind and gasps of wonderment, has a steeper, upper incline now: it's as if he's wearing a crown. I think of
the heights we have experienced, all the blinding light from below, and how my life now feels locked,
steady. He is the statue of liberty. We get off—him smiling, I dazzled.
I'd always wondered how the coaster ride would go—slow and deliberate or fast and
compulsive—always on the way zooming past it from the beach-side bistros of Ft. Lauderdale to Miami's
Lincoln Drive. Now I know. I've always been fond of the rides themselves, the jolt of adrenaline to the
body, but detest like the plague those long, irritating lines. Yet, I don’t know, this overall experience has
been ideal.
I have to use the facilities and he waits for me. After inspecting my face in the mirror, and his’
immediately outside the bathroom, I realize that that jolt is among us like a third wheel.
"My first time. I'm glad you suggested it."
"I just think, well, when in Rome."
"And four times! And only us!"
His enthusiasm is contagious. This is the very reason why, I realize, I’ve cut class.
The sun sinking far off on the west coast of the huge peninsula, the colors have turned stern and
most outlines very obvious.
Even though it's possible he wants to ride it again as well as I, we don't. But this is perfect. We
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leave the coaster-mini golf area, enter the arcade, exit it, and find that the parking lot has fourteen cars in
addition to his. That I don't have to drive accentuates the pleasure.
"Remember, no A/C," he tells me, making a face.
"Windows down is the only way to go."
"Really? It is fuc—" he hiccups—"king hot."
"Where I come from—"
He interrupts me, so eager to continue the marathon-style conversation started earlier, precisely
an hour ago, interrupted briefly (in spurts) by the roller coaster experience, and then recommenced:
"Texas."
"Yeah, there, the desert is hot, arid, not misty and wet. I prefer this heat."
He lets me in. We both enter the red car at opposite ends at the same time. He hiccups again after
starting the ignition.
The talk about the different types of heat itself dissipates. The "pointillism" referred to by my art
history textbooks, supremely fascinating, is comprehended here fully and finally. Who is the artist? Me,
being the fan of the beautiful that I am, questions.
"I propose," he says, cool like the influx of air made of vegetation and mist, "that we never turn
on the fake. Right here, right now. Right from the very start."
I am jumpy then, and suddenly feel a consolatory kiss from the tropics themselves. "I have not
been—” I can't locate the proper adjective to hide this internal mortification. Immediately, my chest feels
worse than it did before; how it felt at the top of the wooden descent. But then he leaves absolutely no
space whatsoever for my heart to overreact and, well, it’s clichéd but—break. I almost feel it happening,
but he just doesn’t allow anything to be ruined. A juice slushes right through me, inside me, I feel it under
my shirt, inside my inside, and he sees it written in my face—all this within four seconds—that I had been
frozen all this time. All along. All along my entire slow and stupid life, but not anymore. My pounding
fear of having messed all this up is given an antidote by him, and it is this:
"No no."
Once he looks at my face, confused and alarmed, stopping to yield to the traffic all colors of
chrome. "I'd hate for you to misunderstand; misunderstanding is the worst, and meeting new people, well,
it's always—it always—renders time. I guess it's as if what is being lived is essential forever. Must,
should, will be remembered."
I understand, agree. He smiles and drives on, looking forward.
My legs near the sleek dashboard, twin femurs—have disappeared entirely. We take the leftmost
ramp onto the freeway (how fast he's made it here!) which is a sliced-off piece of pavement reserved for a
two passengers-only car. With the pounding soundtrack, low, not high enough—an electronic stairway up
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to the cosmos.
Lights down here on Earth competes with those above the land and bay, and win.
I am elevated by the tires and the newness, by sound and—
I have to say something. Conversation is similar to competition; the only type of competition
where both parties end up winning and both take trophies home. So I have to say something or prove I am
not worthy of all this... intense and instant happiness.
"I feel so good right now," I swallow my pride and say.
"Yeah. Must be the air. Must be... who cares? I know what you mean."
"We’re entirely on the same page. Fuck pretention, people, conformism..."
He smiles wide, looking at me. I smile back because something has occurred, and I think that
perhaps my thoughts are similar to his. Parallel and unseparated—the same. The smiles are held in time
awhile before he realizes he must continue looking forward: going 75 mph, in a semi-vacant freeway,
seven cars in full view at all times, nonetheless semi-busy, still, and I see a red terror on his face. Fear.
Quick. And there.
A car right in front. He avoids it by swerving a swift right, away from the carpool lane, unto
completely free space. "Phew," he pretends to wipe sweat off his busy brow. "That was close."
The entire time we have been talking about our compatibility. But I am most curious as to where
the whole “don’t turn on the fake” thing was going. I’d thought he had thought I was a liar. I thought he
had seen right through my bullshit. Then I realized that everything so far had been legitimate and I had
been totally straight. Lies oftentimes spurt out of me but on this occasion... none had.
“I am genuine.”
“I know. I know you are.”
“And I feel I know you from before.”
“But, still, the newness is—invigorating.”
The romantic tone he takes transports me to places where I’ve been to and have felt utterly alone.
I adore being alone, but this, its exact opposite, is something I had never thought I’d always wanted.
We have gotten off I-95 and I realize we are staying in Ft. Lauderdale. The sudden surprise that
we won’t be making the pilgrimage to Miami, land of excitement, is suddenly a riskier prospect. I feel my
legs encased in their jeans, the air swirling upwards, up. Refreshing.
I see the way he drives. He talks more and more and I respond. He asks me something personal
and I pretend it’s slightly offensive and he takes a tender tone that makes me want to play victim a bit
more. He catches on to my game, brushes it off, establishes his own, and this means that we are pretty
compatible after all.
“I hate it here. I hate to say hate but I hate it here. Despite so much—”
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It is my turn now, to interrupt—“Beauty.”
“Yeah.”
“And you wish everyone you knew from—”
“—home—”
“from El Paso was living here with you too. All those people deserve to have this. Why not?”
“They are better people.”
“Fuck yes they are better people. Infinitely better. And these asshole Floridians...”
“Should eat shit and die.”
“Precisely. But you are not from here are you? You have Florida license plates.”
“No, I’m not.”
“And you are right though. You shouldn’t’ve gotten me started on my contempt for these idiots...
all trying to make money as though it were the most imperative thing. Such an imperative, needful thing.
Air to the lungs.”
“A fucking rat race.”
“Sad. And while they are all at it, I will be here, with you, by this beautiful beach, smoking a
cigarette.”
Before he reaches for his 27’s, I take two unfiltered cigs and light the two in my own mouth.
“I can’t believe we’ve found each other.”
“No.”
“Sometimes things seem right—events and people just click.”
“Yes.”
“But the chances of anything extraordinary occurring are minimal.”
“And you become surprised when it does.”
“You never forget to feel how it feels to be alive.” No kissing then: just the possibility of it, then,
is what is meant by feeling alive.
“So adorable,” I say in fake jest. He smiles, not taking the compliment seriously at all.
Time passes and we park again, walk the pavilion, the storefronts, the deco hotels, pass some
people talking loudly, some people looking at menus, some people with teeny dogs. People still in bathing
suits, people with logoed sunglasses, some with baggy purses, too much makeup and hair. Random
patterns that never mean anything because what this is about is me and him.
Forever.
He takes me to his dorm room which is for two people but he lives in unshared. On the second
floor of a 90’s-ish building that has windows misty and white with cool condensation. He has told me that
he wants to show me who he really is. He asks me:
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“Are you sure you want to know me? The real me? The real Real me?”
And three times I say yes, please. Pretty please.
His is the room in the middle. The third in the five that compose the second-floor hallway. He lets
me in.
He puts on music, we talk more and more and more. We start falling asleep, drifting, as we
continue smoking his 27’s. Mine have been vanquished by now.
His bed is on the floor and here we have been half-sitting, half-laying. Time has gone by and I am
sad it seems that there will be a finality. I hope I’ll see him again.
“So, for the fourth time. Are you sure you wanna see the true me? Who I really am?”
“Yeah.”
He faints near my shoulder. I let him fall unto bulgy pillows.
What?
Everything is still for a minute. Huh? I then hear the front door open, the hinges so dramatic and
loud. Slowly, footsteps come into the bedroom. His body near mine is heavy but feels lighter by the
second. In comes a dwarf, with the head of a mushed-in pumpkin, eyes as wide as globes, dark and heavy,
smiling from ear to ear a smile of recognition, but—terrible. My spine feels hollow now, as do my
shoulders; I scream and scream while the lips I had once thought beautiful become less severe, less
striking, and then he smiles again.
Chapter 3
“You know, you’re my only hope.”
“How’s that, Leia?”
“You know him better than I do.”
“I don’t think that assumption’s correct,” says Lazaro.
“But you do. In that guy-guy sort of way.”
“We seldom talk. Probably with as much frequency as I talk with you.”
“But you must know somewhere he must have gone to.”
Mathias has called him. Sometime in the middle of the night, Mathias had been a true
savior from the string of nightmares which had left Lazaro breathless, in a puddle of his anxious
sweat. He was truly thankful at the time, and so took Mathias’s voice very seriously. If all that
was required of him in order to escape the evil clutches of a perverse subconscious, the tendrils
of evil implanted within him pulling him deep, was to listen to Mathias, then that was what he
intended to do. “I don’t know what to do. It’s like, well, you’re the resident fag.” “Excuse me?”
had been Lazaro’s sole question. “Well, I mean. You’re the gay guy. There can’t be another.” “I
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disagree.” “It has to be like that. In the group there’s only room for one.” “Hmm.” “Otherwise
there’s two and they are just together and then the whole world knows.” “They don’t have to be,
like, a couple.” “Yeah. They do. And I’m just too cautious, you know? That’s how God made me.”
“Oh. God.” “Yes. God.” “Just come out of the closet.” “Did you not hear what I said about
caution?” “But then you’re living some life that isn’t yours.” “How can that be? I’m me.” “Not if
you deny—” “See? You’re too much, just so super pro gay that no one can compete.” “Since it’s a
competition.” “Sort of.” “Ugh.” “Sorry to have woken you.” “No problem Mathias. Anytime.” “I
just had to tell somebody.” “Yeah. You do.” “I don’t want everyone to make a big deal of it, you
know? So I prefer guys.” “Exactly.” “No. No one should make a big deal.” “They won’t.”
“Don’t,” he breathes into the receiver, talking with Melanie. “Sorry.” Even if she finds out
that he’s lying to her, so what?
“Mateo—Mathias, well, how are we going to keep the thing running?”
“Guess we won’t.”
“Won’t or can’t?”
“I guess they are synonymous in this situation.”
“All of it down the gutter then?”
“I wouldn’t call it that, Mel. Let’s label it as writer’s experience and leave it at that. All
that stuff is pretty priceless.”
“What’d you mean?”
“Well, without the success this failure would feel so much more—unhurtful.”
“I don’t understand you.” Did she ever?
“Well, without the attempt—the attempt, I guess, is all that matters.”
“Huh.”
“It’s like, at least now we know what it feels like to trample on our baby, burn it to the
ground, and piss on its ashes.”
A silence; solemn. They both hear drones on both ends. The machinery attempting a
form of communication of its own?
“Lazaro,” she says, using the single most “official” sounding voice she has ever used. “We
are both leaving.”
“You are?”
“Once I find him. Clear taking off.”
“Where?”
“Home.”
“That sucks.”
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“And I need to leave this all in capable hands. Yorch and Jimmy are too busy conspiring
like Brutuses with Jacobi—they want to expand but not in any substantial way. This is not a
fucking business.”
“No.”
Her incendiary attitude comes out of nowhere. This definitely has the air of an authentic
goodbye to it.
“Be editor in chief?”
“’Scuse me?”
“Please. I give it to you. Mathias gives it to you. Isolation is what we need—not fucking
social events and mixers.”
He inhales loudly, languidly. “Bureaucracy…”
“Is a god damned cunt.”
Lazaro shudders. Doesn’t the chick notoriously hate the term? She has warned,
constantly, everyone from using it in her presence.
“Why, Melanie. Cunt?”
“All of them are.”
“I guess.”
“Including,” she finishes off, “you.”
Chapter 4
It is time for a walk. For some reason, recently he has been preferring his own two feet over
motorized transportation—a habit from his Florida days. He once took long walks everywhere to
get a feel of a radically different atmosphere from what he was used to. This is the only excuse to
being alone, to spending time with the one person you know best and cannot possibly get rid of.
Alone, senses become absolutely heightened. A non-drug-induced experience concerning the
god-given senses seems an authentic and human enterprise—an umbilical cord to the enormous
history of before.
Instead of smelling soup and toothpaste, a horrid odor that seems to have also invaded
his dreams, there lingers the smell of nothingness. Not trash, not dampness—unpleasantness
simply in the architecture, not in the usual patina of filth. Crystalline air, all the way down the
street, passing his building, heading towards the university. Does he still have library privileges?
He wants to desperately know, wants to figure this out (indeed, this feeling of being productive
comes only in spurts, at certain times)—but reading? He has not read in a couple of days, and
perhaps that is why he feels so out of it in the first place.
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Heading toward the campus, most objects in his path vie for his attention. The cars all
have their industrial gleam. A small girl with a tricycle crosses his path. Her pigtails are short
and, well, piggy. Several cats cross the street, almost in identical formation, from one bum’s den
to another’s. The vine of ivy covering the west end of the apartment complex, perhaps the only
attractive facet to the whole urban space, is frozen in its place. The leaves have become plaster
replicas of themselves and the tendrils themselves are as sturdy as the curls on a cinnamon bun
three weeks old. He feels slightly proud, though nauseated somewhat with the pronounced
clarity of it all.
Already, incoming dusk. Best time, it is widely known, to perambulate.
He crosses Oregon and the line of apartments there. Which used to be, he’s been told,
hotels. He lives in a tourist graveyard with no discernible graves, only ghastly mementos.
He buys a pack of cigarettes at Tony’s. A neighborhood shop which actually resembles a
gas station without the machines. More a slice of true Americana than the token Juarez tiendita
(for those, one must get closer to the border bridge). Accordingly, the items which threaten to
expire at any moment (in fact, most of them already past theirs) are overpriced. Blow or wipe
away the dust, and the prices are ridiculous (3.79 for a can of peaches? 2.99 for one roll of t.p.?
Pfft!). The cigarettes, though, are pretty reasonable. As usual, the woman at the counter looks
furious, absolutely furious, but to ignore the slight nastiness of this transaction Lazaro looks
downward the whole time. At his hand reaching for change, at the bouquet of bills and coins
ready to be taken, and then at his final buy. Neat packaged box. He leaves, the bell jingling to
announce the departure.
Walking and smoking. The first one always feels like there are countless more to come.
He then thinks of going back home, of cutting this small, quaint, pleasant outing short. The cold
is nice, but it’s better to stay in and keep healthy than be out and about where randomness rules.
His cell phone is nonresponsive, a dead thing like all things used to be—inarticulate and
communicating absolutely nothing. But there is potential within his coat pocket, potential for
possibility all the time, and yet it has decided (the thing) to remain kaput. But Lazaro does not
complain.
Soon, he notices one leg colder than the other. The cause of this is an ill-placed boot. He
has not put the cuff of his jeans over his heavy boot properly. This carelessness occurs because
he seldom looks down at his footwear. And only when the weather is bad, or when somebody
lets him know of his raggedy, strange faux pas, does he actually do something about it—reaching
down, bending, all for the sake of fashion more than comfort.
The prick he suddenly feels is scalding. It burns and it makes the noise of cellophane, of
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crunching pork rinds; the smell is instantaneous and hits his nostrils hard. It all occurs within
an instant. And just as soon as all the ailments become known, their cause is likewise learned. It
is instinctual. A common—and honest—mistake.
Cigarette burn.
Fuckshithellgoddamnsonofabitchmotherfucker! It hurts.
He can practically see the red bite of the random flaming fag. Somewhere on his left
buttock, right above the pants line, there must be a viper’s eye—red with rage and shiny with
contempt. A stray cigarette—not too bad an example, really, of cosmic poetic justice.
He makes no audio, but his actions are enough in front of the apartment building for a
voice from on top to begin its string of apologies.
“Ah, man. Sorry.”
“Fuck, sorry.”
“Dude—so sorry.”
When did the word lose its power? Sorry. It must have been recently. Recently, Lazaro
had apologized to somebody with the authenticity of any human asking for forgiveness—indeed
real and genuine. The person accepted the apology, and with it imparted upon Lazaro that there
was enormous “power” in an apology. It makes a human a human. But Lazaro had meant it to
imply “Sorry for the slight fuck up” (being, as he usually was, late) as it is not difficult to realize
that everyone commits mistakes of different severities once in a while. But the other person took
it as a true, and valid, excuse for his sorry state—for his overall existence, and not, as it should,
just for the singular, simple mess-up. The person valued the apology way more, it could be
argued, than the apologist did himself. He didn’t mean for that to happen. There are various
degrees of sorry, Lazaro soon discovered, just as there are various crimes with which to follow
with such a beguiling statement.
“It’s okay,” he finds himself saying, cigarette hole surely still afizzle.
He looks up and sees a familiar face. Familiar, though only from a distance. Another
university student, surely. With a crew cut and an askew mouth, the guy looks genuinely
concerned—his blue eyes tell Lazaro so. His yucky pixie nose, though long, looks entirely
cartoonish.
“Stay where you are,” the guy tells him. “Just stay put.”
Lazaro, obedient as always, remains. He wants to massage the problem area—a black eye
and a neck with a crick seems to not be enough—but he fears that this will cause further pain.
Leave it as it is, is his final evaluation.
The wooden door of the apartment complex, brown on purpose (it has only recently been
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“revitalized” to match the installation of enclosed bus stops and new streetlights which line up
the street), strong and old, bursts open. The guy approaches, with an arm outstretched, and yet
another apology on his lips.
“Rick.” He introduces himself with a gruff voice.
“Lazaro.”
“Barely moved in,” the stranger excitedly admits. “I have to remember to not throw butts
out the balcony.”
“Yeah. To avoid, you know, this. And, also, littering.”
Guy smiles. “Right.”
Above them, there is another type of understated commotion underway. Things seem to
be moving about, someone intent on moving them. Just as any item will be displaced when there
is a change in domicile. Oh, Lazaro thinks. Makes sense.
Something falls, smashing. To Lazaro it sounds like something tiny, but he cannot be
sure.
“Gali!” Rick yells. “What was that?” Definitely, some authority in that voice.
They both allow for some time before there is another voice.
“Vase,” says the raspy voice. “The pretty one.”
“Fuck,” he says under his breath. “Was afraid of that.”
(Vase breaking? Ooh—undeniably gay.)
Lazaro looks at the guy, thinking of telling him so long, see you later, hasta nunca, but
remains as he does when the staying seems way more fateful than the leaving. “Sorry,” it is his
turn to say.
“Nah.” Rick seems sincere. (So—not gay?) “It really is just a stupid thing. Would you like
to come in?”
“In?”
“Yeah. We just opened some…”
A girl in a serious perm shows up, wearing a librarian’s sweater and librarian glasses.
“Champagne,” she finishes his sentence—her lips and gums a tad violet. She also has a pixie nose
(upturned, as if constantly smelling shit).
“Hey babe. This is Lazaro.”
“Awesome. Hi.”
“Hello.” A quick hug immediately converts them into friends.
“I burned him,” Rick admits.
“Oh?”
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“But I’m making it all better. Lazaro is to be, officially, our first house guest.”
Lucky me.
“Wicked!”
He then follows Gali, who expertly follows Rick, undoubtedly her boyfriend and not her
fag. They go up wooden stairs that creak, several before reaching the second floor. Everyone in
the building knows exactly when everyone in the building comes and goes. All apartments. All
different, all the same.
They go into 214, the heater in full blast.
“Babe, close the window.”
“But I was smoking.”
“Yeah, which is how you burned Lazzie. Lazzie?”
“Yeah.”
“They call you that?”
“Sure. And not just friends. Even passing acquaintances.”
“Brill.”
“Sit, sit,” orders Rick, and Lazaro obeys. The couch is leather, long, too big for the room.
The view behind it, of course, is lovely. Past the rolling of hills, the apartments and houses and
businesses stuck like barnacles to it, the sliding clouds, heavy with something, ease by. Lights, so
early in the day (but not for a winter’s day), blatantly on.
“You got yourselves a good place,” Lazaro hears himself say.
“Oh,” says Gali, sitting with the placidness of an English lady. “We know.”
“Yeah,” says the boyfriend, closing shut the balcony windows with a dull thud. “So hard
to get a decent place.”
“Close to UTEP,” Lazaro adds.
“Yup.”
“You a student there?” he asks Rick, directly.
But the girl, oblivious or something (the too hot heat pumping out of the vents?),
answers loudly, “Yeah. Well, no. I’m a student there. Rick…”
“I stay in all day.” He admits. “Watch TV, surf the net…”
“But he’ll get a good job sometime,” Gali reassures him, as though the job situation is a
completely foreign concept to Lazaro. “We are hopeful.”
“Well, there are plenty of jobs around,” Lazaro tells both of them. “Perhaps not the job,
but one that allows you survive, and stuff. You can do alright.”
“Survive? Oh, oh no.”
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“Here we go,” Rick interjects. A portent?
“We have sacrificed so much just to be here.”
Lazaro looks at the surroundings. It is way too warm for comfort. There is no art on the
walls. Only an enormous television attached to a tiny laptop at the opposite wall.
“We left our families,” Gali, looking at their furniture with either contempt or comfort,
continues. “All of our friends. Sacrifice, strife. And then, we finally get here and then there’s this
whole job situation. I seriously think that someone with a little bit less faith would have quit by
now. It’s enough to make everyone hang the towel.”
“Where you folks from?”
“Georgia.”
“Oh, cool. And you don’t like El Paso?”
“Well—” Rick begins.
“Hell no!”
“No? Why not?”
“Agh, don’t get me started.”
“On?”
“This place.” She cringes, as if actual cold has entered her tiny bones. “You know, had
someone told me ‘Galilea, please don’t go to the desert to be miserable,’ I would’ve listened.
Instead, everyone told us, ‘Well, at least you’ll get out of Georgia.’ ‘At least you’ll be in a huge
state,’ everyone kept telling us. Yeah, yeah. And then we fell for it, went from one shit place into
another.”
“And what were you expecting?”
“Well, a job, for one.”
“Okay.”
“And competent people. Even the gas attendants seem overly retarded here.”
“Gali, we’ve been here for three days.”
“And, already.” She straightens her posture, oozing even more disdain. “I can know this
shit hole for what it is.”
“I grew up here. This shithole,” Lazaro decides to finally say something, “is my home.”
Rick, completely aware that this had been a possibility, that his disagreeable girlfriend
was bound to piss more people off, is aghast. He places both palms over both bulging knees, as if
preventing twin volcanoes from erupting.
Gali furrows her brow. “Well, that’s out of my control. Sorry for that.”
“Hey, Lazaro.” Rick stands up. “Want some of that champagne?”
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“Fuck.” The bitch, too, stands up. “It’ll go flat.” She goes around the corner, to what
Lazaro can only guess is the kitchen area.
“Sorry about that,” Rick murmurs under his breath. “Burnt and then outright
confronted—she’s super confrontational.”
“Total spitfire.”
“For sure.”
“Desperado.”
“Sometimes,” he says with a giggle.
“Competent.”
“Yeah.”
“Well, I’m glad you moved into the neighborhood. It is a nice neighborhood.”
But instead of any type of validation, all Rick does is nod.
Lazaro decides to feign interest in the nonexistent décor. His own fox hole is everything
but minimalist. Why are young people so insistent on the futuristic styles of blah, instead of
embracing the hodgepodge of modern house items in modern times? Why not kitsch? he asks no
one. With walls these vast, Lazaro thinks, who could possibly want white space? He cannot play
fake-curious for long.
“Nice digs.”
Suddenly, the girlfriend is back and both men are at their feet. She hands their guest a
coffee mug and her boyfriend a clear flute. “Sorry,” she apologizes. “No more champagne
glasses.”
“Thanks.” Before ten seconds transpire, half the mug has been thoroughly gulped down.
“Nice cold bubbles,” he adds, almost sitting down with the pleasure.
They stand around, enjoying the champagne. The slight headache that that brings about,
quick and unexpected, is welcome. He needs to fill his head with something other than the
ravings of some stupid bitch (and her stupid bitch).
“Where do you want to find a job at?”
“Me? Oh, anywhere.”
“Just nowhere that pays minimum wage.” She adds, beginning to rub his shoulders.
“That would be devastating.”
“Why?”
“Why?! Well, it’s just not enough.”
“It is, though. For here.”
“But not the world in general.”
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“But you don’t live in the world in general.”
The room feels hotter at once—beads of true perspiration on everyone’s upper lip.
“We want to be global citizens.” And this you share with the rest of today’s youth, he
thinks.
Brill. At least, maybe, some common ground here.
“But the truth of the matter is you can’t. Even if you live in shitty Texas or shitty Georgia.
The place you are at is the place you are at,” he confidently tells her.
“Right,” says Rick.
“You must glamorize your own home.” And he means it. Literally.
“Whatever,” Gali, tired of not talking, utters. “All I know is that we are a hot couple, with
lots of potential. We have both gone to school. We are both completely into each other,” she
reaches for his hand and they interlock them, “and we are both aware of the modern situation.
We’re no dumb-dumbs. Sure, we bow our heads to the greater power—a human, no matter when
she was born, is always privy to all societal demands—but not to the point of suffering.”
“We aren’t suffering,” the boyfriend clears his throat.
“Not to the extent that we will,” she prophecies. She goes up to Rick to ruffle his
nonexistent hair. The bristles on his pate evoke the noise of sharpened nails on a blackboard.
“Not,” she clarifies, “if we leave here soon.”
Finally, defeated in some way, but perhaps not at all, Lazaro tells her, while firmly
staring at him, “Sorry you feel like that. El Paso is a totally decent place to live in.”
“I’m sure,” the optimistic one says.
“And, well, if you don’t take advantage of it, well…” he smiles. “Your loss.”
He finishes the mug, placing it not too gently on the modernish coffee table.
“You know, it’s sad.”
“What is?” he almost-demands.
“Youngsters today.” (But aren’t we all relatively young here?) “They all go about thinking
that everything is alright. That everything is certain. Everything set. Well, let me tell you, both of
us do everything we can to be as un-mediocre as we can. We benefit from being alive in the 21st
century. We really do.” (Agreed.) “I have knowledge of all of this and that is why I can say that it
really isn’t fair that we have no other choice but take this form of… punishment.”
“I guess not.” Lazaro breathes in. “But I still have to say it.”
“Say?” She inquires. “Say what?”
“That not everyone who wants to be not mediocre can actually accomplish it. I mean,
think about it. If everyone wants to be special, everyone is united by their longing to be an
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individual. If you want to be not mediocre, then you have to be absolutely sure that you weren’t
born that way. It’s dangerous, after all, to behave above or below your position.”
“That’s old. Old-school thinking, and barbaric.”
“Yeah, I know.” He leans on the couch. “I know it’s from somewhere in the Middle Ages.
Well.” He looks precisely and only at Rick. “I’ll see you two around.”
“Okay.” She cannot get him out of the house fast enough.
“Thanks for the booze.”
“Hey, no problem Lazaro,” says Rick.
He leaves their house, the bleak house, and no one accompanies him to the porch. He
looks at the roses growing—obviously the previous owners are responsible for their existence.
They bloom this far into winter. If he were a pyromaniac, he thinks while carefully choosing a
cigarette from his new pack, this would be precisely the house to torch.
The remains of Ninny, beloved Stephenson family pet rabbit, were found by the maid in the
early morning. She did not say anything until the mother had arrived from her hectic exercise
regimen. She told her not to tell anything to the children, especially Bobby, the youngest. He
was responsible, according to the Chart of Chores affixed to the refrigerator, for the rabbit’s
daily meal. He would have taken the blow pretty hard. They hardly ever let him out of his
cage. Indeed the animal was becoming increasingly cuboidal because of it. And, would you
know it, the one rare time he is let out to get lost among the white winter snow, he is devoured.
Almost entirely, not without a few distinct patches of red and brown.
Chapter 5
Cathedral bells ring eight. The Sunday blues have been successfully evaded. Too much else to do
than become depressed. Too interested in other topics of the outside world to bother with the
pesky feeling that we are all alive for a few moments before we disappear in death, succumbing
to total oblivion, never to see familiar faces, or be seen.
There are times when he feels like this. How? As though he really shits where he eats.
Well, he eats in bed, and his bed is right outside the bathroom, but what he means with this is
the pungent quality of smoke. Suddenly, all his books and clothes and things smell of the stuff,
and even though it is far from unpleasant to Lazaro, he can picture the stuff entering the pores
in his skin. It coats everything, covers all—perhaps it is the reason for his recent constant trips
outdoors.
How to become clean again?
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The bathroom begs to be cleaned. Even his possessions and knickknacks all desire some
form of exorcism. Lazaro decides that tobacco and marijuana, from here on out, will always
mark his life. These addictions cannot separate themselves from the truly addicted. The
relationship is outstandingly symbiotic.
It being a Sunday, he cannot help but entertain the notion of yet another beer, yet
another acquaintance to socialize with, for the weekend demands it, dammit. The repetition
itself has become another addiction—the addiction to surprise.
The soundtrack? Surely “Banda Part, A” by Archduke Francis. Dancey, boys talking
about boys, boys needing other boys to dance (“For all girls to be game/And no one is lame/Boy,
get here now boy/I’d refuse to be tame”), a soothing non-punk voice. Also, thinks Lazaro, the
song that would play in the ending credits of some hypothetical film about his generations basic,
overall gist. (You know? For future generations.)
And the place? Mindy’s (for Beautiful Life is open only Thursday through Saturday). He
begins twirling a cigarette, ridding it of its poison. Soon, only the emptied paper tube is left with
its filter attached. With the sandy weed, that which has been processed twice or thrice with a
small, metal grinder, he refills the cigarette. It is now another type of smoking device, an
altogether different venom.
Loaded, ready to go.
He is to be by himself. And because he has nothing in his head, he will fill this up, as a
helium in a balloon, with outer conversations. Suddenly the walk ends—he finds himself at his
usual haunts. So automatic and unspecial.
“Fuckin’ cops.”
“All the same. Pigs man.”
“But at least, silver lining, bro. No DUI.”
“Right.”
This is the biggest fear. To get a DUI. Not to get a job, not to make parents happy. Not to
suffer mediocrity from here on out. But to be caught by the cops with alcohol while driving. Only
in American can you be sanctioned for potential crimes. This gives the pigs a notion that they’re
mediums. Saviors.
And he turns his attention to a group of gay guys, dressed in dandy garb.
“That’s all you did, Randy?”
“Yeah. All.”
“Wow.”
“Yeah. I’m telling you. These orgy parties are sprouting up everywhere.”
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“You don’t say.”
“Bessa told me that even straight people, couples, are going.”
“Swingers.”
“Yeah man. And they are actually about more than just sex.”
“Orgies that are not about sex?”
“No. There’s sex. Of course. Definition of orgy.”
“But.”
“But afterward everyone sits down, with cigarettes or weed—there was weed there,
yesterday—and alcohol, too. And all they do is talk. After getting it on. They share stories.”
“Huh. Really?”
“That’s the strangest part.”
“Yeah. For sure.”
“Everyone shares.”
“Man, I’d go just for the sex.”
They laugh, walking toward the exit and to the bars next door.
A boyish dude, trying his mightiest to remain enigmatic, crossing his legs while standing,
flings a half-dead cigarette at Lazaro. Surely not on purpose? Anyway, he broods at Lazaro, who
finds three or four things wrong with the guy’s dark face and grimaces. Dumb boy-dude begins
to look busily at his cell phone screen. This is the norm, the world does not rewind; it doesn’t
digress to its past glories.
There is so much drama involved waiting for a text message. From anyone.
And, somehow, familiar names strike Lazaro’s lulling interest. White boy and white girl,
probably neither of them gay.
“And the dude was dumped!”
“No way.”
“Fuckin’ Marcello.”
“Yeah.” Lazaro lingers to hear the rest.
“He goes to the girl, asks her to marry him. And—I mean he thinks he’s got it down,
right? he thinks she will respond with an affirmative. And she shoots the dude down!”
“Ha ha.”
“Bastard.”
“Poor, dumb fool.”
“Yeah. He thought that because she was Mexican she’d be dying to live with him. Nope.
She preferred to stay in her poor ass dirt town.”
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More laughter.
This gets him down. The city isn’t small enough for this type of coincidence. And the
influx of information seems to get around quite effortlessly.
How can a man like Marcello, a wholesome one who one fateful day joined Lazaro in
leaving three-dollar copies in Spanish of Nietzsche’s Antichrist on the pews of St. Joan of Arc
church, be the butt of social jokes? It seemed unfair—for a lover of people to be overthrown like
that. Despicable.
He is reminded of the Vegas trip as soon as he turns the corner of his building. His car
has been vandalized. Both front and back windows have had something thrown through them
(And to think—a well-lit parking lot before a bunch of late afternoon commuters). Something
heavy has fallen on the hood. It has dented like a cavern’s cavity. He becomes enraged, but then
something lulls him, bringing him back from the anger. He desperately wants to go home. Not
his home, his family’s.
And something else is a pain in the ass.
One tire (and only one) is uselessly flat—laying there like a chomped-on baby seal. As
quick as he can, he places the flat in the cab of the truck, replacing it with the spare. In ten
minutes, already he is on his way.
It snows slowly, and few flakes come in through the apertures, immediately making
Lazaro smile. It’s as if he now owns a convertible now. Stupid grin. The grin of a guy who’s been
duped into thinking that everything is okay, that reality is the same it’s always been.
“The tragedy of the man not set up for tragedy—that is every man’s tragedy.” Philip Roth.
Now he knows he is being slightly dramatic, so he tries to think of nothing but possible messages
contained within the howling wind.
Things have changed. It keeps snowing—this is the coldest month the city has ever seen.
He requires comforts. Life is only enjoyed with the immediate placement and banishment of
these luxuries. Life: the Great Game of Contrasts. He opens his mouth and automatically three
or four flakes enter it, melting upon contact with his hot tongue.
A house party. Several people formed a casual circle.
“Simply, I was in this semi-dark room. The room in my dream. It was all made of wood
for sure because it was dark like I would imagine wine cellars in rich people’s homes are. The
same feeling of damp wood. Mahogany possibly. It was all very cramped and small. It had the
feeling of an underground shelter to it, but it’s funny how the word shelter is about the worst
word I can think of to describe it. I was just there, in this bundle of myself. I cannot explain it,
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but it wasn’t as though I was fat or something. There was just so much of me in this teensy
teeny room. Suddenly the door bursts open, I forgot to mention there was a door in the room,
and this heavy wooden door just vanishes completely, disappearing somewhere inside or
outside, I forget. Three violent, crazy bodies just burst in, these maniacs, as though I was in
some sort of trap. I remember then feeling cheated, like really cheated and then deeply sad. I
had fallen for their trap. Fell for it; I remember hating myself so much even in my dream—I
shouldn’t have been, you know, inactive when I really should’ve done something to abandon
the room as soon as I had had that feeling. Even in dreams you get gut feelings like this. But
too late, I remember saying. Too late, I thought. But I had been really too busy staring at the
maniacs to have those deep feelings truly, you know, register at the time. One of them was tall,
like super tall, and that alone made him terrifying. I didn’t get the chance to even see his face.
Seven feet tall, about. The human eel. Another, lanky, very monkey-like: some mutant with
long strands of hair, black, very black, and exposed patches of skin, like a victim of all types of
burns. It made loud, super hard cracks as it struck down its own body upon any hard surface
it could find—some wooden furniture and the floor itself. Crack! Like some fish out of water
crushing its own innards with its smashing bones. Just like that—crack! I thought of that even
then. That one did not get too near to me, thankfully. And then, the third one, which actually
does make it all the way to me is a very fat, fat lady, clearly mongoloid, with absolutely no
teeth or gums but an inserted metal donut in her gaping mouth, which she then introduces to
my nose, like a sucker— this, this, apparatus. It just crushes me, even if I can’t feel her breath.
This metal thing around my mouth, like a dog’s snout. Her eyes were pretty vacant looking.
Dead. Her body odor was thick enough to hold me there, just there, petrified and entranced.
Which is why I chose to stay still. I did absolutely nothing. Just took it. It kills me. I can feel her
sucking. Frppp! still. I can taste it and even smell the rancid sewer in her mouth. She laughs in
my nose—inside my nose. Just holds me mad tight—a crazed lunatic. I tried to come awake just
then. I felt dents on my cold nose, and realized that inside my room it was freezing. But I’m
finally outside the trap.”
“Nah, nah. Mine is way more terrible that that, man. Mine leaves me in a cold sweat,
you know, the kind the gets soaked up by your sheets? Mine is about heights, and you guys all
know just how much I love thrill rides. Remember I went to Vegas just to skydive? Six hundred
bucks. So no, I am not afraid of heights at all. But in this dream which I have, like, constantly—
at least once a month—in it, I’m on the tallest tower in the world. Inside an egg. It’s this thing
made up of clear metal—an orb. Like an elevator, but cramped. Hey! I guess just like you I’m
terrified of enclosed spaces—I never really thought of that. And I guess what started this
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dream was that I had just seen that movie, remember Dom? The Vanishing. Let me tell you, it
left me scarred for life. (Nervous chuckle.) It’s all about how curiosity kills the cat in the end—
and how fucking horrible would it be if all of your life had lead you to a certain moment of true
terror—like being buried alive or encased in cement. Whatever—the shit horrifies me. And now
even thinking about it… (Shivers.) I was in this crystal ball, and I couldn’t breathe, and I knew
that I was dreaming and that I was dying in reality—but I couldn’t wake up so I knew for sure
that I was beginning to be dead. Like, I was given an opportunity, since I knew that the dream
was a dream, to get up but I was physically incapable. So I am floating within this huge ball, I
see lights and they are all house lights. Then I try hard to look at the details and I begin to see
people—people that I know. And they are suffering. They are crying, not because I had died
but because they had been left alone and…” (Meditative silence.)
“Well mine. Mine’s a doozy. I am, like all y’all, in a room. With other people. And these
other people are crying, are banging on the walls like crazies. What’s gonna happen? I ask. A
ticking gets on my nerves, well, that and everyone’s silence. They refuse to talk to me, only in
their misery and pain they go about. The ticking is from this enormous clock that has been
totally camouflaged in the backdrop—it has numbers. I remember it: 8.33. Suddenly, I know.
Nobody tells me, but I know. That is the time I will die. I am about to be executed. And this
makes me shit a brick. I feel myself get cold—the realization is just too much to handle.
Awaiting death. I was even more furious than the others. What to do with the time? I wanted it
to be over and done with—the agony was that strong. The most agonizing wait. Ever.”
(Tearing up)
“That one sounds bad. I got the shivers just sitting here listening to you. I once dreamt
that there was this midget—just fat and bald and just so creepy looking—playing with some
kid. Some toddler, it looked like. And I was in this garden-looking thing, and there he was,
playing with the baby. The baby didn’t care that this thing was all deformed and ugly. He
giggled when the midget spun him around. And then he turned to look at me, and smiled…”
“Creepy! I don’t know what my worst nightmare ever is.”
“Oh, c’mon.”
“Okay. (Clears throat.) I’m in this bathhouse.”
“Of course you are, you raging ‘mo!”
“Ha, ha. No. Shut up.”
“Shut up Ronny.”
“Yeah, Ronny. Shut up.”
“Not like a modern bathhouse, you turd. Not with, like, naked guys and “special rooms.”
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No. This was like in ancient times. I guessed that I was somewhere in ancient Rome, or Greece.
And there were tons of people there—in swimsuits, of course. But definitely it wasn’t modern.
And it was an enormous, I mean ENORMOUS pool. Square. Long. Deep. It was a staircase
submerged in water—there was a shallow end and the deepest was, I’m not joking you, like
twenty stories down. Very, very deep. But the water was super clear: you could just look down
and see all the swimmers underwater and the divers diving deep down. It was a whole world
of activity down there. But super clear. And I was swimming too, just paddling above in the
surface. Suddenly, I would get the entire immensity of it and freak. I would cling to the shallow
end. I stayed there, watching old ladies float by in floral caps. It was, like idealic and shit, I
guess, in a way, but more like I was in heaven. Funny—I also thought that I was dead.
Suddenly, there’s fins. Then there’s blood everywhere. Everyone was getting eaten by these
ferocious sharks—even the old ladies were twirling their arms which were reduced to bone
around and around—screaming like banshees. It was total chaos and, of course, I was in the
center of it. It was a massacre, and yet, with all that blood and all the bodies and all the sharks
creating splashes there, the water still kept being clear. I could still see below me. I dived in
desperation, trying to find some possible way out. As I look under my submerged toes, I see
this torpedo-looking thing coming straight up at me. It is the biggest fucking whale shark in
the world!”
“Freud equals whale to penis. Simple.”
“Ha ha. Yeah, I guess that’s what it really meant.”
“See? You are some big whore after all.”
“Shut up Ronny!”
Chapter 6
His mother, stern look in her face that could portend any number of things, hands him the
house phone. “Hola sobrino.”
“Como estas tío?”
His mother leaves, probably lingering a while in the hall.
“Ah, good. As usual. Pretty good.” Chuckles, then he remembers himself. “And you?”
“School, good. Life, good. But there are these,” he slowly rubs his temple, “fucking
roaches…”
“Like mota you mean?
“No tío. Roaches—rats. Not weed. These fucking guys.”
“Oh.” He probably thinks this is gay-adjacent.
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He continues, clutching the old-school phone as if he were in a black and white oldie. A
noir. “Tío. These guys are just after me. But they have the wrong fucking guy.”
“Yeah, they would.”
“So they keep fucking with me.”
“I know the type.”
“Yeah. I had absolutely nothing to do with it. Really.”
“I know you. I’ve known you since you were in diapers.”
“I know. I even got this black eye.”
“So it’s become physical then.” Yes, and not in the way he is used to, probably thinks the
uncle. “This is surprising news.”
“Yeah. Guy just took a punch, pow. I wasn’t able to duck in time.”
“Do I know these guys?”
“I dunno. Do you?”
“Do I?” He sounds raspy but it’s not the phone signal.
“How would I know the guys you hang with, Nardo?”
“No. You don’t or wouldn’t. Well, nephew, I can only help you in but one department.”
“What.”
“I can get you a job.”
“Oh—well. I probably will need to think about that, too. But no. No thanks.”
“I was kidding. Your mother would outright strangle me, don’t you think?” He chuckles,
the rasp pops up sporadically. “No. And what you do, with the website—that’s some cool shit.
Never in a million years could I do that. Don’t get out of that line of business. Ever. I wouldn’t, if
I were you.”
“I’ll think of something.” Lazaro knows this is a distraction from the main issue. He
cannot for the life of him prioritize, with so much rubble falling down on his head. It’s quite
impossible.
“Plus, like you told me once and I’ll never forget,” Nardo sissifies his voice, “‘I don’t
believe in material things. I was born without anything and that’s how I will die’—
presumptuous little shit.”
“Yeah. Fatalistic.”
“Don’t worry about them guys.”
“They vandalized my car.”
“What?”
“Slashed the tires. A brick right through the back window. It was the same dudes.”
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“Those that gave you the shiner?”
“Yep.” He is impatient, already wanting to get out of this conversation entirely.
“Well—other information?”
“You must know them.”
“Because I hang with assholes like that.”
“Yeah. Because they’re your kind of people.”
Nardo coughs. He begins his usual bout, which is an endearing character trait—
according to absolutely nobody. He wheezes and you can just imagine contents from the back of
his throat making art on the receiver part of the phone. He has to separate himself from the
phone for a good thirty seconds before he gains composure.
“Sorry.”
“Nah, no need.”
“I mean sorry for not being able to do anything about it, nephew.”
“Nah. That’s okay.”
“They’ll get what’s coming to them, though.”
“Yeah. Hope so.”
“Of that you can be absolutely certain.”
Nardo coughed and coughed and began now to truly question his condition. The doctors all
said that his health was okay, but deep down he felt it. A tiny child there, holding on for
nourishment, for life. It clings to him and sucks him of his life. Death.
The receiver felt suddenly heavy, cold, and he let it dangle from the cord. Soon enough,
someone would get it from him, would hear the dead noise and rid the house of it. He swirled
the liquid around and around, not wanting to drink but not wanting to abstain either.
These were adolescent feelings. Undoubtedly, at the end of life comes a resurgence of
the past—it is life’s ultimate practical joke. Suddenly, he found himself craving candy (candy!
sweets!), wanting to sleep long, peaceful hours. Now, he wanted to be entertained and not
think. To be taken entirely by surprise when death did come a-knockin’. Even a mid-morning
erection gave him hope on the continuance of his life, simultaneously reminding him of his own
mortality. He wanted a cigarette, a cigar. And a good show. And good company.
Why was he delving into minutiae this late in life? Had it really all boiled down to this?
He called his brother’s other son and told him about Lazaro’s situation.
“No uncle.” Gabriel, through the phone, sounded younger. “He didn’t tell me anything.”
“Those fucking glasses.”
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“I know.”
“I don’t get you young people’s obsession with… stuff.”
“I know.”
“No, you don’t. Grow up. Please. The world works differently. The road to hell is paved
with good intentions.”
“Just fuckin’ sunglasses.”
“Yes. Almost got your brother killed.”
“You sure it was them?” Gabriel asked.
“That’s what he said.”
“Oh.”
“Sounded worried.”
“When isn’t he.” Some fakey cackles. Then a deep silence.
Nardo looked at his lofty, over-plushed room. Too cavernous, but too late at night to
pull the curtains back to let any sunshine in.
He remembered then what he had forgotten to tell the other nephew. Uno cultiva sus
dones. You cannot just become someone that you’re not.
“Well, if he doesn’t wanna work with you, I’m down.”
“You?”
“For sure. Para que sirvo?”
“Pos pa nada, pinche güey. Si puto, no sirves ‘pa nada. As useless as all your shitty
cousins.”
“Ah, c’mon.”
“No. Can’t use you.”
“C’mon.”
“Definitivamente que no.”
If he was going to die, go to hell, he didn’t necessarily feel as though it was his duty to
take all of those around him with him.
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VII. MONDAY
Chapter 1
This morning he will have breakfast. He simply can’t go without. Fuck these strict rules of a selfappointed masochism. He cannot not eat, and he will do it.
And yet sitting upright is impossible. The ache on the shoulders, the neck, the sternum,
they all create an orchestra of pain.
He has beaten the cathedral bells, though. They go off as soon as he’s taken some crust
off his eyes. To him, it sounds like “there’s-stuff-to-do, there’s-stuff-to-do.” An old fashioned
chime which still causes slight discomfort.
He studies, for a few minutes, his interview. The scratchings and incoherent symbols on
the white pages all belong to him. Incompetent, sure—he won’t do anything with any of it. This
belongs to him: a crystallized memento of time. And how rare is that, really? Very, he surmises.
He knows now just how much more chutzpah he requires when dealing with others; he feels
ineffectual, realizing that there are true limits to his abilities. And he is okay with that.
It’s not the acceptance of mediocrity, but the acceptance of parameters.
He feels safe in his room, but already the seed begins to germinate, that he must,
eventually, move out. But if he moves away, he might as well move away. Other cities beckon,
other adventures await. But he lingers way too long in bed and he takes this as a heavenly sign
for his overall staying put.
Overhaul. That’s it. Makeover. Reinvention. How to change everything but keep the true
core constant? Looking at his reflection (the mirror is hanging askew as a result of a drastic,
carelessly-flung pair of blue jeans from the threesome) he understands that some type of redo is
indeed needed. He cannot redo any of the mistakes, nor relive those few particular past glories.
This is him. Too-long hair, a week-long scruff which irritates the palms of his hands when he
attempts to cradle his jaw, even eyes too large to contain their irises—a lack of white. And then
there are all these new additions, those which only this week have marked his life. With the
exception of the purple fingernail, already flaking, already seeking its natural body color, he has
enormous raccoon spots over his eyes, like the stenciling on some Mardi Gras mask. Despite the
fading blackness of the punched eye, it is accentuated all the more to an almost violet thanks to
his lack of sleep and rest. He rubs his shoulders, cracks his necks sideways.
This quaint room now makes more sense.
Let’s keep the garbage contained, he thinks. Let’s isolate the problem. Let us minimize
the space it takes us all to live in the outside world.
He has had a dream—four nights in a row, already. The location of his dreams, the dream
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place he is usually spirited away to, usually a composite cruise ship and wood/crystal floating
hotel, a place of possibilities as well as endless rooms, usually utterly bleak in its emptiness and
portending an easy deviation from a dream’s natural trajectory and into sick nightmares, is
wholly peopled by, well, people. And the faceless strangers mesh together to make a blanket in
which breathing is an impossibility. Joining all these, becoming part of the organic coat, in his
own land of dreams, somewhere inside his very self, he finds himself not breathing. And that’s
how he wakes up: by realizing that he has to breathe.
When you were a baby, his mother is fond of telling him over and over and over again,
you never cried. If you were hungry, you would just smile over at me. And that’s how you woke
up every time, too. Smiling.
He believes this is because sometime in his past, a full quarter century ago or so, he
actually did pay closer attention to waking life than anything his brain had to offer in those
darkened hours. He would smile because he was utterly content at being newly awake—of
finding out that it is all truly continuous, life, and, therefore, liveable. Survivable. But now he
wakes up grouchy, if not overtly depressed. For no other reason than some residual stuff left
over, still clinging to him like barnacles on a sunken ship. He wants, desperately, to wake up to
stark reality with that same naïve passion as his baby self. Why not? Things can be relearned.
You never forget how to ride a bike, after all.
The first intrusion upon his ritualistic alone-time, of course, is the phone. Always that.
He cannot help but not ignore the little light show emanating from the device. A beacon, a plea,
a coveting of his presence, if not his voice. He picks it up as though it weighs as much as a gallon
of milk.
Elena.
Odd.
Come join us at our new place !!!
New? Hadn’t she just moved? Hadn’t that been the primary topic of conversation not
even a year ago?
New?
YES! Gerret got promoted :)
He is forced to talk to her, otherwise the texts themselves will extended the conversation
even further (hours or more, for sure). He calls.
“So you are moving?”
“Indeedy!”
“Wow, Nana. Wow.”
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“I know.”
“You didn’t even mention the possibility…”
“I know. It took me by surprise.”
“So—another part of town?”
“Well, my husband being wealthy, and us living in this ‘poh ass town, there’s basically no
other place to go.”
“But the mountains.”
“Yeah.”
“Awesome. I’m really happy for you.”
“For us! Now come on over!”
“I’m feeling a little rotten today.” Um, lazy.
“Bullshit. Come see. Amazing architecture.”
“From the roaring 80’s. All those house were built in the 80’s.”
“Not this one.”
“And what of your glorious plantation-style balcony?”
“I will miss that.”
“Ah, c’mon.”
“Just kidding. I won’t. A new place to start putting up more stuff.”
Stuff, stuff and stuff. When did your brain, Elena, get so stuffed up with so much stuff?
“Good for you, sweetie,” he tells her.
“Please come. Impromptu party. With all his friends. Couples and their kids.”
Yuck.
“But I promise to give you a good time.”
Lazaro scoffs, enjoying being made a big deal out of.
“Okay. When?”
“Now darling.”
“Am I the only cool invite?” Meaning: Will there be any gay men?
“Don’t worry about it. You’re the main guest.”
“That sounds, I dunno.” He looks at his nail, already peeling its purple. “Macabre.”
“Well—whatever. Stop spending time realizing that you must just get your ass over here,
Hercules.”
“On Feliciano?”
“Just up the street from our last house. We keep going back in forth. Lazaro, for two
whole months, both properties are, well, mine!”
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“Okay,” he tells her. “Bye.”
Six minutes later, at his truck. The exterior is disheartening, makes him think that he
actually wants, needs, something for Christmas. The slashed tire looks like a putrid tumor in the
cab of the truck—all wheels should be upright, should function.
Warming up the car, he turns the dials and ignores all the Christmas jingles which began
even before the Thanksgiving weekend. (When was the last time a new one had been invented?)
He loathes them. So much irony, so stupendously subconscious and virus-like, they weave into
the brains, bringing customers in together as if attached on a single string. He finds the Fwadée
Jizelle CD he burned off the internet and puts it on. The first track is the silly, half-serious
“Devin, ’85,” a tune with a “demonic” undertone (Gregorian chants and bells: a true risk to be
found at the beginning of any record, really) which has haunted Lazaro for a while now. With
this readiness, he is finally able to depart.
The freeway is vacant. People should be at work, in the stores, busy, but are not. For
several moments, his is the only vehicle on the road, despite the non-ice adhering to the roads.
Fortuitous conditions. People—in their homes, having better stuff to do. Alone in the open road.
His car glides wonderfully as he sighs, replaying “Heartbreak Holiday.”
At the intersection between Mesa and Feliciano, Lazaro decides he won’t be able to
recognize exactly which house belongs to Elena. He opens his phone, about to dial. All the
homes here were built around the ‘40s, ‘50s. These are the distinct houses, those which bleed
history and announce it to anyone lucky enough to be invited into one of them via original wood
panels, non-popcorned ceilings, old-school fans and fixtures. Although he relishes, essentially,
the life of a roaming nomad (apartment to apartment—he has vowed his home to be nowhere
and everywhere simultaneously), he cannot help but also covet one of those old El Paso homes
which apparently have so much personality. He is distracted for a full second, and his neck
hurts. He feels the pain, and then he feels an even sharper one. One to beat the previous smaller
agony. This one is tremendous. It covers the entirety of his body, it spreads all over. Everything
attached to it is hit.
Glass falls everywhere like glitter. His vehicle has been impacted full on. A person
driving precariously down the nicely manufactured corner has done so in a rage which now sees
its fruits. There are moments of stillness after the hit. The birds all seem to have gone silent only
to resume their song soon enough. The warmth inside the car—all body vapor and sweat,
excitement and expectation—escapes through the broken glass, like a genie exiting its bottle.
Suddenly, a door opens. It is intact, not even a little smashed, but still there is a struggle for it to
open out. There are cusses and silent self-recriminations. The gravel is littered with glass.
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Dazed, but with no question about what has just occurred, the guy advances toward Lazaro’s
smashed vehicle, several meters away from the zone of impact. The cars have hit each other, and
accordingly they’ve richoched to very different spots in the cul-de-sac. The guy worries about his
car, until he notices Lazaro asleep at the wheel. All this has happened, and Lazaro has been
unconscious through it all.
“Giovanni, thank you. Yes, I am here at 2012 Griffin Ave., just off Montana Road. What we
have here, Gio, is complete pandemonium. What we hardly thought possible has finally
occurred, Gio. The notion that we are the safest city in the country, with the wars in Juarez
staying there, is to be a notion soon undone. This is… bad. As you can see behind me, there are
about, we’ve counted them, fourteen cop units as well as the S.W.A.T. Apparently the violence
has spilled over. As we all feared, the violence has jumped the fence.”
“Trisha. Tell us all you know about this situation.”
“Right, Gio. Well, what we know is that there are five bodies in the interior of this
apartment building, here on Griffin Avenue, The Delano apartment complex. The body count is
impossibly high, although not as substantial as the numbers we’ve seen from our sister city in
recent months. All victims were discovered with bullet holes in their heads—had been
apparently blinded and tied down to chairs prior to the execution-style massacre. A silencer
was used, it seems to be the case, because all neighbors had been in and did not hear any bullet
sounds.”
“Is—does it seem as though all this is gang related, Trisha?”
“Yes. Although, like I said, we have very little information at the moment, but it seems
as though the violence we had thought dormant and exclusive to our neighbor in the south has
erupted…”
Chapter 2
He puts a rag over his head, looking instantly Arabic. For all he knows, a camel may be the
better option. The eyes complete the authentic look, they become browner as they concentrate
on the swaying sand twirling about his feet. Like whiplashing snakes, the currents of air carry
with them particles of sand. It has the potential to become tornado-like, to make visibility
impossible, to get everywhere. Sunglassless, no sand seems to be getting inside his moistened
eyes. He waits until finally Elena is there, by his side.
“Ay, tonto.”
“Tonto?”
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“So lucky that you stumbled upon a nest of doctors.”
“Fortuitous me huh.”
She smiles as though she is about to confide in him a little secret. “And wouldn’t a trip to
the hospital be just awful?”
Worse than the impact itself? I think not.
He stands quiet, looking at the sifting, shuffling sands. Living inside an hourglass. In a
house inside an hourglass.
“Are you okay?” he asks her.
“I should be asking you that.”
“Of course. Just scratches.”
“And stitches.”
“This useless… hand.”
“It’s not useless.”
“Now it is.” They look at his bloated hand, as purple as the broken fingernail.
Synecdoche: the finger, crooked, is an expert example of the whole. “And the stitches—totally
didn’t hurt as you would think. No.” He puts his arm around her. “But I meant you.”
“Am I okay?” Elena asks.
“Yes.”
“Lazaro, darling. Of course.”
“Good.”
“Look at the mess.”
“Yeah. Where’s your amazing golf course now?”
“Shut up.”
“Totally phttt, disappeared.” And it has. Nothing but a tan ocean of dirt covering all.
“Did you know,” she stops in a strange mannequin pose and looks outside, then at him,
“that they actually vacuum out all the sand?”
“Really?”
“Well, they will, I guess. After all this passes.” They look at the general smear.
Nothing is visible and no privileged view is afforded.
“Sure.”
“Come inside, sweetheart.”
“I’m a mess actually. Plus—how embarrassing is it to get hit exactly like, right in front of
the place you had to get to?”
“Well, most car accidents occur within some mile radius from your house.”
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“Naturally.”
She sighs. “Dunno. Stranger stuff’s happened, I’m sure.”
“Yeah.”
“Do you need another towel?”
Silence.
“Are you okay? What’s wrong? Why so sad?”
He semi-sobs. But this does not count as crying. It is, rather, the body’s natural
emotional response to a string of sudden, traumatic stimuli. Inside, it sounds to Lazaro like
death rattle—like this might be it. Perhaps he had been unconscious after all and now his brain
has been bled thoroughly. Time to die. She hugs his shoulders, bringing them forward
somewhat, with the strength of a strong, semi-maternal embrace. His body takes on the shape of
an engorged heart this way.
A sniffle. Too much dust settling on things, including them both, and yet here they
remain.
Another balcony—this one jutting out from the main bedroom, not out into the back yard
like in the other house. No more careful New Orleans wrought-iron motif—no railings on this
one. “My car,” he laments.
They both have a chuckle (for car is replaceable and flesh is not) until her husband asks
for her.
“I have a present for you,” he says from the open door, without a word to the guest.
She leaves his side, talking louder as she makes her exit through the long inner corridor.
“Absinthe,” Gerret tells her. “Good stuff. From Czechoslo…vak…ia.” The voice, deep and
unserious, disappears.
Formidable hostess, Lazaro thinks with an exaggerated sigh.
Inside, the bedroom mirror shows him a completely different version from earlier. He’s
had to sacrifice his shirt—no loss. But his jeans on which he had shed his own blood—those he
had worn all week long (and perhaps the one before it, too)–had to be duly trashed (at Elena’s
insistence). Gerret had donated a pair of Dockers to him, and they do not fit at all.
He has taken two small pills from Mrs. Gerret’s secret stash. He cannot move his left
hand at all, but he is right-handed so even if it is unusable forever, he will still make it out okay.
Strange, this. Almost like “The Marking of the Hero,” one of the 31 functions by Vladimir Propp.
He is branded—he has changed in appearance significantly, he could be a hero after all. Isn’t this
a momentous occasion in that his quest is at its initial stages? Or is the rule, a paradigm that
according to its recognizer almost all stories are likely to follow, that this decided mark on the
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protagonist is simply a diagnosis that there is a journey to follow after all? He understands that
mobility might be difficult for a while after this. He might be restricted awhile—and this will
definitely suit as a catalyst to act just the opposite. Unlazy. Productive. For instance, he will no
longer, for the time being, be able to do something as simple as light up a cigarette or a pipe.
He remains in the bedroom, lingering in silence. He cannot understand why the pink is
there. Bedcovers, lamp shades, even the carpets. Everything is pink and yet he knows deep
inside that Elena’s favorite color isn’t that. And Gerret, well. Why has the couple decided on
pink? He overhears strands of conversation, all of it lulling and bland. Uninteresting. So why
even convene as a group in the first place? he asks himself. Enjoy aloneness, he always thinks,
sitting down in front of his friend’s vanity. Discomplicate your life.
To his mirror self he says, “I was doing so…good.” He stares at his own brown eyes.
“Story of my life.”
Laughter of all genders, ages and volumes erupts from downstairs.
He looks at his eyebrows, his lips. Stays still. Not disappointed at all. Though now his
mode of transportation must to be reconsidered. Pain in the ass.
Old-school razorblade, opened like a V for victory, on the plain, sleek marble countertop.
An emblem of, what? Masculinity. Old-school masculinity. Another thing that simply does not
go with the couple, or Gerret specifically. Lazaro recalls once nicking his adolescent neck the day
he discovered his grandfather’s own razor, hidden by his grandmother in a dusty forgotten
drawer somewhere. After holding it slightly to his neck and just as he was about to ape all adult
males with their downward or upward movement of the wrist, dewy drops of red erupted
without warning. He freaked out and decided that some things must remain in their own time.
A ruckus, suddenly, downstairs.
“Come, Mary, come!”
A shuffling of feet. Expensive designer foot ware sounds just like the cheap kind. A
commotion, a stampede finding its way outdoors.
Even the candelabra jiggle on their cords.
He thinks of all the faces that saw him looking the wreck that he was. Downstairs,
couples and children all enjoy appetizers as congratulations and other forms of adulation hangs
everywhere like a haze. Like the cigarette smoke which is undoubtedly banned inside the new
house.
People. People living above their means. Jealous people (not that jealousy is not
allowed). And when they die? Some ten, thirty, fifty years from now? Dead. But still jealous.
Jealous for everyone still alive.
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Already, he has a possible title in his mind.
Unlived Lives.
And the sandstorm? The freak of nature? People, it seems, are moving toward it and not
away.
He almost trips on Elena at the end of the stairs, who is crouching and grabbing at beads
dispersed on her grand marble floor.
“What’s happened?”
“My fucking necklace snapped.”
“No. I mean, the people.”
“I have no idea. Gerret has them all riled up for some reason.”
Silence reigns all too markedly. All the people are outside so there is no more party. They
both put all the beads inside her dress pocket, going to the window to see what’s going on.
The dust storm has subsided, and everything has been left indubitably dusty.
“Why are all the people out there in the dust?”
No answer, for Elena too is confused. He must find out what is going on, then report
back to her.
Outside, what was once a winter landscape full of artificial deer and replanted pines from
the desert, a swimming pool that looked like a liquid pupil-less eye, shrubs and roses all in lines
planted for the new owners to enjoy, is what Pompeian remains might look like. Apocalyptic,
everything has become discolored, faded. Not white, not tan, not green or red or yellow—but a
despicable grey. And some snow which continued its insistence on the heads of all El Pasoans,
keeps falling, becoming thicker with the encrustations of sand. All flakes are morphed into
mutated pellets which seem heavier but struck with an equal, negligible force. And the people
keep being outside, and the confusion seems to have settled. Everyone has agreed to play some
part in it.
This time, talk of weather is relevant and interesting.
Some ladies comment on the grey flakes. They pretend not to know what it evokes.
Ashes.
“I saw it! I saw it!”
Raving with the intensity and chaos of a bona fide lunatic (eyes a-popping, brow
drooping sternly, sweat glands overproducing), Gerret is at the center of everyone’s attention.
Like a ring master, he sways his long arm over his head in a wide arc, chimpanzee-like, as the
people, around ten or so, continue looking at him with the adoration reserved for those who are
truly confused, though quick and able enough to catch on to whatever shred of coherence, or
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familiarity, he gave out.
“The proof! Here’s the proof!”
With one outstretched arm, Lazaro sees, Gerret pointing down the path of stones, what
used to be a path of stones. There, a bird carcass, noticeable for its wide display of feathers,
outstretched like a rainbow, grey as its grey surroundings, yet detailed and bizarrely out of place,
lies prone.
“The bird.” “A bird.” Several members of the audience chirp like birds. “Bird.” “Bird.”
He cannot help but destroy the odd illusion. He is hungrier than he’s been all week.
“Proof? A dead bird?” He makes the disbelief in his voice come through.
“Yeah. Dead,” says Elena’s husband.
“And?”
“Killed.” There is a strange hiss after that. Gerret seems to be fully within his element.
They are all guests in his house. They are all guests to some prescribed madness. “I saw the
creature kill it.”
“Creature?” “Creature?” The birds become, more specifically, parrots.
“What kind of creature?” Elena joins Lazaro as he directs a question to her husband.
“A huge one. Furry.”
“And you saw it?” asks Elena.
“Yes! Through the window. I came out just when I saw the bird being torn to pieces.”
“It’s not torn to pieces,” says Elena, looking at the mess at the end of the path.
“It is,” says Lazaro, solemnly.
He tries to move it from its bloody glue with the tip of his shoe. Pulp. Entrails. Abstract
art requiring only a camera.
“The fucker just tore it—pffrtt—to shreds,” Gerret reiterates.
A woman, dressed ridiculously, as if she were going to a NYC gala not a party in the
desert hills of El Paso, touches Gerret’s elbow. He seems about to strike her, there is an intense
look in his eyes, a proclivity to violence (to mirror the violence done on the pigeon?). But she
does not recoil from his abrupt jolt.
“Hair all over it. All over it. Some wild animal.”
The woman decides to put in her two cents. “Yeah! I know what you’re talking about. My
neighbor’s dog also just got attacked. The poor thing had to be plugged into this breathing
machine, he survived some hours the poor soul. He was even taken to the vet in an ambulance, a
human’s ambulance, for god’s sake. Rene is a wreck. They haven’t told the lady yet—”
“That’s the same fucker!” Gerrett, drunk on alcohol or pride, pumps his fist wild in the
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air.
Elena joins her husband, “Roy…”
“It’s the same one! It’s been on the news. Haven’t you guys heard? This unidentified
animal just killing family pets left and right.”
“You’re right,” comes another voice. A man with a paunch who seems the poster boy for
male pregnancy leaves the cluster of chattering birds to join their own group. Soon, everyone is
looking at Gerret, Elena, Lazaro, and the rest. “I heard about this, too.”
“Several pets killed.”
“I heard that.”
“Little puppies and cats. I heard even a golden retriever got attacked.”
“And it lived. Right?”
“Sure.”
“Yup. I heard about that one.”
What people have heard is that there is a strange phenomenon taking place. Suddenly,
the entire population fears for the lives of their beloved pets as if it were a serial killer on the
loose. Lazaro has not heard of the furry monster which has terrorized the area several days now.
Gerret, in his opinion, is still a dreadful buffoon.
“Let’s all go inside,” the hostess wisely recommends. And they do. Elena as Mrs.
Dalloway—only, 22 years old.
Inside the mirror-lined party room, Lazaro notices that all party guests have been
sufficiently tainted by the dust and snow. A dust storm and a winter storm? It has transpired so
quickly that the phenomena is soon forgotten. Unlike the pet assassin.
“And Marisol from next door said that there was a huge hole in the meshing of her yard.”
“There’s been news.”
“But what is it, then?”
“I let all my dogs indoors.”
“And your upholstery?”
“Girl, that’s replaceable.” A lady with many rings on her fingers. “Not my babies.”
“True.”
The crowd and their insipid talk is enough to lead Lazaro astray. He looks at Gerret’s
Lladro collection, at his samurai swords. All this stuff—how fast can a person make a space
liveable? Lazaro thinks that a lack of possessions ensures a fast move—but obviously it is money,
too, that accomplishes this.
“That bastard.”
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“Gerret.” Even the shoulder touch by Elena seems rehearsed.
“I will shoot it.”
A woman begins to scream at an alarming pitch. Everyone naturally turns to her waving
her arms and whooping cries.
“Melinda, what is it?” someone close to Melinda spits out.
Melinda, overweight but with a tremendously modern Chanel suit on, cannot utter a
single word. She is in rigid shock, like Carrie doused at her prom with pig’s blood.
“What is it?” “What’s wrong?”
The man of the house approaches her. Perhaps two lunatics can cancel each other out?
“Melinda. Shut up. Melinda—tell me. Was it the thing?”
And, because it could be nothing else but that, she simply nods. Her nods become shakes
and she begins to resume her head-to-toe trembling. A wobbling mound of gelatin.
With eyes aflame, Gerret is seen by all going inside his home, looking absolutely like a
boogeyman entering a family house. He seems a bigger hulk as he leaves the group.
Elena looks over at her friend. Disbelief, if not horror, decoupages her face.
“Is he really?” Lazaro asks.
She nods her response, as inarticulately as Melinda.
And you are his wife? he thinks. And—you married this guy? He couldn’t see the
disconnect more evidently till now. And while he ponders on the crap that is the institution of
marriage, churning the thoughts around and around, Gerret has already returned. With a
Beretta, Lazaro had been told by the wife. Given to him, she had told him proudly, by his dead
father.
“Wait Gerret!” Lazaro goes to him, not at all apprehensive that a gun can simply go off by
its own volition. He has the barrel pointing at him, somewhat, but Gerret has stopped dead in
his tracks.
“Out of my way.”
“C’mon.”
“Out of my way!” comes the beastly command.
“What are you gonna do with that?”
“What does it seem like?” Seven veins in his flabby neck—Lazaro can count them
instantly. “Shoot the fucker’s head off,” Gerret grins.
The crowd begins to grow excited. There have been murmurings all along, but for once
these become clear and audible, despite the dying winds. Squeaks practically.
Paying too much attention to the scene is a mistake. For impending catastrophe covets
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human eyes. He sits on patio furniture, attempting to strike up a limp cigarette. His hand feels
idle, like a ghost of its past self.
The hunt for the mysterious animal killer spreads out quickly across the lawn. Dust and
snow have made a muck of it all. Lazaro closes his eyes—in this way enjoying his smoke.
Somehow, he can still manage with a semi-spoiled hand.
He does not open them till there is a loud song of war, of victory, which matches
perfectly Gerret’s killer enthusiasm. He is back. And he has brought the multitude along with
him—children and adults. And Lazaro opens his eyes wide and before him, pointing at it with
both tips of his shoes, is a huge nest with blood and entrails. Brown and sickly, it takes a bit to
fully discern what it is. Legs like exposed ribs, thick, bristly, and sticky. A tarantula.
Not just any garden variety type. Not the common Chihuahuan desert monster. No—a
real one. A dead, killed, tarantula, the size of a deflated basketball.
“Impossible.”
He stays put in his chair, craning his neck only to get a better look at it. Standing in the
forgettable background, is Gerret, with his arms around Elena, who pretty much looks like the
man from Edvard Munch’s The Scream. All too much to take in, so just concentrate on the truly
weird. Forget the dust, the children and the future. The freak of nature, the unwanted creature—
it was fully dead. Its legs stiff, and thick, as nautical rope. And Lazaro can’t take his eyes away,
looking at it in its slumbering silence. Even the hushes are hushed away by the new currents of
wind, whispering.
Till finally it is some knocks (always knocks) that penetrate his mind and rewire his
mood. The trance has ended.
Someone inside the house is pointing out something to him. It is a boy. The boy is about
ten, looks as though the parents gave him full permission to pick out his own clothes. A pretty
modern convention. That’s what it is about him—his parents are off somewhere else and he has
decided to stay indoors. Smart. Safe. The boy points at something, says something with a smile,
hides himself in the dark interior, then again shows Lazaro something by pointing at the
horizon, a point somewhere between the land and sky. But Lazaro doesn’t know. He can’t make
anything of it. He cannot hear, cannot go inside, can’t listen to the boy.
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